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THE

EDITOR'S PREFACE.
The many encomiums

that have been passed upon
by the best judges in

theological works,

Dr. Owen's
the last and present century; and the high esteem in
which they are held by orthodox, judicious, and
truly spiritual Christians in the present day, are an inHe often
contestable proof of their intrinsic value.
discovers, beyond dispute, great acuteness of thought,

profound sentiments, and especially a solid judgment,
in reference to the unadulterated Gospel; and, in the
more practical and experimental parts of his writings,

an uncommon degree of devotion, an alarming or
melting animation, and spiritual fen^or; qualities in an
author, it must be owned, equally rare and invaluable!

We

fmd, however, that frequently these excellent

and spirit of his writings,) are
negligently dressed; or, at least, when art is employed,
it is employed according to the fashion of the times in
which he lived; the effect of which may be justly termed
materials, (the substance

a ''cumbrous drapery," when compared with the ^'simplex miindltiis,^'' the neatness and taste in style and composition, on which modern authors pique themselves:
owing to this I'evolation in the mode of dressing
thought, the innumerable scholastic divisions, the long
sentences, and involved parentheses, the numerous quotations of Latin and Greek in the body of a work, often
cause a modern eye to turn away in disgust, and to neglect a precious pearl that is lodged in so unfashionable a
cabinet; while, perhaps, the same eye is charmed with
another prettier casket, which contains only gewgaws

and trifles.
Impartiality must also confess, that Dr.

what we may

Owen was

a voluminous writer; and in the present day, the very idea of an expository work, consisting of four volumes folio, on a single epistle, is enough
to frighten the fashionable class of readers, who are
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never better pleased, as one observes, than when they
peruse a book "-brief, gaudy, and superficial." The
difference between the taste of the last and present age,
in this respect, is very striking.
As a specimen of the
former, we might mention, beside the work under immediate notice, "Caryl on Job;" andas a portrait of the
latter, the following remarks of a shrewd anonymous
observer, "'M£>'fi:/5i'?A;ov i^eya xix/ov, agreat book is a great
ei5;7/'is a maxim wiiich was perhaps nevermore univergally assented to than at present.
With all the fondness for reading, now so observable in every class of
the community, few are to be met with who will enter on laborious discussions, or peruse volumitwus iperUnambitious of possessing those genuine
formances.
pearls of science, which must be sought by diving to the
bottom of the ocean v. hich produces them, the generality of readers content themselves with the shells that
are to be gathered from its sands audits shallows. Many
writers now en}ploy themselves in dealing out learning,
^^
as innkeepers do their liqours, in ''small quantities.
This is satyr icaL
On the other hand, the art of reducing the bulk of
books, Avhen it avoids the fault of being superficial and
desultory, is not to be condemned.
If a large work,
excellent
with
thoughts,
and a truly evanabounding
gelical spirit, a work comparatively but little known,
too dear for the pockets, too voluminous for the courage and patience, and too unfa'shionable for the taste
of the gCiierality of religious readers; if, I say, such a
work may be fairly compressed into about one th Ird
of the original size, and exhibited in a form more modern, perspicuous, and correct; it may be presumed that
such a pjeseiit uiig'it not be unacceptable, but received
with gladness by the religious public, as calculated to

Such
real interest of evangelical piety.
the design of this publication.
''The world," says
an ingenious writer, "becomes every day more and
more convinced of the utility of abiidgments. For so
great is the increase of all kinds of knowledge, that the
human mind finds herself incapable of taking in the
^vhole; and becomes sensible of the necessity of being

promote the
is
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and valuable things."*
Hence the Cyclopoedias and EncyclopcEdias, for which
modern times are noted, and witii \^hlch the moreenlightened countries, in point of science and arts, abound;
which yet are only abridgments of voluminous, incon-

assisted in her choice of essential

venient, or inaccessible works.

And though

the public
often grossly imposed upon by pompous titles prefixed to superficial contents, yet the very attempt to im-

is

pose is a presumptive argument that such a plan well
executed is valuable. To which we may add, that the
method of publishing large and valuable works abridged, tends perhaps to avoid what might be thought a
growing evil the multiplication of modern authors,
who but barely stand on the list of mediocrity; while
the most valuable sentiments obtain a fresh and more
vigorous circulation.
But as the author just mentioned farther observes,
''The same cause makes a good ahridgment very difficult to compile.
To omit nothing which is essential,
and to insert nothing which is superfluous, requires a
thorough knowledge of the subject, and a great discernment; for to reduce much into little, is far more
difficult than to enlarge little into much."t
And, indeed, the task becomes more difficult in proportion as
the bulk of the original is reduced in the abridgment.
The, difficulty lies, in avoiding on the one hand, a mere
extract, which desei^v^es not the name of an abridgment;
and, on the other, the injudicious crowding of too many
ideas into a small compass, ^^ hich instead of enlightening dazzle the mind, appearing like a number of sparks
in the midst of smoke, rather than a bright and pleasant
flame; instead of engaging distracts, and instead of alluring fatigues the attention.
In such a case the affections, which ought to be consulted by every \\Triter who
expects to profit by pleasing (and he must have an extraordinary invention, and no small share of assurance,
who expects to profit by any other way) are prevented
from operating, they have no room to play, their elasticity and expansive force are either weakened or de-

—

stroyed.
*

Formey's

Ecclesiastical History.

Preface.

t

Ut supra.

w
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It

may

probably occur to some,

that,

seeing four

volumes octavo must needs contain much lesi? matter
than the original work, wliich consists of so many
small folios, much valuable matter is left out.
To
which I answer, that though this be granted, we have
no need to regret the loss, when we obsei-ve, that nothing is left out but what appeared either tautological,
redundant, digressive, and unnecessarily prolix; or else

what was so plain to most intelligent readers, as by no
means requiring a formal and long proof The reader, who has no opportunity to compare this edition
with the original work, may depend upon it, that all
the valuable, useful, and pertinent criticisms; the
most forcible arguments in proof of any important
point; the most evangelical and sublime sentiments and
doctrines; the most close, convincing, and edifying
improvements; the most animating and pathetic addresses and exhortations, contained in the other, are
presei^ved in this.
And this, I presume, will be deemBut affor reducing the size.
sufficient
apology
ed a
ter all, I wish it may not be deemed by most still too
long, as I suppose there is not another exposition on
this epistle, the original excepted, so full and large as

And I cannot help
abridgment will be found.
thinking that, with the exercitations, it may be reckoned* one of the most valuable systems of doctrinal,
practical, and experimental divinity, that is to be met
with in the English language.
It is hardly needful to observe, that it is the incumbent duty of every faithful abridger, as well as a faithful translator, to adhere scrupulously to the sense of his
author, except the reason to the contrary be universally
obvious, nor eveii then without apprizing the reader of
this

it.

This

is

what

I

have endeavored throughout to

The reader of the ensuing
to.
pages will fmd in them the genuine thoughts and sentiments of Dr. Owen, to the best of my knowledge, and
no other. Sometimes, indeed, the abridger thought it
pay the

strictest

regard

absolutely necessary, in dischai-ging his duty to his
exchange an expression, or to alter a phraseology, for others that appear now more expressive, ov

readers, to
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And now and then he has taken
better understood.
the liberty, for a similar reason,of inserting an expressive
or animating epithet, justified by the connexion; or
turned a sentence merely declarative into an awakenSome may think that these liberties
ing inteiTogation.
seldom
used, while others are ready to
are after all ioo
entertain a jealousy, when they apprehend that any
is

To

please

of propriety and

whom

they so much
impossible, while men's ideas
utility are so various; and, therefore,

taken with an author

freedom
revere.

all is

it would be a fruitless toil, the offspring of
and the parent of disappointment. Suffice it to

to attempt
folly,

say, that in the present undertaking the Editor has proposed as the end, the gi'eatest and most general good,
and with dependance on the head of all gifts and graces,
the blessed and adorable Person, whose glory in the
salvation of his people is the sublime and delightful subject of these volumes, he has pursued that end according to the best of his judgment.
And he cannot help
indulging a pleasing hope, that the cause of truth, the
profitable knowledge of God our Savior, the edification of believers, and the increase of fervent love among
bretliren, will be promoted b}' the present attempt.
Every one knows, that in all kinds of composition,

the article of method

is

of considerable

me two

moment; and

we are
apt to run.
The one is the diy, scholastic mode of dividing and subdividing a discourse into bits and cnjmbs,
and often for no other reason than because the subject
is capable of being so much divided, or merely because
the ideas clothed have some dependance among themselves! And the other, which is at present much more
in vogue, is that which affects to discard all signs of order and division, and is content with a cryptic or hidden method. And here it must be granted, that where
the only or principal design of an Author is to amuse
and please, the last mode is well adapted to it; but
where thejudgment,reason,and memory are addressed,
as well as the imagination and passions, a moderate
use of that method which is open and avowed seeir.s
necessary, and more especially is it indispensably so. in
there appears to

extremes into which
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such a work as the ensuing exposition. I have, therefore, attempted to avoid botli extremes, by adopting a
reconciling

He who is regardless of the
may pass on, as a tiaveller who is

medium.

heads and divisions,

regardless of the mile-stones

on

inconvenience; while another,
is

gratified

and

by marking

his road,

who

is

his progress.

without any

more

The

inquisitive will be pleased, I presume,

observant,
judicious

with having

the contents of each discourse at the head of it, as a
curious traveller is pleased with viewing a well proportioned map of a road which he has not travelled. And
tlirough the use of sections, that serve as marks and
distances on a map, any biCad of discussion may be
found out with a glance, with the general design and
connexion of the whole.
After all, my principal endeavor has been, as undoubtedly it ought to have been, to preserve as much
as possible the excellent spirit and unction of the original; that no part of its light or heat be lost, but rather
collected, and, as it were, brought into a focus.
To
succeed in such a design effectually, requires no small
preparation.
I am convinced, that nothing short of a
just, consistent,

and comprehensive acquaintance with

the gospel; a disinterested and earnest regard to the
glory of God; a fervent love to the Redeemer, and the
souls of men for his sake; the continual teaching and
all grace; a most steady faith
Divine promises; deep humility and diligent attention in learning the whole revealed will of God; the
spirit of prayer and sublime devotion; an experimental
foretaste of heavenly bliss and glory; with a delightful
mixture of patient hope, submissive longing ai'ter the

influences of the Spirit of
in the

end of

faith,

and an unwearied prosecution of that end

in the use of appointed means: nothing but these qualifications appear necessary to keep pace, it" I may so

express myself, with the spirit and ui action of Dr. Owen.
Alas! how short am I of such a stature! However, according to the talent and measure of faith received, the
sincere desire to serve the best
I iOrd be praised, it i^
interests of immortal souls, to edify the body cf Christ

my

in kno^vledge

and

faith,

holy love and obedience, as
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the instituted preparatives to the promised everlasting-

and

rest
It

glory.

has been well observed, that "sentiments of esteem

"and veneration, combining with natural curiosity,
"prompt us to inquire into the histori/ of those men by
"whose writings we have been improved in wisdom
"and virtue." Therefore, the prefixing an account of
the most memorable particulars in the life and character of Dr. Owen, will no doubt be acceptable to all intelligent and inquisitive readers of this performance.

Though the Editor has availed himself of other sources
and hints, which he thought unnecessary to refer to,
yet, in comparison, he has done little more than abridge
the memoirs already drawn up, prefixed to the Doctor's
posthumous sermons and tracts; reduced them to a
method a little more distinct and perspicuous, with the
addition of a few obvious reflections, which he thought
had a tendency to diversify, to enliven, and to improve
the narrative.

have only to add, that from a conviction of the
of an abridged edition of Dr. Owen "on the
"Hebrews," with the "preliminary dissertations," I have
had the work in contemplation for some years, and I
bless the God of all grace for the pleasure and improvement the undertaking has been the means of
affording me; that after I had made some progi^ess
therein, with a view to publish it by subscription, I
was applied to by the publisher of the Evangelical
Library about its being sent into the world through
I

utility

medium

of that repository of valuable and scarce
I own I was not averse to send it abroad in company \\ath that venerable band of worthies,
who, though dead, it is hoped will yet speak, with increasing force, not only to the present, but also to future generations. But, like the other publications in the
Evangelical Library, the present work stands entirely
detached from all preceding or future volumes, by the
judicious mode adopted by the publisher of having
double title pages.

the

divinity.

And

This performance is now launched into the world,
with earnest prayer to the God of all grace: that both
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and every other of the same tendency, may be abundantly ownedbj^iim as a means of gi'ace and sah^ation.

it

EDWARD WILLIAMS.
Oswestry,

March

18,

1789,

MEMOIRS
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LIFE OF

§1.

Introduction.

§2.

birth, education, and

JOHN OWEN,

D. D.

His pedigree and parentage.

uncommon

§3.

His

application to studies.

§4.

His youthful vanity. §,5. How supported at College.
§6.
Forced to leave it. Ordained. §7. His great convictions and
distress.
§8. Disowned of his Uncle, he removes to London.
§10. His afflictions useful.
§9. How relieved.
§11. Settles
at Fordham and is married there.
§12. Removes to Coggeshall.
§14. His first acquaint§13. Becomes more popular.
ance with Fairfax and Cromwell. Goes to Ireland. §15. To
Scotland. §16. Made Vice-chancellor. ^'7. His prudent and
moderate conduct. §18. With due authority. §19. Is hospitable and generous. §20. His exemplary diligence. §31. Retires to Stadham.
§23. Is offered preferment. §23. Yet persecuted. §24. Calumniated. §25. Improves his liberty. §26.
Opposes the conventicle bill. §27. Noticed by King Charles
II.

§

1.

§28. Sickness

and death.

§29. Character.

Doctor John Owen,

§30. Epitaph.

the celebrated author of

was a person confessedThis is
ly of superior talents, erudition, and piety.
abundantly witnessed by his cotemporaries, and coitoborated by the concessions of those who were enemies
the following expository work,

to his theological principles.

It is to

be lamented that

fill up his just character are not
more ample; particularly those parts of his private conduct, which could be known but to a few; but whichj

the materials requisite to

nevertheless, are the truest indications of those motives

on actions, which otherwise may apHowever, we are furnished with as

that reflect a lustre

pear

common.

V©L.

I..
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many

facts

and circumstances, of undoubted authenti-

connexion with his writings, as prove him to be
an extraordinary person, whether we consider him as
the profound scholar and divine, or the experienced
city, in

humble
§2.

Christian.

He

Llwyn,

derived his pedigree from

nesLY Dolgelle,

Lewis Owen, of

Merionethshire, Esquire.* Grif-

had a daughter
manied to Humphrey, a

fith, the fifth son of this gentleman,

named Susan, who w^as
branch of the same family in another

line.

Tliis

Hum-

phrey had fifteen sons, and the youngest, whose name
was Henry, was our author's father.!
This gentleman, who was heir to an estate of about 3001.
annum, was lineally descended (according to Lewis Dynn's
book of records relating to the antiquities of Wales) from a
younger son of Llewelyn [not Kewelyn, I presume, as some
have written it] ap Gwrgan, Prince of Glamorgan, and Lord of
Cardiffe, which was the last family of the five royal tribes of
Wales. He was Vice-chamberlain, and Baron of the Exchequer
in North Wales, about the middle of the reign of Henry the
Eighth; and continued in those honorable stations through the
reigns of Edward the Sixth, and Queen Mary, and until the
eighth year of Queen Elizabeth, in great credit and authority.
This appears by the letters of these three royal personages to
him and John Wynne ap Meredith, of Gwydir, Esq. in whose
family those letters are kept, who both jointly employed their
power in apprehending felons and outlaws; of whom there was
*

fier

a great number in those parts during the wars betwixt the houses
of York and Lancaster. When Lewis Owen was High Sheriff
of the county of Merioneth, he had to attend Montgomery assizes,
(which opportunity he embraced of treating with the Lord of
Monthrey for his daughter in marriage with John his eldest son)
but in his return he fell among some outlaws, being several brothers called givillied cochion, i.e. the red robbers, at a place called
Dugoed, near Mowthy, and was shot through the head with an
plain cross was erected to the Baron's memory, upon
arrow.
the place where he was murdered, of which there are now no
remains to be seen; but the gate which the assassins had made
last to obstruct his free passage, is to this day called Llidlart
crocs y Baron, i. e. The gate oj" the Baron's cross.

A

t

his

Henry Owen was bred a scholar, and

having passed through
Oxford, was, after some time, chosen
Stadham in that county. He was reckoned a strict

academical studies

minister at
puritan for his

at

more than ordinary

zeal in those early days of re-

JOHN OWEN,
§3.

ham,

John was

his

D. D.
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second son, and was born at Stad-

in Oxfordshire,

Anno Domini

1616.

He had his

school learning at Oxford, and being a boy of such exr

traordinary genius and parts, he
ciency, that he

made so quick a profi-

was admitted into Queen's College, under

the learned Dr. Barlow, afterwards Bishop of Lincoln^
at

about twelve years of age; and

of Arts

when he was

commenced Master

He

but nineteen.*

pursued his

studies with incredible diligence, allowing himself, for

several years, only about four hours sleep in a night

(which

is

a clear proof of his constitutional strength, as

well as thirst for literature), so that he soon

a considerable progi-ess in learning.
creations

were

in

re-

chiefly of the violent kind, as leaping,

thi'owing the bar, ringing of bells,

though

had made

His youthful

and the

like;

which,

him expressive of more than ordinary vigor,
recommended for imitation, especially to

are not to be

as, to most consuch exertions are too violent to answer the

candidates for the sacred ministry; for
stitutions,

most decent
which consideration

pui^pose of reci^eation, so they are not the

and

inoffensive to serious minds;

ought, undoubtedly, to have no small influence in regulating

even our recreative exercises.

formation. He married a pious woman, had several children,
and, after many years of reputation and service, died in a good
old age.
* Literis natus. Uteris innutritus, totusque deditus;
Donee animata plane evasit bibliotheca:
Authoribus classicis, qua Graecis, qua Latinis,
Sub. Edv. Sylvestro, scholss privatse Oxonii moderatore,
Operam navavit satis felicem:
Feliciorem adhuc studiis philosophicis,

Magno sub Barlovio, coll. reginalis,

id

tempus, socio.

These lines are taken fi'om the Rev. Mr. T. Gilbert's larger
epitaph, (for that which is entire at the close of these memoirs,
was composed also by him) and for the sake of the learned reader, will be occasionally referred to when it conveys any peculiar
information relative to our author's history or character.
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During nearly all the time he continued at college, being as yet in the days of his vanity, his whole
aim and ambition was, in his indefatigable application
§4.

some eminence in church
was then indifferent; and
confess after, with shame and sorrow,

to study, to raise himself to

or

state, to either

he was ready to

of wliich he

that then, being totally under the influence of an aspir-

ing mind, the love of popular applause, and the desire

of secular honor and preferment, the honor of God, or
serving his country, otherwise than he might thereby
serve himself,

were most remote from

And happy were

it

motives in pursuit of literature were

them every day!

his intentions.

for seminaries of learning, if these
less

prevalent in

How desirable for the interest of true

religion, that the constraining love of Christ,

concern for precious

candidate for the sacred function!

and other

and a

souls, reigned in the heart of

Then

every

self-applause,

and base motives, that disgi^ace the
Cliiistian ministry, would be kept under, the love of
learning and science would be duly regulated, and all
the furniture acquired devoted to God, in serving the
However, we may
immortal interests of mankind.
sinister

observe and admire the

wisdom of Divine Providence,
and inclination,
young student was

that often oveiTules the natural genius
as in the present case, for while our

by no higher motive than self gratification, he
was accumulating such a stock of learning and knowledge, as was afterwards consecrated to the very importactuated

ant and extensive sei^ice of the church of God.
§5.
ers,

His

father, being the

youngest of fifteen broth-

and having a large family, could not afford him any

considerable maintenance at the university;

was

liberally supplied

by an

but he

uncle, one of his father's

brothers, a gentleman of a fair estate in Wales;

who

having no children of his own, intended to have

made

JOHN OWEN,
him

his heir.

He

D. D.
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lived in the college until he

twenty-one years of age,

was

from which time he met with

extraordinary changes.

About A. D. 1636, Dr. Laud, Airhbishop of
Canterbury, and Chancellor of Oxford, imposed several
superstitious rites on the university, upon pain of expulBut Mr. Owen had then received such light to
sion.
discover the rights of men and Christians, and to distinguish between real and spurious authority, that his conscience would not submit to those arbitrary impositions.
However temporal interest might have pleaded for his
compliance, yet other more weighty considerations of a
religious nature prevailed; for by this time such gracious
impressions were made upon his mind, as inspired him
^^^th ardent zeal for the purity of Divine worship, and
§6.

gi'eater

This change of

reformation in the church.

judgment soon discovered itself; his former friends forsook him as one infected with puritanism; and, in short,
he was become so much the object of resentment from
the Laudensian party, that he was forced to leave the
college.
Soon after this, it is supposed, he took orders,
and became chaplain to Sir Robert Dormer, oiAscott,
in Oxfordshire, being tutor at the same time to his eldest
son.
§7.

But we must here take a more particular survey

of his spiritual exercises, a scene which at

first

appears

very dark and gloomy, but afterwards gi'ows bright and
pleasant.

we

It

may

be previously remarked, that

when

observe the several steps of Divine conduct towards

him, through that remarkable part of his
the great and gracious change
place,

how he was

amazing

upon

life,

his soul

wherein

was taking

supported and carried on through

steps of dejection

and temptations;

it

might

be naturally expected that he was destined in the order
of Providence (as

Luther and many

others were after
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the severest exercises of mind) for
vices; as

we

some eminent

ser-

find in fact he afterwards proved one of the

most useful instruments and brightest ornaments in the
church of God. We must then know that as the source
of his troubles he was exei^cised with many pei^lexing
thoughts about his spiritual

state,

which, joined with

outward discouragements, threw him into a deep melancholy for three months; during which time he could
hardly be induced to speak a word, and when he did, it

was with much

observable disorder.

And even when

was in some measure abated,
he underwent no small trouble of mind, and grievous
temptations, for near^i^e year,s.
But the all-wise and
gi^acious God at last brought forth " judgment unto
victory;" for this long night of trouble and mourning
was afterw^ards succeeded with lasting light, serenity,
and joy. Thus, like Job, after " being tried, he came
forth as gold:" Job xxiii, 10.
§8. When the civil war commenced, he openly
avowed the Parliament's cause, which his uncle, who
had supported him at college, being a zealous royalist,
so vehemently resented, that he turned him at once out
of his favor, settled his estate upon another person, and
left him nothing in his will.
He now lived as chaplain
with John Lord Lovelace, oi Hurley, in Berkshire,
who, though a royalist, used him with great civility;
the violence of his distress

''

but his honorable friend going at length to the King's
arm}',

Mr.

Owen went to London, where he was a per-

fect stranger, and

§9.

He

still

itual troubles;

took lodgings in Charter-House Yard.

labored under his melancholy and

but the Lord's time was

spir-

now come. And

seeing the circumstances attending his recovery,

and es-

tablishment in solid comfort, were somewhat singular,

they deserve insertion.
INIr.

Owen,

a cousin of

He went
his, to

one Lord's day with

Aldennanbury church,

JOHN OWEN,
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with a view to hear Mr. Calamy; but after waiting a
long time,

it

was known

vented from attending
occasion, upon which

But Mr.

Owen

that

service

Mr. Calamy was preby some extraordinary

many went

out of the church.

being well seated, and too

much

indis-

posed for a farther walk, resolved to abide there, though
his cousin would fain have persuaded him to go and
hear Mr. Jackson, then an eminent preacher in the
city. At last there came a country minister, a stranger
not only to Mr.

Owen,

but to the parish; who, having

fervently prayed, took for his text these words, "

« are ye fearful,

O

ye of

little

faith?"

Matt,

Why

viii,

26.

reading of the words suiprised him,

upon
which he secretly put up a prayer, that God would be
pleased by tliis discourse, to speak to his condition; and
For in that sermon, though a
his prayer was heard.
plain familiar discourse, the minister was directed to
answer those very objections which Mr. Owen had
commonly formed against himself: and though he had
formerly given the same replies to his own sciiiples
without any effect, yet now the time was come, for
God to speak comfort to his soul, to remove all his
doubts, and to lay the foundation of that solid peace

The very

which he afterwards enjoyed as long as he lived. And
it is somewhat remarkable that Mr. Owen could never
come to the knowledge of this minister, though he
made the most diligent inquiry. But it was a circumstance of no gieat moment that he should continue ignorant of the instruments of the blessing, while he had
so indubitable and substantial an evidence, that the

work was

of the Lord.

And we

with an obvious reflection, that

may

sometimes be of

Christ,

when

are hence furnished

faithful gospel ministers

essential use in the

church of

they themselves are not aware of

therefore enjoy neither the

it,

and

honor nor the pleasure of
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that usefulness, until they are surprised with the intelligence in glory,

when

those perhaps they

little

thought

of will appear as their crown and joy.
§10.
erance,

These being his troubles, and his happy delivnot worth our while to admire the gracious

is it

conduct of divine

Wisdom

in thus prepaiing

him for
was a

that eminent service in the church, wherein he

burning and shining

light to the

end of

his days.

foundation of his experience was laid deep.
Deliverer from so great a peril

cious to him.

Having,

became

The

His divine

infinitely pre-

like the mariner,

escaped the

storms and dangers of a long voyage, and safely landed,

he could not easily forget the skill and compassion of
Here was a rich treasure of experience laid
his pilot.
up, which furnished him with a peculiar ability to inHe was particularly happy in giving
struct others.
proper advice and comfort to souls under spiritual distress, " an interpreter, one among a thousand, to shew
" unto

man his uprightness;"

skilful to publish to

fallen race of Adam, the riches of the glory of that

the

mys-

tery contained in the gospel, which he found so precious

own soul. We may farther observe, that by
the uncommon distresses, and humiliations he passed

to his

through, his natural vanity and ambition, of which he

complained, were happily subdued; whereby he was

brought to preach the gospel in
city,

which

is

plainness

by

his

deep

was

which had been imthough till then he scarce

restored,

distress;

knew what sickness was, being of a
§11.

and simpli-

And having thus enjoyed peace in believing,

minister.

his bodily health also

paired

all

the peculiar excellency of an evangelical

Soon

after this,

strong constitution.

and during his abode at the
book entitled, "^ Display

Chaiier- House, he wrote his
'"

of Arminianism.^^ It came out at a very seasonable
A. D. 1643, when the errors he attacked had

time,

:fOHN

OWEN,

Spread themselves pretty

much

D. D.
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in this nation; sO that

book was the more taken notice of, and highly approved by many good judges. And, no doubt, a just
observation on the state of religious opinions, with the
the

dangerous tendency of those he opposed in this w ork,
must have been a prevailing motive to undertake it.

Through the whole performance, he has acquitted himself as a champion in the cause of truth, cutting in
pieces the sinews of Arminianism, and establishiisg the
pure gospel doctrine with great force of arguments
There were some considerable persons who entertained
a just sense of the value of this work, and did not
to give real

and

particular

marks of

For, soon after

learned an author.

fail

their respect to so
its

publication, the

committee for ejecting scandalous ministers, paid such
a regard to him on account of it, that Mr. White,

chairman of the committee, sent a special messenger to
present him with the living oiFordham in Essex; which
offer he the more readily embraced, as it gave him a
favorable opportunity for the stated exercise of his
ministerial gifts.

year and a
ble, that

half;

He

continued at this place about a

where

his preaching

was

so accepta-

people resorted to his ministry from other

and visibly gi'eat was the success of his labors.
Soon after he came to Fordham, he married* and had
several children, all which survived.
It was now he
published his discourse, "Of the duty of pastors and
"people," in which he attempts to secure to the sacred
calling its ancient dignity, and to assert the just liberties

parishes;

of the people.
*

Prima

aetatls virilis

censors

Maria,

Rei dcmesucse peiite studiosa,
Rebus Dei domus se totum pddicendi;

Copiam

illi

fecit gratissimam.

GiLB. Epit.

VOL.

I,

3
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Upon

§12.

of

a report that the sequestered incumbent

Fordham was

ness for

]VIi\

dead, the patron,

Owen,

who had no

kind-

presented another to the living;

upon which the people

at

CoggeshaU, a market town

from thence, earnestly invited him to
be their minister; and the Earl of War^^-ick, the patron,
A'ery readily gave him the living; which favor h^e thankfully acknowledged, as he had great reason; for here
he preached to a congregation more judicious and far
more numerous, seldom fewer tlian two thousand.
about

five miles

A very fervent

affection

and people

ter

and here

also

terial labors,

was cultivated

to their

mutual

betA\'ecn minis-

he met with great success in
\\

and

satisfaction

joy;

his minis-

the universal approbation of the

ith

Hitherto Mr. Owen had followed the presbyterian ^vay; but he was now put upon
a more diligent inquiry into the nature of church government and discipline, and the result was, that he was
fully convinced the congregational plan was most

country round about.

agreeable to the rule of

were

his writings

New

And

Testament.

this subject consulted

without

many

a better opinion of
order of the gospel churches than they perhaps

partiality,
this

on

may

they

tlie

entertain,

and teach

give to

otliers

not to

slight, or, at least,

not

what they do not understand. He formed a
church at CoggeshaU upon these congTegational prin-

to revile

ciples,

which continued long a

subsists to this

§13.'

v

flourishing church,

So eminent a

light

could not be concealed; his

He was

reputation spread through city and country.

now

and

ery day.

which

sent for to preach before the Parliament;

he did April 29, 1646, and several times afterwards;
where he distinguished liimself by pleading for liberty
of conscience, and moderation towards
ent persuasions.

men

Particularly his discourse

of

en

differ-

Jcr. xv^
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preached the very day after the death

20,

19,

D. D.

Charles

deserves to be recorded as a perpetual

I.

monument

oi'

of his integrity,

modesty, and wisdom.

1648, he published his

In the year

book

entitled

Elcdorum, Sanguis Jesu,^^ or, "The Death
"of Death, in the Death of Christ," which he dedicat^^Saliis

ed to Robert Earl of IVartLick.
reader

hcJ tells us,

"That

this

In his preface to the

performance was the

re-

mind of
of all which

"sult of seven years serious inquiry into the

"God about
"he could

these things, with a perusal

attain, that the

wit of

men

in former or latter

"days hath published in opposition to the truth."
is

a noble undertaking, carried on with

all

It

the vigoi-

of argument and learning; and, indeed, of this he himself seemed to be fully conscious, though one of the
most humble and modest of all writers; for he sciTipled
not to declare, that "He did not believe he should live
"to see a solid answer given to it."
And may we not

add, that the event has
ture?

Does

it

more than

verified the conjec-

not remain to our day without a solid

answer?
§14.

About

this

time Colchester was besieged; and

liOrd Fairfax, General of the Parliament forces, quar-

some days, became acquainted
Soon after, also, he became
known to Cromwell, who, having heard him preach,
solicited his friendship.
The sermon that Cromwell
was so much pleased with, was that preached before
the House of Commons on the 28th of February 1649,
being the day of humiliation for the intended expedition to Ireland.
Our preacher designed to go to his
cure at Coggeshall within two days, but thought himtering at Coggeshall

there with

self

Mr. Owen.

obliged to

make

his

compliments to General Fair-

fax first. While he was waiting for admission, in
comes Lieutenant Crot^iwell, who at sight of him
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came directly up to him; and laying his hand familiarly
on his shoulder, said, '-Sir, you are the person that I
"must be acquainted with." Mr. Owen modestly replied, "That will be more to my advantage than yours,
*'sir."
"We shall soon see that," said Cromwell;
and, taking him by the hand, led him into Fairfax's
garden, and from that time held a most intimate friendship with him as long as he lived. He now acquainted
Mr. Owen with his intended expedition into Ireland,
and desired his company there, to reside in the College
of Dublin; but he answered, that the charge of the

church at Coggeshall would not permit liim to comply with his request.

But Cromwell was not

satis-

with the objection, nor would he take a denial;
and at last, proceeding from desires to commands, he

fied

insisted

his company; at the same time telling
younger brother was to go as standardthe same army.
He not only engaged his

upon

him, that his
bearer in

brother to persuade

him to a compliance; but also \\Tote

CoggeshalL to desire leave that he
might go; which letter was read publicly amongst
them. They were utterly unwilling to part \^ith him
to the church at

on

this occasion;

plainly,

tance,

Cromwell

told

them

"He must and should go." With great relucafter much deliberation, INlr. Owen com-

and

He went

plied.

in a

but at length

more

to Dublin, (not with the

private

way) and continued

army, but

there about

half a year, preaching and obseiTing the affairs of the
college.

Then with Cromwell's

leave he returned

and went to his beloved charge at
Coggeshall, where he was joyfully received.
^15. He scarcely had time to breathe there, before
he was called to preach at Whitehall, wliich order he
into

Eftgiaiid,

obeyed.

ed Mr.

And in September

Owen

ta

1650, Crom\A'Ell request-

go with him into Scotland; but he

JOHN OWEN,
being averse to

tliis

journey

D. D.

also, the

21.

General procured

an order of Parliament, which

left no room for objecEdinburgh about half a year, and
then returning into England, he ^ent once more to his
people at Coggeshall, where he hoped to have spent
the remainder of liis days: but God had prepared for
him other work.
§16. He must now leave his beloved flock in the

He

tions.

staid at

country, to superintend a college in Oxford.
intelligence

he had of

this matter,

The

first

was by one of

the

weekly newspapers at Coggesliall, \^'here he read
words to this effect; "The House taking into consid"eration the worth and usefulness of Mr. John Owen,
"student of Queen's College, Master of Arts, has or"dered that he be settled in the Deanery of Christ's
"College in Oxford, in the
after

he received a

letter

room

from the

of,

&c."

And

soon

principal students of

and
House had

that college, signifying their desire of his comings
their great satisfaction in the choice the

With the consent of
of him to be their Dean.
church he went to Oxford, and settled there A. D.
1631; and in the following year (when also he was

made
his

diplomated D. D.) he was chosen Vice-chancellor of

which office he continued about five
years.
This is the man who, for his non-conformity,
was deserted by his friends, disappointed of a good estate, exercised with spiritual troubles, and had to giapple with many other difficulties and hardships, that is
that university, in

now

chosen to preside over that university, which, for

he had been forced to quit.
§17. It would be an inexcusable defect in this history, not to take notice of that singular prudence with
which the Doctor (for so we must now call him) mancoiiscience sake,

aged

this

honorable

trust.

He

took care to restrain

the vicious, to encourage the pious, and to prefer

men
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of indiistiy and learning.
the whole
to

good

body of
and

Under

that university

order,

his administration

was visibly reduced
number of excel-

flourished with a

and persons of distinguished piety. When
power and authority,
they often discover a magisterial air and a severity of
temper towards inferiors, and generally incline to be
lent scholars

men

are advanced to places of

we find a
Owen, \^ hile
Though himself an

partial in the distribution of their favors; but

very different temper and conduct in Dr.

he

sat in this chair of honor.

Independent, he discovered great moderation both
to^vards Presbyterians and Episcopalians; to the former
of whom he gave many vacant livings at his disposal,
and the latter he was very ready to oblige. A large

congregation oi these statedly celebrated divine service

very near him according to the liturgy of the church
of England; and though he was often urged to it, yet

he would never give them the least disturbance; and if
at an}?^ time they met with opposition or trouble on
that account,

it

was from other hands, and always

against his mind.

and goodness in the exercise
of power gained him giTat love and respect. Yet we
must observe also, that he would not suffer authority
§18. This moderation

to be slighted

when

there v/as occasion to assert

it,

of

which we may take the following anecdote as an instance.
When one of Trinity College, at an act, declaimed in a very unbecoming and profane manner,
contrary to
sired

him

strict orders,

to forbear

the Doctor several times de-

what

reflected

such dishonor on

the university; but notwithstanding this he went on in
the

same manner.

At

him
him down, upon
and would net suffer

Icnglh the Doctor seeing

obstinate, sent his beadles to pull
\iliich the scholars interposed,

them

to

come

near.

Then

the Doctor resolved to pull

JOHN OWEN,
him down
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and while his friends dissuaded him
from it, for fear any of the scholars (for there were
some of tliem sons of Belial) would do him some mischief;

he

himself;

i-eplied,

"I will not see authority thus tram-

"pled on;" and hereupon he pulled

him down, and

him to Bocardo* the scholars standing at a disamazed to see his courage and resolution.
§19. But while he restrained the loose and disor
derly, he failed not to shew kindness to the sober and
ingenious.
He was hospitable in his house, generous
sent

tance

in his favors, charitable to the poor,

poor scholars; some of

and maintained

at his

emical education.
scholar presented

whom

own

One
to him

and

especially to

he took into his family,

charge, giving

time,

them acad-

for instance, a

a Latin

epistle,

poor

which the

Doctor highly approving, he sent for him in, and asked him, if he ^vrote that letter? he affirmed he did;
"Well," said he, "go into the next room and write me
"another as good, and I will not be wanting to en"courage you;" which he did to his great satisfaction;

whereupon he took him into his house to teach his
and afterwards he became an excellent schoolmaster and bred up several good scholars. At another
time, as he was hearing the scholars disputing for their

children;

degrees,
lege,

he took

who

special notice of

one of Queen's Col-

disputed very accurately, and discovered

more than ordinary parts and learning, with which the
Doctor was very much pleased; and making inquiry,
lie

understood his circumstances were very low, though

he

made

a considerable figure afterwards in the world,

and gave him a handsome present by way of encour
agement, which that gentleman ever after gi^atefulh'
acknowledaed.
'O"^
*

The name

of a prison in Oxfcrd,
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§20. The government of a Vice-chancellor took up
a great part of the Doctor's time, together with other
avocations which daily attended him in that station;

yet notwithstanding
studies,

all,

he redeemed time

preached every other Lord's day at

St.

for

his

Mary's,

and often at Stadham, and otiier places in tlie coui .try,
and wrote some excellent books. In 1654, he pub-

"Of the Saints Perseverance," in anMr. John Goodwin's book, entitled, "Re-

lished his book,

swer to
"demption Redeemed."

It is

a masterly piece,

full

of

and strong reasoning, whereby he has eneiTated
and answeied all the objecopponent,
and
confirmed the truth by scriptions of his
ture evidence.
And in the whole of this performance,
he exhibits to religious polemics an excellent example
of a Christian temper in the management of controversy.
In 1656, he published his " Vindicice Evan^^gelicBj^ or, "The Mystery of the Gospel Vindicated,"
which was chiefly designed against John Biddle, a
Socinian, who had published two Socinian catechisms
of the same nature with the Rocavian, written by
V*ALENTiNus Smalcius, whicli also the Doctor takes
close
all

the subtle arguments,

into examination, being willing to give a full confuta-

tion to Socinian eiTors.

It is

an elaborate work,

in

which he has cut the sinews of the cause he opposes,
and, as his memorialist expresses
"heart."
lent

Soon

book,

it,

"stabbed

it

to the

he also published that excel" Communion with God," which

after this

entitled,

has ever since recommended

itself to

the spiritual taste

of judicious readers, and in which the author has given
sufiicient evidence, that

he was himself very intimately

acquainted with a life of communion with Father, Son.

and

Spirit.

He continued Vice-chancellor of the university
1657, when he gave place to Doctor Conant, and

§2 1
till

.

JOHN OWEN,
was

in 1659, he

Richard's being

cast out of his

made
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Deanery, not long

Protector,

after

and succeeded by Dr.

Edward Reynolds, afterwards Bishop of Nortvich.
Nor can we wonder at these changes happening to an
individual, when we consider the great alterations that
took place in the whole government.
lic

station at Oxford, he retired to

Quitting his pub-

Stadham, the place

of his birth, where he possessed a good estate and lived
privately,

till

move from

grew

so hot that he

was

and at length
not idle, but
was
which time he

obliged to

came

the persecution

place to place,

London. All
employed every moment
to

Christ, in preaching as

like

a faithful servant of

he had opportunity, and in

writing several valuable and useful books, to sei^e the

common interest of religion and learning.

In the year

1661, he published that elaborate and learned treatise,
entitled, QeoXoyovy^sva:

'^^Denafura, ortu, progressu, et

"Concemins the nature,
and study of true Theology," which
was afterwards reprinted at Bremen in Germany. This
work must have cost him no small time and pains, as it
evidently bespeaks a vast compass and variety of reading and learning.
^'^studio

vercB

Theolop-ice,''^

"rise, progress,

§22.

The

came out a book, called
by John Vincent Lane, a Fran-

next year, 1660,

'^Fiat Lux,^^ written

ciscan fiiar; wherein, under the pretence of recom-

mending moderation and
of subtility invites
the only infallible

he with a great deal
over to the church of Rome, as
cure of all church divisions. Two
charity,

men

impressions of this

book were

printed off before the

Doctor had seen

at length

was

son of honor,

it;

it

sent

him by a per-

who desired him to write an answer to it;

which he did
tiie title

of

*testant;"
vol..

I.

''

in a very short time: the answer bears
Animadversions on Fiat Lux, by a Pro-

which being generally accepted, made the
3
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friar

very angry, so that he published a sheet or two

by way of reply, which produced
entitled,

'^Lux"

the Doctor's answer.,

"A
to

Vindication of Animadversions on Fiat
which no reply was given. There was some

difficulty in obtaining

the bishops

a license for this

who were

appointed

by

last

book,

when

act of parliament

had examined it: at last Sir E. Nicholas procured the Bishop
of London's license. This work recommended him to
the esteem of Lord Chancellor Hyde, who, by Sir
BuLSTRODE WiiiTLOCK, scut for him, and assured him.
that "he had deseiTed the best of any English protest"ant of late years, and that the church was bound to
"own and advance him;" at the same time offering
him preferment, if he would accept it; but he expressed
his surprise that so learned a man should embrace the
novel opinion of independency. The Doctor offered to
prove that it was practised for several hundred years
after Christ, against any bishop his lordship should
please to appoint. "Say you so?" said the chancellor,
"then I am much mistaken." They had some further
discourse, and particularly about liberty of conscience;
and to the Doctor's honor be it mentioned, he ever held

to be the principal licensers of divinity books

it

a sacred principle, whether in or out of power, that
persons, holding the foundation of the

no peaceable

Christian faith, ought

by the

rule of scripture, or right

any violence offered them for their proof religion, and their worshipping of God ac-

reason, to have
fession

cording to the dictates of their consciences.
§23. But notwithstanding all the good service he

had done the church of England, and notwithstanding
"he had desen^ed the best of any English protestant of
"late years," he was still persecuted from place to place;
which perpetual trouble inclined him to think of leavmg his native country, having received an invitation

JOHN OWEN,
from

his brethren in

^

D. D.

New England to the

government

of their university; but he was stopped by particular
He was afterwards invited to
orders from the king.

be professor of divinity in the United Provinces, but he
felt such a love for liis native country, that he could not
quit

so long as there

it

was any opportunity of being

semceable in it. About the time of his receiving these
invitations from abroad, the nation was alarmed by the
plague, that swept away above one hundi^ed thousand
persons,

and the lamentable fire

a part of the metropolis.
visitations, tiiere

was a

On

that

consumed so great

account of these awful

cessation for

some time from

prosecuting the dissenters, but the impressions

made soon wore off;

they

the temporary indulgence alarmed

the high church party,

who instantly fled to

Parliament

daemon of persecution should be suffered
to sleep too long. Nor were they disappointed. About
this time the Doctor, who had lived privately in London for some years, went to visit his old friends at
Oxford, and to attend some affairs of his own estate
not far from thence; but, notwithstanding all his privacy, he was observed, and intelligence was given of the
very house where he lay: upon which some troopers
-came and knocked at the door; the mistress of the
house came down, and boldly opened the door, asking,
"What they would have?" Who thereupon inquired
of her, " Whether she had any lodgers in her house?"
for aid, lest the

Instead of giving a direct answer to the question, she

asked,

"Whether they were seeking

"Yes," said they; she told them,

for Dr.

Owen?"

"He went from

my

"house this morning betimes." Then they immediately

went

off:

in the

mean time

the Doctor,

who

she really

thought had been gone, (as he told her he intended)
arose and went into a field near the house, whither he

ordered his horse to be brought, and so rode off immediately to

London.
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Nor

§24.

lumny and

did he escape the tongues and pens of ca-

His battled antagonist, the
author of "Fiat Lux," had charged the Doctor with
false

inuendos.

having had a hand in the
this

he

"Let

replies,

me

"the "Animadversions"

late troubles of the nation; to

inform you that the author of
is

a person that never had a

nor gave consent to the raising of any war in
"these nations, nor to any political alteration in them;

"hand

in,

was amongst us during our
"revolutions: but he acknowledges that he lived and
"acted under them the things wherein he thought his
"duty consisted, and challenges all men to charge him
"with doing the least personal injury to any man, pro"fessing himself ready to give satisfaction to any one
"that can justly claim it."
It had also been insinuated,
that it was through his influence, or rather by his doing,
the synod at the Savoy consented to have these articles,
"no, not to

"That

it is

any one

not faith but Christ's righteousness that we

"are justified by;

"puted

is

fession.

that

and that

Chi^ist's

righteousness im-

our sole righteousness," inserted in their con-

But

this

has been sufficiently confuted by

Mr^ John Griffith, who was scribe to the synod, by a
solemn declaration made but a few weeks before his
death, under his own hand, part of which follows: "I
"declare

upon my own certain knowledge, having been
of the Savoy meeting, and thoroughly ac-

"a member

"quainted with

all

matters of moment that passed in

it,

says about the
"from first to last, that what Mr.
"two aforesaid articles being put into the Savoy confes"sion by Dr. Owen's "doing," is altogether false, and that
"whoever made this report to him, has done a great in"jury to that assembly, wherein nothing was laid down
"as any part of their confession, which was not first de"bated, duly weighed, and approved, and agreed to by
''all, and more especially in the great and important
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thought

"leave this attestation, under

my own

"doctrine of justification.
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it

my

duty to

hand, to clear

worthy ministers, and faitiifrom such a foul aspersion. And this I
"do with the greatest regard to truth, as one daily ex"pecting my change, and to stand before my Judge;
"and, therefore, I hope, under no tem^ptation to favor
"any party or persuasion of men through sinful par"the aforesaid meeting of

"ful bretliien,

To

"tiality."

this

we may

add, that

it

ought to be

mentioned, as one of his successors observes, to Doctor

Owen's honor,

that he seems to be one of the

who

first

of

and liberal notions of the right of private judgment and toleration;
which he was honest and zealous enough to maintain
in his writings, when the times were the least encouragour countrymen,

ing, for

and

he not only published two pleas for indulgence

toleration in 1667,

ing persecution under
side

entertained just

much earlier,

when the dissenters were suffer-

Charles

II.

but took the same

pleading very cogently against intol-

erance, in an Essay for the Practice of Church Govern-

ment, and a Discourse of Toleration, both which are

Sermons and Tracts;
and clearly appear to have been written, and were pro-

printed in the Collection of his

bably

first

published, about the beginning of the year

when the Parliament was arrived at full power,
and he was much in repute.
§25. The Lord Chancellor Hyde having been impeached and discarded in 1667, and the Duke oi Buckingham succeeding him as chief favorite, the dcemon of
1647,

was suffered once more to take a nap, or at
least a momentary slumber.
The nonconformists in
London were connived at, and people went openly

persecution

to their meetings

without

fear.

This encoiirag;ed the

country ministers to do the like in most parts of England,

and crowds of the most

religious people

were their
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auditors.

Now the Doctor had opportunity of preach-

ing publicly
others,

and

many

setting

up a

lecture, to

which,

among

persons of quality and eminent citizens

and his time was filled up with other useful
studies, which produced several books both learned and
In the year 1668 he published his excellent
practical.
" Exposition of the cxxxth Psalm." This book is adresorted;

mirably calculated for the service of those

who

of

all

persons in the world stand most in need of compassion,

poor distressed souls in the depths of

and contains

spiritual trouble;

good an exemplification of the doctrine
and gospel forgiveness as is any where to

as

01 repentance

be met with. In this year also he published the first vol-

ume

of his "Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews,"

and the three other followed in their
ing out in 1684.

This

Exercitations, w^hich
it is

is

is

order, the last coin-

the work, together with the

now presented to the public, and

hoped, with regard to most readers, at

more

in a

Of this work, the
and most elaborate he ever published, he speaks

acceptable and

largest

least,

useful form.

in the following terms: "It

is

now sundiy years

God gave

since I

and opportunity,
"to endeavor, according to the measure of the gift re"ceived, an Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews;
"and in the whole course of my studies have not been
"without some regard thereunto: but yet I must now
"say, that after all searching and reading, prayer and
"assiduous meditations on the text have been my only
"reserve; careful I have been, as of my life and soul, to
"bring no prejudicate sense to the words, to impose no
"meaning of my own, or other men's upon them, nor to
"be imposed on by the reasonings, pretences, or curios"ities of any; but always went nakedly to the word it"self, to learn humbly the mind of God in it, and to ex"purposed in myself,

"press

it

if

as he shall enable

me."

life

To

this I shall

only
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drawn up by the
in their " Memoirs

"of his Life" prefixed to that volume: "It
"for us to sdve a full account of the value

is

not easy

and usefulness

with a great variety of learn"ing, particularly rabbinical, which he has made ser"viceable to give light unto the subject matter chiefly
"of this work;

it is

filled

"treated of in this Epistle: with

all

he has taken care to

"adapt his Exposition to the service of the faith and

"comfort of Christians, and to recommend the practice
"of the substantial duties of religion; so that

it is

hard

"to say, whether the scholar or divine shine brightest

"through
"itself,

this excellent

work.

Besides the Exposition

there are very learned Exercitations,

which serv^e

many difficult parts of scripture, and to andesign of the whole work; we shall only far-

"to illustrate

"swer the

"ther obseiTc, that here the Doctor has enumerated

"the arguments, and answered

all

the

main

objections

"of the Socinians, overthrown entirely their
"scheme, and driven them out of the

field; so

work needs scarce any other

"ever reads this

all

A^^hole

that

who-

for the as-

"sailing of their pernicious en^ors."

§26.

When the

Bill against conventicles,

drawn up

1670 with the most rigorous severity, was sent up to
the House of Lords, and debates arose upon it, the Doctor was desired to draw up some reasons against it,
which he did; and it was laid before the I^rds by several eminent citizens and gentlemen of distinction.
Tliis paper is called "The State of the Kingdom, with
in

"respect to the present Bill against Conventicles;" but

did not prevail: the
^act; all

bill

was

the Bishops were for

KiNS, Bishop of
Carlisl e,whosQ

C7ie6?fe?',

carried,
it

it

and passed into an

but two,

viz.

Dr.

Wil-

and Dr. Rainbow, Bishop of

names ought to be mentioned with honThis was executed with

or for their great moderation.
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severity to the utter ruin of

To

this

we may

period

many persons and

refer,

among

families.

other learned and

religious publications, his "Discourse of the Holy Spirit."

At that time the opposition to the Deity and Personality
of the Holy Spirit, and all his gracious operations, rose
o a very great height; and happy it was for the church
of God, that this excellent person was raised to explain
and defend this doctrine in so able a manner. One great
objection against the work of the Spirit in his illuminalion, sanctification, and spiritual gifts, was, that those

i

who

plead for those operations are enemies to reason,

and impugn the use of it in religion. Hence some pecA^ishly affirmed, that it was cast on tliem as a reproach,
"that they wTre rational divines.'''' On which the Doctor observes: "As far as I can discern, if it be so, it is
"as HiEROM was beaten by an angel for being a Cicero^^nian, in the judgment of some, very undesei-vedly."
To follow our author through all his publications would
require a moderate volume; for one while

we

find

him

a primer for children, and catechisms for
3-outh; another w hile rules for church fellowship, and
writing

an investigation of the

origin

and nature of evangelical

churches; at one time assisting the weakest in the faith,

and

at

another developing the sublime mysteries of

Christianity;

one while he turns

his learned

weapons

against the various troops of heretics that surround him,

another while he contends for liberty and toleration, in
opposition to the persecuting zeal of bigots.

The

fol-

however, in addition to those already
must
not be left unnoticed as highly deseiTmeiitioned,
lowing

ing the

"The
'^

treatises,

warm

esteem of the evangelical world,

l^octrine of Justification

viz.

by Faith through the

Imputation of the Righteousness of Christ, explained,

"confirmed, and vindicated,"
"laration of the Glorious

Y.pialoXoyiu:

or,

"A Dec-

Mystery of the Person of
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'•Christ, God and Man."
Such a strain of piety, zeal,
and learning runs through the whole of this work, as
renders it worthy of the most serious perusal of all, and
especially ministers, and will endear his memory to all
that love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity,
^povvj/xfis
Tov icMevy.uloq: or, ''The Grace and Duty of being spirIt was composed out of his own
"itually minded."
deep and spiritual meditations, originally designed for
his own use, not long before his death; and in it he
breathes out the sentiments and devotion of a mind full
of heaven.
He observed and bewailed the carnal
frames and lives of professors, and the prevalence of the
world over their minds and affections, w hich, as it were,

corrode the very vitals of true religion.

This discourse,

which has been judiciously abridged by the Rev. Dr.
Mayo, is designed as an antidote against this growing
evil, and calculated to promote a spiritual and heavenly
frame of mind, and it is earnestly recommended to the
diligent perusal of all Christians of the present day,

dangerous disease of worldly mindedness
so evidently abounds.
In his "Meditations on the

wherein

this

"Glory of Christ, in two parts," we have an ample testimony of that pious and heavenly frame, that clear
and intimate knowledge of the glory of Christ, and that
fervent love to his divine Person, by which the Doctor's
experience was eminently distinguished; there he thinks
and writes like one that was in a full and near view of
unveiled glory.*
* The excellent Mr. Hervey speaks of this piece in the following terms: ^'Tosee the Glory q/' C/iris/:,\s the tijrand blessing
"which our Lord solicits and demands for his disciples, in his
"last solemn intercession, John xvii, 24.
Should the reader de"sire assistance in this important work, I would refer him to a
"little Treatise of Dr. Owen's, entitled, "Meditations on the

"Glory of Christ:" it is little in size, not so in value. Was I to
"speak of it, in the classical style, I should call it, aureus, ge^ntne^'its, inellitus.
But I would rather say, it is richly replenished

VOL.

I.

4

^

,
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The

which he thus continually produced, drew upon him the admiration and respect of
several persons of honor, who were much delighted in
his conversation; particularly the Earl of Orrery, the
Earl of Anglesea, Lord Willoughby, of Parham,
Lord Wharton, Lord Berkley, and Sir John Trevor.
When he was at Tunbridge the Duke of York sent for
him, and several times discoursed with him concerning
the Dissenters, &c. and after his return to London he
was sent for by King Charles himself, who discoursed
with him two hours, assuring him of his favor and respect, telling him that he might have access to him when
he would: at the same time he assured the Doctor he
was for liberty of conscience, and was sensible of the
wrong that had been done to Dissenters, as a testimony
of which he gave him a thousand guineas to distribute
among those who had suffered the most. This he
thankfully accepted, and faithfully applied. The Doctor had some friends also among the Bishops, particu§27.

writings

"with that unction from the Holy One, Avhich tends to enlightea
"the eyes, and cheer the heart; which sweetens the enjoyments
''of life, softens the horrors of death, and prepares for the frui"tions of eternity." Ther. and Aspasio, vol. iii, p. 75. Lond. 1767.
The same wi'iter, speaking of the Puritan Divines, places with
propriety our author 'ei^ foremost; and as the other names he mentions are accompanied with short characters, beautifully expressive of their respective peculiar excellencies, the reader will be
pleased with them: "Dr. Owen, with his correct judgment, and
"an immense fund of learning. Mr. Charnock, with his mas"culine style, and an inexhaustible vein of thought. Dr. Oood"wiN, with sentiments eminently evangelical, and a most happy
"talent at opening, sifting, and displaying the hidden riches of
"scripture." These, I think, are the [first three: Then comes
"Mr. Howe, nervous and majestic; with all the powers of im"agery at his command. Dr. Bates, fluent and polished; with a
Mr. Flavel,
"never-ceasing store of beautiful similitudes.
"fervent and affectionate; with a masterly hand at probing the
"conscience, and striking the passions. Mr. Caryl, Dr. Man"ton, Mr. Pool, with many others; whose works will speak for
"them ten 'thousand times better than the tongue of Pane"gyric, or the pen of Biography."
Id. vol. i, p. 206,
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lariy Dr. Wilkin s, Bishop of Chester,

and Dr. Barlow,
who, when he
had applied to him on behalf of John Bunyan, promised to "deny him nothing that he could legally do;"
Bishop of Lincoln, formerly

his tutor,

though, in this particular, he hardly

The

case

fulfilled his

word.

was this; Mr. Bunyan had been confined to

gaol for twelve years, upon excommunication for non-

Owen was applied to on this oclaw that admitted of a cautionaryto the Bishop of the diocese, and

conformity, and Dr.

casion, in virtue of a

bond to be offered
which admitted that the Bishop may release the prisoner upon that bond; and though Bishop Barlow was
so obliging as to say that he would strain a point to
serve Dr. Owen, yet he could not be prevailed upon
to accept it.
And, after all, they were obliged to move
the Lord Chancellor to issue forth an order to the Bishop to take the cautionary bond before Mr. Bunyan
was released. This Bishop once asked the Doctor,
"What can you object to our liturgical worship which
'^I

cannot answer?"

the Bishop to

The

Doctor's answer occasioned

make a pause; on which the Doctor

"Don't answer suddenly, but take time

till

said,

our next

which never happened. His great worth
procured him the esteem of many strangers who resorted to him from foreign parts; and many foreign divines
having read his Latin works, learned English for the
benefit of the rest. His conxspondence with the learned
^'meeting,"

abroad was great, among whom we may particularly
mention that prodigy of genius and learning, Anna

Maria a Schurchman; and several
England to see and converse with him.

travelled into
It is

a

loss to

much to be regretted, that nope of those
can be found.
§28. His many labors brought upon liim, as might

the public,
letters

be expected, frequent

infirmities, the

weight of which
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whereby he was taken off from his
though
not rendered useless, for he was
public service,
continually writing whenever he was able to sit up.
daily increased,

At length he retired to Kensington. As he was once
coming from thence to London, two informers seized
upon his carriage, but he was discharged upon the interposition of Sir Edm, Godfrey, a justice of peace who
happened to come by at that instant. The Doctor afterwards removed to a house of his own at Ealing,
where he finished his course. He there employed his
thoughts on the other world as one who was drawing
near it in

full

prospect, which produced his "Meditations

"on the Glory of Christ," already mentioned, in which
he breathed out the devotion of a soul continually
gi^owing in the temper of the heavenly state. Two
days before his death he dictated a letter to a particular
friend, Charles Fleetwood, Esq. in which are the
following words: "I am going to liim wiiom my soul
"has loved, or rather who has loved me with an ever"lasting love, which is the whole ground of all my con"solations. The passage is very irksome and wearisome,
"tlu^ough strong pains of various sorts, which are all is"sued in an intermitting fever. All tilings were provid"ed to carry

me

to

London

to-day, according to the

my physicians; but we were all disappointby my utter disability to undertake the journey.

"advice of
"ed,

"I

am

leaving the ship of the church in a storm, but

"wliilst the great Pilot

is

in

it,

the loss of a poor under-

"rower will be inconsiderable. Live and pray, and
"hope and wait patiently, and do not despond: the
"promise stands invincible that he will never "leave us
"or forsake us," &c. Mr. Payne, who for several years
kept an academy at Saffron JFalden, at which several
eminent dissenting ministers were educated, being in-

tmsted by the Doctor to put his

last

performance to the
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morning of that day
on which he died, and told him, Doctor, I have been
just putting your book "On the Glory of Christ" to the
press,

came

to see the Doctor the

press; to wliich
"thiit

he answered, "I

performance

is

am

glad to hear that

put to the press;" and then

hands and

lifting

his eyes, as in a kind of rapture,

both his
he said, "But, O Brother Payne, the long looked-for
"day has come at last, in which I shall see that glory
"in another manner than I have ever done yet, or was
"capable of doing in this world." He died August 24th
He was carried from Ealing to the
1683, aged 67.

tip

burying ground in Bunliill Fields, his herse being attended by a very great number of noblemen's and gentlemen's coaches, and

He was

inteiTed in a

many gentlemen on horseback.
new vault towards the east end

of that burying place, with a
erected over

it,

monument

and a Latin Epitaph.*

of free stone

He

left

behind

* Though, in my opinion, the best eulogium, and most lasting
monument, by which Dr. Owen's just merit is exhibited to posterity, are his own writings; yet, lest it should be deemed a deficiency in this memoir to omit his epitaph, it is here subjoined;

and

Dr Gibbon's

translation of

it,

as a

summary conclusion

his character:

Johannes Owen, S. T. P.
Agro Oxoniensi Oriundus;
Patre insigni Theologo, Theologus Ipse Insignior;
Et Seculi hujus Insignissimis annumerandus:
Commuuibus Humaniorum Literarum Suppetiis,

Mensura parum Communi, Instructus;
Omnibus, quasi bene Ordinata Anrillarum

Serie,
jussis Suae Famulari Theologiae;
Theologiae Polemicse, Practicae, et quam vocant Casuum;

Ab

illo

(Harum enim omnium

quae magis Sua habenda erat,

ambigitur)
In ilia, Viribus plusquam Herculeis, Serpentibus tribus,
Arminio, Socino, Cano, Venenosa, strinxit Guttura:
In ista Suo prior, ad verbi amussim, Expertus Pectore,

Universam Sp. Scti. Oeconomiam AJliis tradidit:
Et Missis Caeteris, Coluit ipse Sensitque,
Beatam, quam

Scripsit,

cum Deo Communionem:

In Terris Viator coinprehensori in Coelis proximus:

of
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him a mournful widow who had

lived with him about
seven years: a gentle\^^oman of a considerable family,
being the daughter of
Michael, Esq. of Kingston

Russel, Dorsetshire; she

was a person of very good

sense, truly religious, very tender

and

affectionate to the

sumved him many years, and was inteiTed
same vault which she had erected for him.*

Doctor; she
in the

§29.

may

His character

be briefly

summed up

as

follows:

As

to his person, his stature

majestic,
teel; his

ble

and comely;

mental

abilities

and courteous;

facetious.

his visage gi'ave,

and deportment, genincomparable; his temper affa-

common

his

He was

was tall;

his aspect

discourse moderately

a great master of his passions, es-

and possessed great serenity of
honor or estate, nor depressed

pecially that of anger:

mind, neither elated with

with

difficulties;

of great moderation in his judgments,

and of a charitable
In

spirit,

Casuum Theologia,

willing to think the best of all

Singulis Oraculi instar habitus;

Copia Consulendi:
Scriba ad Regnum Coeloi'um usquequoque institutus;
Multis privates infra Parietes, a Suggeslo Pluribus,
Prelo Omnibus, ad eundem Scopum collineantibus>
Pura Doctrinsc Evangelicse Lampas Prxluxit;
Et scnsim, non sine AUorum, suoque sensu,
Sic praeluccndo Periit,
Assiduis Infirmitatibus Obsiti,
Movbis Creberrimis Impetiti,
Du risque Laboribus potissimum Attriti Corporis
(Fabricae, donee ita Quassatse, Speclabilis) Ruinas,
Deo ultra Serviendo inhabiles, Sancta Aninia,
Deo ultra Fruendi Cupida, Deseruit;
Die, a Terrenis Potestatibus, Plurimis facto fatali;

Quibus opus

erat, et

A

mi,

a Coelesti

?klensis Scilicet

Numine,

MDCLXXXIIIo,
*

Felici reddito;

Augusti XXIVo, Anno a Partu Virginea
^tat.

LXVIIo.

Dorothea Vice, non Ortu, Opibus, Officiisve, Secunda,
Laboribus, Morbis, Senioque ipso Elanguenti
Indulgentissimam etiam se Nutricem prsestitit.
Gilbert's smaller Eplt.
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could, not confining Christianity to a party.

A friend of peace and a diligent promoter of

it

among

was one of the
Christians.*
brightest ornaments of the University of Oxford. Even
Mr. Ant. Wood, who seldom could drop any thing favorable of a pious non -conformist, tliinks fit to own,
that "he was a person well skilled in the tongues, rab"binical learning, and Jewish rites; that he had a
"great command of his English pen, and was one of the
In point of learning he

"fairest

and

genteelest wi'itersthat appeared against the

"church of England."

His Christian temper in man-

He was well acand would shrewdly
guess a man's temper and designs on the fu'st acquaintHis labors, as a minister of the gospel, were
ance.
incredible.
He was an excellent preacher, having a
good elocution, gi'aceful and affectionate: and could,
on all occasions, without any premeditation, express
himself pertinently on any subject; yet the sermons
were mostly well studied and digested, though he genaging controversy was admirable.

quainted with

men and

things,

* The following letter to a friend, which was never published,
tending in a measure to illustrate this part of our author's character, is deemed not unworthy of insertion here.

"Sir,
very sorry to find that there is a difference arisen beand yourself. Since the receipt of yours, I
"tween Mr. C
"received one from him, with an account of the difference, and
"his thoughts upon it at large. I do not therefore judge it meet
*'to write any thing at present about it, until I am ready to give
"unto you both an account of my thoughts, which by reason of
"many avocations I cannot now do. All that I shall therefore
"say at present, is, That without mutual love and condescension
"no interposition of advice will issue the business to the glory
"of Christ and the gospel. I pray God guide you both by that
"Spirit which is promised to lead us into all truth. Upon the
"first opportunity you will have a farther account of his sense
"who is your
"Affectionate brother, Sec.
"I

AM

'-^January 2d, 1678-9."
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erally used

no notes

in the pulpit.

His piety and de-

votion were eminent; his experimental knowledge o^
spiritual things

ment, and in

all

very uncommon.
relations of

life,

In every departhe conducted himself

a faithful and loving husband^
good master, a prudent governor in
places of honor and trust, and a very dutiful, peaceable
The following extracts from Mr. Clarksubject.
sermon for Dr. Owen may be here subfuneral
son's
like

a great

a tender

Cliristian,*

father, a

joined, in justice to his character:
"fallen;

"and

one of eminency for

abilities;

"A

gi^eat light is

holiness, learning, parts

a pastor, a scholar, a divine of the

first

"magnitude: holiness gave a divine lustre to his other
"accomplishments,

"was

it

shined in his whole course, and

whole conversation. It was
promote holiness in the power, life,

diffused tlii'ough his

"his great design to

"and exercise of it. It was his gi^eat complaint that
It was his
"the power of it declined among professors.
"care and endeavor to prevent or cure spiritual decays,
"in his own flock: he was a burning and shining light.
The

following extract from a letter to Sir John Hartopp,
not in print, may not be unacceptable, as a specimen of
the Doctor's friendly correspondence: "My duty, my obligations,
"and my inclinations, do all concur in the esteem I have for you
"both; [Sir John and his lady] and I do make mention of you
"daily in my poor supplications; and that with particular res"pect unto the present condition of your lady. That God who
"hath revealed himself unto us, as the God that heareth prayer,
"will yet glorify his name and be a present help unto her, in the
"time of trouble. In the mean time, let her, and you, and me,
"strive to love Christ more, to abide more with him, and to be
He is our best friend. I pray God with all
"less in ourselves.
"my heart that I may be weary of every thing else but converse
"and communion with him; yea, of the best of my mercies, so
My wife
"far as at any time they may be hindrances thereof.
"presents her humble service unto your lady and yourself, as
"so doth also, Sir, your most affectionate friend and servant in
.. >»
John Owen."
"our dear Lord,
*

which

is
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was master of
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parts of learning requisite to

"an accomplished divine; those that understood him,
"and will be just, cannot deny him the reputation and
"honor of being a great scholar; and those that detract
"from him in this, seem to be led by a spirit of envy,
"that

would not

suffer

them

willingly to see so great

an

"ornament among those that are of another persuasion.
"Indeed he had parts able to master any thing he ap"plied himself unto, though he restrained himself to
"those studies which might render him most serviceable

and the souls of men. He was a passionate
and truth, of divine truth especially; he
"pursued it unweariedly, through painful and wasting
He was ready to spend and be spent for
"studies.
"Christ; he did not bury his talent, with which he was
''richly furnished, but still laid it out for the Lord who
"had intrusted him. He preached while his strength
"and liberty would serve, then by discourse and writing.
"That he was an excellent preacher, none ^^'i\\ deny
"who knew him, and knew what preaching was, and
"think it not the worse because it is spiritual and evan"gelical.*
If holiness, learning, and a masculine unaf"fected style can commend any thing, his practical dis"to Christ,

"lover of light

"courses cannot but
*

Tarn

fmd much

acceptation with those

quam Pulpito, Dominatus
maxime Infinni Corporis

in Palaestra,

In Pulfiito,

Prsesentia

minime

est:

infirma:

Gestu, Theatrica procul Gesticulatione,
Ad optimas Decoin Regulas compositor
Sermone, a Contemptibili remotissimo; Canoro,
Sed non Stridulo: Suavi, sed prorsus virili;
Et Authoritatis quiddam Sonante:
Pari, si non Sc Superiore, Animi Praesentia;
Concionum, quas, ad verbum, totas Chartis commisit,
Ne verbum quidem, vel carptim 8c stringente Oculo,
Inter Prsedicandum Lectitavit:

Sed Omnia, Suo primum Irapressa altius Pectori,
Auditorum Animis, Cordibusque potentius Ingessit:
GiLB. Epit.
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"who

and can relish
and value that w hich is not com"mon or trivial. His excellent ''Comment upon the
"Hebrews"* gained him a name and esteem, not only
"at home but in foreign countries.
When he had fm"ished it (and it was a merciful providence that he lived
"to finisli it) he said, Now his work w as done it was
are sensible of their soul concerns,

"that which

is

divine,

him to die."
The late Rev. Doctor Gibbons has given

"time for
§30.

us,

through the vehicle of the "Nonconformist's Mem orial,"

an English translation of the Latin epitaph abovemenit may gratify the curiosity and pleas-

tioned, which, as

ure of those in a peculiar

may

of that work, or

manner who are not possessed

not be versed in the Latin lan-

guage, so the inserting of

here

it

is

highly proper as a

memory, and a

just tribute to the Doctor's

suitable re-

capitulation of these memoirs:

John Owen, D. D.
Born

The

in the

county of Oxford,

son of an eminent minister,

Himself more eminent,

.;

And worthy
Among the first
Furnished with
In

And

He

in

to be enrolled

divines of the age.

human

all its
its

literature

kinds,

highest degrees,

called forth all his

knowledge

In an orderly train

To
And

sei^e the interests of religion,

minister in the sanctuary of his God.

In divinity, practic, polemic, and casuistical,

He excelled
*

Cujus

others,

and was

Prsclustri e multis

Author Quadripartiti

in all equal to himself.

iinum

in Ep.

Sufficiat Epitaphio:

ad Hebr. Commentarii.

JOHN OWEN,
The Arminian,

D. D.
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Soc'mian, and Popish en'ors,

Those Hydras, whose contaminated breath

And

deadly poison, infested the Church,
He, with more than Herculean labor,
Repulsed, vanquished, and destroyed.

The whole oeconomy

of redeeming grace,

Revealed and applied by the Holy

He

deeply investigated,

Having

Spirit,

and communicated

first felt its

to others,

divine energy,

According to its di'aught in the holy scriptures.
Transfused into his own bosom.
Superior to

all

terrene pursuits.

He constantly cherished, and largely experienced,
That

He

blissful

communion with Deity

so admirably describes in his ^\Titings.

While on

tlie

road to heaven

His elevated mind

Almost comprehended
Its full glories and joys.
When he was consulted

On cases of conscience
His resolutions contained

The wisdom

He

of an oracle.

-was a scribe every

In the mysteries of the

way

instructed

kingdom of God.

In conversation he held up to many,
In his public discourses to more,
In his publications from the press to
•A
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sensations,

the observations of his afflicted friends,

His earthly tabernacle gradually decayed,
Till at length his deeply-sanctified soul,

Longing

for the fruition of

its

God,

Quitted the body: in younger age

A most comely and
But

majestic form;

in the latter stages of life.

Depressed by constant infirmities,

Emaciated with frequent diseases.
And, above all, crushed under the weight
Of intense and umemitting studies.
It became an incommodious mansion

For the vigorous exertion of the spirit
In the service of its God.
He left the world on a day
Dreadful to the Church
By the cruelties of men,*
But blissful to himself
By the plaudits of his God,
August 24, 1683, aged 67.
*The

ever memorable Bartholomew day, 1662, when the
to the number of 2000, were ejected from their
livings, or silenced, for non-compliance with the Act of Unifor-

good ministers,
mitv.
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I.

CONCERNING THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS?.

EXERCIT.

I.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS PROVED TO BE STRICTLY
CANONICAL.

Of the term canonical. §2. The marks of canonical author§3. The Epistle to the Hebrews strictly canonical.
§5. The judgment of the Latin
§4.(1.) By whom opposed.

$1.

ity.

church concerning

§6. (II.)

it.

Its canonical authority

§8.2.

The

design.

of

its

Objections answered. §7.(111.)
1. Its general argument.

proved from,

particular subject matter of

§10

—

13. 4.

The

principal author.

Catholic tradition.

style of

§15. 6

§17—21.

8.

it.

§9. 3. Its

§14.5.

The

end and

authority

divine efficacy.

Its
Its

it.

16. 7.

not being liable to any

solid exceptions.

§1.
J HE canonical authority of the Epistle to the
Hebrews having been by some called into question,
we must previously shew v/hat we intend by such
authority, and then prove, that this Epistle is clearly

interested therein.

The Greek word
^canonical,''

(MJp)

a reed

measured
length,

1

which

Kings

made

in general,

xl, 7; xlii,

beam and tongue

signifies

any reed

Isa. xlii,3; and particularan instrument, wherewith they

their buildings,

Ezek.

T.

term

xiv, 15;

into

16;

containing

and hence

taken for a rule or measure.
VOL.

gives rise to the

seems to be derived from the Hebrew

Kaneh^ which,

whatever,
ly,

(k«vwv)

in
it is

six

Besides,

of a balance,

6

cubits

indefinitely

Isa.

it

signifies

xlvi, 6,

the

'They
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weighed

silver

on the cane;^ that
This also

'In the balance.'
signification of the

which

phorical use,

a moral rule.

fies

obedience,

is

Targum,
and proper

Greek word.* Hence its metais most common, wherein it signiAristotle calls the law (Kavova r-/ig

word

that the written

lutely right,

I.

saith the

is,

the primary

is

'the rule of the administration.'!

•KoKileiuQ)
it is,

Part

of God, being in

and appointed

And hence
itself

abso-

to be the rule of faith

and

eminently called 'canonical.'

This appellation

is

of ancient use in the church.

The synod of Laodicea makes mention of it, as what
was generally admitted; for the fathers of it decree,
"That no private psalms ought to be used in the
©hurch, nor any uncanonical books; but only the
canonical ones of the Old and New Testaments.''^
And thus Aquinas himself confesseth, that the scripture

is

called canonical; "because

it is

the rule of our

understanding in the things of God."||
§2.

Moreover, as the scripture

ical; so there

what books

is

also

is

a canon, or

in particular are such.

said to be canon-

rule, to

determine

Two

things are

included in that expression:

That any writing be

1.

{'^eo'xvevalog)

can
in that authority, which

by no means have any interest
lays a foundation for receiving
It is requisite,

2.

that

any

by im-

"given

Without

mediate inspiration from God."

it

tliis, it

into the canon.

wiiting, or book, be de-

signed by the Holy Ghost, for the Catholic standing
In giving out the whole, "holy
use of the church.

men

of

Ghost."

God
2

spake as they were

Pet.

i,

21.

So

moved by

the

that whatever

* Vid. Schol. in Aristoph. in Ran. Act iii. Scene
de Anim. Lib. Cap. ult.
^Concil. Laod. Can. 59.
t Polit. Lib. IL Cap. viii.
II

A.quin. in

L Tim.

vi.

Lect.

I.

Holy

different

1.

Aristot.
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means God might make use of, in the communication
of his mind and will to any of the sacred penmen, it
was this "inspiration of God," that rendered them
infallible revealers thereof to

Some

the church.

of the ancients, indeed, used the term "ca-

nonical" ambiguously; and, therefore, sometimes call

books by

this term, that absolutely are

being written

by Divine

Holy Ghost

as a rule.

not so; as not

nor given by the
does not affect our

inspiration,

But

this

our definition,

point; for, according to

if

any book

or writing, have not the above-mentioned properties,
differs in
all

the nchole kind,

and not

in degrees only,

those that have them; so, that

best,

only materially, by virtue of

which

And

is

this

it

can be truth, at

its

analogy, to that

and

absolutel}^, universally,

perfectly

so.

was well obseiTed by Lindanus: "They

defile themselves;
lege,

it

from

saith he,

who endeavor

with the impiety of

to bring in, as

it

sacri-

were, divers de-

by the imthey would cast the

grees into the body of the scriptures; for
pious discretion of

human

folly,

one voice of the Holy Ghost into various forms of
unequal authority."* As then, whatever difference
there
ting,

may

be, as to the subject matter,

and

present usefulness, between

maimer of wriany of the in-

spired books, they are all equal as to their canonical

authority, being equally interested in that

formal reason of it;
in the church,

no way be

so,

which

is

the

whatever usefulness or respect

any other writings may claim, they can

interested

in that distinguishing formal

reason.
§3. In the sense explained,
to the

Hebrews

strictly so.

we

affirm the Epistle

to be canonical; that

is,

In confirmation of which,
* Panopl.

Evang.

lib. iii.

cap.

properly and

we

iv.

shall
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Observe by whom

I.

it

Part

1.

hath been opposed or ques-

tioned.

Consider what reason they pretend, or objections

II.

urge, for so doing;

way, we

shall

on the argTiments whereby the truth of

Insist

III.

our assertion
§4.

is

evinced.

By whom

(I.)

on

insist

which being removed out of our

who

what

licentiousness rejected

The EbionUes

pleased.

We need not much

opposed.

madness

their

of old with a sacrilegious
portions of scripture they

not only rejected

the

all

Epistles of Paul, but also reviled his person as a Greek,

and an

Their

apostate.*

also imitated

by

folly

and blasphemy were
Marcion, rejected

the Helescheitee.f

in particular this Epistle to the Hebrews,
also to

Timothy and

Titus. |

spect to the epistle to the

may

also

Hebrews, some of the Arians

Now

be joined, according to Theodoret.||

though the
pelled, as
sis,**

And

and those

to these, with re-

folly of these persons

it is

effectually

may

be easily

re-

done by Petrus Clunisen-

yet Jerome hath given us a sufficient reason

why we

should not spend time therein: "They did
not so much as plead or pretend any cause or reason

for the rejection of these epistles, but did

own

it

upon

their

authority; so they deserve neitiier answer nor

consideration. "tt
§5. It

was

is

of

more importance

to observe, that

it

four hundred years at least, after the writing of

this epistle, before

* Vid. Iren. lib.

i.

cap.

t

Euseb.

I

Epiphan. Haeres.

lib. vi.

was publicly

it

ii.

received

by

Epiphan. Haeres. xxx. cap. xxv.

cap. xxxi.
xlii.

cap. ix.

Hieron.

Praef. in

Com. ad

Tituiii.
II

the

Prscf. in Epis. ad
1 1

Heb.

** Epis. ad Petrob.

Hieron. ut supra.
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church of Rome;* and Baronius in vain labors to
take off this failure. t Nor does it appear tiiat the
Latin church did ever reject
that

many amongst

reckoned

it

canonical,

man of it.l
tice of some
is

And

this epistle; yea,

we

find

them, even in those early days,

this

and owned

St.

Paul as the pen-

undeniably evinceth the injus-

men's pretensions, that the

the only ^yroposer

Roman

church

and that

of canonical scripture;

upon the authority of her proposal alone it is to be adFour hundred years elapsed before she hermitted.
self publicly received

it,

or read

it

in her assemblies;

was she from having proposed it to others! And
while was it received by all other churches
in the world, as Jerome testifies, and that from the
days of the apostles, to whose judgment the Roman
so far

yet

all this

church

itself at

Nor are the

length submitted!

occasions of this hesitation of the west-

The

epistle was written probasome part of Italy, chap, xiii,
There, no doubt, it was seen, and it may be,
24.
copied out before it was sent, by some who used to
accompany the apostle, as Clemens, who not long

ern church obscure.
bly in

after

Rome;

at least in

mentions divevs things contained in

original

was without question

it.||

The

speedily sent into Judea,

being directed to the Hebrews; and that copies of it

were by them,

also,

communicated

in the East, equally concerned in

it

to

theii^

brethren

with themselves,

cannot be doubted, unless we suppose them grossly
negligent in their duty towards God and man, which

we

have no reason to do.

But the churches of the

* EusEB. Lib. ii. Cap. xxiv. Lib. iii. Cap. iii.
Lib. vi.
Cap. xiv. Phot. Biblioth. Cod. xlviii. cxx. Hieron. Epis.
cxxix. ad Dardan. Comment, in Isa. Cap. viii. in Zechar. Cap.
viii. in Matt. Cap. xxvi.
t Annal. Eccles. ad. ann. clx.
\ EusEB. Eccles. Hist. Lib. iii. Cap. xxxvii.
Epis. ad Corinth.
!l
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Hebrews,

Part

1.

by reason of some peculiar obmanner separate from those of
were not, probably very forward in com-

at that time,

seiTances, living in a

the Gentiles,

municating

being written, as they suppos-

this epistle;

an

means,

seems to have been kept

it

By

concern of their own.

ed, about

especial

much

compass of the Hebrew churches,

when by

struction of the temple;

this

within the

until after the de-

their dispersion,

and

their coalescing Avith other churches in the East,

came

be generally received amongst them.*

to

it

But

the Latin church, having lost that advantage of re-

when

written, was somewhat slow in
Those that succeeded in that church,
not unlikely, had their scruples increased; because

ceiving

it

inquiring after
it is

they found

first

it.

common

not in

it

use

among

their prede-

cessors, like the rest of St. Paul's epistles; not consid-

ering the occasion of

by

the time

it

had

gi\adually

return to the West,

by

ity,

To which we may

it.

it

the conquest

made

its

began to evince
it

add, that,

progress in

own

its

its

author-

obtained over the Novatians,

and other opposers.

Spme among the moderns, particularly Cajetan,
Erasmus, Eniedinus, and a few more, have scrupled
its authority; and the reasons they make use of in
support of their conjectures, are amassed together

Erasmus.

Annot. in Heb.

xiii,

24.

We

by

shall, there-

fore,

Consider what reasons they pretend, or ob-

§6.

jections urge, for so doing.
1

.

The

tainty of
is,

we

J shall

first

its

thing generally pleaded

penman.

How

only shew, that, in general,

*

the uncer-

groundless this pretence

shall hereafter fully demonstrate;

tance in this cause.

is,

it is

but at present
of no impor-

The author being certainly known,

Vid. Hieron. Epis. ad Dardan.
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may indeed afford some

light to its nature and authorThus when it is confessed, that the penman of
any book was divinely inspired, and that it was wTit-

ity.

ten for the use of the church,
tionable; but

when

its

who

doubtful

it is

authority

unques-

is

the author was,

nothing satisfactory can then be concluded on either
and, therefore it hath pleased the Holy Ghost to
keep the names of many of the sacred penmen in ever-

side;

lasting obscurity.

There is

in this exception, unless

it

not, then, the least strength

could be proved, that he u'as

not divinely inspired; w^hich yet cannot be done, as

we

shall

2.

abundantly prove.

It is

objected, that the author of this epistle cites

various things out of the Old Testament,

not therein contained; as
to chap, xi,

he

and that

affirms, that

many

which are

of the stories referred

where

in particular chap, xii, 21;

Moses, terrified at the sight that appeared

But the

and quake."

to liim, said, "I exceedingly fear

author quotes no book of the Old Testament; he only
relates

a matter of^fcfc/, and one circumstance of it,which

he doubtless had by Divine revelation. It is an uncouth way of proving an author not to have wiitten by
Divine inspiration, because he writeth truths which he
could not othevwise be acquainted with!
3.

It is

an objection of more importance, that the

writer citeth testimonies out of the Old Testament, that

ore not to his purpose.

Now, two

supposed to give countenance to
that those

things must be

this objection:

Firsts

who make it, do better understand the mean-

ing of the testimonies so produced, than he did,

whom

they are alleged.

ous this supposition

Nay,

we

it

is,

How

needs

may much more

little

by

vain and presumptulabor to demonstrate.

rationally be supposed, that

are rather ignorant of God's utmost intention in

evertj place

of scripture, than that

we know

it

in all.
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a depth in the word of God, because his:
we are not able to fathom. One says well,

There
which

is

"The holy
tain, which

scriptures are as a rich overflowing foun-

the deeper

you

dig, the

more you

find

it

manner, the more carefully you search the sacred volume, the fuller you \vill
find, are the veins of living water."*
Secondly, they
who object must take it for granted, that they are, be-

abounds with water:

in like

forehand, fully acquainted \vith the particular intention
of the author, in producing these testimonies.

Neither

and presumptuous than the
former; for those only, who bring their hypothesis and
pre-concerted notions to the sciipture, with a wish to
have them confirmed, are apt to make such concluBut those that come with humility and reversions.
ence, to learn of the Supreme Majesty, liis mind and
will therein, will have other thoughts and apprehenis

this supposition less rash

sions.

Having removed these objections out of the way,

§7.

we shall now proceed
(III.) To demonstrate
this epistle,

taken in the

declared.

Now the

cavise,

amounts

(reaixv^pia)

oiven

the canonical authority of

strict

and proper

sense, before

we shall plead

in this

to this: that whereas there are

many

sum

of what

any writings being
and sundry arguments

infallible evidences of

by Divine

inspiration;

whereby, books, vainly pretending to that oiiginal,
may be disproved of the former, there is no one that

—

is

not applicable to this

any one of the

epistle;

nor

latter sort: so that

is it

obnoxious to

stands on the

it

basis with the whole, wliich, at present,

firm and immoveable.
1.

whole

scriptures.

* Brent.

same

suppose

And,

The general argmnent

that of the

we

of

it

is

the same with

It treats of things which

Horn, xxxvi. in

1

Sam.

xi.
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eye hath not seen, nor ear heard; nor have they, by
any natural means, ever entered into the heart of man;
and yet, in absolute harmony with all other unquestionable revelations ol the will of God.

Human

dili-

by what is re\ ealed elsewhere, is huand can never free itself from those insepar-

gence, regulated

man

still;

able attendances, that manifest

truth of this consideration

is

one of those
one of which
not discover

itself to

To

§8. 2.

wherein

there,

be

its

called apocryphal; not

human

diligence doth

fountain and spring.

the general argument,

we may add the

particular subject matter^ as farther confirming
vine original; wherein
(1.)

The

The

to be such.

demonstrable from every

books, commonly
is

it

we have

its

Di-

eminently four things:

principal things treated of are matters of

and such as concern the very
Such are the doctrines about the

the gi'eatest importance,

foundation of faith.

and sacrifice of Christ; the nature of
gospel worship, and our communion with God therein.
In these consist the very vitals of our profession; and
they are all opened in a most excellent and heavenly
manner in this epistle, in absolute harmony with what
is taught concerning them in other parts of holy writ.
(2.) Some things of great moment to the faith and
consolation of the church, which are but obscurely and
sparingly taught elsewhere, are here plainly, fully, and
excellently taught and improved.
Such, in particular,
person, offices,

are the doctrines of the priesthood of Christ, his sacri-

and how these were typically
represented under the Old Testament economy.
He
fice

and

intercession;

that understands aright the importance of these things,
their use

and

that the

and the support they afford unwill be ready to conclude,
as well want the sun in the firma-

influence,

der temptatio^is and

world

may

trials,

ment, as the church this
VOL.

I.

epistle.
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Part K

God's way, in teaching the Old Testament
church, with the operose pedagogy of Moses, is here
(3.)

and shewn to be full of wisdom, grace,
and love. Here we see, that the whole Aaronical
priesthood, with its duties and offices, are transferred
fulJy revealed,

to the use of believers

How dark

under the gospel.

Mosaical institutions were in themselves,

from the whole

state of the

is

evident

church in the days of

and his apostles, when they could not see to
the end of the things to be abolished.
In their nature, they v.ere carnal; in their number, many; as to
Christ

their reason, hidden; in their observance,

and

burdensome;

By

in their external appearance, j)ompous.

all

^vhich they so possessed the minds of the church, that
\

ery few sav/ clearly into their use, intention, and end;

but in this

epistle the veil is

mystery of

taken off from Moses; the

his designs laid open;

and a

perfect clue is

given to believers, to pass safely through
ings

and windings of them,

to rest

all

the turn-

and truth

in Jesus

Cliiist.

The grounds and manner of that great alterawhich God caused in his worship, are here laid
open; and the greatest controversy that ever the cliurcli
of God was exercised with, is here fully determined.
There was nothing in the first propagation of the gospel, and the planting of Christian churches, that so
much divided and perplexed the professors of the tmth,
(4.)

tion

as the difference about the continuation of Mosaical

and ceremonies.

The will of God, in this matter,
before the writing of this epistle, could only be collected from the nature and state of things in the church,
rites

upon

the coming of the Messiah; and conclusions,
from that consideration, the believing Jews ^vere very
slow to admit. Now who was fit, who was able, to

determine upon these vaiious institutions, but

God

ExER.
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himself? to declare positively, that
his

former positive

all

59
obligation from

commands had now

ceased; that

the time allotted for their observance was expired:
Surely this was no otherwise to be effected, but by an

immediate revelation from himself.

And this we

have

by a bare declaration of God's authoritative inteiposition, but by a method marked with singular wisdom. Tile whole nature and design of them

here done; not

are evidenced to be such, as that, having received their

end and accomplishment, they of themselves natuFor my part, I can truly say, that I
rally expired.
know not any portionof holy writ, that will more effectually raise up the heart of an intelligent reader to an
holy admiration of the goodness, love, and wisdom of
full

Ood, than

I say, is

the subject mat-

so Divine, so excellent, so singular!

ter of it;

§9. 3.
liar

Such,

this epistle.

Consonant to

subject matter,

is

its

general argument, and pecu-

the design

and end of

it.

the whole scripture hath a special end, peculiar to

and wherein no other writing
conformity,

and

is

evident to

shares, but

all v^iio

That
itself,

by w^ay of

seriously consider;

end is supremely and absolutely the glory of
that God, who is the author of it.
This is the centre
where all the lines of it meet; the scope and mark towards v/hich ail its contents are directed. It is true,
this

God's works of power and providence

glory —

^tlie

lencies;

God in
ered

all

declare his

glory of his eternal perfections and excel-

but the end of holy scripture
Christ, as

all tilings

he

into

tion of that glory.

the glory of

hatli revealed himself,

an head

and -gath-

in him," to tlie manifesta-

The more

scripture discovers this end,
ifesteth ofthe series

is

clearly any portion of
and the n\0Y& parts it man-

and orders of things, in their mutual

connexion, dependence, and subsemency, whereby the
last

end of God's glory

is

produced, the more fully
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doth it express

by

evince

its

this

own

I.

general end of the whole, and thereinterest therein.

come behind no

this epistle

Part

whatever; nor does

it

Now

herein doth

other portion of scripture

betray the least alloy or mixture

of any by end of the writer; nothing of his honor,
reputation, advantage, or self-pleasing, in

but

all

any

thing;

runs evenly and smoothly, to the general end

And this also hath deservedly a place among

proposed.

the (rf K/xv^p/a) infallible evidences of writings

by Di-

vine inspiration.
§10. 4.

The

style also of the sacred scripture

By

deserved consideration.

we

the style of

any

is

of

writing,

understand both the propriety of the words,

with their grammatical construction, and that composition

of the whole, which renders

to effect the

end proposed.

I

and decorous
know some have, with
it fit

atheistical boldness, despised the style of the

holy wri-

simple and barbarous; among whom was PeBembus, who could scarce touch the scriptures;
w^hen his own epistles, not one of them excepted, are
not free from solecisms in grammar. But be it observed: that wherever there appears to us an irregiilarity in
the original languages, when compared with the arbitrary rules or usages of other men, it much more becomes us to suspect our own apprehensions and judgment, than to reflect the least failure or mistake on the
ters, as

trus

inspired writers.

matter,

is

The

censure of Heinsius, in this

severe, but true:

"To

rail at

any thing

''them, or to find fault therewith, as defective,

Hhe

pa^rt,

is

in

to act

not of a learned man, but of a blasphemer,

idler, who never considers what is the condiman, or how great the reverence and respect
•^•which are due to God, who disposeth all things, and
'^who does not require ajudge.hut a humble petitioner*"*

"and an

"tion of

*Prolcc>;om. Aristarch, Sacr.
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and propriety of speech, for their
proper ends, are the gift of God, Exod. iv, 10, 11; and,
§11. Eloquence

may well be expected, tliat they should not
be wanting, if necessary, in books w ritten by his own
inspiration.
Nor, indeed, are they; yet he who shall
therefore,

it

expect to find in the heavenly oracles a flourish of

panited words,

artificial

work upon weak and carsophistical and captious ways of rea-

calculated to entice,

nal affections, or

ornaments of speech, language

and

to

soning to deceive, or a smooth, harmonious structure
of periods, will be mistaken in his aim.
Such things
become not the authority, the majesty, the greatness
and holiness of the Divine Speaker. Even an earthh'
monarch, who should make use of them in his edicts,
laws, or proclamation, would but prostitute his authority to contempt, and invite his subjects to disobedience,
by so doing; how much more unbecoming the declaration of His mind and will, who is the great Possessor
Therefore, the apostle tells us,
of heaven and earth!
1

Cor.

ii,

5

—

7, that

the rejecting of //if^ kind of oratory,

in his preaching and writings,
sary, that

it

might appear the

was indispensably neceseffects

were the genuine

productions of the things themselves, wliich he delivered.

That the proper excellency of speech, or style,
consisteth in (to tpvitov) the meet accommodation of
words to things; considering the j)c?\soji using them,
and the end to which they are applied, all competent
§12.

And the style of the holy scripevery way answerable to what may

judges will confess.
ture,

we

affirm,

is

be rationally expected from it. Hence it is, that, by
its simplicity without corruption, gravity without affectation,

not so
press,

and plainness without alluring ornaments, it docs
much entice, move, or persuade, as constrain,
and pierce, into the mind and affections, trans-
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Part

J.

forming them into a likeness of the things delivered.
'^I

dare assert, saith

St.

Austin, speaking of the holy

^•penmen, that whosoever rightly understands what

"they speak, will also understand that they ought not
Bodies possessed of na'•to have spoken otherwise."*

and symmetry of parts, have more advan-

tive beauty,

tage

by being

clothed in

ornaments of gay

fit

by

garments, than

the

and the garb of plainness and

attire;

is best adapted to the spiritual native beauty
truths.
Therefore, we say with Austin,
heavenly
of
that "nothing is delivered in scripture, but just as it

simplicity

The style of the sacred penmen disa manner peculiar to itself, a gracious conde-

''ought to ^e."t

covers in

scension, suited to the capacity

were designed. |

principally their writings

there

is

in

it,

as

who

all

of those for

read

it

whom

Besides,

with faith and rever-

ence, can witness, a secret efficacious energy, subjecting

the

mind of the humble reader

to

its

grand design in

all things.

§13.

What we

have said concerning the style of the
is eminently applicable to

sacred scripture in general,

thi^ epistle in particular, as containing, in the

most

conspicuous manner, the same simplicity, gravity, un-

and suitableness to its author, matter, and
the 'xlwle.
recommends
If any where, as
which
end,

iiffectedness,

in the beginning of the

swell in

New

its

first

chapter, the style seems to

cuirent, above the

ordinary banks of the

from the greatness and
which was not capaDoes the author
ble of any other kind of expression.
for instance, any where use words or phrases in any
Testament writings,

it

is

sublimity of the matter treated

uncommon
*De

sense?

It is

because his matter

Doctr. Christ.

tV^icl.

Origen

of,

lih. iv. cap. vi.
contr. Cels. lib. r.

tllilar. in Psal.

cxxvi.

is

peculiar.
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Does he often speak in an Old Testament dialect, after
it had been manumitted, as it were, from its typical
import? It is from the consideration of their state and
condition, with whom, in an especial manner, he had
to do; which is perfectly agi^eeable to the wisdom of the

Holy Ghost
§14. 5.
itself

The

authority of

whole of it.
the minds of men,

in the

respects

Moreover,

in other portions of scripture.

principal author exerts

its

Now

this authority, as it

consists, partly, in

an exur-

gency, or forcible influence of the holy matter contain-

and the heavenly manner wherein it is deemanation of Divine excellency, which is communicated to the word,
as a distinguishing property of its relation to God.
And this authority do all they who have their minds
spiritually exercised, find and acknowledge in this epistle.
§15 .6. From this authority proceeds a Divine efficacy; a powerful operation upon the soul and conscience;
a reverence and awe of God. And humble readers
find their minds eftectually brought into the pleasing
ed in

it,

clared; and, partly, in the ineffable

captivity of unreserved obedience; "Is not

"as

fire,

saith the

my word

Lord, and like a hamm.er, that break-

"eth the rocks in pieces?" Jer.

xxiii, 29.

It is

"quick

"and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
"piercing even to the dividing asunder of the soul and
"spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner
"of thoughts and intents of the heart," Heb. iv, 12. A
learned
"so

man

said, well, "

much admonish,

The holy

scriptures

do not

or persuade, as compel, agitate,

forcibly influence.
You read therein plain and
"countrified words; but they are living words; they

"and

"animate, they inflame, they sting, they penetrate into
"the inmost soul, and transform the whole man by their

"wonderful power."*
*

Picus INIJrandus

£.d
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Such
towards

believers.

It

1,

efficacy of this epistle

searches their hearts, discovers

judges their actions, supports their

their thoughts,
Tits,

and

the nature, power,

is

Part

spi-

comforts their souls, enlightens their minds, guides

them

in their hopes, directs

them

commu-

in all their

nion with God, and finally leads them to enjoy him.

When

once they have obtained

Divine power,

it is

in vain for

this

men

experience of

its

or devils to oppose

canonical authority, with their frivolous cavils and

its

Neither

objections.

is

the experience merely satisfac-

tory to themselves alone, but

though not to

even to others;

humble

is

also fairly pleadable

atheistical scoffers, yet to

inquirers after sacred truths.

Tothesethings

§16. 7.

we may add, that the canoni-

cal authority of this epistle

is

confirmed by Catholic

But by this tradition I intend a general uninterrupfeclfame, conveyed andconfirmed by particular
instances, records, and testimonies in all ages; which is
undoubtedly of great importance. And how clearly
tradition.

this

may

be pleaded in our present case, shall be mani-

fested in our investigation of the
.§17. 8.
it is

Thus

I

hope

penman

we have made

not destitute of any one of those

of this epistle.

it

evident; that

(reK^Vipici)

infallible

proofs and arguments, whereby any particular book
of scripture evinceth

itself to

the consciences of

men,

by inspiration of God. It remaineth now
it is not liable to any of those exceptions,
arguments, whereby any book, pretending a claim

to be written

to shew, that

or

to a Divine original,

convicted,

and canonical

and manifested

whereby, at length,

its just

to

authority,

may

be

be of another extract;
on both sides

privilege will be

secured.
(1.)

The

fu'st

consideration of this nature

is

taken

from the author, or penman of any such writing. The
books of the Old Testament were all of them written

to be canonical.

Eker.I.

Q5

by prophets, or holy men inspired of God. Hence
Peter calls the whole of it ^'^prophecy,^^ 2 Pet. i, 21;
delivered by men acted or moved therein by the Holy

And

Ghost.

though there be a distribution made of

the several books from their subject matter, into the

Luke xxiv, 44; and often
law and prophets, on the same account, Acts

law, prophets, and psalms,
into the

xxvi, 22;

Rom.

iii,

21 yet their penmen being
;

ly prophets, the whole, in general,

is

all

equal-

ascribed to

them

and called ''•prophecy, Rom. xvi, 26; Luke xxiv, 25;
2 Peter i, 19.
So were the books of the New Testament written by
apostles, or men endowed with an apostolical spirit,
and in their work equally inspired by the Holy Ghost;
whence the church is said to be "built on the founda"tion of the prophets and apostles; Jesus Christ him^^

^'self

being the chief corner stone," Ephes.

ii,

20.

If

then the author of any writing acknowledgeth himself
to be, or

may

otherwise be convinced to have been

endued with the same
infallible spirit with them, his work, how excellent soever in other respects, must needs be esteemed a mere
fruit of his own skill, diligence, and wisdom, and not
any way to belong to the canon of scripture.
Now this epistle is free from this exception: the penman of it doth no where intimate, directly or indirectly,
that he wrote by his own ability; which, if he had
done so, it must have been incumbent on him to have
declared, that he might not lead the church into a pernicious error, in embracing that as given by inspiration
from God, which was but a fruit of his diligence and
fallible endeavors.
But on the contrary, he speaks as
in the name of God, refening to him all that he delivers; nor can he, even in any minute instance, be convicted to have wanted his assistance.
neither prophet, nor apostle; nor,
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Part

1.

§18. (2.) Circumstances of the general argument

book may

of a

also convince

an human, or
no way obnoxious
to any exception of this nature.
Yea, the state of
things in the churches of God, and among the Hebrews
fallible original.

But our

to be of

it

epistle is

in particular, did at that time administer so just

and

an occasion for a \\Titing of this kind, as gives
countenance to its being ascribed to the wisdom and
full

care of the

Holy Ghost.

For,

if the

corruption of the

poisonous brood of heretics, particularly Cirinthus,
gave occasion to the writing of the gospel by St. John;

and

if

the dissentions in the chui^ch of Corinth de-

served two epistles, and
believers of the

if

Jews and

the lesser differences between
Gentiles

vided for them in the epistles of

not at
the

least

had a remedy pro-

St.

probable, that the same

penmen of those books

to write,

Paul to them,
spirit

and

is it

who moved

directed

them

removing the
and healing the distempers of the Hebrews
which were so gi^eat, and of so great importance to all
the churches of God!
^§19. (3.) The most manifest eviction of any writing.,

in their so doing, did also provide for
prejudices,

pretending to the privilege of Divine inspiration,

may

be taken from the subject matter of it. God himself
being the first, and only essential truth, nothing can
proceed from him, but what is absolutely so; and truth
being but one, every way uniform and consonant to itself,

there can be

no discrepancy

in the branches of

nor contrariety in the streams that flow from
fountain.

God is also

it

that one

holy, "glorious in holiness,"

and

nothing proceeds immediately from him, but what
bears a stamp of his holiness, as well as his greatness

and wisdom. If then, any thing in the subject matter
of any writing be untrue, impioiis, light, or any way
contradictory to the ascertained writings of Divine in-
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CT

and pretences to that privilege must
need no other proof to evince its
original, than what itself affords.
And by this means
do those books commonly called apocryphal, to which
spiration, all pleas

We

cease forever.

the Romanists ascribe canonical authoiity, destroy

own pretensions. They have all of t hem, on this
among others, long since been cast out of the
Now, that no one
limits of any tolerable defence.

their

account

any exception
of this kind, from the matter treated of, and doctnnes
delivered in it, than this epistle, we sliall, by God's as-

portion of scripture

is less

our exposition of the whole.

sistance, manifest in

The

§20. (4.)

be such, as to lay

style

of

in the main,

yet there

faith;

sure,

and method of a writing

just prejudice against

a,

its

may

claim of

For though the matter may be

canonical authority.

good

obnoxiovis to

and generally

suited to the analogy

may be in the manner

of

its

compo-

such an ostentation of wit, learning, or eloquence;

such an affectation of words and phrases; such rheto-

may

suffi-

human ambition, ignorance,

pride,

rical paintings of things inconsiderable, as

ciently demonstrate

or desire of applause, to have been mixt in the forming

of

Much

it.

of this

Jerome obsei^es

in particular,

concerning the book entitled the '-^Wisdom of Solomonf written as it is supposed, by Philo, an eloquent

and learned Jew,
'vors

human
selves,

that

GrcBcam eloquentiam)

failings

and

When therefore,

sinful infirmities manifest

it

sa-

these

them-

they cast out the writings where they are, from

harmony and

amongst

all

simplicity,

consent,

which

in general appears

Of the

the books of Divine inspiration.

style of this epistle

high,

{redolet

of GrcBcian eloquence*

we have spoken before.

Its

gravity,

majesty, and absolute suitableness to the

holy^and heavenly mysteries treated of in
* Pref. in Prov. Solom.

it,

are;
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as far as I can find, not only very evident, but also acknowledged to be so by all who are able to judge of

them.

Want of

§21. (5.)

the church, from the
testifying to

ment

of

its

argument

its

catholic tradition in all ages of
first

giving forth of

Divine original,

is

any

And

pretence to canonical authority.

ariseth fatally against the

WTiting,

another impeachthis

ajwcryphal books

The suffrage of this
we have mentioned before;

before-mentioned.

kind given to

our

but

epistle,

we

shall

give a farther confirmation of its Divine origin,

by prov-

undeniably to be written by the apostle
that eminent penman of the Holy Ghost.

St.

ing

it

Thus clear stands the canonical
tle.

It is destitute

ifestation of it;

nor

authority of this epis-

of no evidence needful for the
is it

Paul,

man-

obnoxious to any just exception

And hence

comes
to pass, that whatever have been thefear^s, doubts, and
scruples of some; the rash objections, conjectures and
against

its

claim of that privilege.

censures of others; the provident care of

it

God over it, as

a part of his most holy word, co-operating with the prevailing evidence of its original implanted in it, and its
spiritual

efficacy to all the ends of holy

scripture,

hath obtained an absolute conquest over the hearts and

minds of

all

that believe,

and

of canonical authority in

throughout the world.

settled

all

it

in full possession

the churches of Christ

EXERCITATION

II.

SAINT PAUL THE AUTHOR OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBRE'VVS.

Knowledge of the penman not absolutely necessary, yet of
some use. §2 4. That St. Paul was the author of this epistle

§1.

—

appears,
(II.)

From

contrary,

scriptures.

From

the insufficiency of the

(1.)

subscribed.

writing

from the uncertainty of other suppositions. §5.
argument insisted on to the
Dissimilitude of style. §6,7. (II.) Its being un-

(I.)

§8, 9. (III.)

§10. (IV.)

itself,

From the testimony given it in other
From considerations taken from the

compared with

the testimony of the

St.

first

Paul's writings.

churches.

§11. (V.)

§12. (VI.)

reasons and circumstances relating to the epistle

From

itself.

HE Divine authority of the epistle having been
vindicated, it is of no great moment to inquire scrupulously after its penman.
Writmgs that proceed from
Divine inspiration, receive no addition of authority
from the reputation or esteem of them by whom tliey
were written; and this the Holy Ghost hath sufficiently
manifested, by shutting up the names of many of them
from the knowledge of the church in all ages. Had
any prejudice to their authority ensued, this had not
been.
Nor were any esteemed to be given by prophecy, because their authors were prophets; but they
were known to be prophets by the word which they
delivered.
If not, they were some other way known
to be divinely inspired, as by the working of miracles;
or that they were in their days received as such by the
church. But neither of these can be asserted: for as
it is not known that any one penman of the Old Testament, Moses only excepted, ever wrought any miracles,
so it is certain that most of them were rejected and
condemned by the church in their days. The only
§1.

J.
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Part

1.

way, therefore, whereby they were proved to be prophwas by the woiyI itseh" which they delivered and
wrought; and thereon depended the evidence and cer-

ets,

tainty of their being divinely inspired.

25

14, 16; Jer. xxiii,

But whereas

who was

may

was

suffi-

made

to

its

be finally obviated, they also

We

be taken into consideration.
the epistle

written

vii,

the wi^iter of this epistle,

also the remaining exceptions

vine original

Amos

there are not wanting evidences

cient to discover

whereby

—

See

31.

by

Paul.

St.

offer in

proof of the position

heads:

The

may

manifest failure of

all

Di-

shall

affirm, then, that

And what

I shall

be reduced to these
of them who have

endeavored to assign it to any other penman; the insiifficiency of the arguments insisted on to disprove
our assertion; the testimony given

it

in other scriptures;

considerations taken from the writing

itself,

compared

w^th other acknowledged writings of Paul; the general
suffrage of antiquity, or ecclesiastical tradition; and,
finally,

reasons taken from sundry circumstances re-

lating to the epistle
§2.

I.

The

itself.

uncertainty

of

them who question

whether Paul was the wTiter of this epistle, and their
want of probable grounds in assigning it to any other,
hath some inducement, or presumptive reason, why we
should ascribe

it

to him,

whose of old

it

was esteemed

to be.

some supposed
Luke to have been the author of it. But neither doth
he approve their opinion, nor mention what reasons
Origen, in Eusebius,* affirms, that

they pretend for
it

it.

to be written

He adds also,

by Clemens

of

that

Alexandria allows
poses

it

some esteemed
Clemens of

Rome.

St. Paul to be its author; but supmight be translated by Luke, because, as he
* Hist.

Eccles.

lib. vi,

cap. xxvi.

OF THE EPISTLE.
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2.

saith,

the style of

it is

71

not unlike his in the Acts of the

Grotius, of late, contends for

Apostles.

Luke to be

the

same account;* but the instance he gives
words din^L phrases,
of
which
similitude
stijle,
things
are very differthan a
Jerome also tells us, "that it was supposed by
ent.
"some to be written by I^uke;"t which he undoubtBut
edly took from Clemens, Origen, and Eusebius.
none of them acquaint us who were the authors or
approvers of this conjecture, nor do they give any
author, on the

rather argues a coincidence of some

credit to

themselves.

it

This opinion, then,

may

be

well rejected as a groundless guess of an obscure, un-

known

original,

and not

tolerably confirmed either

testimony or circumstances.

by

Grotius alone, in reality,

contends for Luke; and with this only argument, that

sundry words are used in the same sense, by

and the wTiter of

this epistle.

But

I shall

St.

Luke

add one

consideration, that will cast this opinion quite out of

the limits of probability, viz.

By

the general consent this

epistle

was

written,

whilst James

was yet alive, and presided in the church
These were the Hebrews, whose inthis epistle is principally intended, and, by

of Jerusalem.
struction in

means, that of their brethren in the eastern dis-

their

persion.

one,

Now

who was

is it

reasonable to imagine, that any

not an apostle, but only a scholar and

follower of them, should be

employed

to write to that

church, wherein so great an apostle, a pillar

them, Gal.

ii,

9,

actually preside;

had his
and that

special

in

residence,

among

and did

an argument of such im-

portance, which reasons against a practice Avherein they

were

all

engaged?

Incredible.

*Pref. in Annot. ad Epist. ad
tScrip. Eccles. in Paul.

Heb.

|
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Some have

§3.

Part L

assigned the writing of the epistle

was the author of this opinby Jerome.* But Clemens, Origen, and Easebius, make no mention of him.
It is of late defended by Camero, (as the former concerning Luke by G.'otius,) whose conjectural reasons
are confuted by Spanhemius.f
We add, the reason
is
of the same validity against this
before mentioned
to Barnabas.

and

ion;

Tertullian

reported as his

it is

opinion as the other concerning Luke; for Barnabas

was not an apostle, properly and strictly so
had he an apostolical mission or authority.

Many
chap,

nor

circumstances also concur to the removal of

The

conjecture.

this

called,

xiii,

24,

ever was.

where

Again,

the writer of this
as appears,

it

epistle

Timothy was
chap,

epistle,

unknown

PauFs company

now

written in Italy,

doth not appear that Barnabas

xiii,

the

companion of

23, a person, as far

to Barnabas; being

taken into

and separaThis writer had also been
tion. Acts XV, 39; xvi, L
in bonds or imprisonment, Heb. x, 34, whereof w^e
St.

after their difference

cannot learn any thing concerning Barnabas, at that
And lastly,
tin|e; but those of Paul are well known.
epistle,
Barnabas
this
not long before the writing of

was

so far

from that

light into the nature, use,

piration of Judaical rites, that

he was

and ex-

easily misled into

a practical miscarriage in the observance of them,
Gal. ii, 13, and shall we suppose that he, who but a
little

before,

upon the coming of some few brethren of

the church of Jerusalem, from James, durst not avouch

and abide

by

his

own

personal

libetiy,

without

*TertuI!. de Putlicit. chap. xx. Hiron. Cat. Sciip. in Paul et

Barnab.

fCamer. Qiixs.

in Epist.

ad Heb. Spanhem. dc Auih. Epist.

ad Heb.
:tVid.
lib.

i.

Epiphan. Hser.

cap.

xiii.

lib.

i.

cap. x.

Euseb. Eccles. Hist,

jixER.

OF THE EPISTLE.

3.

some blameable
I say,

dissimulation; Gal.

now

should

with so

much

73
ii,

13; that he,

authority write an

James

head of
it) and all the Hebrews in the world concuning with
them in judgment and practice, about that very thing
in which himself, out of respect to them, had particuepistle to that

church (with

This, certainly,

larly miscarried?

of

St.

Paul;

whose

at the

was rather the

office

and constancy in the docepistle, w^ith his engagements in

light

trine delivered in this

above all the rest of the ap'.;stlcs, is
from the History of the Acts and his

the defence of
well

St.

known

it,

other invaluable writings.

ApoUos hath been thought by some to be the
§4,
penman; because it ansv/ers the character given of
him, that he was an eloquent man, mighty in the Scripture, fervent in spirit, and one that migiitiiy convinced
the Jews out of the Scripture itself, Acts xviii, 24, 28;
Bat
all which things appear tlii'oughout this epistle.
this conjecture hath no countenance from antiquity;
no mention being made of any epistle written by
ApoUos, or indeed any other literary production, so
that he is not reckoned by Jerome amongst the ecclehe reported by Clemens, Origen, or Eusebius, to have been by any esteemed the
author of it.
However, were not these qualifications
found in St. Paul in a more eminent manner and degree than in the other? And therefore this conjecture
siastical winters;

is

nor

is

gi^oundless.

Erasmus, after some others, hath taken up a report^
concerning some

who ascribed

it

to Clemens Romanus;

but he hath not advanced any thing of reason or testimony to confirm it; and no ancient writer of any
learning or
conjecture.

judgment ever
For what had

laid

he,

any weight on this
who was a convert

from among the Gentiles, to do with the chm^ches of
VOL. I.
9
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What

Hebrews?

tlie

Part

had he

authority

1.

intei^ose

to

himself in that which was their peculiar concernment?

Whence may

had that skill in the
and end, ofMosaical ntes and institutions,

nature, use,

which the
doth that

which

is

it

appear, that he

Neither

\\Titer of this epistle discovers?

epistle

of Clemens to the church of Corinth,

yet extant, though excellent in

its

kind, per-

mit us to think that he wrote by Divine inspiration.
Besides, the author of this epistle

had a

purpose to go to the Hebrews; chap,

them

desire

xiii,

23.

and
Yea.

one that had been
doth not appear that this

he
with them before. But as it
Clemens was ever in Palestine, so, what reason he
should have to leave his own charge now to go thither no man can imagine.
From the unceiiainty of these conjectures, with the
desires to

be restored to

as

evidence of reason and circumstances whereby they
are disproved,
First,

that

itt-o

things

we seem

no objection on

to

have obtained:

their account

can

arise

against our asseHions; and, secondly, that if St. Paul
be not acknowledged to be the writer, the whole
church of God is, and ever was, at a total loss whom
to ascribe
§5.

it

H.

to.

The

objections that are

against our assignation of

it

laid

by some

to Paul, are, according to

the order proposed, next to be considered.

Dissimilitude of style and manner of writing
1.
from that used by him in his other epistles, is principally insisted on; and indeed it is the whole of w^hat,
with any color of reason, is made use of in this cause.
The elegance, propriety, and sometimes loftiness of
speech that occur in the
say,

from

St.

Paul's writings,

^ix rov xapccalvipci)
•'the style,

epistle,

"it

distinguish

{Ao-zei

fj.ev

it,

they

sn eivui TlavXa

seems not to be Paul's, because of

or character of the speech," saith

Oecum-

ExER.

OF THE

2.

EPISTI.E.
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For this cause, Clemens of Alexandria, supto be wiitten in Hebrav, and to be translated
posed
to Greek by St. Luke, the evangelist; the style of it,
as he says, being like to that which is used in the
enius.

it

Acts of the Apostles. Aiid yet, the latter is acknowledged by ail to be purely Greek, ^vhereas the former
is

accused of being

is

to be laid

full

on these

of Hebraisms; so

ciitical censures,

little

weight

wherein learned

pei^etually contradict one another!

men
The sum

of this objection

in speech," which

is,

that St. Paul

was "rude

manifest from his other epistles;

is

but the style of this
hatli no affinity with

is

pure, elegant, florid, such as

his, so that

he cannot be esteem-

ed the penman of it. But this is of little force; for
Paul in that place is dealing \^ath the Corinthians
about the false teachers who seduced them from the
simplicity of the gospel,

by

their

vain,

affected

elo-

quence, and strains of rhetoric utterly unbecoming the

work they pretended
with

this singularity,

to be engaged in.

they contemned

rude, unsldlful person, unable to rival

pompous

fine

it

Puffed up

Paul as a

them

In answer to

declamations.

them, that

first tells

St.

became not him

in their
this,

to use

he

(o-oCp^av

'imsdom of 'words, or that kind of
speech with which orafor^ flourish; or {St^unlaq «v6p«^cya, 1 Cor.

TTivs? (ToCptug

i,

T,)

Aoysc, 1

Cor.

ii,

man^s
composition of words

13.) the tvords that

•wisdom teacheth, an artificial

which he calls (uxepo%viv hoys, chap,
ii, 1,) excellency of speech; and which, for many reasons, it did not become him to use for the same ostentatious design, as the seducei^ and false apostles did.

to entice thereby;

Again; he answers only by concession,
Tw

'suppose I were rude or unskilful in
doth the matter in question depend upon that?

Tioyw)

speech,''
Is

{ei ^s nui i^icalvig

it

not manifest to you, that

I

am

not so in the
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Part

knowledge and mystery of the gospel?

"He doth not

that he is so, saith Austin, but grants

confess

And

their conviction."

in tins sense

1.

tor

it

concur Oecu-

menius, Aquinas, Lyra, Catharinus, Clarius, and Capeilus,

with

[hoyog)

many

sjyeech

wherewith the

on the

others

be

intended

place.

that

li,

by

then,

enticing rhetoric

teachers entangled the afiections

false

qf their unskilful hearers,

we may

grant that

St.

Paul

was unskilful in it, and are sure that he w^ould make
no use of it; and it is denied that any footsteps of it
appear in this ejnstle; but if any thing of solid, convincing, unpainted eloquence be intended,

it is

evident

that he neither did, nor justly could confess himself

unacquainted with

He, therefore, only made a

it.

concession of the objection

made

against

him by

the

no

false teachers, to manifest, that they could gain

manner

of advantage thereby.'

Neither are his other

low and
shall now only add the

epistles written in so

homely a style as is pretended. I
words of a }:>erson who was no incompetent judge
things of this nature:

"When

I

well consider," says he,

spetiking of St. Paul, " the genius
"style, I confess I

"himself,

which

1

in

and character of his

never found that grandeur in Plato
find in him,

when he thundereth

out

"the mysteries of God; nor that gi^avity and vehemence
"in Demosthenes which
"to tenify our

"ment; or

I

find in him,

when he

intends

minds with a dread of the Divine judg-

when he would solemnly warn them,

"draw them

tc tlic

or

contemplation of his goodness, or

"exhort to the performance of the duties of piety and

"mercy.

Nor do

1

find a

more exact method

of teach-

"ing in those great and excellent masters, Aristotle, and

"Galen, than in him."*

Upon

*Boz. Annot.

the whole,

in 2 Cor. xi, 6.

I shall

ccn-

ExER.

OF THE EPISTLE.

2.

fidentiy assert, that there

of his writings; and

he wrote.)
his

every thing (considering the

hence

it is,

way and manner

whose name, and

in

expressed as

is

And

posed.

it,

no manner of defect in any

is

ttiat

matter and nature of

77

it

ought to be

that tnere

is

to

for the

whom

end pro-

sucli a variety in

of expressing liimseif in sundry

of hiS episttes.
It

miy

tiien

that there

and the

many

it

be not proved,

dissimilitude of style between this

of Paul's episties, since

diverse

is

from

tliut

tlie

argument

of most of the others;

tliose to whom he wTote were
which we may add, that the spring and

circumstances in

singular; to

mode

some

is

rest

treated of

be granted, though

of his reasonings are peculiarly suited to the con-

dition of those to

whom

he wrote.

Besides, in the

him an especial
frame and incitation of spirit, occasioned by many ocHis intense love to them to
currences relating to it.
writing of this epistle there

whom

was

in

his kinsmen according to the
remembered by himself, and inim-

he wrote, being

flesh, affectionately

itably expressed,

Rom.

itself in his treating

cernment.

ix, 1, 3,

did undoubtedly exert

about their greatest and nearest con-

The prej udices and enmity

of some of them

against him,recorded in several places of"the Acts," and

remembered by himself in some of his other epistles, lay
also

under

his consideration.

Much

of the subject he

was a matter of controversy, which was
be debated from scripture, and according to which

treated about
to

whom

he dealt thought they might dissent
from him, without any prejudice to their faith or obethose with

Their condition also must needs greatly affect
for they were now not only under present troudangers, and fears, but [positi inter sacrum et

dience.
hiin;
bles,

saxum)

at the

very door of ruin,

if

not delivered from

the snare of obstinate adherence to Mosalcal institu-
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Now they who know

tioiis.

style,

THE AUTHOR

1-

not what alterations in

and manner of writing, these things will produce,

in those

who have

and the

affections wiierewith

ability to express their conceptions,

is

epistle,

they are attended,

Neither is

nothing of this matter.
there

Part

many

jihrases in this
Paul's, as will

not allow us to grant such a discrepancy in

some imagine.

Many

of

know

to be omitted, that

rest of St.

such a coincidence in

compared with the

it

style, as

them have been gathered by

others; and, therefore, I shall only point to the place

from whence they are taken below.*
§6. 2.

It is objected,

that the epistle

is (u'je'zi'y^ci0og)

unsubscribed; and, indeed, this being once taken notice

and admitted

of,

as

an

objection, the rest

were but

men's needless diligence to give countenance to
the strength of it
for so

was

is

lies,

it.

not in its being without inscription;

the epistle of St. John, concerning which

never doubted that he was the author of

in the constant usage of Paul, prefixing his
his other

given,

And

epistles; so that unless

why

the

ed, either the

title

mere

which

it

but,

name to

all

just reason can be

he should divert from that custom,

be supposed to be none of

Now, by

&,

it;

it

may

his.
is

wanting, must be intend-

titular superscription, 'the epistle of

Paul to the Hebrews,'' or the inscription of his namCy
*

See thap. i, 1, compared with
i,
16; Ephes. vi, 12; chap, ii,
2 Tim. i,
1; with Phil, iii, 14.

2 Cor. xiii, 3; chap,

Gal.

2;

iii,

9,

ii,

14;

with Ephes. v, 26; chap,
chap, iii, 16; with Rom.

chap. V, 14, with 1 Cor. xi, 6; Phil, iii, 15; Ephes. iv, 13,
1
chap. V, 13, with 1 Cor. iii, 2; chap, vi, 2, with Col. ii, 2.
Thes. i, 5; chap, vii, 18, with Rom. viii, 3. Gal. iv, 9, chap, viii,
1 Tim. ii, 5, chap, x, 1, with Col. ii,
6, 9, with Gal. iii, 19,20.
17; chap, x, 22, with 2 Cor. vii, 1; chap, x, 23, a phrase peculiar to St. Paul, and common with him, chap, x, 33, with 1 Cor.
iv, 9; chap, x, 36, with Gal. iii, 22; chap, x, 39, with 1 Thes. v,
SThes. ii, 14, chap, xii, 1, with 1 Cor. ix, 24; chap, xiii, 10,
9.
with Ephes. iv, 14; 1 Cor. ix, 13, I Cor. x, 18, chap, xiii, 15, 16,
with Rom. xii; 1 Phil, iv, 8, chap, xiii, 20, with Rom. xv, 33 ;
Rorn .xvi, 20, 2 Cor, xiii, 2, Phil, iv, 9, 1 Thes, 5, 23.
V, 2;
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joined with an apostolical salutation, in the epistle

For the^r^^

self.

it is

titular superscription

most

certain, that

them, and

The

uncertain of what antiquity the

of ant/ of the epistles are; but

they did not originally belong to

are, therefore, destitute of

transcribers,

it-

it

may

be,

have

all

authority.

at pleasure

made

bold with them, as with the subscription also of some
of them, as to the place from

whence they were

and the persons by whom.

Though

should be wanting, (and yet there

about

it,

tliis,

is

sent,

therefore,

some

variety

both in ancient copies of the original, and

translations, the

most owning and retaining

it;)

yet

it

would be of no moment, seeing we know not whence
any of them are. The remainder of the objection,
then, is taken from the want of the usual apostolical
salutation, as a part of the epistle.

Some

of the ancients, and principally Theodoret,

Hebrews, Paul had prehave
might
seemed
name, he
to transgress the

insist, that, if

fixed his

in writing to the

of his allotment, as the apostle of the Gentiles.
this supposition it seems he did what was not
meet for him to do; he entered on the charge of ano-

line

But on

only he conceals his name, that he might not appear to be doing what was unwarrantable and unjusther,

tifiable!

Others

insist

on the prejudices

that

many of the He-

brews had against him. The persecuting party of the
nation looked on him as an apostate, a deserier of the
cause wherein he was once engaged, and one that
taught apostasy from the law of Moses; yea, as they

them and all
and what enmity is
usually stirred up on such occasions all know, and his
example is a sufficient instance of it. To which it has
been justly added.th^t he was no ordinary person, but

thought, that set the whole world against
that they gloried in, Acts xxi, 28,
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a

man

of

and extraordinary

gi^eat

Paut
abilities,

mightily increased the provocation.

I.

which

This being the

and not of any
Beza well observes,
rather than any other per-

state of things in reference to St. Paul,

other, the defect of inscription^ as

proves the epistle to be

his,

son's whatever.

But

§7.

if

we would know the true and just cause
we must consider what

of the omissions in question,

were the just reasons of prefixing them to
of

his other

Tiie real cause, then, of prefixing the

epistles.

any of the

apostles to their writings,

the introduction of their

titles,

names

was merely

for

as the apostles of Jesus

Christ, and tiierein an intimation of that authority by
which they wrote. This was the true and only reason,

why the apostle Paul in particular prefixed his name to
And hence it was, that, when something
his epistles.
he had taught was called in question and opposed, and
he wi^ote in vindication of it, for establishing in the
truth those w^hom before he had instructed, he, at the
entrance of his writings, singularly and emphatically

mentions his apostolical authority. Gal.

i,

1,

"Paul, an

men, neitner by man, but by Jesus
and God, the Father, who raised him from the

"apostle, not of

"Christ,

"dead;" thus intimat.iig the absolute obedience that

was due

to the doctrine

this dealing

In

other^vise;

revealed.

with the Hebrews, the case was

who

they

by him

far,

believed amongst them, nevei

changed the old foundation, or church state, groundec
on the scriptures, thi)ugh they had a new addition ol
privileges

now

by

their faith in Christ Jesus, as the Messial

exhibited; and, therefore, he deals not with thei

as with those

whose

tolical authority

pnnciples of
stood,

and out

oi

was built

absolutely on apos^^

upon the commoi
Old Testament, on which tliey stil
which evangelical faith was educe(

ari'

t le

faith

revelation, but

,
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the beginning of the epistle, wherein he appeals

he intended to
build upon, and the authority with which he would
press them, supplies the room of the usual intimation.of
to the scripture, as the foundation

his apostolical authority,

and

serves to the very

same

purpose, viz. as the immediate reason of their assent

and obedience.
that

and proper cause,

Tliis is the true

renders the prefixing his apostolical authority

needless.
§8. III.

1.

Amongst

the fM'gM)?2en/5 usually insisted

on, to prove this epistle to

have been written by

consideration in the
sufficient to

are,

2

Pet.

Paul

it

''And account that the long-

15, 16;

-suffering of our
'•brother

first

determine the
iii,

Lord is

salvation; even as our beloved

according to the

also,

St.

by St. Peter deserves
place, and is indeed itself
inquiry about it. His words

Paul, the testimony given to

wisdom given unto

"him, hath 'written unto you;*RS also in

all his epivStles

"speaking in them of these things, in which are some
"things hard to be understood, which they that are un"learned and unstable wrest, as they do also the other
'•scriptures,

unto their

own

To

destruction."

clear this

some few things must be observed.
That
Peter \VYote his second epistle to the same
(1.)
churches and people to whom he wrote his first, chap-

testimony,

ter

iii,

1

.

That hisfi7'st epistle ^vas written to the Jews, or
Hebrews in the Asian dispersion. Now it is plainly
(2. )

asserted in this testimony, that Paul WTote a peculiar
epistle to

Hebrews;
'epistles.'

them, to
'/le

whom

hath

this;

that

is,

to the

tvriiten to you, as also in all his

Besides his other epistles to other churches

and persons, he hath
St.

he wrote

Peter's testimony

doubtedly wrote an
VOL. L

also written to you.

may

be received,

epistle to the

10

St.

Hebrews.

So, that

if

Paul un-

But

tliis
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may be, say some, another epistle, and not this. And
they may as well say, it is true, Moses wrote five books
but they are lost, and those we have under his name
were written by another!
St.

Peter declares, that St. Paul, in that epistle

he wTote to the Hebrews,

which

had declared the long suffer-

ing of God (whereof he had minded them) to he salThere was no reason why Peter should direct
Tiation.
the

Jews

to the epistles of Paul in particular, to learn

'the long-suffering of

God

plentifully revealed in the

New

m

general,^

whole

Testament, and which

which

so

is

scriptures of the

Old

and
There was ,therefore,
at any time mentioned by him.
of
God,
which at that time,
especial
long'Siiffering
an
he exercised towards the Jetvs, and by which he waited for the conversion and gathering of his elect before
that total and final destruction, which they had deservThis he compares to the
ed, should come upon thf m.
^'long-suffering of

God

in the

is

only occasionally

days of

preached repentance to the world,

Noah"

1 Pet.

iii,

whilst he
20.

For

were obedient to his preaching, liis own
were saved in the ark, from the general destruction that came upon the world by water; so, they that
became obedient upon the preaching of the gospel, duras those that

family,

ing this

new

season of God's especial long-suffering,

were to be saved by baptism, or professional separation from the unbelieving Jews, from that destruction
which was to come upon them by fire. This longsuffering of God, the unbelieving Jews, not understanding to be particidar, scoffed at, 2 Pet. iii, 4, which
caused the apostle to declare the nature and end of this
long-suffering, which they were ignorant of, ver. 9-

And thus was tliis paiiictdar long-siffering of God
was preached

towards the

Je\^'s, ^^ililst

them before

their final desolation, ".5rt/x'flf?on," in that

the gospel

to

£xER.

God
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spared them, and allowed them to abide for a

while in the observance of their old 'worship and ceremonies, granting

and

of light

them

in the

instruction,

mean time blessed means

to

bring them to salvation.

-'Even as our beloved brother Paul also," ver. 15.
that this

of our

is

formally,

and

in terms, the

main

Not

doctrine

but that he effectually acquaints them

epistle;

with the intention of the Lord, in his long-suffering

to-

wards them, and peculiarly subserves that intention of
Christ, in his instruction of them. And, therefore, after
he hath taught them the true nature, use, and end of all
the Mosaical institutions, which they were, as yet, permitted to use by the special patience of God, intimated
by St. Peter; and convinced them of the necessity of
faith in Christ, and the profession of his gospel, he
winds up all his reasonings, in minding them of the
end which was to be put shortly to that long-suffering,
Heb. xii, 25 28, so, that this note also is eminently

—

characteristical of this epistle.
§9.

Peter seems to ascribe to Paul an eminency of

%jDisdom, in the epistolary writing
iii,

15, "according to the

Paul, in

all his

so also in that

he

refers to,

2

Pet.

wisdom given unto him." As

other epistles, exercised great 'ucisdom;

which he wrote

to the

Hebrews.

It is

not Paul's spiritual wisdom in general, in the knowl-

edge of the will of

God and

mysteries of the gospel,

wliich Peter here refers to; but that special holy pru-

dence which he exercised in composing
maintaining the

Hebrews.
of the

tiiith,

and

And what an eminent character this also is
we shalj endeavor, God assisting, to

epistle,

evince in our exposition of

ing in

this epistle,

about which he dealt with the

ail

it.

His special understand-

the mysteries of the Old Testament, unfold-

ing things hidden, from the foundation of the w^orld;
his application of them to the

mystery of "God mani-
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"fest in the flesh;" his various beautiful intermixtures

of reasonings and exhortations; his adapting himself
to their capacity, prejudices,

and

affections,

urging them

own principles and concessions;
among many other things, manifest the

constantly with their
these, I say,

singular 'wisdom which Peter
used.

It

may

affirms, that

have been

also be obseiTed, that, ^^^hereas Peter

among the tilings about which Paul wi^ote,

there were (nvcc

^v(Tvovila)

stood; Paul, in a special

of the things which he

were

signifies to

(^vae^ixvivvlu)

hard

somethings hard to be undermanner, confesseth, that some

was

to treat of in that epistle,

to be declared, uttered,

folded; and, therefore, certainly

hard

to be

or un-

understood^

Heb. V, 1 1; which, in our progress, we shall manifest to
be spoken, not without great and urgent cause, in many
instances, especially that directed to

by himself concern-

So, that this also gives another char^-

ing Melchisedec.

acteristical note of the epistle testified to
I

have

cause, in

by

Peter.

insisted the longer

upon

my judgment,

sufficient of itself to deter-

it is

this testimony, be-

mine the controversy; nothing, of any importance, that
But because we
I can meet with, being excepted to it.
want not other confirmations of our assertion, and
those also, evevfj one of them singly, overbalancing the
conjectures that are advanced against

it,

we

shal} sub-

join them also in their order.
§10. 2.

The comparing

of this epistle with the others

of the same apostle, gives farther evidence to our asserwill be confessed, that they only are
competent judges of the argximent, who are well exer-

tion.

I

suppose

it

cised in his writings.

alone

we

appeal.

To

Now

f/ieir

judgment, therefore,

the similitude between this

and other epistles of St. Paul is threefold; mivords,
phrases, and manner of expression; in the matter or
doctrines delivered; and particularly in the spirit, gen-

ExER.
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and manner of

ins,

Many

aright of

Without

tiiis

spirit,

they are

any one

to judge

matter; he must, as Bernard says, "drink

who would

this spirit,

cate, sapless,
it is,

'writing, peculiar to this apostle.

things are required to enable

"of Paul's
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understand his writings."

they are somewhat obscure,

and unsavory; when,
all

sweet, gTacious: in

and powerful.
an acquaintance with

plain,

to them in whom
some measure ope??,

A great and constant exercise to
his

Unless a

also necessary.

intri-

frame of

spirit in wanting, is

man have

contracted, as

it

critical skill in

by a constant converse with liim,
words or phi'ases, will render him a

competent judge.

This enabled Csesar to determine

were, a familiarity,

no

aright concerning the writings of Cicero.
is

And he that

so acquainted with the writings of this apostle, will

be able to discern his

spirit, as

Austin says his mother

Monica did Divine revelations, (nescio quo sapore,) by
an inexpressible spiritual savor. Moreover, an experience of the power and efficacy of his writings is required.
He, whose heart is cast into the mould of the
doctrine delivered by him, will receive quick impressions from his spirit exerting itself in any of his writings.

He

that

enliness

is

thus prepared

ttf

judge,

Avill

find that heav-

and perspicuity in unfolding the deepest evan-

gelical mysteries;

that peculiar exaltation

Christ, in his person, office,

of Jesus

and work; that

persuasiveness; that transcendent

manner

and reasoning; that wise insinuation and

spiritual

of arguing
pathetical

pressing of well-grounded exhortations; that love, ten-

and affection to the souls of men; that zeal for
God, and authority in teaching, which enliven and
adorn all his other epistles, shine in this in an eminent
manner, from the beofinnins; to the end. And tJiis conderness,

sideration, v/hatevei-

may be the apprehension of Others,

m

1*AUL

concerning k,

is

what

THE AUTHOR
me

gives

Part L

satisfaction

above

all

that are pleaded in this cause.

The testimony oi the first

§11. 3.

churches, of whose

testimony any records are yet remaining,

may

be
Above thirty of the Greek
pleaded in this cause.
fathers, and fifty of the Latin, have been reckoned up

by

also

the learned reporting this primitive tradition.

shall not. trouble the reader

I

with a catalogue of their

names, nor the repetition of their words; because the

whole of M^iat in general we assert, is acknowledged
by the eastern church where this epistle was first made
public; and surely they could discover the truth in this
matter of fact, better than the tvesteim church, or any
in the following ages.

§12. 4. Tiie epistle itself discovers the author several ways.

The general argument and scope of it declares it
be Paul's. Hereof there are two parts: The exalta
(

to

1

.)

and grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, with the excellency of the gospel, and its worship; and, a discovery of the nature, use, and expiration
tion of the person, office,

of Mosaical institutions; their present unprofitableness,

The

,and the ceasing of their obligation to obedience.
first part,

we may grant, was equally the design of all
we find it, in a peculiar way, in-

the apostles, though
sisted

on

partly

The

in the writings of Paul.

work and

special

from

tlie

business;

I'he latter

was his
and

partly ex instituto;

occasional opposition of the

Jews.

apostles of the circumcision, suitable to the nature

of their work, accommodated tlicmselves to the prejudicate opinion of the Jercs; and the rest of the apostles

had

little

this subject.

occasion to deal with them or others on
Paul,^in an eminent manner, bore the

burden of that day; ha-ving well settled all other
rhurckes, -who were troubled in this controversy, by

ExEn.
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some of the Jews, he

at last treats
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with themselves

di-

an account of what he had elsewhere
preached and taught to this puipose, and the gi^ounds
on which he proceeded; and this not w^ithout great sucrectly, giving

cess, as

the burying of the Judaical controversy not

long after fully manifests.
(2.)

The meihod

of his procedure

that of his other epistles,

him.

He

first

lays

down

which

the

same with

was

peculiar to

is

also

the doctrinal mysteries of

them from oppositions and exand then descends to exhoiiations to obediejice deduced from them, with an enumeration of such
moral duties as those to whom he wTote, stood in need
to be minded of.
(3.) His way of argument in this and his other epistles is the same; which is sublime and mystical, acthe gospel, vindicating

ceptions;

commodated
ers,

than the

rather to the spiritual reasons of believartificial rules

of philosophers.

That he

should more abound with testimonies and quotations
out of the Old Testament in
is

this,

than his other epistles,

nothing more than the matter \\'hereof he treats, and

the persons to
(4.)

that he

whom he wrote,

Mamj things in
who \\Tote it,

scripture,

but also

necessarily required.

this epistle evidently manifest,

mighty
exceedingly well versed and
w^as not only

in the
skilful

in the customs, practices, opinions, traditions, exposi
tions,

and

applications of scripture then received in the

Jewish church, as
ress.

Now, who

we

shall fully manifest in

our prog-

For, as he
and most famous
those days, and profited in the

could this be but Paul?

was brought up under one of the
of their mar^ters in

best

knowledge of their religion above his equals; so, for
want of this kind of learning, the Jews esteemed the
chief of the other apostles, Peter and John, to be (idrJlca)
""^ignorant and unlearned," Acts iv, I'j.
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Sundry particulars towards the close of the episopenly proclaim Paul to have been the writer of it.

(5. )
tle

As the mention that he makes of his bonds, and the
compassion that the Hebrews shewed him in his sufferings,

and whilst he was a

othy, chap,

xiii,

his bonds, Phil,

23,
i,

and
Tim-

prisoner, chap, x, 34,

the mention of his dear and constant companion,

who was at Rome \A'ith Paul, in
Now, surely it is scarcely

13, 14.

any other

where Paid then was,
and newly released out of prison, should write to the
churches of the Hebrews, and therein make mention
of his own bonds, and the bonds of Timothy, a man
unknown to them, but by the means of Paul, and not
once intimate any thing about his condition. Beside,
the constant sign and token of Paul's epistles, which
himself had publicly signified to be so, 2 Thes. iii, 17,
18, is subjoined to this; "Gr«ce be with you «//."
That this originally was written with his own hand,
there is no ground to question, but rather appears to

credible, that

in Italy,

be so because it was written; for he affirms, that it
was his custom to subjoin that salutation with his

own hand.
Now, this was an
original of the epistle

evidence to them to
first

whom

the

came; but not to those who

had only transcribed copies of it. The salutation itself
was their token, being peculiar to Paul. And all these
circumstances will yet receive some farther force from
the consideration of the time wherein this epistle was
^\Titten.

I

EXERCITATION

III.

bp THE TIME WHEN, AND LANGUAGE IN WHICH, THE EPISTX.E

TO THE HEBREWS WAS WRITTEN.
§1.

Of the time when

the epistle was written.

It

was

after Paul's

release out of prison; before the death of James; before the

second of Peter.
•

§3.

The

The time

§2.

Jews

affairs of the

of James.

§4.

The

of Paul's being sent to

Rome.

and the martyrdom
of the Hebrew churches; which were

state

at that time;

zealously addicted to Mosaical institutions.

§5.

The

troubles

of the Jews; and the Christians warned to leave Jerusalem.
§6.

Causes of their unwillingness

to leave

sion and success of the epistle.

wherein

it

was

§8.

The

§7.

it.

(II.)

Of

occa-

the language

Not written in Hebrew. §9. Not
But has strong marks of a Greek

written.

translated by Clemens.

§10.

original.

§1. (I.)

1.

HE time when the epistles were written;
on many passages; for

often threw considerable light

we

instance,
xxvii,

is

learn, that the

not what

St.

shipwreck at Mileta, Acts

Paul refers

to,

2 Cor.

xi,

when

he says he was a "night and a day in the deep;" be-

was wi^tten some years before his
sailing towards Rome.
The time of Paul's imprisonment at Rome was expired before the vvTiting of this
epistle; for he was not only absent from Rome, in some
cause that epistle

other part of Italy,

but also so far at

when he wrote

it,

liberty, as to entertain

chap,

xiii,

24,

a resolution of

going into the East,

when Timothy should come to him,

The

date of it must be also prior to the

chap,

xiii,

23.

martyrdom of James at Jerusalem; since he affirms,
Hebrew church had not yet resisted unto
blood, chap, xii, 4.
It is also certain, that it was not

that the

only written, but well

known

to the believing Jews,

before the Avriting of the second epistle of Peter, which

VOL.
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v/as not long before the apostle's death,
ed, as

is

Part

I.

which happen-

generally agi'eed, in the thirteenth year of

Nero.

From

§2.

guide

is

in the

these observ^ations

appears, that our best

it

Rome; which was

Paul's being sent prisoner to

first

two years

year of Festus, after he had been detained
in prison, at Csesarea,

27; XXV, 26, 27; and

with the fourth or
fifty-ninth year

this

fifth

by

Felix, Acts xxiv,

most probably corresponds

year of Nero, which was the

from the

Two

nativity.

years

after,

the seventh of Nero, and sixty -first of our Lord, he obtained his liberty, wliich was about thirteen years after
the determination of the controversy about Mosaical
institutions.

Acts xv.

Now,

presently after his liberty,

abode in some part of Italy, expecting the
coming of Timothy, before he had entered upon the
journey he had promised to the Philippians, chap, ii,
The time being thus fixed,
24, he wrote this epistle.
it may be proper to consider,
§3. What Vv-as the general state and condition of the
Hebrews in those days? That the church had a gi^eat
ihai^e of suffering, in the outrage and misery of those
days, about the death of Festus, who died in the province, and the beginning of the government of Albinus,
whilst he

who

succeeded him, none can question; vid. Joseph.

Wars

of the Jews, B.

mentions, chap, x, 31
this

was

the lot of

those days,

it

all

ii.

—34,

This

is

what the

apostle

endured, &.c."

And

honest and sober-minded

men in

"Ye

being not a special persecution, but a gen-

erai calamity that the apostle speaks of. For a direct
attack upon the church was first made by Ananus,
whO' was a rash young fellow, by sect a Saduc^e, and
yet advanced to the priesthood.
During the interval
between the death of Festus, and the settling of Albinus, this cruel Saducee, placed in

power by Agrippa^

ExER.
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WHICH WRITTEN.

IN

9i

summons James

before himself and liis associates,
condemned, and immediately stoned.
§4. The churches at this time in Jerusalem and Judea were very numerous. The oppressors, robbers^

where he

and

is

seditious of all sorts, being

pursuit of their

own

wholly intent upon the

ends, filling the nation with tu-

mults and disorders, the disciples of Christ,

who knew

that the time of their preaching the gospel to their

countrymen was but
followed their

short,

work with

and

e\'en

diligence

and

now

expiring,

success, beijig

not greatly regarded in the dust of that confusion which

was

raised

by

the nation,

^vilile

rushing into

its

fatal

ruin.

AH these churches were, together

with the profession
of the gospel, zealously addicted to the observance of the

The synod indeed

law of Moses.

Jerusalem had determined, that the yoke of the law should not be put on
at

the necks of the Gentile comerts, Acts xv; but eight

when Paul came up

or nine years after that,

salem again,
that the
all

many thousands

20

to Jeru-

—22,

of the

James informs him,
Jews vrho believed, did

zealously observe the law of Moses; and, moreover,

judged that
to

cliap. xxi,

do so

those who were Jews by birth, ought
and on that account were like enough to

all

also;

assemble in a disorderly multitude, to inquire into the
practice of Paul liimseif,

amongst them.

On

who had

been

ill-reported of

account they kept their as-

this

semblies distinct h^om those of the Gentiles,

the world.*

wrote

All those HebrevvS, then, to

this epistle,

all

over

whom

Paul

continued in the us^and practice of

Mosaical worship, as celebrated in the temple, and in
their synagogues,
ever.

with

Whether they

all

did

other legal institutions whattliis

*Hieron. in Gal.

i

out of an unacquainted-

OF THE TIME WHEN, AND

gg

Part

1.

ness with their liberty in Christ, or out of a pertinacious

adherence to their

own

prejudicate opinions,

I shall

not determine.

From

§5.

ish people

this time forward, the body of the Jewsaw not a day of peace and quietness; tu-

mults, seditions, outrages, robberies, murders, increas-

ed

all

over the nation.

degrees,

made way

And

these things,

by various

for that fatal war; which, begin-

ning about six or seven years after the death of James,

ended in the utter desolation of the people, city, temple, and worship, foretold so long before by Daniel
the prophet.
This was that day of the Lord, the
sudden approach of which the apostle declares to them,
Heb. X, 36, 37, 'For ye have need of patience; that
'after ye have done the will of God, ye may receive
*the promise; for yet a Utile 'while, and he that shall
'come will come, and will not tarry;' [ixiy.pov otrov ocrov)
^a

very

little

while,^ less

than you think

The manAnd by tiiis

of.

ner of it he declares, Heb. xii, 26, 28.
means, he effectually diverted them from a pertina-

whose dissolution,
from God liimself, was so nigh at hand; which argument was also afterwards pressed by Peter, 2 Pet. iir.
Our blessed Savior had long before warned his dis-

cious adherence to those things,

ciples of all these things; particularly of the desolation

that

was

to

come upon

distresses, persecutions,

cede

it;

directing

them

the Jews, with the tumults,

and wars, which should

pre-

to the exercise of patience in

discharging their duty, until the approach of the final

calamity; and ^f which he advised them to free themselves hyjlight, or a timely departure out of

Jerusalem

—

and Judea, Matt, xxiv, 15 21. This, and no other,
was the oracle mentioned by Eusebius, whereby the
Christians were
It

was

warned to depart out of Jerusalem.

given, as he says, (rc;g

doyiiiJ^oig)

to a'pproTed
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men amongst them. For, although the prophecy itself
was written by the evangelists, yet the special meaning of it was not known and divulged amongst all. The
leaders of

them kept

it

secret for a season, lest

an ex-

of the people being occasioned thereby,

asperation

they should have been obstructed in the work which
they had to do before

was

its

accomplishment; and

the case relative to other things, 2 Thes.

ii,

this
5, 6.

But now, when the present work of the church among
the Jews was to come to its close, the elect being
gathered out of them, and the final desolation of the
city and people appearing to be at hand, by a concurrence of

all

the signs foretold

by our

entrusted with the sense of that oracle,

Savior, those

warned

their

flight, whereto they were
and departure probably with
possessions, was grievous to them,

brethren to provide for that
directed.

That

this flight

the loss of all their

may be easily

conceived.

But what seems most

§6.

especially to

have per-

plexed them, was their relinquishment of that worship
of God, whereto they had been so zealously addicted.

That this would prove grievous to them, our Savior
had before intimated, Matt, xxiv, 20. Hence were
they so slow in their obedience to that heavenly oracle,

although excited with the remembrance of what

Lofs wife in the like tergiversation. Nay, as it
from this epistle, many of them, who had
made profession of the gospel, rather than they would

befell

is likely,

now

utterly forego their old

faith,

and, cleaving to their unbelieving countrymen,

perished in their apostasy;
special

whom

our apostle, in a

manner, forewarns of their inevitable and sore

destruction,

was

worship, deserted the

by

that fire of God's indignation

shortly to devour the adversaries, to

associated themselves, Reb. x,

2.5

which

whom they

— 31.

<•

OF THE TIME WHEN, AND

^4
§7.

Paul,

who had an inexpressible

Part

zeal,

and

flowing affection for his countrymen, being

1.

over-

now

in

Italy, considering the present condition of their affairs,

how

pertinaciously they adhered to the Mosaical in-

stitutions,

tion was,

how near the approach of their utter abolihow backwai^d they would be while they

possessed that frame of

spirit,

to save themselves

by

flying from the midst of that perishing generation;
what danger they were in to forego the profession of

when

the gospel,

it

would not be

retained without a

relinquishment of their former Divine service and cere-

monies, wTites this epistle to them, wherein he strikes
at the very root of

whereas

all

all

and distresses. For,
abode in Jerusalem and

their dangers

the danger of their

Judea, and so of falling in the destruction of the city

and people;

all

the fears the apostle

tasy into Judaism;

all

their

own

had of their aposdisconsolations in

and departure, arose from their
and zeal for, the law of Moses; by declaring to them the nature, use, end, and expiration of
his ordinances and institutions, he utterly removes the
oround and occasion of all the evils mentioned.
reference to their flight

adherence

to,

was the season whei^ein the epistle was written;
and these are some of the principal occasions (though
it had other reasons also, as we shall see afterwards)
Tliis

of its being written.

And

I

no

way

doubt, (though

the particular events of those days are buried in oblivion) but that

through the grace of Him,

ajid directed the apostle to write,

it

who moved

was made

signally

effectual towards the professing Hebrews, both to free

them from

yoke of bondage, ^vherein they had
and to prepare them with cheerfulness
to the observance of evaugcUcal worship, leaving their
countrymen to perish hi their sin and unbelief.
that

been- detained;

.
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Some, from a supposed dissimilitude of
compared with Paul's other epistles, and

because it was written to the Hebre'ws, have thought,
that

it

was

originally written in

Whence comes

1

that language,

it

Hebrew.

to pass, that

was ever seen

or heard

But if

so,

no copy of it, in
of, by the most

diligent collectors of all fragments of antiquity in the

primitive times?
tant,

Had ever any

whence came

it

such thing been ex-

in particular, that Origen,

that

prodigy of industry and learning, should be able to

no knowledge or report of it? Again,
If it were incumbent on Paul in WTiting to the
Hebrews, to write in their own language, why did he
not also write in Latin to the Romans? But,

attain
2.

3.

It is

very improperly supposed, that the

tongue was then the

common

Hebrew

language of the Jews;

was known only to the learned amongst them,
and a conTipt Syriac was the common dialect of the

for

it

people even at Jeiaisalein.
4.
It is, moreover, as unduly averred, that the Hebrew was the mother tongue of Paul himself, or that
he was ignorant of the Greek, seeing he was born at
Tarsus, in Cilicia, where the latter must have been the

language he was brought up
5.

The

Hebrews

epistle

in.

was written

for the use of all the

in their several dispersions, especially that in

the East, as Peter \\dtnesseth, they being

cerned in the matter of

it,

all

alike con-

though not so immediately

Judea and Jerusalem. Now, to those the
Greek language, from the days of the Macedonian
empire, had been in vulgar use, and continued to be
so.
Nay,
6.
The Greek tongue was so well known, and so
much used in Judea itself, that it was called the vulsrar
amongst them; so that the pretence of some of the

as those in
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Part

Sec.

1;

Rabbins, concerning a prohibition against learning the

Greek tongue, is built on suppositions evidently false:
and maybe easily convicted of self-contradiction.
Again, the epistle is Said to be translated by
§9.
Clemens; but where, or when, we are not informed.
Was this in Italy before it wds sent to the Hebrews?
To what end then was it wiitten in Hebrew, when it
was not to be used but in Greek? Was it sent in
Hebrew before the supposed f?'ajisZrtf70?i? then in what
language was it communicated to others, by them who
Clemens was never in the East to
first received it?
And if all the first copies of it were distranslate it.
persed in Hebrew, how came they to be so utterly lostas that no report or tradition of any one copy did ever
remain? Besides, if it were translated by Clemens,
in the West, and that translation alone presei^ed, how
came it to pass, that it was so well known, and generally received in the East, before the Western churches
adinitted

it;

this tradition, therefore, is also

way

every

groundless and improbable.

Moreover, the

51 3.

style

is

freer

from Hebraisms

than could be expected in a translation; and it abounds
with Greek elegances, that have no countenance giv-

en them by any thing in the Hebrew tongue, see chap.

The word

V, 8.

ed by

licfMyi-/\,

chap,

vii,

original.
(pa/5/38v/)

'SioaanaXe)

11,

(n''"»3)

Berith being constantly render-

and the words concerning Melchisedec,
strongly militate against

When John

reports the

Rabboni, and adds of his
that is to say, master,

any man doubt but that he wrote

own

John

same thing evident concerning our

the interpretation he gives of the
it is

Hebrew
(0 Xeyslui

xx, 16, doth

in Greek,

fore so rendered her Syriac expression?
tlie

its

words of Mary,

and there-

And

is

apostle,

not

from

Hebrew words? And

in vain to reply, that these v^ords

were added by

ExER.
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the translator, seeing the very argument of the author
is founded in the inteqoretation of those words which

he gives
It

us.

appears, then, that the assertion, "that this epistle

"was ^viitten

Hebrew," is altogether gToundless; the
evidence for its Greek original being such as few other
books of the New Testament can afford concerning
themselves, should the same question be made about
in

them.

EXERCITATION

IV.

CONCERNING THE ONENESS OF THE CHURCH.
§1.

§2.

Mistake of the Jews about the nature of the promises.
The promise of the Messiah, under the notion of a cove=

nant, the foundation of the church.
fined to the person and posterity of

§3.

The church

Abraham, who was

con-

called

and separated for a double end. §4. Who properly the seed
of Abraham. §5. Mistakes of the Jews about the covenant.
Abraham the father of the faithful, and heir of the world,
§6,
on what account.

§7.

The church

still

the same.

§8.

Con-

this epistle

was

clusion.

§1.

The

Jews, at the time

when

written, (and their posterity, in all succeeding genera-

example and tradition) were not a
confirmed in their obstinacy and unbelief, by a

tions, follow their
little

misapprehension of the true sense of the Old Testa-

ment promises.

For, finding

many glorious

promises

made

to the

cially

concerning the great access of the Gentiles to

church in the days of the Messiah, espeit,

they looked upon themselves the posterity of Abraham,
according to the

flesh, as

only subjects of them; to

the

first,

whom,

proper,

and indeed

in their accomplish-

ment, others were to be proselyted and jobed, the
VOL.

I.
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Part

substance and foundation of the church remaining

But the event answered not

with them.
tation.

upon

Instead of inheriting

1.

still

their expec-

the promises merely

all

and privilege, they found
that themselves must come in on a new account, to be
their carnal interest

sharers in

common

with others, or be rejected, whilst

those others were admitted to the inheritance.
filled

them with wrath and envy, which

strengthened their unbelief.

This
greatly

They could not

with patience an intimation of

letting

"yard to other husbandmen."

With

bear

out the "vinethis

principle

and prejudice of theirs, the apostle dealt directly in
See chap, x, xi.
his epistle to the Romans.
On the same grounds he proceedeth with them in
this epistle; and because his answer to their objection
from the promises lies at the foundation of many of
his reasonings with them, the nature of it must be here
previously explained.

Now, though the promise of the Messiah given
Adam, an absolute promise proceeding from mere

§2.

to

gi^ace,

was

the support and encouragement of

ki/id to seek the

of the church,

it

Lord;

yet, as

was

it

the foundation

included the nature of a covenant,

virtually requiring a re-stipulation to obedience.

the promise

man-

was given

to this end, that

For

men might

have a new foundation of obedience, the first covenant
Hence, in the after explications

being disannulled.

of the promise, this condition of obedience is expressly

So upon its renewal to Abraham, God required, that he should 'walk before him, and be upadded.

'right.'

This promise, then, as

it

hath the nature of

a covenant, including the grace that
to sinners in the

God would shew

Messiah, and the obedience that he

required from them, was,

from

the foundation of the church and

the
its

first

giving of

worship.

it,

And to

ExER.
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church, thus founded on the covenant, were

the following promises and privileges exhibited.

all

On

this account, the church, before the days of Abraham,
though scattered up and down in the world, and sub-

many

ject to

of

new

changes in

revelations,

worship,

its

was

by

the addition

but one and the same;

still

because founded on the same covenant, and interest-

ed thereby in

all its benefits.

§3.

this church, as to the

ordinary visible dispensation of

this

promise,
in their

it

and

Abraham.
restriction of the church covenant and
was, that the Jews of old managed a plea

his grace, to the person

Upon

God was pleased to confine

In process of time,

own justification

posterity of

against the doctrine of the

and his apostles.
'We are the
'children of Abraham,* was their continual cry; on
that account, they presumed the promises all belong
ed to them alone. Which persuasion hath cast them,
as we shall see, upon a woful and fatal mistake.
Two privileges did God grant to Abraham upon his
separation to a special interest in the preceding promise and covenant.

Lord Jesus

First, that

Christ,

according to the Jlesh, he should be the

father of the Messiah, the

the very

life

promised seed;

of the covenant; the fountain and cause

of all the blessings contained in

was temporary, having a
tion in the flesh,

were

it

was

it.

That

this privilege

limited season, the nature of

the thing demonstrates; for,

suit of this

who was

upon

his natural exhibi-

necessarily to cease.

his posterity separated

In pur-

from the

rest

of the world, and preserved a peculiar people, that
thi^ough them, according to the flesh, the promised

seed might be brought forth in the fulness of time,

Rom.

ix.

5
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Part

1

Secondly, together with this he had also another
privilegey namely, that his faith,

whereby he was

per-

sonally interested in the covenant, should be the pattern of the faith of the church in

generations.

he became the ^father of all

this account
^tliey that

all

same

are offaith, the

^Abraham,' Gal.

iii,

7,

Rom.

iv,

*the world;' ver. 13, in that

all

On

believers;' for

are the children of
11;

and

who

also, '^heir

of

should believe

throughout the world, being thereby implanted into
the covenant made with him, should become his spiritual children.

Answerable

§4.

tion of

to this two-fold

A seed according

him.

end of the separa-

Abraham, there was a double seed

allotted to

to the flesh, separated to the

bringing forth of the Messiah; and a seed according
to the promise, such as

by

the righteousness of faith

should be interested in the promise,

Not

God.

that these

tively diverse;

same
tu

seed

Rom.

two
ix,

seeds
10,

all

the elect of

were always subjecsometimes the

11, for

was the seed of Abraham, both according

the flesh and according to the promise; though

sometimes those according to the flesh were not of the
promise; aivd so on the contrary.

Thus

Isaac

and

Jacob were the seed of Abraham, both according to
the flesh and the promise; and multitudes afterwards
of the carnal seed of Abraham, separated to bring forth
the Mes^ah, were not of the seed according to the
promise, because they did not personally believe.

many

afterwards,

who were

not of the carnal seed

of Abraham, were yet designed io be
ual seed,

by

of the world,

faith, that in

and

all

And

made

his spirit-

them he might become heir

nations of the earth be blessed in

him.
§5.

And

herein lay the great mistake of

of old, wherein they are followed

by

tlie

Jews

their posterity
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They thought no more was

day.

to interest

them

in the covenant of

101
needful

Abraham, but

they were his seed, 'according to the

flesh.'

And

that

they

constantly pleaded the latter privilege, as the ground

and reason of the former; not reflecting, that they can
have no other privilege on that account, than Abraham himself had in the flesh; which was, that he
apart as the special channel through

should be

set

whose

God would derive the promised seed into
when the very nature of the thing she^^'s,

loins

the world;

the separation and privilege were to cease.

For to
be continued, when the end

what purpose should it
for which it was designed was

fully effected?

Seeing,

was come to an
end, with all its attendant ordinances, by the actual
coming of the Messiah, to which they were subservient; if they did not by faith in the promised seed attherefore, that this carnal privilege

an

tain

sing,

interest in the privileges of the spiritual bles-

it is

evident that they

would on no account be

considered as actual sharers in the covenant of God.
§6.

We have seen, then, that Abraham

ther of

all

that believe,

count of his faith^ and
to the Jlesh.
lies

And

was

the fa-

and heir of the world, on

ac-

not of his separation according

in the covenant

the foundation of the church in

made with him
all

ages: whereso-

the promises and priviHence it was, that at the
coming of the Messiah there was not one church taken away, and another set up in the room of it; but the
church continued the same in those that were the

ever

tliis

covenant

is,

there

all

leges of the church are.

children of

Abraham

tian church

is

according to faith.

The

Chris-

not another church, but the very same

was before the coming of Christ, having the same
It is true,
faith, and interested in the same covenant.
that the former carnal privileges of Abraham and his

that

Ip2
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1.

on the grounds before mentioned,
the ordinances of worship which were suited thereto,
did necessarily cease also; and this cast the Jews into
great perplexities, and proved the last trial that God
made of them. For, whereas both the carnal and
spiritual privileges of Abraham's covenant, which had
been carried on together in a mixed way for many
generations, came now to be separated, and trial must
be made, Mai. iii, who of the Jews had interest in
both, and who in the one only, those who had only
the carnal privilege contended for a share on that sin-

posterity expiring,

gle

account in the other

also, that

is,

in all the promises

annexed to the covenant. But the foundation of their
plea was taken away; and the church to which the
promises belong remained with them who were the
heirs oi Abraham's faith only.
§7. It remains, then, that the church, founded in the
covenant, abode at the coming of Christ, and doth

among those who are the children of
Abraham by faith. The old church was not taken
away, and a new one set up; but the same church was
continued in those, only those, who by faith inherited
abide ever since,

the promises.

then made;

Great external alterations were indeed

new

ed, suited to the

ordinances of worship were appoint-

new

light

and grace granted then

to

the church, wliile the old were abolished; and the Gentiles

came in

to the faith of

Abraham, together with the

Jews, to be fellow-heirs with them in his blessing.

But none of these, nor

all

made any
was still one

of them together,

such alteration in the church, but that

it

and the same. The olive tree was the same, though
some branches were broken off, and others grafted in;
the Jews fell off, and the Gentiles came in their room.
§8. And this determines the difference between the
Jews and the Cliristians about the promises of the Old
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Testament; they are all made to the church. No individual person can claim interest in them but by virtue of his membership therewith: this church is, and al-

ways was one and

the same; with

whomsoever it reand properly;

mains, the promises are theirs directly

and among those promises this is one, that God
a God unto them and their seed for ever.

EXERCITATION

will

be

V.

THE JEWISH WRITINGS.

The

^l.

present Jewish notion about the written word and oral
§2. Their general distribution of the Old Testa-

tradition.

§4. The Massora.
§5.
§3. Their smaller divisions.
Their pretended oral law. §6, 7, (I.) What they intend byThe whole disproved. §10, Agreement
it.
§8, 9, (II.)
of the Jews and Papists about traditions.

ment.

§1.

The

apostle

dealing with the

the revelation of the will of
assigns

it

Hebrews about
to their fathers,

in general unto their speaking to

rpo^v^ruig) in the prophets,

to

God made

chap,

i,

1.

them

(ev rotg

This speakiiig

them the present Jews affirm to consist of two parts:
1.
That which Moses and the following prophets

were commanded to write

for the public use of the

church; and,
2.

What was delivered

to Moses,

only by word of mouth un-

and which, being continued by

oral tradition

until after the last destruction of the temple,

was after-

wards committed to writing. And because those who
would read our Exposition, or the epistle itself, with
profit, had need of some insight into the Opinions of the
Jews about theSe things, I shall, for the sake of them
who want either skill, leisure, or means to search after
them elsewhere, give a brie^ account of their faith con-
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cerning these

two heads

Paut

I.

of revelation, and therein dis-

cover both the principle, nature, and means of their

apostasy and

The

§2.

(t^npD

infidelity.

scripture of the

Old Testament they

mikra^ the reading, and divide

j

parts; the law, the prophets, the writings

call

into three

it

by Divine inspi-

ration, usually called

theHagiographa, or holy

w^ritings.

Thus R. Bechai,

Cad Hackemach, "The

law,

in

i.

e.

the whole writing, is divided into thi^ee parts; the law,
And that all are
the prophets, and the holy writings."
generally comprised under

''^the

law," thus they ob-

serve, in Midrash Tehillim, Psalm Ixxviii, 1, "The
"Psalms are the law, and the prophets are the law," that
is, the whole scripture.

Tliis distribution, intimated

by our

Savior,

Luke

xxiv, 27, evidently arises from the nature and subject

matter of the books themselves, and it was the received
But the
division whilst the Jewish church continued.
post-talmudical doctors overlooking, or wilfully neg-

have fancied others, taken from the different manners and degrees of revelation by which they were given.
Yea,
lecting the true reason of this distribution,

in the eleven degrees of Divine revelation assigned

Maimonides, (Mor. Nebu.
is

cast into the lowest place.

par.

ii.)

that

by

by

inspiration

How gi^oundless and fan-

God was pleased
representing
in
things
ways
to the minds
to use various
of the prophets, it was in them all the inspiration of the
Holy Ghost alone that enabled them infallibly to declare the mind of God to the church, 2 Pet. i, 21.
They make the Revelation to Moses the most exciful is this distinction!

cellent;

and next

in degi^ee they place the spirit of pro-

phecy; and of the
of the

For, though

last sort

Holy Ghost.

they reckon the inspiration

Eker.
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The "law "

or the books of

Moses they

X05
call

(ty)2?5)

the five, or the Pentateuch, from the number of the
books. These they divide into sections, whereof they

read one every Sabbath day in their synagogues, Genesis into twelve, Exodus into eleven, Leviticus into ten,

Numbers into ten, and Deuteronomy into ten, which
all make fifty-three; whereby, reading one each day,
and two on one day, they read through the whole in
the course of a year, beginning at the feast of tab-

See Acts xv, 21.

ernacles.

The books given by the ^'spirit of prophecy, they
make of two sorts:
1. The former prophets, which are all the historical
^^

books written before the
that

is,

2.

captivity,

Ruth only excepted,

Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings.

The

prophetical books, peculiarly so called,

Dan-

only excepted, that is Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
the twelve minor prophets.

iel

Those which, according to them, are written by the
Holy Ghost," are the poetical books,

"inspiration of the

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Canticles, Lamentations, and
which they add Ruth, Daniel, and the

Ecclesiastes; to
historical

books written

after the captivity, Clii'onicles,

Ezra, and Nehemiah, which

make up

the canon of the

Old Testament.
Why sundiy of these books, particularly Ruth and
Daniel, should be cast into the last sort, they can give
no tolerable account; and those written after the captivity are plainly of the same nature with those which
they

call the

former prophets; in short, they have not

any reason for this distribution.
§3.
sorts,

The "law" they divide into lesser sections of two
open and

in their bibles;
vol..

T.

close,

which have

their distinct

marks

and many superstitious observances they
13
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Paut

1.

have about the beginning and ending of them.* They
divide it, moreover, into 153 a'^TlD) sedarhn, distinctions; of

which Geneses contains 42, Exodus 29, LeNumbers 32, Deuteronomy 27; which kind

viticus 23,

of distinctions they also observe thi^oughout the scriptures.!

what they
call Haphters, that answer to the sections which are
read every Sabbath day in their synagogues; which diBesides, they distribute the prophets into

vision they affirm to have been

Antiochus Epiphanes,

made

in tlie

whom they call j^tynn

days of

that wick-

when the reading of the law was prohibited.
Having for a long season lost the promise of the
Spirit, and therewith all saving spiritual knowledge of
the mind and will of God in the scripture, the best of
their employment about it hath been in reference to the
words and letters of it; wherein their diligence hath
been of use in preserving the copies of it free from corruption: for after the canon of the Old Testament was
completed in the days of Ezra, and points or vowels
added to the letters, to preserve the knowledge of the
tongue, and facilitate the reading and learning of it, it
is incredible what industry and curiosity they have

ed one,
§4.

used about the

letter

of scripture.

The

collection of

their pains to this purpose

is called the Massora, begim,
from the days of Ezra, and continued until
the time of composing the Talmud, with some additional obseiTations annexed to it since.
The compo-

it

may

be,

sers of this

work they

call

(miDttH *>^'2) the

men

or

masters of the Massora, whose principal observa*
Sec.

Of the

first

sort there are in

Genesis 43, of the

latter 48,

Sec.

Besides, they observe, that

1 in i'^pii

L^v.

xi, 42, is the

mid-

t letter of the law; ti?"n Lev. x, 16, the middle word, and Lev.
ii J 33, the middle verse.

Eker.
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were gathered and published by R. Jacob Chaiim,
and annexed to the Venetian bibles, whereas before,
the Massora was written in other books innumerable.
In this their critical doctrine they give us the number

lions

of verses, words, and even letters in the bible,

how

often each letter

is

severally used, &c. the

and

sum

of

which is gathered by Buxtorf, in his excellent treatise
on that subject. And herein is the knowledge of their
masters bounded; but are more blind than moles in
the spiritual sense of it.
And thus they continue an
righteous
judgment of God, in giving
example of the
them up to the counsels of their own heart; and an
evident instance hovv unable the
to furnish

men with

letter

of scripture

ie

the saving knowledge of the will

of God, while they enjoy not the spirit promised in
the covenant

To

§5.

made

to the church, Isa.

that ignorance of the

lix,

21.

mind of God

they have added another prejudice against

scripture,

the truth, in a strange figment of an oral law,

they

in the

make

equal, yea, in

written law.

many

which

things superior, to the

The scripture becoming with them a
was impossible that they should con-

lifeless letter, it

tent themselves witii

what

it

For

reveals.

as

the

word, whilst improved according to the mind of God,
is found full of sweetness and life, wisdom and knowledge; so,

when

it is

enjoyed merely on an outward

account, without a dispensation of suitable light and
grace,

it

will yield

them turn

men no

satisfaction;

aside to other means.

which makes

This being eminent-

medium they have fixed
on to supply a supposed want in the scripture, prov-

ly so in the Jews, and the

ing to be the great engine of their obstinate infidelity
I shall
I.

Declare what

law, and then,

it is

that they intend

by

the or
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Briefly

II.

shew the absurdity and
about

their pretensions
§6.

(I.

Part

falseness

1,

of

it.

This oral law they affirm to be an unwrit-

)

and exposition of the written law of Mohim on mount Sinai, and committed by
Joshua and the sanhedrim, to be by them de-

ten tradition
ses,

given to

him

to

livered

them

by

oral tradition to those

who

should succeed

government of the church.

in the

appear, that in the days of Christ or

was yet

whilst the temple

standing, there

It

doth not

his apostles,

was any

stat-

ed opinion amongst them about this oral law; nay, it
is evident there was no such law then acknowledged;
for the Sadducees,

who

utterly, rejected all the

main

were not only tolerated, but also in
them being high priest. That they
had multiplied many superstitious observances under
the name of traditions, is most clear; but it doth not
principles of

it,

chief rule, one of

appear that they
to,

and

knew whom

to assign their original

them

indeftnitely 'the tradi-

therefore called

Hions of the

elders,'' or,

'those that lived of old.^

the destruction of their temple,
life

and

spirit

when they had

After

lost

the

of that worship which the scripture re-

vealed, betaking themselves only to their traditional

began to bethink themselves how,, they
mi^'ht give countenance to their apostasy from the
For this
perfection and doctrine of the written law.
end they began to fancy that these traditions were no
For, when
less from God than the wi^itten law itself.
the
mount,
Moses was forty days and forty nights on
they say, that in the day-time he wrote the law from
the mouth of God, and in the night God instructed
him in the unwritten exposition of it, which they have
For when he came
received by tradition from him.
figments, they

down from

the mount, after he

had read

to

them

the

ExER.
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as they say, he repeated to Aaron, Elea.
and the sanhedrim, all that secret instruction
which he had received in the night from God, which
it was not lawful for him to write; and he committed
the whole especially to Joshua. Joshua did the same

tcritteii laxv,

zer,

to Eleazer; as he also did to his son Phineas; after

whom

they give us a catalogue of several prophets that
lived in the ensuing generations whom they employ in
this service.

The

last

person, wlio, according to them, preseiTed
vv^as that Simeon, Avhom
mentioned by Jesus, the son of

the oral law absolutely pure,

they

call

the

'

Syi'ach; chap.
latter Jetcs

whom
tlie

And

i.

have

left

it is

very observable, that the

out Simeon, the son of Hiilel,

their ancient masters placed

upon the

roll

of

preservers of this treasure, supposing he might be

that

Simeon who

in his arms,

Luke
him with
ii,

if

just,''

in his old age received our Savior

when he was

25; a crime

presented in the temple,

sufficient,

among them,

How

peipetual ignominy.

they alone were concerned in

''

to brand

happy were

it,

turning men's glory

"into shame!"
§7.

when

After the destruction of the temple and city,
the evil

husbandmen were

yard of the Lord

let

and the vinekingdom given

slain,

out to others, the

and therewith the covenant sanctified use of the scripture; the remaining Jews having
vv^holly lost the mind of God therein, betook themAwhile after
selves vigorously to their traditions.
(about two hundred years after the destruction of Jerusalem) Rabbi Judah, suniamed, the Prince and the
Holy, took upon him to gather their scattered traditions, and cast them into some form and order, in

to another nation,

.
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writing, that they

and worship

might be to the Jews a rule of

naioth, being, as

is

an exposition of

all sorts

life

lies

Mishna, or Mish-

call

pretended, a repetition of the law
it;

whereas indeed

of traditions, true and

mixture of

The

1.

forever.*

This collection of his they
in

Paut

and

false;

it is

a farrago of

with a monstrous

and wicked.
by themselves referi'ed

fables, useless, foolish,

things contained in

it

are

to five heads:

The

1

oral

law received by Moses on mount

Sinai,

means before declared.
2. Oral constitution of Moses liimself after he came
down from the mount.
3. Constitutions and orders drawn, by various ways

preserved

by

the

of argxiing, out of the written law.

The answers and

4.

other wise

men

decrees of the sanhedrim, and

in former ages.

Immemorial customs, whose original being unknown, are supposed, to be Divine.
The whole is divided into six parts, noted with the
initial letter of the word which signifies the chief
things treated of in it.f
To this Mishna of R. Judah
they annex the Tasiphot, or additions of R. Chaiah,
5.

* Maimon. in Jad Chazacha.
Tzcmach, David, See.

The

author of Sedar Olam,

As

follows.
Zeraim.^ seed3, divided into eleven Massichtot, or treatises, containing in all seventy-Jive chapters.
2. (J3) Moad, afi/winted feasts^ divided into twelve treatises,
t

1.

(7)

•containing eighty-eight chapters.
3. (j) JVashim^ of IVomeji, distributed into seveii treatises aiMi

seventy-one chapters.
4. (a) JVezikim, of Losses, divided into eight treatises and
sex>enty-four chapters.
5. (p) Kodoshim, of Sanctifications, containing eleven books
And ninety chapters.
6. (ta) Teharoth, oi Purifications^ in twelve books and a huxi'
rfred and twenty-six chapters.
,

1

.
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expounding many passages in his master's
works; and to them, moreover, is subjoined a more
full explanation of the Mishna, which they call Bara-

his scholar,

celot,

being a collection of some anti-talmudical mas-

ters.

About

three hundred years after the destruction of

composed the Jerusalem
Talmud, consisting of expositions, comments, and disputes upon the whole JMishna, excepting the last part
about purifications. An hundred years after that, or
thereabouts, R. Ase composed the Babylonian Talmud, or Gemara; thirty-two years, they say, he spent
in this work; yet leaving it unfinished; seventy-one
years after, it was completed by his disciples. And the
whole work of both these Talmuds may be referred

the temple, R. Johannan,

to five heads:
1

2.
3.

They expound the text of the Mishna.
They decide questions of right and fact.
They report the disputations, traditions, and

con-

between them and

stitutions of the doctors that lived

the writing of the Mishna.
4.

They

give allegorical monstrous expositions of

the scripture,
5.

They

which they

call

Midrashoth; and

report stories of the like nature.

law grown into; and, in
the learning of these things consists the whole religion
of the Jews; there being not the most absurd saying of
any of their doctors in those huge heaps of folly and
vanity, that they do not equal, nay, that they are not
ready to prefer, to the written word; that perfect, and
This, at length,

is

their oral

only guide of their church, whilst

with

it.

pleased

In the dust of this confusion, they dwell,

"loving this darkness

"deeds are

God was

evil."

more than

Having, for

light,

many

because their

generations, enter-

tained a prejudicate imagination, that those traditional

.
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Pabt

I.

amongst which their crafty masters have inserted many filthy and blasphemous fables against our
Lord Christ and his gospel, are of Divine authority!
figments,

and having

utterly lost the spiritual sense of the writ-

by

ten word, they are

sealed

it

up

and

in blindness

obdurateness; and shall be so until the veil be taken

away, when the appointed time of
shall come.

A

(II.)

§8.

brief discovery of the falseness of this

fancy of their oral law, which
that

their deliverance

huge building of
are composed

muds

lies

the foundation of

is

and

all

vanities that their Tal-

put an end to this

of, shall

dis-

course.
1

The very story of the giving

of the law on

Sinai

sufficiently discovers the folly of this

tion.

The Jews

are ready, on

all

occasions, not only

law

to prefer their pretended oral

mount

imagina-

to that

which

written; but also openly profess, that without

other

is

whence

of no use to them.
is,

that

teaching the

less

it

all

it,

is

the

know,
giving and

desire, then, to

I

the circumstances of

necessary (as the written law

is

deemed) are so exactly recorded; but not one word
spoken of this oral law, either of God's revealing it

is

Moses teaching

to Moses, or of

others? Strange! that so

much

every circumstance of the

and not one word of

was given

to

2.

Did

it,

was

they, that

two thousand

strict

made

there

law,

any such law

What

at the

testimo-

time of

its

j^ears afterwards?

any time before the cap-

the oral law, or did they not? If they

say they did not, but kept
the most

less principal, lifeless

their forefathers, at

tivity, transgress

any

should be recorded of

Moses, as they pretend?

ny, or record of
giving, or for

to Joshua, or

either substance or circumstance

How know

of the other.

it

it.

observance of

we may
it

then

see, that

could not preserve

»
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manner of wickedness. What a despiIf
cable fence must it have been to the written law!
them;
but
broken
by
not
kept,
they shall say that it was
I desire to know whence it comes to pass, that, whereas
God, by his prophets, doth reprove them for all their

them from

other

all

and

sins,

in particular, for their

contempt of

his

written law, the statutes, ordinances, and institutions of
supposed greater
it, he no where once mentions their

but there

tmilt of despising the oral law;

a silence concerning
institution?

being

main

them

this; that

as his church

is

of

its

greater evidence of

whereas

rule of obedience,

for the transgression of

owned them
none

than

as universal

transgi-essicn, as there

Can we have any

fictitious,

their

it is

its

is

God

it;

it is

its

pretended

never reproved

though, whilst he

and people, he

suffered

of their sins to pass unreproved, especially not

any of equal importance with this upon their principle?
3. Moses was commanded to write the 'whole law
that he received from God, which he accordingly did;

—

Exod. xxiv, 3, 4; xxxiv, 28; Deut. x^xxi, 9 24; but
where was the oral law, which they say was not to be
written, when Moses was commanded to write the
whole law that he had received of God? This new
law was not then coined, being, indeed, nothing bu€
the product of their apostasy from the law which was
written.
4.

The

lies in

sole

ground and foundation of this

law

the pretended imperfection of the written law.

what they plead
written law extends not

This

oral

is

occur in religion,

many

for the necessity of

it;

the

to all necessary cases that

things are redundant,

many

wanting, of which they gather numerous instances;
so that they will grant, that

been

perfect, there

one.

But whom,

VOL.

I.

if

the wiitten law

had been no need of this
in this matter, shall

14

^^^e

had

traditional
believe,
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few ignorant Jews, or
that his "law

is

God

in this prescribed?

is

1.

himself, bearing witnesSy

and requiring no more

perfect,"

worship, but what

Part

in his

See Psal. xix,

Prov. xxx, 5, 6; Deut. iv, 1, 2; and this perfection
of the written law, though it be perfectly destructive
8;

of their traditions, not only the Karaei,
selves, earnestly

contend

for,

among them-

but also sundry of their

Gemarists acknowledge, especially

when they

forget

to oppose the gospel.

God

every where sends his people to the written
law of Moses for the rule of their obedience. If there
5.

is

suieh

an

any one

oral law,

to observe;

it is

one that

God would

not have

nor did ever reprove any one for

its transgi^ession.

And

yet this figment

is the bottom of the preand obstinacy.
When the
apostle wi^ote this epistle, their obstinacy had not yet
aiTived at this rock of offence; since their falling on it,
they have increased their blindness, misery, and ruin.
Then they were contented to try their cause, by what
God spake to their fathers in the prophets, which kept
open a door of hope, and gave some advantages for
their conversion; but that door is now shut up until
God shall take away this veil from their faces, that
they may see to the end of the things that were to be

§9.

sent

Judaical religion

abolished.

By this means principally have they, for many
erations,
selves

gen-

both shut out the truth, and secured themFor, whatever is taught in the

from conviction.

scripture,

concerning the person,

the Messiah, seeing they have that

office,

and work of

which they esteem
them
and more suited to

a revelation of at least equal authority; teaching

a doctrine quite of another nature,
and expectations, they readily
discard, and will rather rest in any evasions, than yield

their carnal principles

J

.
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they have a firm persua-

by the tradition of many generations,
word is imperfect, but an half revelation of the mind of God, which yet is in itself unintelligible, and not to be understood, but according to
theii' oral law now recorded in their Talmuds, what
sion, received

that the written

can the most plain and cogent testimonies

avail

to

their conviction?

§10.

And this hath been the fatal means of the grand

apostasy of both churches, Jewish and Christian; for
the

Roman

church hath

by

at length arrived at almost the

same

same

issue,

(cog f V

%upudu) manifest their agreement in this principle

the

degrees.

I shall, therefore,

of their traditions, wliich have been the ruin of them
both.

The Jews expressly contend, that their oral law,
mass of traditions, was from God himself; partly
delivered to Moses on Mount Sinai, and partly added,
by him, from Divine revelations, which he afterwards
1

their

received.

And this is

the persuasion of the Romanists,

about their cabal of traditions; they plead them

all

to

be of a Divine original, partly from Christ, and partly

from

his apostles,

by

Let one conven-

living tradition.

tion of their doctors determine, that images are to be

adored; another, that transubstantiation

is

to be be-

and a third, add a new creed; let one doctor
advance the opinion of purgatory, another ofjustifica-

lieved;

tion

by works;

all is

one, these things are not then

first

invented, but only declared out of that unsearchable
treasure of traditions,
2.

which they have

in their custody.

This oral law being thus given, the presei-vation

of it, seeing Moses is dead long ago, must be inquired
after.
it;

first,

Now the Jews assign a three-fold

depository of

the whole congregation; secondly, the sanhe-

drim; and thirdly, the high

priest.

To

this

end they
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I,

what Moses then received was three times
repeated, upon the descent of Moses from Mount Sinai;
and that his after additions had the same promulgation.
First, it was repeated by himself to Aaron; secondly,
by them both to the elders; and, thirdly, by the elders,
In the same manner do
to the whole congreoTation.
lay
up
the
stock
of their traditions.
the Romanists
In
affirm, that

make

general they

To

the church the repository oi them.

the sanhedrim have councils conveniently succeeded

in the

same

But the high

office.

priest,

the pope,

is

the

principal conservator of this sacred treasury of tradi-

and upon their succession doth the certainty of
them depend. And whilst there is a pope at Rome,
the knowledge of the new oral law will not fail; as the
old one did not, whilst the Jews had an high priest,
though in pursuit of it they crucified the Messiah, and
continue to reject him to this day.

tions;

3.

The Jews,

the written

in favor of their traditions, affirm, that

word without them

be understood, but as
the

and not to

by them.

interpreted

question of the Romanists generally

first

"do you

And

it is

imperfect,

is

know the

then they

not to

And
"How

word of God?"

scriptures to be the

fail

is,

assert, first, that the scripture

what is delivered therein can no way be rightly and truly understood, but by
the help of those traditions which they have in their
custody.
But although these are advantageous invenis

imperfect; and, secondly, that

tions,

yet their advocates cannot be allowed the credit

of their being the
pressly
4.

first

authors, seeing they are

ex-

borrowed from the Jews.

When these

own, come

that of their

certainty

two

laws, the laws of

in competition,

many

own invention before the

and

use;

hence they

make

of their church, and the only safe

God and their

of the

Jews

other,
it

prefer

both as to

the foundation

means

to preserve

ExEU.
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It

seems they have at

least
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shewed them-

selves more benign towards mankind, than they would
allow God to be, inasmuch as they have committed
And to this pui^ose is their
this secret law to writing.

confession, (in Dfn

nsp the golden altar)

"It is

impos

"sible for us to stand, or abide, upon the foundation of
"our holy law, which is the written law; unless it be by

"the oral law, which

is

the exposition thereof."

in they not only declare their

Where-

judgments concerning

their traditions, but also express the reason of their obstinate adherence to them; which is, that without it
they cannot maintain themselves in their present Judaism.
And so, indeed, is the case; innumerable testi-

monies of scriptui^e rising up directly against their infidelity, they were not able to keep their station, but by
an horrible corrupting of them through their traditions.
On this account it is a common thing with them, in
the advice they give to their disciples, to prefer the

study of the

Talmud

before the study of the scripture,

and the sayings of their wise men before the sayings of
and plainly express an utter disregard of
the written word, any farther than as they suppose the
the prophets;

sense of

it

explained in their oral law.

here forsaken

by

Neither are they

their associates; for the principal de-

books which have been lately published
by the Romanists (and they have not been a few) hath
been to prove the certainty and sufficiency of their traditions in matters of faith and worship, above that of
the written word.
5.
There are some few remaining, among the
Eastern Je'ws, who reject all this story concerning the
oral law, and professedly adhere to the written word
only. These the masters of their present religion brand
sign of all the

?is

heretics; calling

blists,

while at the

them (uD"'Klp) scrijjturists or hisame time the greatest part of their
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Talmud, the sacred treasury of their oral law, is taken up with differences and disputes of their masters
among themselves, with a multitude of various and

Thus

reveries.

about

conceptions

contradictory

their

traditional

deal the Romanists also with their

them with: they
and, by adhering to

adversaries; this they charge
tics,

they are

biblists;

are herescripture

no certainty among themselves, but run

alone, have

into diversities of opinions, as having deserted the unerring rule of their cabala;

with the noise of

own

their

when

conflicts,

And

their pretended relief.

the world

as the

is filled

notwithstanding

Jewish traditions

have been committed to writing, so the Romish are
recorded in the rescripts of popes, decrees of councils,

and

canon law, and the like sacred
But here the Jews deal far more ingenuously

constitutions of the

means.

than they; for the former
their

whole oral law

is

tell

us plainly, that

written,

now

and that they have

no
But here the Romanists fail us; for although they have
given us "heaps upon heaps" of traditions, by the
means before mentioned, yet they plead, that they
have still an inexhaustible treasure of them laid up in
their church stores, and ihe breast of their holy father, to be drawn forth at all times, as occasion may
require.
What a convenient reserve! what an enviareserve

of their authentic traditions undeclared.

ble privilege!

PART

II.

CONCERNING THE MESSIAH.

EXERCITATION

I.

MESSIAH, THE DELIVERER FROM EVIL, PROMISED OF OLD.

The subject stated. §2. The original moral state of things.
Of sin and punishment entering into the world. §4. The
first effect of Adam's sin was punishment.
§5. The second

§1.

§3.

moral corruption of nature.

effect, the

misery on the entrance of

Men made

§7.

§6.

Man's manifold

world, recapitulated.

the subjects of mercy, and not angels,

Evidences that there
§9.

sin into the

is

§8.

a way provided for man's recovery.

Men's deliverance not attainable by themselves. §10. Not
§11. Not by the law of Moses. §12. Either moral

by angels.

or ceremonial; but by a
first

pi'omise of grace.

it.

§15.

new covenant of grace. §13. The
And the threatening annexed to

§14.

The promise renewed

to

Abraham.

scripture testimonies, in reference to a deliverer.

—

§1-

Other
This

§17.

Messiah. §18 22. Additional testimonies,
from the Targums. §23. Conclusion.

deliverer, the
chiefly

§16.

W

E

now

proceed to the basis that the apostle

^ands upon, in the management of his whole design.
For in all parcBnetical discourses, as this epistle for the
most part is, there are always some principles taken
for granted, which give life and efficacy to the exhortations.

And

these are:

manand punishment, promised upon the

First, that there

kind from sin
first

was a Messiah,

or Savior of

entrance of sin into the world; in

whom

all

ac-

ceptable worship of God was founded, and in whom
all the religion of the sons of men was to centre.
Exercit. 1—3.

MESSIAH,
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2.

Secondly, that this Messiah, long before promised,

was
the

actually exhibited in the world,

work committed

this epistle!

to him,

Exercit. 4

—

when

and had finished
the apostle wrote

6.

was the Messiah,
and that what he had done and suffered, was the
work and duty promised of old concerning him. ExThirdly, that Jesus of Nazareth

ercit. 7, 8.

There

not a line in the epistle to the Hebrews,

is

that doth not virtually begin

built

and end

in these princi-

not a doctrine, not an exhortation, that

ples;

upon

this triple foundation.

is

not

They are also the
The confu-ma-

great tniths of the Christian religion.
tion

and vindication of the

what our
§2.

first of these principles

is

present discourse intends.

The very

first

apprehensions of the nature of

God, and the condition of the universe, declare that
formed free from sin; which is his voluntary subduction of himself from under the government of his Maker; and free from trouble, which is
the effect of his displeasure on that subduction or deviation, (in which two the whole nature of evil consisteth) so that it must have some other original.
Furthermore, in this first effect of immense power,
God glorified himself, not only by the wisdom and
goodness wherewith it was accompanied; but also by
that righteousness whereby, as the supreme rector and
governor of all, he allotted to his rational creatures
the law of their obedience, annexing a reward thereto, consisting in a mixture of justice and bounty. For,
that obedience should be rewarded is of justice; but
that such a reward as the eternal enjoyment of God
should be proposed to the temporary obedience of a
creature, was of mere grace and bounty.
And that
mankind should have continued in the state and con-

man was

3|

|
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wherein they were created, supposing an accomplishment of the obedience prescribed to them, is
ditioii

manifest from the very notions

we no

of God; for
^vithal

we

we have

of the nature

sooner conceive that he

"he

assent, that

is

is,

the rewarder of

"that diligently seek him," Heb. xi, 6;

it

but

them

being insep-

arable from his nature, as the sovereign ruler of the

works of

his hands.

And

thus

was

the continuance

of this blessed state of the creation provided
laid in

for,

and

a tendency to farther glory; being absolutely

any distance between God and man, bewhich is natural, necessary, and infinite
from their beings. Hiere w^as no sin on the one side,
nor disgust on the other. This secured the order of
For, what should cause any confusion
the universe.
there, whilst the law of its creation was observed, and
which could not be transgressed by brute and inani^
exclusive of

sides that

mate

creatures.

§3.

That

this

state

of things hath been altered

from time immemorial; that there is a corrupting
spring of sin and disorder in the nature of man; that
the whole world lieth in ignorance, darkness, evil, and
confusion; that there is an alienation and displeasure
between God and mankind; God revealing his wrath
and judgments from heaven, whence, at first nothing
might be expected but fruits of goodness, and pledges

man, naturally dreading the presence of
God, and trembling at the effects of it, which at first
wasliis life, joy, and refreshment; reason itself, with
prudent observ^ation, will discover. The whole creaof love; and

tion groans out this complaint, as the apostle witnesseth,

his

Rom. viii,

20, 21;

and God makes

judgments every day, Rom.

i,

it

manifest in

18.

That things were not made at first in that state and
condition wherein they are now; that they came not
VOL.

I.

15

MESSIAH,
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S.

Wisdom
God made not

thus immediately from the hands of Infinite

and Goodness,

is

easily discernible.

maji to be at a perpetual quarrel with him, nor to

fill

the world with tokens of his displeasurej because of
sin.
This men saw of old, by the light of nature; but
what it should be that opened the floodgates to all that
evil and sin, which they sa^v and obseiTed in the
But what they could not
world, they could not tell.
attain to, and for the want of w hich they wandered in
all their apprehensions about God and themselves,
without certainty or consistency, we, by Divine reveThe sum of it is
lation, are clearly acquainted with.
briefly proposed by the apostle, Rom. v, 12,
"By
"one man sin entered into the world, and death by
-'sin."
Sin and death are comprehensive of all that
is evil in any kind.
All that is morally so, is sin: all
Whatever there is of disthat is penally so, is death.

order in the nature of things below; whatever

is

ir-

regular, hoiTid, vinequal, or destructive in the universe;

whatever

is

penal to

man

in this

life,

or to eternity;

W^hatever the wrath of the holy righteous God, "re-

from heaven," hath brought, or ever
on the works of his hands, are to be refer-

"v-ealing itself

shall bring,

red to this head.

work which we assign to the Messiah is,
deliverance of mankind from this state and con-

Now,
tlie

the

dition.

The

§4.

Adam

first

v/as, the

consequent and

effect

punisJwient wherewith

of the sin of
it

was

attend-

ed. Gen.
it

ii, 17: ''Dying iJiou shalt die.''Neither can
be reasonably pretended to be singly death to his

own

person,

which

is

intended in that expression.

The

event sufficiently evinceth the contrary.

ever

is

evil to

himself and his whole

What-

posterity,

with

the residue of the creation, so far as he or they might
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be any way concerned therein, hath grown out of thi^
eommination; which is sufficiently manifested in the
first execution of it, Gen. iii, 16^
19.
The maledic-

—

tion

was

was not

but the execution of the eommination.

sin

God to

consistent with the justice of

what was threatened)

the penalty (beyond

The

was committed.

increase
after the

threatening, therefore,

But

the rule and measm^e of the curse.

God himself, not
man (Adam and his whole

this is

extended by

only to

of

posterity) in this

all

It

was
here

the miseries
life,

in

and sorrow, with death
also, and consequently, to those superior regions and orbs of
heaven, by whose influence the earth is, as it wercy
governed and disposed to the use of man, Hos. ii,21, 22,
It may be yet farther inquired, what was to be the
labor, disappointment, sweat,

under the curse, but to the whole earth

duration of this punishment?
least intimation of

that

it

Now,

a term wherein

it

there

is

not the

should expire, or

should not be commensurate to the existence

of the sinner.

God

(as the righteous judge) lays the

curse on man, and there he leaves
for ever!

A miserable

him

—leaves him

he was to spend, and then
without hopes of

life

to die under this curse of God,

emerging into a better condition.
Supposing, then,

Adam

to die penally under the

curse of God, as without extraordinary relief he inevi-

tably must have done, the righteousness and truth of

God being engaged for the
against him,

I desire

to

execution of the threatening

know, what should have been
Doth either reve-

the state and condition of his soul?

lation or reason intimate, that he should not have con-

tinued for ever under the same penalty and curse, in a

God? And if he
was death eternal in the
which is termed by our apostle.

state of death, or separation ft^om

should have done

eommination.

so,

This,

then

MESSIAH,

^24
(vi

1

opyvi fp%o|xcvvi,

Thes.

i,

Part

2.

10;) "the tcfrath to come,'*

what the Messiah delivers from. And what was
inflicted on those who first sinned, all their posterity
Are they not all subject to death, as
are liable to.
was Adam? Are the miseries of man in his labor, or
the soiTows of women in child-bearing, taken away?
Is the earth itself freed from the effects of the curse?
is

Do

they not die

who

never sinned after the similitude

of Adam's transgression? The Jews themselves acknowledge that all death is penal;* that Adam was a
common head to all mankind;t and some of the most
sober of them, that his sin was imputed to all his posterity,!

The

latter masters, I

acknowledge, are in

this

whole matter lubricous and uncertain, especially ever
since they began to understand the plea of Christians,
for the necessity of satisfaction to be made by the sufferings of the Messiah from the doctrine of the fall.
Hence Abarbinel, in his commentary on Isa. liii, expressly argues against those sufferings of the Messiah,

from the non-necessity of them, with reference to the
Some of them also contend, that it was
sin of Adam.
not so sorely revenged, as

"Ask an

we

plead

heretic," (a Christian)

Nizzachon) "how it can enter

have been.
Lipman, (in his

it

saith

to

into their hearts to think

God should use such gTcat severity against the sin
Adam, that he should hold him bound for so small

"that

"of

*R.

Ame

in

Lib. iv, cap.

Talm. Tract. Sabbat,

xiii,

Maimon. More

citat.

in

JVeduc/i. Par.

Sepher Ikharim.
iii,

cap. xvii.

tManass. Ben Israel, De Fragililatc, et -De Termino
Aben Ezra in Gen. iii, 22.

Vitce.

|R. Menahem. Rakanatensis in Sect. Bereshith, 8cc. The
following sentence is remarkable: ^'When he (Adam) sinned,
"the whole world sinned, whose sin we bear and suffer, which is
"not so in the sin of his posterity." Joseph Albo in Seher Itharim, lib. i, cap. xi. Targura, in Ruth iv. Vid. Lud. Capejl. iu

Annot. John
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"a matter, namely, for the eating of an apple, that he
"should destroy him in this world and that to come,
"and not him only, but all his posterity?" But the

much

blind pharisee disputes not so

God

against

himself.

Who

was

Who

death in case he transgressed?

against us, as

that denounced

it

was

it

that pro-

miserable, and the world accursed on the

nounced him
same account?

pleased with the
eat

an apple be

the

command

Are we to blame if the Jews are not
ways of God? Besides, although to

in itself but a small thing, yet to disobey

of the great God,

Jew supposeth.
The second consequent

not such a small

is

matter as the
§5.
is

of the

first sin

the moral corruption of nature, the spring of

evil of actual sin that is in the

And

world.

man

of
all

that

herein

we

hav e a full consent from the Jews, delivered after their
manner, both in the Targums, Talmuds, and private
writings of their principal masters.

For, an evil con-

cupiscence in the heart of man, from his very concep-

give

The name they

they generally acknowledge.

tion,

it, is

(yin 1^*>Jigmentum

malum)

the evil figment
vi, 5;

"And

man was great

in the

of the heart, properly enough from Gen.

"God saw
"earth;

that the wickedness of

and that the whole figment of the thoughts, or

"computation of his heart, was only

evil,

every day."

Hence have they taken the above-mentioned term,
which, perhaps, is a more proper name than that used
by Christian divines, (originale peccatum,) original
sin.
And it is a ludicrous ignorance in some of the
late rabbins, who profess to deny original sin, and yet
in the mean time grant this evil figment in all mankind, which was not in Adam in his innocency.
The
Targumists term
to the

it

in the Chaldee tongue (KU;'>3

same purpose.

On Psal. xci,

12;

"stumble not at the evil figment which

i<'n^'>)

"That thy foot
is

like

a stone;"

MESSIAH,

Jgg
ihat

is,

that

it

Part^.

seduce thee not, that

offend, to stumble

and

it

fall in sin; see

Psal. cxix, 70; they call

it

cause thee not to

James

14;

i,

and

absolutely the jigment, or

"The figment of their heart is
evil foam of the heart.
*'made thick, as with fatness;" an expression not unusual in the scriptures, to set out impenitency and
curity in sinning, Isa.
unfitly describe

"The

14;

it

by another

evil figment, or

property, as Eccles. ix,

concupiscence, which

"to a great king;" namely, because of

which account,
}^sveiv) to

in the

New

se-

Moreover, they do not

10.

vi,

Testament,

its

is

like

power; on

it is

said

{(iuai-

reign as a king, because of the subjection of

it, (fy rciig e^i^ofj^iciig)

heari,

Rom.

vi, 14,

which

in the lusts, or concupiscence

o/* f/ic

and
have dominion,
same purpose with that of the
Targumist. x\nd thus w^e have ample testimony to
this moral corruption of nature in the Targums, the
most ancient records now extant of the Judaical apvi,

is

12;

(xupieufiv) to

to the

prehensions about these things.

The Talmudists have
about

inbred and indwelling sin; and, to set forth

this

their conceptions about

names not

expressed the same thoughts

it,

they have given

it

unsuitable to those descriptions of

several

it

which

by the Holy Ghost in the New Testament;
{'^1 malum) evil a name, as they say, given by him-

are given us
as

self,*

Gen.

viii,

21;

NewTestament,
dwelleth in us,

ed

it

and
tion.

(n^lj;)

(i^

and answerably

it is

termed in the

uihapnci) that sin, that evil

Rom. vii. They

obsei-ve that

thing that

Moses call-

pneputium, uncircumcision, Deut.

x, 16:

therefore (in Tract. Sand. chap, xi,) to the ques-

When

an infant

the world to come?

R.

may

be made partaker of
Nachman, the son of Isaac,

answereth, "Presently alter he

is

circumcised;" circunir

*R. Moses Htiddarshan, a R. Jose, in Bereshith Rabb^^
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cision being admitted of old, as the sign of the taking

away by

grace of the natural evil figment of the heart:

and accordingly

it is

uncircumcision, Col.

David

calls

by our

called

Again; they observe that

13.

ii,

apostle {a^ofivqia)

(KDD) an unclean thing, Ps.

it

''Create in

the rule of contrarieties;

li,

by

10,

me a clean

heart,

"O God;" whence it appears that the heart of itself is
unclean.
And the apostle gives it us under the same
name and notion, 1 Thes. iv, 7; 1 Cor. vii, 14. They
also

call

it

(}?Jlti^)

same purpose
(sx^pa)

called

is

Rom.

v, 18;

The

14, 15.

i,

Ezekiel calls

Nor doth any

from its effects;
"an hard and impenitent

out the nature of

utii ciiJ.eTcivov]Tog)
ii,

Isaiah calls

viii, 7.

Jam.

falling.

stone, chap. xxx\'i, 26.

ter set

hater;

the offence, or the stumbling block, Isa.

See also

of our stumbling and

a

and to the
the New Testament

in

enmity or hatred, Rom.

('?^Cf3t2)

17.

it

an enemy or

it

it

Iviiy

cause
(pi?)

it

allusion bet(na^^ia

a-^Kviqvi

heart,"

Rom.

5.*

But the (S1t5(l *1V'') "new man, or good concupicomes not on our nature until the age of thirteen

scence,

years; so the Midrash, feeling in the dark after that

supply of grace, which
pel.

so clearly revealed in the gos-

is

So Manasseh Ben

"This vitiosity and con

Israel;

tagion proceeding from the sin of our

invaded both

faculties of

standing and the

will, t"

first

our rational

And for

parents; hath

souls, the

under-

the continuance of

tliis, or its abode in us, they express it, (in Bereshith
Rabba) "So long as the righteous live they ^^'age war

"with their concupiscence."
forth the

growth of

*Vid. Neve Shalom,
Eccles. iv, 13.

De

fPrsef.
in Psiil. Ii.

Fragiiit.

it,

lib.

And

where

it

x, cap. ix.

is

they variously set
not corrected
Midrash Coheleth

Vid. Tractat. Sandrim,

fo-

91.

b\''

in

Kimki,

.

MESSIAH,

l$B

At

gi-ace.

but

And

they say,

first

at last like

it is

a spider's

like

a cart rope, from

again, in the beginning

j^ART 2,

it is

Isa. llx, 5;

like

thi^ead,

and

v, 18.

a stranger, then

as a guest, but lastly as the master of the house.

Jam.

i,

§6.

U, 15."*
More testimonies

See

of this nature, from the

tings that are of authority

wi'i-

amongst them, might be

produced, but that these are sufficient for our purpose.^

What we aim at,
manifold misery

is,

to evidence their conviction of that

vi^hich

came upon mankind on the enAnd in proof of two

trance of sin into the world.
things have

The

1

we produced

and consent.

their suffrage

change of the primitive condition of man,

by

from the law of creation. This made him
obnoxious in his whole person, and all his concernments, to the displeasure and curse of God, to all the
evil which in this world he feels, or fears in another; to
death temporal and eternal: and hence did all the disorder which is in the universe arise, which must be ac-

liis

defection

knowledged by all men who will not brutishly deny
what their own consciences dictate to them, and which
tlie condition of the whole lower world proclaims, or

God

irrationally ascribe such things to

as are utterly

inconsistent with his wisdom, goodness, righteousness,

and
2.

And,

holiness.

We have manifested their acknowledgment, that

a principle of sin, or moral
of man;

an

evil

hath invaded the nature
first

parents there

is

concupiscence in the heart of every man, con-

tinually
evil

evil,

or that from the sin of our

and incessantly

inclining the soul to all

moral

whatever.

From both

these

it

unavoidably follows, on the

first

notions of the righteousness, holiness, veracity, and
faithfulness of

God, that mankind

in this estate

*Bereshith Rabba, Sect. xxU.

and
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condition can justly expect nothing but a confluence

of

evil in this

world, and at the close of their pilgrim-

age to perish with a ruin commensurate to their exist-

For God in wisdom and righteousness, as the
sovereign Lord of his creatures, having given them a
law, good and equal, and having appointed the penalty
of death and his everlasting displeasure to the transgression thereof; and withal having sufficiently promulgated both the law and the penalty; the transgresence.

sion prohibited actually ensuing, himself being judge,

remains, either that

it

constitution of a law,

all this

and threatening of a penalty, was vain and ludicrous,
as Satan in the serpent pretended, or that mankind is
rendered absolutely miserable and cursed, and that
Now which of these is to be concluded,
for ever.
Divine revelation, reason, and the event of things, will
readily determine.

That God, without the

least

impeachment of

righteousness or goodness, might have

his

mankind
remediless in this condition, is manifest, both from what
hath been discoursed concerning the means whereby
they were brought into

it,

on the

The

was

like occasion.

created,

and

leit all

his dealing

with angels

condition wherein

was morally good and

man

upright; the state

wherein he was placed outwardly, happy and blessed;
the law given

him

to

him just and

glorious

and

sure;

condition voluntary.

equal; the reward proposed

and

The

his defection

from

this

execution of a righteous

upon the volunfari/ transgression of a just
law hath no unrighteousness in it. And this was the
sum of what God did in this matter, as to the misery
that came on mankind; and who should judge him, if
sentence

he

left

"and

man for ever to

"eat of the fruit of his

to be filled with his

VOL.

I.

own
16

devices?"

own ways,

MESSIAH,
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Hence Adam, when

Part

2.

were opened" to see
the nature of evil, in that actual sense which he had in
his conscience of the guilt he had contracted, had not
the least expectation of relief and mercy. And the folly
"his eyes

of the course he took in hiding liimself, argues sufficiently both his present

amazement, and that he knew of

nothing better to betake himself to; therefore doth he

and
what alone he now looked for; "I heard thy voice,
"and was afraid." Nor would any revelation that
God then had made of himself, either by the works of
his power and wisdom, or by any inbred impression on

give that account of the result of his thoughts,

men concreated with them, give encouragement to them who had sinned against him to expect relief.
Besides, he had dealt thus with angels. Upon their

the souls of

he spared them not, but at once, without hope
of recovery, cast them under the "chains of darkness,

first

sin

judgment of the gi'eat day."
not unsuitably to any of the excellen-

"to be kept to the final

Now God

dealt

cies of his nature,

to perish

when he

left

Had he dealt
who were drawn

without remedy.

so also with

mankind,

into a con-

apostatizing

him by the head of the
ways been holy and righteous?
Yet doth not this great instance

spiracy against

not his
§7.

the apostatizing angels

defection,

had

of God's deal-

ing with angels absolutely conclude his leaving of man-

kind in remediless misery.
so;

must.

And

He

might justly have done

doth not follow that he necessarily
although the chief, and indeed only, reason

but thence

it

of his extending gi^ace and mercy to men, and not to

was his own sovereign will and pleasure, conwhich who can say unto him, "What doest
"thou?" Yet there was such a difference between these
two original transgressors, as may manifest a condecency or suitableness to his righteousness and goodness
angels,

(ferning

I
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in his various proceedings with them: for there are

sundiy things that put an aggiavation on the rebellion
of angels above that of men; and

some

that rendei'

their ruin less destructive to the glory of the universe,

than that of mankind would have been. For,
1. The angels were created in a state and condition
far superior to,

and much more

excellent than that

ot*

men. The place of their first habitation which they
left, Jude vi, was the highest heavens, the most glorious
receptacle of created beings; in opposition to which
they are said to be cast to the lowest hell, 2 Pet. ii, 4;
whereas

man was placed on the earth, which,

although

then beautiful and excellently suited to his condition,
yet

was every way

inferior to the glory

and

lustre of

the other.
2.

the

Their several employments also did gi^eatly

work of

angels

was immediately

differ;

to attend the

throne of God, to minister before him, to give him

and to execute the commands of his providence
government of the works of his hands. Psalm
Ixviii, 17; Dan. vii, 10; Ezek. i, 5
7; Heb. i, 14; Rev.
V, 1 1 the highest pitch of honor that a mere creature
can be exalted to. Man, during his natui^al life, was
to be employed in "tilling and dressing the ground,"
G^n. ii, 15; a labor that would have been easy, useful,
and suitable to his condition; but yet in honor, advantage, and satisfaction, unspeakably beneath the duglory,

in the

—

;

ty of the others.
3.

Their enjoyments also greatly

differed.

For the

God
when

angels enjoyed the immediate glorious presence of

without any external created resemblances of it,

man was kept

at a greater distance,

and not admitted

with such immediate communion with God, or enjoy-

ment of his

glorious presence.

like considerations,

Now

all these,

and the

although on the one side they do

MESSIAH,
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Part

not in the least extenuate the sin of
tasy, yet

man

2,

in his apos-

they greatly aggravate the wickedness, ingrati-

and pride of the fallen angels.
Moreover they differed in their intellectual perfections, whereby they were enabled to discover the
excellencies, and to know the mind of God.
For
although man had all the light, knowledge, and wisdom concreated with him, and so natural to him, which
were any way needful to enable him to perform aright
tude,
4.

the obedience required of him, in the observance whereof he should have been brought to the enjoyment of

God; yet

it

came far

shoit of that excellency of under-

standing, that piercing

beings were

endowed

wisdom, which those
with, to

fit

them

spiritual

for that near

God whereunto they
were admitted, and that ready apprehension of his
mind which they were to observe.
5. There was likewise a difference in the manner of
Our first parents were seduced or detheir defection.
ceived, 1 Tim. ii, 14; 2 Cor. xi, 3; and therefore calls
Satan their murderer, John viii, 44; they were circumvented by his craft and policy; bitt the angels had
contemplation of the glory of

nothing without them to excite them, or lay snares for

them.
6.

AUhough

tlie

condition of mankind, being to be

propagated by natural gcjieration from one common
stock, made it necessary that our first parents should

have a

gi eater trust

reposed in them,

by reason of their

representing their whole posterity in that covenant

wherein they stood before God, than any of the angels
latter stood every one for him-

could have, seeing the
self,

at

yet they were but

first,

and th

.se

one

two persons that actually sinned
after another, one seduced by

another; whereas the angels in multitudes inconceivable,

by a joint conspiracy

at the

same

instant,

com-
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bined together against the authority and law of their
creation, and, as it should seem, appointed one among
themselves for the head of their apostasy.

Now although,

as was said, none of those things can in the least exten-

uate the sin of man, which
ceivable infidelity

and

was the product of incon

ingratitude, yet they contain

such aggravations of tlie sins of angels, as may evidence
a condecency to Divine wisdom and goodness in passing

them by
to

in their sin

and misery, and yet giving

relief

mankind.

We

may add to what hath been said, the con7.
cernment of the glory of God in the universe. For if
man had been left for ever without relief, the whole
human race, or kind of creatures partakers of human
nature, had been utterly lost; nothing of that kind
could ever

come

to the

enjoyment of God, nor could

by them in a way of thankand praise, which yet was the end why he made

he ever have been glorified
fulness

whole race of them, as
to the event, would have been mere objects of wrath
and displeasure; but in the fall of angels they were only
a certain number of individuals that sinned, the whole
kind was not lost as to the end of their creation; angelthat sort of creatures; for the

nature was preserved as to its orderly dependence
on God, in those millions that kept their obedience
and primitive condition, which is continued to them
with a superaddition of glory and honor.
God, then,
ical

having

made unto

himself two families for his praise,

amongst whom he would dwell, that above of angels,
and this below of mankind, had sinning man been utterly cast off, one family had been lost for ever, though
so great a remnant of the other was preserved; wherefore, it seemed good to his infinite wisdom, both to
preserve that portion of his superior family which sinned not, and to recover a portion of that below, and

MESSIAH,

IS4>

make them up

to
his

into one family, in

whom

son Jesus Christ, in

gathered into one,
earth, to his praise

^8,

There

Pailt

one new head,

now

he hath

actually

things that are in heaven

all

2.

and

and glory, Ephes. i, 10«
no necessary reason inducing us

then,

is,

God

to believe, that

hath

left

all

mankind

to perish

under the curse, without any remedy; yea, there

on the contrary, many

evidences, that there

provided for their recovery;

is

a

are,

way

for,

1. The glorious properties of the nature of God,
which he designs to manifest and exalt, in all his external works, do in a sense require that there should

be salvation for

sinners.

God

had, in the creation of

all things, glorified his greatness,

power, wisdom, and

His sovereignty, righteousness, and holiness

goodness.

manner revealed in that holy law,
he had
which he had prescribed to angels and men, for the
rule of their obedience, and in the assignation of their
reward. Upon the sin of angels and men, he had
made known his severity and vindictive justice, in the
But there
curse and punishment inflicted on them.
in like

were yet remaining undiscovered, in the abyss of his
eternal essence, grace, and pardoning mercy, which in
none of liis works had as yet exerted themselves, or

The

manifested their glory.
in

God, but as manifested

in

itself,

in

know

creatures
its effects.

dwells in light inaccessible.

r>othing

His essence,

Had

never any

stood in need of grace or mercy, or had never been

made

partakers of them,

it

could not have been

made

linown, that there was that kind of goodness in his
nature,

himself
the

which yet
in.

'

And

Lord more

than in

it is

his principal design to glorify

there

is

notliing in himself, Avhich

requireth our conformity to himself in,

this condescension, goodness, grace,

and

read)
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which manifests how dear the glory

to him.

2. To what end shall we conceive the providence
and patience of God to be exercised towards the race
of mankind for so long a season? We see what is

mankind

the general event of the continuance of

the world;

Gen.

God saw

vi, 5, 6.

it,

and complained of

Shall v/e

now

men

for so

many

think, that

in

long ago,

God

towards the

other design in his patience

it

hath no

childi^en

of

generations, but merely to suffer

them all without exception, to sin against him, dishonor him, provoke him, that so he may at length
That this, indeed, is the
everlastingly desti^oy them?
event with many, or even with the most, through their
own perverse wickedness, blindness, and love of sinful
But to suppose that God
pleasures, cannot be denied.
hath no other design, but merely by his patience to
bear with them awhile in their folly, and then to
avenge himself upon them, is unsuitable to his wisdom
and goodness. It cannot be, then, but that he would
long since have cut off the whole race (to prevent its
propagation) if there were no way for them to be delivered out of this perishing condition.
3.

That there

is

a

way

of deliverance for mankind;

the event hath manifested in

two remarkable and un-

deniable instances.
1

.

In that sundry persons

who

were, as others, "by

"nature children of wrath," and under the curse, have
obtained an undoubted and
love and favor of God,

"pleased him."

Some

and

infallible interest in the

this testimony, "that

persons,

in

all

they

generations,

have, enjoyed the friendship, love, and favor of God:

which they would never have done, unless there had
some way for their deliverance out of the state
of sin and misery, before described,
For, therein ev-

.been

MESSIAH,
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Parts.

eiy man, upon a just account, will find himself in
the state of Adam, who, when "he heard the voice of

"God, was
2.

God

afraid."

hath been pleased to require from men, a

revenue of glory, by

way

them

of worship, prescribed

This he hath not done to
the angels that sinned; nor could it have been done
consistently with righteousness to men, ^vithout supafter the entrance of sin.

posing a possibility of deliverance from under his

For

wrath.

in every prescription of duty,

poseth himself as a rewarder, which he
that please him;

and

to please

inquired after,

erance

is

deliv-

Deli\'erance,

may on just grounds
inquiry is, how it might

then, from this condition,

expected.

pro-

only to them

God, without the

impossible.

is

God

Our next

be
be

effected.

The gi'eat relief must be brought about, either
by men themselves, or by some other for them. About what they can do themselves, we may be quickly
The nature of the evils under which they
satisfied.
§9.

suffer,

and the event of things

discover the disability of
erers.

Besides,

them? one

who

men

it

of these suppositions,

own delivway of it for

to be their

should contrive the

single person,

the impossibility of

in the world, sufficiently

more, or

all?

How

easily

might be demonstrated on any
is

too manifest to be insisted on.

There are but two ways conceivable (setting aside
the consideration of what shall be aftenvards fixed on)
whereby mankind, or any individual amongst them,
may obtain deliverance from tliis evil:
1. That God, without any farther consideration,
should remit it, and exempt the creation from under it.
But although this way seems possible to some, it is,
indeed, utterly
against this evil

Did not the sentence
proceed from his righteousness, and
otherwise.
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the essential rectitude of his nature?
oasce

his truth

and

faithfulness, that

137

Did he not
it

en-

should be in-

And

doth not his holiness and justice require
What should become of his
that it should be so?
glory; what should he do unto his great name, if now,
ilicted?

without any cause or reason, he should, contrary to
all

those engagements of his holy perfections, wholly

remit and take

it

off?

nay, this would plainly justify

the serpent in his calumny, that, whatever he pretended, yet indeed, that

How

also

can

it

no execution could ever ensue.

be supposed, that any of

his future

comminations should have a just weight upon men, if
first OTeat and fundamental one should be evacuated? or what authority would be left unto his law,

that

when he

himself should dissolve the sanction of

it?

if God should do thus, which reason, revelaand the event of things manifest, that he neither
would, nor could, (for he cannot deny himself) it
would have been His work, and not an acquisition of
men themselves. But this way of deliverance is, at

Besides,

tion,

best,

but imaginary.

Therefore,

no other way for man, if he will not
perish eternally under the punishment due to his apostasy and rebellion, but to find out some way of commutation, or making a recompense for the evil of sin,
to the law and righteousness of God.
But herein his
utter insufficiency quickly manifests itself; for whatever he is, or hath, or can claim any interest in, lie^
no less under the curse, than he doth himself; and that
which is under the curse can contribute nothing to its
removal. That which is, in its whole being obnoxious
to the greatest punishment, can have nothing wherewith to make commutation for it; for that must fii^st
be accepted for itself, which can either make atonement, or be received for any other in exchange. And
2.

There

VOL.

I.

is

17

MESSIAH,

13S
this is the

and

will

It is farther

other quarter.

men must

tionate to the

relief arise

evident, that

from anthe en-

all

needs be unspeakably dispropor-

end aimed

at,

from the concernment of

the other parts of the creation, in the curse against

What

2,

condition of every individual of mankind,

be so to eternity, unless

deavors of

Part

sin.

can they do to restore the universe to its first
How can they reduce the creation

glory and beauty?
to

its

original

compense the

harmony?
God,

great

Wherewith

shall

they re-

for the defacing of so great

a portion of that impress of his glory and goodness
that he enstamped

upon

In a word, they,

it?

who

from their first date, to their utmost period, are always
under the punishment, can do nothing for the total
removal of it. The experience also of five thousand
years hath sufficiently evinced
to be a savior to himself.
tain notions of

Adam's

how

man

insufficient

All the various

is

and uncerfrom the

posterity in religion,

extreme of atheism, to that of

sacrificing themselves

and one another, have been designed in vain towards
this end.
Nor can any of them, to this day, find out
a.better, or a more likely way for them to tliiive in,
than those wherewith their progenitors deluded themselves.

man

And

in the issue of all

we

what

see, as to

has been able of himself to do towards his

deliverance, that

owa

both he, myself, and the whole

world, are continued in the same state wherein they

were upon the

first

entrance of

sin,

cumulated, as

it

were, with another world of confusion, disorder, mis-

and misery. The con^upt spring of moral evil
in man's nature, is universal and endless: it
mixeth itself with all, and every thing that man doth,
or can do, as a moral agent, and that always, and for
chief,

that

is

ever,

Gen.

vi, 5.

It is,

have an end, unless

it

then, impossible that
eithei'

it

should

destroy, or spend

itself:
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is

not the

§10. If, then, any deliverance be ever obtained for
mankind, it must be by some other, not involved in
This must be either
the same misery as themselves.
God himself, or good angels; other rational agents
If we look to the
there are none that we know of.
latter, we must suppose them to undertake this work,
either by the appointment of God, or of their own accord, without his previous
latter cannot be supposed.
all

command or direction. The
As remote as men are from

thoughts of recovering fallen angels, so far were

they from contriving the recovery of man.
But it may be said, that God himself might design
them to work this deliverance. But this makes God,
and not them, to be the Savior, and them only the in-

But yet he has neither done
so in fact, nor were they meet to be so employed^
Whatever is purely penal in the misery of man, is an
This, thereeffect of the righteous judgment of God.
fore could be no otherwise diverted from him, but by
the undergoing of it by some other in his stead.
And
two things are indispensably required, to qualify any
for that purpose: First, that they were not themselves
obnoxious to it, either personally, or upon the common
sti-ument of this work.

account; should they be so, they ought to look to their

own concernment

in the

first

place.

Secondly, that

they were such, as that their benefit of undergoing the
penalty might, according to the rule of justice, redound
to them, in

whose

they would

suffer in vain.

stead they undei^went

Now,

it;

otherwise

xilthough the angels

might answer the formerof these, in their personal immunity from obnoxiousness to the curse; yet the latter

they were totally unsuited

tion to mankind, except that

They had no relathey were the workmanfor.

MESSIAH,
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2.

ship of the same Creator. But this is not sufficient to
warrant any substitution of that kind. Had angels
been to be delivered, their redemption must have been

wrought in the angelical nature, as the apostle declares,
Heb. ii, 16. But what justice is it that man should
sin, and angels suffer? or, from whence should it arise,
that, from their suffering, it would be righteous that
he should go free? by what notions of God could we
have been instructed in the wisdom and righteousness
of such a proceeding? To which add, that this God
hath not done; and we may safely conclude, that it be-

came him not so to do.
§11. But what need all
with Avhom we have to do

thts inquiry?

The Jews,

in this matter, plead con-

themselves, a

God hath appointed for men, at least to
way of deliverance out of this condition;

and

according to them,

stantty, that

this

is,

of Moses.
this

by

This they trusted in of

they continue to

make

observing the law
old,

Rom.

ix,

32;

their refuge at this day.*

And

whereas they cannot deny, but that they sometimes sin against the moral precepts of this law, and
so stand in need of help against the Helper, they fix in
this case

upon a double

relief.

The one

is

their

own

personal repentance; and the other the sacrifices that
ai'e

appointed in the law.

But whereas they now are,

many

generations, deprived of the

and have been
privilege, as

for

they esteem

it,

of offering sacrifices accord-

own repentance
may be expiatory,

ing to the law, they hope that their

with their death, which they pray

*Ans-\vcrs to certain questions proposed to the Jews, published
by Brenius, Quest, v. This gentleman, (and it would be well if
he had no modern imitators) in his reply, hath betrayed the most
.

important doctrines of the Christian religion. When will men
have done attempting, what is no less ungrateful than impious,
to rob the Messiah of his crown and sceptre, and then. "recGi>tA
«'mend hipi to the Jews?"
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sufficient to obtain for

Only they say

this

might

Ul
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them forgiveness of sin.
and more easily, be

better,

they might enjoy the benefit of sacrifices.
But where do they find that their sacrifices were ever
designed for this end, to enable them the more easily
to obtain the remission of sins, by another means which
they use? For it was said directly, that the sacrifice
on the day of expiation did expiate their sin, and make
atonement for it, that they might not die; and not that
But
it helped them in procuring pardon another way.
this is now taken from them, and what shall they do?
effected, if

Why,

come

rather than they will

iTpresented in that sacrifice,

alone

it

had

new way

all its efficacy,

to him,

who was

and on whose account

they will find out some

of doing that, which their sacrifices were ap-

effect; and this they must do, or openly
acknowledge that they all perish eternally.
If the remedy be only the observance of the law of

pointed to

Moses, as the Jews pretend,

came

I desire to

know what

be-

what was
and died before the srivino; of that law? Not
only the patriarchs before the flood, some of whom
had this testimony, -'that they pleased God," and one of

who

of them;

their estate

and condition,

lived

whom was
himself,
sition,

taken alive to heaven, but

Abraham

also,

who received the promises, must, on this suppo-

be excluded from a participation of deliverance,

and perish

eternall}^

But the contrary appears from

is undeniably proved by
our apostle, in the instance of Abraham, Gal. iii, 17;
that he "received the promise," and was taken into

this

very consideration, and

covenant with God, four hundred and thirty years be-

And that covenant conveyed to him the love and favor of God, with deliverance from sin and the curse, as themselves will not
fore the giving of the law.

deny.

There was,

therefore, a

remedy

in this case

MESSIAH,
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provided, long before the giving of the law on
Sinai; and, therefore, the

purpose.

If

God

erance, but

would be
"whij

seems

it

braced

it;

way

mount

for that

of deliv-

provided another afterwards; as this

spolien without warrant, or authority

scripture, so I desire to

and

law was not given

they shall say, they had a

%

know both

"jDhat that

from

way was,

was rejected. Of God's appointment it
was, and effectual it was to them that emit

why

but

it

should be laid aside,

who can

declare?

§12. Again, there are

precepts of

it,

and the

two

parts of the law; the

instituted

moral

twrship appointed in

it.

Unto

But

neither of these are sufficient to the end proposed;

this latter part

do the

sacrifices of

it

belong.

nor jointly can they attain it; for,
1
The moral precepts of it are the same with those
that were written in the heart of man, by nature, or the
.

law of

which he transgressed in his first
he must be delivered from that guilt,

his creation,

rebellion.

And

any new obedience can be accepted of him.
His old debt must be satisfied for, before he can treat
foe a new reward, which inseparably follows all acceptable obedience.
But this the precepts of the law
lake no notice of, nor direct to any way for its removal.
Hence our apostle concludes, that it could not give life,
but was weak and insufficient in itself to any such
before

purpose.
Besides,

own

it

could not absolutely presei've

obsei^ance; for

it

men

in

its

required that obedience, which

never any sinner did, or could, in all things, perform;
as the scriptures of the Old Testament abundantly
manifest.

For they

^^sinneth not," 1
^'if the

tell us,

Kings

viii,

that "there

is

46; 2 Chron.

no man that

vi,

36. That,

Lord should mark iniquity, no man could stand,"

Psal. cxxx, 3.

And

that, "if

he enter into judgment.
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man living can be justified
To this purpose see the

^according to the law, no
**in

EVIL.

his sight," Psal. cxliii, 2.

and invincible reasonings of our
and iv. Tliis the holy men of old
the scriptures bear testimony to, and

excellent discourse,

Rom.

apostles,

iii,

confessed; this

experience confirms, seeing every transgression of
that law was put under a curse, Deut. xxvii, 26.
If,

this

then, there

is

no

man

and every

that sinneth not,

sin is

put under a curse, the preceptive part of the law can

Neither

be no means of delivery.

mony

is

there

any

testi-

given concerning any one under the Old Testa-

ment, that he was any other

way justified

before God,^

which are not of the
works of the law. This the Jews themselves confess
concerning Abraham; "Thou findest, that Abraham,,
"our father, inherited not tliis world and the world to
^'come, any otherwise than by faith; as it is said he
but by faith and pardon of

sins,

GocV'*

"^believed

remains, then, that the sacrifices of the law
must yield the relief, or we are still at a loss in this
2.

It

matter.

And

these the

Jews would

their chief confidence in, as

willingly place

they did of old.

Since,

indeed, they have been driven from their observance^

they have betaken themselves to other helps, that they

might not appear to be utterly hopeless.
fore,

being diiven from

length, to their

hope) making

"my

own

this

all

death!

one of

And,^ there-

other hopes,t they trust, at
(foi^

in life they

have no

their constant prayers, "/.e^

death be the expiation of all sins" But this is
and, therefore, is no means to avoid it.

tlie curse,

Omitting, therefore, these horrid
despair,

an

effect

*Vid. etiam Bereshith Rabba,
;Vi(t-

follies

of

of that "wrath, which
sect. xxiv.

Buxtorf. Synagog;. Judaic, cap. xx.

is

men under
come upon
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"them

to

tlie

Part

uttermost,'^ the thing itself

may

2.

be con-

ceived.

That the sacrifices of the law, in themselves, should
be a means of delivering men from the guilt of sin*
and of reconciling them to God, is contrary to the
light of nature, their own proper use, and express
testimonies of the Old Testament.
For, can any man
think it reasonable, that the blood of bulls and goats
should, of itself, make an expiation of the sin of men;
reconcile them to God, tjje Judge of all; and impart
Our apostle
to them an everlasting righteousness?
sufficiently declares the

Heb.

manifest impossibility of

it,

They must have very mean and low

X, 4.

thoughts of God; his holiness,
the demerit of

sin,

justice,

of heaven and

and

hell,

truth; of

who

tliink

depend on the blood of a calf or a goat.
tfiem
The sacrifice of them, indeed, might, by God's apall

to

pointment, represent that to the minds of men, which
to the whole end of appeasing God's jusand of obtaining his favor; but that they should

is effectual

tice,

themselves

effect

it,

is

impossible.

Their primitive

and proper use doth also manifest the same. For they
were to be frequently repeated, and, in all the repetitions of them, there was still new mention made of sin.
They could not, therefore, by themselves, take it
away; for, if they could, they would not have been
reiterated.

It is

apparent, therefore, that their use

was to represent, and bring to remembrance,
Besides,
which did perfectly take away sin.

that

the

scripture expressly rejects all the sacrifices of the law,

when they

any such end and purwhich demonstrates, that they were never appointed to that end. To whith we may add, that
during the observance of the whole law of Moses,
are trusted in for

pose,

whilst

it

was in

force

by the appointment

of

God him-
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he still directed those who sought for acceptance
him, to a new covenant of grace, the benefits of
which they were then, by faith, made partakers of, and

self,

^vith

which was afterwards more fully to be declared. See
Jer. xxxi, 31
And this plainly
34; Heb. viii, 12, 13.
overturns their whole foundation.
For, to what
purpose should God call them from resting on the
Sinai covenant, to look for mercy and grace by another, if that had been able to give them the desired

—

help?
§13.

The

God gave

intimation that

first

ing grace is contained in

th.Q

promise subjoined

curse denounced against our
posterity in them. Gen.

iii,

of redeem-

first

parents,

to the

and

their

"The seed of the woman
and the serpent shall

15;

"shall bruise the serpent's head,
If there

"bruise his heel."

be not a promise of deliv-

erance expressed in these words, whence

is it,

that the

execution of the sentence of death against sin

pended?

we

Unless

will

is

allow an intervention,

factory to the righteousness

and

truth of

sus-

satis-

God, to be

expressed in these words, there would have been a
truth in the suggestion of the sei^ent, that notv\ ith-

standing what

The whole

evil

God had
of

then did, or were to

sin,

they were not to

said,

and

suffer,

its

curse, that

die.

mankind

proceeded from i\\t friend-

ship contracted between the

woman and the serpent,
God here declares, that

and her fixing faith in him.
he will break that league, and put enmity between
them. But being now, both of them, in the same
sinful

and accursed condition,

this

could not be with-

out a change of condition in one of them.

not divided against himself; nor

them

that are

left

wholly in

condition, therefore,

her seed,
VOL,.

I.

is

is

at

this estate.

on the part of the

plainly promised; that

18

is,

Satan is
enmity with
A change of

woman and

by a deliver anee
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and misery wherein they were.

state of sin

the enmity mentioned could not have

this,

ensued.

In pursuit of

was

woman

enmity, the seed of the

this

The head

to "bruise the head of the serpent."

ifr

power and craft. Without the destrucevil
and pernicious effects, which by his
tion of the
counsel he had brought about, his head cannot be
the seat of his

bruised.

Again, there
this

work

himself; "I will put

reign

enmity;'''' it is

wisdom and grace.

God

But he

an

Messiah;

or,

of man," to deliver
misery.

"a

upon

do

it

in

and by

And

woman."

joining with the nature

mankind from

this relief

it

God

sin

and

eternal

declared himself to be,

God

If this
all

By

"God

takes

issue of his sove-

will

the nature of man, the "seed of the
this is the

how

an intimation of the maimer

is

to be brought about,

is

of pardon, gi^acious, and tenderly merciful."
be not acknowledged, it must be confessed, that

the world, at least to the flood,

of Abraham, in which time

if

not to the days

we have testimonies

con-

cerning some, that they walked with God, and pleas-

ed him, were left without any certain gi'ound of faith,
or hope of acceptance with him. For, without some

knowledge of
for

its

exercise,

This, then,

this

mercy, and the provision of a

we have

obtained, that

upon the entrance of
breach of

its

sin

God

into the world,

presently

and the

public peace thereby, promised a repara-

tion of that evil in the

by the

way

they could have no such persuasion.

seed of the

whole extent of it,

woman; that

is,

to be

wrought

the Messiah.

Many

testimonies of the like import might be collected out

of Jew ish ^vritings, which

may

be deemed unneces-
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14;

Rev.

9;

explicit, as

—

Rom.

xii,
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New

as to the Divine writings of the

Testament, however
ii,

EVIL^

v, 11
15; Heb.
and chap, xx, 1

—

ii,

3;

2 Cor.

xi, 3;

14, 15;

1

we

2 Tim.

John

iii,

8;

forbear to press

them upon the Jews,
most evident from the thing itself;
for, who can imagine, that this great alteration, which
ensued on the works of God, which caused him
to pronounce them accursed, and to inflict so great
and sore a punishment on Adam, and all his posterity,
should arise from the actings of a brute creature? Where
How can we attriis the glory of this dispensation?
bute it to the wisdom and greatness of God? What is
there in it suitable to his righteousness and holiness?
§14. Besides,

What

it is

rule of justice will admit, that the accessary

should be punished with greater sufferings than the
principal?

Neither doth this punishment, as to

its

prin-

cipal part, the "bruising of the head," befall all serpents;

yea, comparatively but a few of them, perhaps not one

of a million; whereas

all

mankind were

liable to the

* That Satan accompanied the serpent in tempting Eve, and
was principally intended in the curse, the Jews themselves acknowledge: Targum Ben. Uzziel. Maimon. More Nebuch. P.
Midrash Vaiikra, cap.
ii, cap. XX. Bereshith Rabba, sect. x.

Aben

Comment,

in loc. cites the opinion of their
R. Saadias Haggaon, and R. Samuel Ben
Hophni; though he disputes their opinions on the weak pretence, "That Satan goeth not on his belly, nor eateth dust;"
which pretence he is obliged to hold on the absurd hypothesis,
that the serpent was deprived of voice and understandings making him before a rational subsistence^ though expressly reckoned among the beasts of the field. What v/ill not a desperate
cause drive men to? Rather than ascribe the fall of man to
diabolical intrigue, and abide by its genuine consequences, they
will not scruple to admit, that a rational creature is metamorphosed into a brute for tempting man!
The two Targums agree, that the words contain a remedy for
the effect of Satan's temptation, to be wrought by the Messiah.
Vid. R. Bechai the elder. Comment, in loc. R. Judah, and the
author of Caphtor Vaparach, Sec.
xiii, 2.

Ezi'a,

doctors, particularly
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Were no more men

penalty denounced against them.

intended herein than are "bitten on the heel

by

ser-

were otherwise; but death is passed
inasmuch as all have sinned. This, there-

"pents," the matter

upon

all,

fore, is

openly and plainly the deliverance inquired

alter;

Messiah

work

of Satan.

and destroy the

shall defeat the counsel,

Moreover, there is a declaration made,

how this

vic-

tory shall be obtained, and this deliverance wrought;
viz.

by

the "seed of the

woman," which

twice re-

is

peated in the words, once expressly, (and her seed) and
it is

included in the pronoun Nin

j

And

it.

in the former place the posterity of the
to be

may

by seed
woman, some
as

born of her race, partakers of human natui'e,
be intended, as the subject of the enmity men-

tioned; so, in the latter

some

some one

single person,

of her posterity or seed, that should obtain the victory,
is

For, as

expressly denoted.

do never go about

this

all

work, the

her seed in

continuing in a willing subjection to Satan;

them should combine

to attempt

be^able to accomplish

Some

it,

one, therefore, to

would be

as

come

it,

and

so, if all

we have proved
of her, with

this is the

them
of

they would never
at large.

whom God

present in an especial manner,

pressly promised;

common

greatest part of

is

here ex-

Messiah.

God having, in infinite wisdom and grace, provided
this way of relief, and given this intimation of it, that
revelation

became the foundation and

centre of

all

the

For, as those who received it by
and adhered to it, continued in the worship of the
true God, expressing their faith in the sacrifices, that
he had appointed typically to represent and exemplify,
before their eyes, the work itself, which, by the prom-

religion in the world.
faith,

ised seed,

was

to be accomplished; so also, all that false

worship, which the generality of

mankind

apostatized
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a general persuasion, that there was a

into,

was

way

for the recovery of the favor of

that

was they knew

laid in

EVIL.

not,

God; but what
and therefore wandered in

woiul unceitainties.
§15. But we have farther expositions of

this fu^st

promise, and farther coiilii^mations of this grace, in the
scripture

itself.

For, in process of time,

it

was renewed

Abraham, and the accomplishment of it confined to
For his gratuitous call from superstition
and idolatry, with the separation of him and his posterity from all the families of the earth, was subservient
to

his family.

only to the

The

first

fulfilling

of the promise before treated

mention of it

we have Gen.

xii, 1

—

3;

of.

"Now,

Lord had said to Abraham, get thee out of thy
"country, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's
"house, to a land that 1 will shew thee.
And I will
"make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee, and
"make thy name great, and thou shalt be a blessing.
"And I will bless them that bless thee, and curse them
"that curse thee; and in thee shall all the families of the
"the

"earth be blessed."
xviii, 18,

"in him."

And

again expressed. Gen.

this is

"All the nations of the earth shall be blessed

And

chap, xxii, 18;

"And

"the nations of the earth be blessed."

in thee shall all

And when

he

doubted of the accomplishment of this promise, because
he was childless, and said, "behold to me thou hast
"given no seed," as knowing that therein lay the promise,

chap. XV, 3,

come

God tells him,
own bowels

"forth of his

that he

who

should

should be his

heir,'*

was afterwards restrained to Isaac, chap,
xvii, 21.
Thus he is called and separated from his
own family and kindred, and from all other nations,
and a peculiar portion of the earth assigned him and

ver. 4, wliich

his for their habitation.

Now,

the special end of this

Divine dispensation was, to be a means of accomplish-
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him

ing the former promise, or the bringing forth of

who was

to be the deliverer^ of

2.

mankind from

the

curse; for,
1.

It is said,

(n5*l3)

the

a

only blessed thyself, but also

means of conveying

blessings, the great blessing,

And how was

unto others.
it

Abraham hereupon should be

that

blessing; not

this

can be nothing, but that he

peculiar channel,

by which

done in Abraham?

was separated

to be the

the promised blessing seed

should be brought forth into the world.
2.

It is said,

that

all

the "families of the earth

"shall be blessed in him,"

G^n.

3; that

xii,

his person, but in his seed, chap, xxii, 18; the

come

seed that should

of him.

And

I5*l3nn, in Hithpael, "bless themselves."

('^S'lSi)

is,

not in

promised

chap, xxii, 18,

And this is spo-

ken of all nations, all families, the posterity of Adam in
general, and not any one nation exclusively. They are
all cursed in Adam, as hath been declared, and God
here promiseth, that they shall be blessed in the seed

of Abraham, and by him, "the seed of the

And

this blessing

of. which,

by

must involve

in

it all

the

the cm^se, they were deprived.

promise was the ore laid up, which, after
ations,

woman."

good things

was brought

In this

many

gener-

and stamped with the image

forth

of God.
3.

The

-will bless

curse to Satan

them

Hhat curse

is

here again renewed; "I

that bless thee,

thee."

The

and

blessing

is

to

curse respecteth one principally; that
scripture generally

power under

that

will curse

I

him

many; but the

is,

Satan, as the

expresseth the opposite apostate

name.

Neither

is

there

cause of the variation of the number, unless

any

we

just

look

on the words as a pursuit of the first promise, which
was accompanied with an especial malediction on Satan, and who acts his enmity in all obloquy and cursing
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and those that are blessed

therein.

§16. After the giving of this promise, the whole Old
Testament beareth witness, that a person was to be

born of the posterity of Abraham, in whom the nations
of the earth should be saved; that is, delivered from sin
and curse, and made eternally happy. It is said,
(O'^Dy U?np'» lS) "to

him

shall

be the gathering of the

"people;" the people of the world, distinct from Judah^
shall gather themselves to

him; that

is,

for safety

and

made partakers of the promised
Hence Balaam, among the Gentiles, propheblessing.
19.
And Job, among
sied of him, Numb, xxiv, 17
deliverance, or to be

—

the children of the East, that were not of the posterity

of Isaac, professed his faith in him, Job. xix, 25;

"know that my Redeemer liveth, or

'-I

and
on the
dust.
He believed that there was (^K:i) a Redeemer
promised, one that should free him from sin and misery.
Though he was among the Gentiles, yet he believed the promise, and expected his own personal redemption, by the blessed seed. And thus, although
God confmeth the posterity of Abraham after the flesh,
to the land of Canaan, yet, because in the promised
seed he was to be "heir of the world," he gives to the
Messiah, "the heathen to be his inheritance, and the
("^n) is

living;

"afterwards he shall stand on the earth," or

rise

"uttermost parts of the earth for his possession," Psal.
8.

And upon

ii,

the accomplishment of the work assign-

ed him, he promiseth, that

"all the

ends of the world

remember, and turn to the Lord; and all the
"kindreds of the nations shall worship before him,"
"shall

coming
in for an interest in the redemption wTOUght by him;
See Psal. xlv, 16. For these rebellious ones was he to
receive gifts, that the "Lord might dwell among them-'"
Psal. xxii, 27; a plain declaration of the Gentiles
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2.

Psal. Ixviii, 18; so, that by him "Egypt and Ethiopia,
"were to stretch forth their hands to God," ver. 31;
yea, "a]l kings were to bow down to him, and all na-

—

17.
In the last
tions to serve him," Psal. Ixxii, 11
Messiah,
many
the
people,
yea, all
days, the days of
nations, are to be brought to the house of the Lord,
and to worship him acceptably, Isa. ii, 2 4; and ex-

—

pressly, chap, xi, 10.

Jews grant

The

root of Jesse, which the

to be the Messiah,

to the people,

and

to

it

is

to stand for

an ensign

shall the Gentiles seek;

even

for that salvation and deliverance which he had wrought;

and they are preferred therein, before Israel and Judali,
ver. 12, Egypt and Assyria; that is, the other nations
of the world are to be brought into the same covenant
of the Messiah with Israel, Isa. xix, 25. For all flesh
was to see the glory of the Lord, and not the Jews only;
and the Isles, or the utmost parts of the earth, were to
wait for the law of the promised Messiah, chap, xlii, 4.
And the whole of what we assert is summed up, chap,
xlix, 6; where God speaks to the promised seed, and
says, "It

is

a light thing, that thou shouldst be

my

ser-

up the

tribes of Jacob,

and to

"preserved of Israel;

I will also give

thee for a light to

"vant. to raise

"the Gentiles, that

thou mayest be

my

restore the

salvation to the

"end of the earth;" where he is as fully promised to the
Gentiles, to be their salvation, as ever he was to Abraham or his posterity. See Isa. li, 5; andliii, 12. And
account doth God call to men in general, to
come into his covenant; promising to them an interest
in the mercies of David, because he hath given this

on

this

seed as a witness to them, as a leader and

commander,

—

4.
or a captain of their salvation, Isa. Iv, 1
prophets
bear
the
§;17. Thus do both the law and

witness to the promised Deliverer, and the deliverance
to be

wrought by him.

And this

is

he,

whom Jews
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and Christians call (n'»ti^D) Messiah, the Anointed.
Those who were of old consecrated to God in the
great offices of kings, priests, and prophets, were by his
appointment to be anointed; at least some of them on
Thence they w^re called
special occasions were so.
(CDTltti^D)

And

anointed ones.

because this anointing

oil was not appointed for its own sake, but for
somewhat signified thereby, those who received the
thing signified, although not actually and literally

with

anointed w^ith

oil,

are

Now,

Psal. cv, 15.

all

called "anointed ones;" also,

promised seed,

this

this

Savior

or deliverer, being appointed of God, to perform his
^vork in the discharge of a triple

office,

of king, priest,

and prophet to his people, and being furnished with
those gifts and endowments which were signified by
the anointing oil is, by an antonomasia, called "the

Or

"Messiah the king."
Dan. ix, 25; {1*iii n^C^D) "Messiah the prince," ruler,
or leader; and ver. 26, Messiah absolutely.

Messiah."

This name

is

Old Testament,

(niU^Dn

iSa)

but twice, or

tlii^ice

at most,

used in the

and immediatel}/ to denote the
promised seed; namely, Dan. ix, 25, 26; whereto, Psal.
But this name, on the reasons
ii, 2; may be added.
directly

before given, prevailing in the Judaical church,

made

frequently

use

of in the Targums,

it

is

and some

other of their chief writings where he

is

though he be not expressly named

in the original.

treated of; al-

Methurgamim) reckons up fifty of those
whereunto one and twenty more are added by

Elias, (in his

places,

Buxtorfius.

On Gen.
woman shall

§18.

"the

A few here
iii,

follow:

15; Targ. Jonath.

bruise the

head of the

"The seed of
serpent, and

"they shall obtain healings or a plaister for the heel, in
"the days of Messiah the king."
On Gen. xxxv, 21;

"Which

is

the place

(i. e.

Edar, which was near Beth-

19
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2.

iehem) from whence the king Messiah shall be reThis tradition is taken

vealed "in the end of days."

from Mich,

iv,

On

8.

Gen.

xlix,

"The time
was

1;

the precise time) wherein the king Messiah

"(i. e.

was hid from him, and therefore he said,
*^Come, and I will declare unto you, what shall befall
"you in the end of the days;" because the precise time
of his coming was hidden even from the best of the

"to come,

prophets, unto

was

whom the glory

of the Divine Majesty

Gen.

in other tilings revealed.

xlix,

10; "Until

"Shiloh come." Ail the three Targums agree in the application of these

memorable words

to the Messiah,

prophecy concerning him, and
which the Jews, with none of their cavilling exceptions

wiiich

an

is

illustrious

can evade.
On Exod. xii, 42; Hierusal. Tai'g. "Moses shall
"come forth from the midst of the wilderness, and the
"king Messiah from the midst of Rome." That of the
Messiah coming out of Rome is Talmudical. And we

may

here, once for

all,

observe, that although they

believe that their Messiah
after

the

manner of

all

is

to be a

mere man, born

other men, yet they

speak of his birth as a thing they looked
only speak of his coming, or most

never

for;

commonly

they

of his

being revealed; and their great expectation and in-

quiry

is,

And

this

that he

when he

shall

be discovered and revealed.

proceedeth out of a secret self-conviction,

was born long

since,

even

at the time promis-

ed and appointed; only that he is hidden from them,
as, indeed, he is, though not in the sense by them
imagined. But what connexion has the night of the
passover with the coming of the Messiah? They cannot imagine, that he shall come to them whilst they
are celebrating that ordinance,

which

is

not lawful for

them, unless they were at Jerusalem, whither they be-
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come and go

be-

from some tradition amongst

them, that their deliverance out of Egypt was a type
of the deliverance by the Messiah, whose sacrifice and
suffering

were represented

gave occasion

to this gloss.

"The king Messiah, who
All the

Chap,
shall

Numb,

"end of the days."
24.

in the pascal lamb,

Targums

deliver Israel

xxiii,

agree; that the

come a

in the

21; xxiv, 7, 17, 20,

Messiah

On

tended in these prophecies of Balaam.
words, "There shall

which

Targ. Jonath.

xl, 9;

star out of

"sceptre out of Israel," they jointly say,

is in-

those

Jacob, and a

"A

king shall

and the Messiah shall be anointprophecy it is, no doubt,
concerning his coming and dominion, who is the
"root and the offspring of David, the bright and
"morning star. "Likewise, Deut. xviii, 15 19. This
place is an eminent prophecy concerning the Messiah,
and his prophetical office; and from it, the Jews themselves (in Midrash Coheleth, cap. 1,) say, "the latter
"Redeemer is to be like the former."
§19. Moreover, 1 Sam. ii, 20; Targ. "He shall
"exalt the kingdom of the Messiah."
2 Sam. xxiii,
3; Targ. "He said he would appoint to me a king,
"which is the Messiah, who sh til arise and rule in the
Ruth iii, 15; Targ. "It was said
"fear of the Lord."
"arise out of Jacob,

"ed."

And an

illustrious

—

"in the prophecy, that six righteous persons should

"come of Ruth, David, and Daniel, with
and the king Messiah."

his

compan-

"ions,

§20.

Again, Psal.

ii,

2; Targ.

"Against his Mes-

The Talmudists, in several places, acknowledge
psalm to be a prophecy of the Messiah, and apply

"siah."
this

sundry passages thereof to him.

"Thou

my

And

those words,

day have I begotten thee," arc
not amiss expounded by them, in Tract. Succah. cap.
art

son, this
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V,

"I will this

day

men, that thou

reveal to

"son;" for so are they applied
dealing with the Jews, Acts
"resurrection from the dead,"

Part

by our

my

when

33; Heb. i, 5; to his
whereby he was declared

xiii,

Son of God with power, Rom.

the

art

apostle,

a.

amongst them,

i,

All the prin-

4.

Kimchi, Aben
Ezra, Bartenora, or R. Obodia, acknowledge, that their

cipal expositors

as Rashi,

ancient doctors and masters expounded this psalm conPsal. xxi, 1 ; Targ.

cerning the IVIessiah.

"Messiah
"Messiah,

"men."

and

shall rejoice;"

ver. 7, Targ.

Psal. xlv, 2; Targ.

king."

^'the

is

more

"Thy

and

Shemoth Rabba,

Ixix, 32; in

xxxv; "All nations shall bring

sect,

Esther, cap.
place.

The same
i,

ver. 1;

exposition

16;

is

gifts to

the king

given in Midrath,

and R. Obodia Haggaon on the
"Give the sentence of thy

Psal. Ixxii, 1; Targ.

"judgment to the king Messiah."
ver.

"Messiah
O king

beauty,

excellent than that of the sons of

Psal. Ixviii,

"Messiah."

"The king

"Our masters

And

Rashi says of

intei^ret this of the cates, or

and expound the
"whole psalm concerning Messiah the king." It is evident, that in this psalm much light was communicated
to the church of old, concerning the office, work, grace,
"dainties in the days of the Messiah,

compassion, and rule of the Messiah, with the calling
and glorious access of the Gentiles to him.* Psal. Ixxx,
15;

"The vineyard which thy right hand hath planted;

"and the branch thou hast made strong
our translation; but
iy,

for thyself;" so

old translations, as the Seven-

all

vulgar Latin, and Syriac,

interpret the

Hebrew

33) not in analogy to the preceding allegory of
the vine, but from ver. 17, and render it, (cx/ vm avhpu-

term

super Fii.wM'hominis,)andiiponikeso-sofman,
whom thou madest strong for thyself. Targ. "And

Tra,

fVid. Midrash, on the

title

of Psal. Ixx, and

Aben Ezra,

ibid.
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thou hast strengthened,

And

in ver.

pressly called i^DIK'p) ''the son of

*'madest strong for thyself."

EVIL.

man,

17,

he

whom

The Targum

is

ex-

thou

here also

acknowledgeth the true Messiah, for whose sake the
church is blessed, and by whom it is delivered; though

Aben Ezra supposes the words may
Ben Ejjhraim, an idol of their own.

We

§21.
^'testified

are

now

entering

respect

Messiah

on the prophets, who

beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the

I design onwas to follow," 1 Pet. i, 1 1
some of the most eminent places, concernwhich, we have the common suffrage of the Jews

'•glory that

.

ly to report

ing

in their general application to the Messiah.
these, that of Isaiah

"And

it

shall

come

ii,

2

—

4; occurs in the

Among

first

place:

to pass in the last days, that the

^'mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in
"the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above

and all nations shall flow unto it; and many
"people shall go and say. Come ye, and let us go up
"unto the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the
"God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and
"we will walk in his paths; for out of Zion shall
"come forth a law, and the word of the Lord from
"Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the nations,
"and shall rebuke many people, and they shall beat
"their swords into ploughshares." Kimchi gives it for
a rule, that the expression, "in the latter days," always
denotes the times of the Messiah, which I suppose is
not liable to any exception. And as he giveth a tolerable exposition of the "establishing of the mountain
"of the Lord on the top of the mountains," assigning
it to the glory of the w^orship of God, above all the
false and idolatrous worship of the Gentiles, which
t.hey observed on the mountains and high places; so,
"the

hills,
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concerning those words, ver. 4, "He shall judge among
"the nations," he saith, "This judge, or he that judg"eth,

is

the king Messiah."

on the same

also

place,

The

like saith

Aben Ezra

and Jarchi on the same words

And

in the prophecy of Micah.

as this

is

tine, so,

mentioned in the foregoing
whereas Jehovah alone
whom and no other this expression can
is

verses, to

how

them to deny that the
of Jacob also? For unhe
it
is
concerning
whom
it is said, "that he
deniably
^•shall judge among the nations;" and by their confes-

relate,

is it

possible for

God

the Lord, the

Messiah

is

sion that

it is

the Messiah

who is the S/jop/ie^, the judge,

here intended, they are plainly convinced out of their

own

mouths, and their

infidelity

condemned by them-

selves.

We have, then, evidently in these words three
cles; first, that

the

God

God and man;

the Messiah should be

of Jacob,

who

arti-

should in a bodily presence

judge the people, and send forth the law among the
nations; secondly, that the Gentiles should be called
to faith in him,

and the obedience of

his law; thirdly,

that the worship of the liOrd in the days of the Messiah

should be far more glorious than at any time whilst
the

first

temple was standing.

Again,

Isa. iv, 2;

Targ.

<'At that time shall the Messiah of the Lord be for

and honor."

^'joy

And

this

prophecy

is

also

by

the

most learned of the rabbins applied to the Messiah.

by that of Jer.
up to David a righteous branchy
Isa. ix, 6; Targ,
"a Icing shall reign and prosper."
"God the mighty one, abiding forever, Messiah, whose
Kimchi

interprets (HSJj;) the branch,

xxiii, 5; "I will raise

"peace shall be multiplied unto us in his days." Chap.
xi, 1

;

Targ.

"And

a king shall

come

"sons of Jesse, and Messiah shall
''the

sons of his sons;"

i.

e. his

from the
be anointed from
forth

posterity.

Ver. 6, Targ.
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"In the days of the Messiah of Israel peace shall be
"multiplied in the earth, and the wolf shall dwell with

That this chapter contains a prophecy of
the Messiah and his kingdom, and that immediately
and directly, all the Je^\ s confess; hence is that part

"the lamb."

of their usual song in the evening of the Sabbath.*

"They shall bring their tribute
Targ.
1
Israel."
So also ver. 5, "Then
of
Messiah
"unto the
"shall the throne of the Messiah of Israel be prepared
Chap, xvi,

;

Chap,

"in goodness."

xxviii, 5;

Chap,

"of the Lord of Hosts."

"my

sei^ant the Messiah."

place,

"Behold

my

And

"Messiah."

"The Messiah

Targ.

xliii, 1

;

Targ. "Behold

And Kimchi on

servant," adds,

"That

is,

this

the king

Abarbinel confutes both R. Saadias

and Aben Ezra with sharpness who were otherwise
Chap,

minded.
"in

whom

xliii,

10; Targ.

Chap,

I rest."

lii,

"My

servant Messiah,

13; Targ. "Behold

my

"servant the Messiah shall prosper."

Once more;

§22.
"raise

he

up

who

to David,

Messiah

The Jews

who

is

"And

I will

Messiah the righteous."

in the next verse

"eousness."

Targ.

Jer. xxiii, 5;

is

called

This is
"Jehovah our right

generally agree that

it is

the

For the preservation

here intended.

of the name of this righteous branch (i:p13: niH'') "Je"hovah our righteousness," we may bless God for the
oris[inal: for the old translations are either mistaken.

•'Dip leytt 'in^yinn

•'DnSnniD

Which, with

tt:^^

a little variation,

p

may be

-!•>

*

Sj;

thus rendered:

Shake thyself from dust, arise,
People cloth'd in glorious guise,
For from Bethl'hem Jesse's son
Brings my soul redemption v/on.
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Chap. xxx. 21; Targ. '-Their

corrupt, or perverted.*

"king shall be anointed from amongst them; and their
"Messiah shall be revealed unto them." Chap, xxiii,
13

—

Targ.

15;

"And

the people shall be yet gather-

"ed by the Messiah;" and a prophecy of him it is no
doubt, as the 15th verse makes it evident, where all
the Jews acknowledge him to be intended by the
branch of righteousness, which shall spring up to DaHos. iii, 5; Targ. "And shall obey the Messiah,
vid.
Chap, xiv, 8; Targ.
"the son of David, their king."
"They shall sit under the shadow of the Messiah."

Micah

Targ.

iv, 8;

"And thou Messiah

of Israel,

who

"art hid because of the sins of the congregation of Zion,

"to thee the
fess,

kingdom

draws upon the

shall

come."

lees

of Talmudical rahhmism;

for they fancy that their Messiah

even

but

at the appointed time,

not where, because of the

sins

is

of

This gloss,

was long
Israel.

"fore

me

"Behold

Targ.

"who

shall

§23.

I

I

bring forth

my

know

Chap,

come

to exercise rule over Israel."

con-

since born,

kept hid, they

Targ. "Out of thee shall the Messiah

I

v, 2;

forth be-

Zech.

iii,

8;

servant the Messiah,

be revealed."

have not

insisted

on these places, as if they
same purpose that

were
might be taken out of the prophets, seeing they are a
all the testimonies to the

very small portion of the predictions concerning the
person, grace,
all

and kingdom of the Messiah, and not

those which are eminent in that kind; but because

that they are such as wherein

we have

either the con-

*The Jews endeavor to evade the testimony, by producing
instances of the application of this name to other things; as the
altar built by Moses, the arch, and the city of Jerusalem.
But
it is one thing to have the name of God called on a place or thing
to bring the occasion of it to remembrance, but another to say,
that this is (/:e navic of such a person, "Jehovah oiu' righlr
"eousncss,"

lixER.

THE DELIVERER FROM

1.

sent of all the

Jews with us
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in their application, or

we

have the suffrage of the more ancient and authentic
masters to reprove the perverseness of the modern
rabhins.

And

this is

he

whom we

inquire after.

One who

was promised from the foundation of the world to
relieve mankind from under the state of sin and misery whereunto they were cast by their apostasy from
God. This is he who from the first promise of him,
or intimation of relief by him, was the hope, desire,
comfort, and expectation of all that aimed at reconciliation and peace with God.
Upon whom all their
religion, faith, and worship, was founded, and in
whom it centered. He, for whose sake, or for the
bringing of whom into the world, Abraham and the
Hebrews his posterity were separated to be a peculiar
people distinct from all the nations of the earth; in
the faith of whom, the whole church from the days
of Adam, that of the Jews especially, celebrated its
mystical worship, endured persecution and martyrdom, waiting and praying continually for his appear*^
He whom all the prophets preached and promance.
ieed; describing

before-hand his sufferings, with the

He

whose coming a
catholic tradition was spread over the world, which
the old serpentj with all his subtilty, was never able
glory that was to ensue.

to obliterate.
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APPEARANCES OF THE SON OF GOD UNDER THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Ends of the promises and prophecies concerning the MesOther ways of revealing him. §2. What meant in the
Targums by the word of God. §3 8. Various appearances
of the Son of God to the patriarchs. §9. Apprehensions of

§1.

siah.

—

the Jewish masters on this subject.

§1-

We

have seen

the church of old
the person,

office,

how

plentifully

God

instructed

by his prophets, in the knowledge of
and work of the Messiah; which he

did, partly, that nothing

might be wanting to the

faith

and consolation of believers, and partly that his righteous judgments in the rejection and ruin of those who
obstinately refused him, might be justified and rendered glorious. Nor were these promises and predictions
alone the means whereby God would manifest him to
their faith.

For,

There are two things concerning the Messiah, which
are the pillars and foundation of the church; his Divine
nature; and his work of mediation in the atonement
for sin which he was to make by the sacrifice of himself.
For the declaration of these, to them who according to the promise looked for his coming, there

were two

means graciously designed of God.
was his instituted worship, and the various sacrifices which he
appointed to be observed in the church, as types and
representations of that one perfect oblation which he

The

one,

special

which

referred to his atonement,

EXER.
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was to offer in the fulness of time. Ttie other way,
which concerns his Divine person, was by these visions
and appearances of the Son of God as the liead of the
church, granted to the fathers.

In our inquiry after

the prognostics of the Messiah's advent,
fest,

that a revelation

the Deity,

who

we shall mani-

was made of a distinct person in
manner managed all the

in a peculiar

concernments of the church after the entrance of sin.
§2. There is frequent mention in the Targumists of
(•»"i1

in

of the Lord;" and it first occurs
appearance of a Divine person,

NnD'*^) "the 'ucord

them on the first
and fall of man, Gen.

after the sin

"And

iii,

8.

they heard the voice (Sip the word)

"God, (iSnna) 'walking
ple '^•walking,"

may

in the garden."

The
'of

text

the

The

be as well referred to the

is;

Lord

partici''voice,"

Lord God; (vocem domini Dei amhidantem.)
And although the word (S'^p) which we render voice,"
most commonly signifies {hoyov Trpocpop/xov, verhum prolatum,) the outward voice, and sound thereof, yet,
as to the

^'

when

applied to God,

sv^ia&lov)

he

it

frequently denotes his (Aoyov

internal word, his almighty power,

effecteth

therefore

whatever he pleaseth.

may

also denote (rov loyov

Hhe word of God," i. e. God

whereby

This expression

m Qss, auf e^oxviv)

himself, his essential word,

the person of the Son; for our

first

parents heard this

'^Word walking in the garden," before they heard the
outward sound of any voice whatever. Gen. iii, 9.
The Chaldee paraphrast observing that some special
presence of God is expressed in the words, renders
them, "And they heard the voice of the IVord of the
"Lord God walking in the garden." So aJl the Targums; and that of Jeiiisalem begins the next verse accordingly:

"And

(Kni:*>D;

Adam."
wards make vise of

"called

t.)

And

the

word of the Lord God

the expression they after-

in places iniiUiiierabie,

and

m

such
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a

way

as plainly to denote

a

distinct

Part ^

person in the

Deity.*

The Jews discern that "walking" in this place relates
immediately to the voice, and not to the Lord God^
and therefore endeavor to evade the
no tolerable purpose.

force of

it,

but to

therefore most probable that in the great alterawhich was now coming upon the whole creation
of God, mankind being to be cast out of covenant, the
serpent and the earth being to be cursed, and a way of
It is

tion

recovery for the elect of

God

to be revealed, that he,

"by whom all things were made;" and by whom all to
be brought again to God were to be renewed, did, in
an especial and glorious manner, appear to our first
parents, as he in whom this whole dispensation centerAnd as after the
ed, and to whom it was committed.
promise given he appeared

human

(fv

iJ^op(pv\

«v6^wx/vii) in

and under the name of angel,
as sent unto it, and employed

his future incarnation,

shadow out his office
it by the father; so here, before the promise, he
ered

liis

word

an

shape, to instruct the church in the mystery of
to

in

discov-

distinct glorious person, as the eternal voice or

of the Father.

*Vid. Phiion.

De

Confusione Linguarum.

That place Hos.

others, is express to this purpose, where the words
of the prophet are thus rendered by the Targumist; "I will save
"(or redeem) them (NiD'oa) by the ivord of the Lord their
"God." And it is not unworthy consideration, that the wisest
and most contemplative of the philosophers of old had many notions about (o A«yo? cti^ioi) the eternal lucrd, which was Avith them,
(Svmf4.ii 7-<5 oXr.<iK]tc-(u<i zs-on)TiKti) the creati-ve fioiver of the universe;
to which purpose many sayings might be observed out of Plato,
Chalcidius, Proclus, Plotinus, and others, whose expressions are
1,

7;

among

imitated by our own writers, Justin Martyr, Clemens, AnthanaAnd indeed the same maybe
goras, Tatianus, and many more.
observed of the Mahometans themselves; for this is the name
they give to Jesus in their Alcoran (hSSn hd^s) the Word of God.
So prevalent hath this notion of the Son of God been in tlie.
world.
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Gen.

xviii, 1
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&c.

3; the

reason

why

Abra-

sat "in the door of the tent," given in the text,

because

it

was about

the lieat of the day, or as the

is,

day

gi'ew hot; in opposition to the time of God's appearance
to
as,

Adam, which was in the cool air of the day. For
when God comes to curse, nothing shall refresh the

creature,

nature;

however

suitable for the purpose in

shall wither in the cool of the

it

day;

its

so,

own.

when

he comes to bless, nothing shall hinder the influence of
it upon his creatures, however any thing in itself may,
like the heat of the day, be troublesome and perplexing.
He lift up his eyes and looked, and, "lo, three men
"stood by him."

seems to be a sudden appearance
that was made to him; he looked up and saw them;

and

this satisfied

It

him

that

was an heavenly appa-

it

rition.

The
to

business of God with

Abraham at this time was

renew unto him the promise of the blessed seed, and

to confine

he was

it

to his posterity

utterly hopeless of

by Sarah; even now when

it,

and began

To

to desire that

work of
the
was
intimation
eminent
adjoined
of an
effect
mercy
of vindictive justice, wherein God would set forth an
Ishmael might be the

example of
tion of

it

heir.

this signal

to all ensuing generations, in the destruc-

And both these were

Sodom and Gomorrha.

the proper works of him; on

whom the

care of the

church was in an especial manner incumbent,

all

whose

on that promise; and to whom
the rule of the world, the present and future judgment

blessedness depended

of it,

is

committed; that

is,

the person of the Son.

And

he who is to be
an cnsample of his
future dealings with ungodly men, 3 Pet, ii,6.

hence in the overthrow of these

cities,

their future judge, is said to set forth

A distinction of persons in the
a precise

number

of them,

is

Deity, although not

hence demonstrable:

For

—
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it is

evident that

Part

2.

he of the three who appeared unto

whom

made

Abraham, and

to

the sparing of

Sodom, was Jehovali, the judge of all

the world, Gen. xix, 22

he

—25.

his supplication for

Arid yet

all

the three

were set upon the work, that one being the prince or
head of the embassy; as he who is Jehovah, is said to
be sent by Jehovah, Zech. ii, 8, 9. In the story itself
it is manifest that they were ail employed in the same
work; one as Lord and prince, the other two as his
ministering sei'vants.

And

this is further cleared in

that expression of Moses, Gen. xix, 24; ^'The

Lord

upon Sodom and Gomorrha brimstone and
from the Lord, out of heaven." There is, therefare, in this place, an appearance of God in an human
shape; and of one distinct person in the Godhead; who
now represented himself to Abraham in the form in
which he would dwell amongst men, when of his seed
he would be made flesh. This was one signal means
whereby Abraham "saw his day and rejoiced," which
himself ascribes to his pre-existence, and not the promise of his coming; John viii, 56
5S.
A solemn pre-

*-rained
"fire

lude

it

was

to his taking flesh, a revelation of his Di-

vine nature and person, and a pledge of his coming in

human

nature, to converse with

men.

Gen. xxxii, 24, 26, 30; "And Jacob was left
This story is twice noticed in the scripture afterwards; once by Jacob himself, Gen. xlviii,
15, 16; and once by the prophet Hosea, chap, xii,
§4.

"alone," &c.

3, 4.

In the

first

place he

is

called a

man;

"there

Jacob calls liim an
and in the third,
me;"
angel, "the angel that redeemed
he is expressly said to be God, "the Lord of hosts."
Jacob was now passing with his whole family into
"appeared a

man"

in the second,

the land of Canaan, to take seisure of
the promise,

on the behalf of

it

by

his posterity.

virtue of

At the

ExER.
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very entrance of it, he is met by his greatest adversary,
with whom he had a severe contest about the promise

and inheritance itself. This was his brother Esau,
who, coming against him with a power, which he was
in no way able to withstand, he feared, would utterly
In the
destroy both his person and posterity, ver. 11.
promise about which their contest w^as, the blessed
seed, with the whole church state and worship of the
Old Testament, was included; so that it was the greatest controversy, and had the gi^eatest weight depending on it, of any that ever was amongst the sons of
men. Wherefore to settle Jacob's right, and to preserve him with his title and interest, he who was principally concerned in the whole matter, appeared to him.
This

man

in appearance,

name and nature "God

over

tiiis

all,

angel in

office,

was

in

blessed for ever." For,

Jacob prays solemnly unto him for
his blessing. Gen. xxxii, 26; and refuses to let him go,
or to cease making his earnest supplications until he
had blessed him. Accordingly he blesseth him, and
giveth him a double token of it, the touch of his thigh,
and the change of his name, giving him a name to
denote his prevalency with God; that is, with himself.
From hence Jacob concludes that he had seen God;
and calls the name of the place, the face of God. In
in the

first

place,

the second place, Gen.

xlviii,

16; besides that he invo-

and blessing on
which cannot regard any but

cates the angel for his presence with,

the children of Joseph;

God

himself, without gi^oss idolatry,

it is

evident that

who redeemed him, ver. 16, is the same with
the God who fed liim; that is, the God of his fathers.
And this is yet more evident in the prophet; for

the angel

power over the angels,
he says, *-he had power with God;" and proves it because he had "power over the Angel, and prevailed."
with regard to

this story of his
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2.

And

he shews whereby he thus prevailed; it was by
^'weeping and making supplications unto "him,"
which he neither did, nor lawfully might do to a
created angel.
Again, this angel was he whom,
he found, or "who found him in Bethel," Gen. xxviii,
20, 22, and xxxv, 1 which was no other than He to
;

whom Jacob made
ed into

And

vow, and with whom he entersolemn covenant, that he should be "his God."
his

therefore the prophet adds expressly in the last

place, Hos. xii, 5; that

whom

it

was the Lord God of

hosts

he intended.

From what

has been spoken, it is evident, that he
appeared to Jacob, with whom he earnestly

who

by tears and supplications, was God; and because he was sent as the angel of God, it must be some
wrestled,

distinct
fice;

ed

person in the Deity, condescending to that

and appearing

his future

in the

form of a man, he represent-

assumption of

God

of-

human

nature.

And by

church in the mystery of
who it was that they
were to look for in the blessing of the promised seed.
.§5.
Exod. iii, 2 6; "And Moses came to the
all this,

did

instruct the

the "person of the Messiah," and

—

"mountain, &c."
himself, that he

and

He who is here revealed, afftrms of
"the God of Abraham," ver. W,
himself by the glorious name, I am

is

also describes

whose name and authority,
Pharaoh in the deliverance of the
people, and whom they were to serve on that mountain, upon their coming out of Egypt.
He, whose
(pX"n) merciful good-will Moses prays for, Deut.
xxxiii, 16.
And yet he is expressly called an angd,
that

I

Moses

am,

ver. 14, in

dealt with

ver. 2, namely, the angel of the covenant, the gi'eat

angel of the presence of God, in

whom

was the name

and nature of God; and he thus appeared, that the
know and consider who it was thai

church might
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was to work out their spiritual and eternal salvation,
of which that deliverance was a type and pledge.
Exod. xix, 18 20; "And mount Sinai was
f(6.
As to him that presid"altogether on a smoke," &c.
ed and ruled the whole action, some Christians think
it was a created angel, representing God, and speakBut if this be so, we have no cering in his name.
tainty of any thing that is affirmed in the scripture,
that it may be referred directly and immediately to
God; but we may, when we please, substitute a dele-

—

gated angel in

his

For

room.

in

no

place, not in that

concerning the creation of the world,

more

spoken

expressly

the

Bv?sides,

of.

God

is

himself

psalmist,

Psal. Ixviii, 17; affirms, that

when

God were on mount

Jehovah himself was

Sinai,

And

the midst of them.

Hebrews variously

now

they

piDSn,

call

presence of
riJ'»^U^, IpJ**"]

God

in

the

whereby

understand a majestical and sanctifying
In reality

presence.

this

those chariots o£

it

intends

him who

is

the "bright-

"ness of his Father's glory, and the express image of

who was

"his person;"

delegated to this work, as the

law

great angel of the covenant, giving the

strength of the Lord^ in the majesty of the

the

Lord

"gel,"

his

&c.

of

God.

Exod.

§7.

in the

name

xxiii,

The

20—22; "Behold

angel here promised,

send an an-

I

he

is

who went

in the midst of the people in the wilderness,

among them.

glory appeared

concerning him

(^>isS

It is

whose

said to the people

nX2U^H) ''beware

of him" or

rather, take heed to thyself before him, before his face,

in his presence.

cave

tibi.

The verb {'iW)

And

this

is

in N/phal,

the caution that

is

is

sibi cavit;

usually giv-

en to the people, requiring that reverence and awe
which is due to the holiness of the presence of God.
It is

added, (iSipn '^W*') '^and obey his voice."
I.
21

VOL,

This

.
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the great precept which

is

Part

2.

solemnly given, and so

often reiterated in the law, with reference to God
Again, (IS IDH Sk) ''provoke him not" or
himself.

This

rebel not against him.

the usual

word where-

can be committed only against God

rebellion that

Of these

alone.

is

the transgression of his covenant; a

by God expresseth

precepts a two-fold reason

whereof the ^rsi is

is

given,

taken from the sovereign authority

of the angel; "for he will not pardon your transgres-

Joshua afterwards tells the same
people, "he is an holy God, he is a jealous God, he
"will not forgive your transgressions, nor your sins,"
Josh, xxiv, 19; namely, sins of rebellion, that break
"sions;" that

is,

as

and disannul his covenant. And who c^n. forgive
sins but God? To suppose here a created angel, is to
open a door to idolatry; for he, in whose power it is
absolutely to pardon sin and punish it, must certainly
Another
be worshipped with religious adoration.
reason

is

"him."

taken from his name, "for

my name

is

in

A more excellent name than any of the angels

enjoy, Heb.

He

God, Jehovah, that is his
Hence, ver.
is
added, "if, indeed, thou obey his voice, and
22, it
"do all that I speak." His voice is the voice of God,
in his speaking God speaketh.
Moreover, Exod.

name, and

i,

4.

his nature

xxxiii, 14, 15,

ony presence,

ence Moses

God

is

answereth thereto.

says, concerning this angel

my face

shall

calls his glory, ver. 18, his essential glory,

which was manifested

to him, chap, xxxiv, 6;

but obscurely, in comparison of what

who,

in his

('>JS))

go with thee; which pres-

human nature, wherein

it

though

was to them,

dwelt the "fulness

"of the Godhead bodily," Col.

ii, 9; beheld his glory,
"the glory as of the only begotten of the father," John

i,

14.

seeth,

this face of God is he, whom if any one
"he seeth the father," John xiv, 9; because he

For

.
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"the brightness of his glory, and the express image

"of his person," Heb.

i,

people in the wilderness,

3;
1

he

who accompanied

the

Cor. x, 4; and whose mer-

good pleasure towards them Moses prayed for,
is, the "Father of lights, from
"whom descendeth every good and perfect gift," Jam.
i, 17.
These things evidently express God, and none
other; and yet he is said to be an angel sent of God,
in his name, and to his work; so that he can be no

ciful

Deut. xxxiii, 16; that

other, but a certain person of the Deity,

who

accept-

ed of this delegation, and was therein revealed to the
church, as he

who was

Abraham, and

to

§8. Josh. V, 13

to take

upon him the seed of

be their eternal Redeemer.

— 15;

"And

it

came

to pass," &c.

The appearance here is of a man, a man of war,
as God is called, Exod. xv, 3; armed with his sword
drawn in his hand, as a token of the business he came
first sight Joshua apprehends him to be a
which occasioned his inquiry, Art thou for
us, or for our adversaries? which discovers his courage and undaunted magnanimity; for doubtless the
appearance was august and glorious. But he answered to this whole question, (J*'?) / am not; that is, not
a man either of your party, or the enemy's, but quite

At

about.

man

only,

another person, "the prince of the host of the Lord."

And this
of

God

is

another illustrious manifestation of the Son

to the

church of

old,

instractive circumstances.

accompanied with

many

As

1
From the form wherein he appeared, namely, of
a man, as a pledge of his future incarnation.
2. The title that he assumes to himself, "the Cap"tain of the Lord of hosts," he to whom the guidance
and conduct of them to rest, not only temporal, but

eternal, wsls

committed; whence the apostle, in

allu-
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sion to this place

and

"our Salvation," Heb.

The

3.

person to

himself this

title,

title,
ii,

"the Captain of

and

10;

whom

him

calls

Part 2-

he spake, when he gave

was the "captain of the people," at
him and them that there was

that time, teaching both

another supreme captain of their eternal deliverance.

From

4.

the time and place of his appearance,

which was upon the first entrance of the people into
Canaan, and the first opposition they met with; so
engaging his presence with the church in

which oppose them

From

5.

in their

the adoration

way

things

and worship which Joshua

gave him, which he accepted

and

all

to eternal rest.

of,

contrary to the duty

practice of created angels, Rev. xix, 10;

and

xxii,

8, 9.
6.

From

the prescription of the ceremonies expres-

sing religious reverence, "put off thy shoes," with the

reason annexed, "for the place whereon thou standest

made so by the presence of
God; a precept similar to that given to Moses by the
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Exod. iii, 5. By
(Kin

all

ti^lp) it is holiness, ''{

was the church instructed in the perand office of the Son of God; even in the

these things

son, nature,

mystery of

his eternal distinct subsistence in the Deity,

his future incarnation

and condescension

to the office

of being the head, and Savior of his church.

These manifestations of the Son of God to the
church of old, as the angel or messenger of the Father,
subsisting in his

own

divine person, are

all

revelations of the promised seed, the great

of

them

and only

Savior and Deliverer of the church in his eternal pre-

and pledges of his future incarnation, for the
accomplishment of the whole work committed to
him. And many other instances of the like nature
may be added out of the former and latter prophets,

existence,

ExER.
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which, because in most important circumstances they
are coincident with these, need not here particularly

be insisted on.

One

§9.

signal instance of the

Jewish master's ap-

prehensions, concerning the Divine appearances, as an

evidence of the truth insisted on, shall be here related

words of Moses Nechmanides Gerundensis, on
His words run thus: ''This angel, if we
Exod. xxiii.

in the

"speak exactly,

"whom

it it

"said,
"iii,

the angel the Redeemer^ concerning

wiitten,

"21; that angel,

"God

is

I

my name
who

say,

is in

him, Exod.

said to Jacob, I

He, of

of Bethel, Gen. xxxi, 13.

xxiii,

am

whom

the

it

is

And God called to Moses out of the bush, Exod.
And he is called an angel, because he govern-

4.

"eth the world.

For

it

is

The

written, Deut. vi, 21,

''Lord our God, brought us out of the land of Eg;ypt;

He sent

"and elsewhere. Numb, xx,

16,

"brought us out of Egypt.

Moreover,

And

"Ixiii, 9,

and

written, Isa.

the angel of his face (presence) saved

"them, namely, that angel

who

"of whom

xxxiii, 14,

it is

"before thee,

his angel,

it is

said,

and

Exod.

I will

is

the face of

cause thee to

God; of

My face shall go
rest.

Lastly,

it

whom the prophet speaks, Mai.
1,
"And the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly 'come
"to his temple; the angel of the covenant, whom ye
"is that

angel of

"delight in.'

"pose:

Mark

iii,

His following words are to the same purdiligently

what

is

the meaning of these

For Moses
always desired the chief angel; but
"who that was, they could not truly understand; for,

"words, '•My face shall go before thee.'

"and the

Israelites

any others, nor pbtain it
But the face of God signifieth God
But no
'^''himself; as all interpreters acknowledge.
"man can have the least knowledge hereof, except he
"neither could they learn of

"by prophecy.

"be skilled in the mysteries of the law."

He

adds,
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moreover,

"My

face shall

go before

thee; that

the

is,

whom ye desire; in whom my
"face shall be seen; of whom it is said, in an accepta"ble time have I heard thee; my name is in him; I will
"angel of the covenant,

"cause thee to

or cause that he shall be gentle

rest;

nor

^'kind to thee;

shall lead thee

with

rigor,

and

but qui-

and mercifully." This R. Moses bar Nachman
wrote about the year 1220, in Spain, and died at Jerusalem 1260, and is one of the chief masters of the Jews.
"etly

There are many things occurring in

his writings, be-

yond the common rate of their present apprehensions;
and in the places above cited, he plainly everts one of
the principal foundations of their present infidelity.

For he not only

gi^ants,

the angel spoken of

but contends and proves, that

was God, and being

sent of

God,

as his angel, he must be a distinct person in the Deity,

we

have proved. The reason, indeed, he fixeth on,
why he is called an angel, because he governeth the
world, though true in itself, is not so proper. For he
as

is

so called because of his eternal designation,

tual delegation

church, in

all

by

the father, to the

conditions,

from

first

work
to

and

ac-

of saving the

last.

And

as

he

acknowledgeth, that his being called the face of God,
proves him to be God, so it doth no less evidently evince

from him whose face he is;
that is, "the brightness of his glory and the express im"age of his person." And what he adds of the mercy
and benignity which, by the appointment of God, he
exerciseth towards his people, is remarkably suitable to
the tenderness and mercy which the great Captain of

his personal distinction

our salvation exerciseth, by God's appointment, towards all those whom he leads and conducts to glory.

EXERCITATION

III.

THE FAITH OF THE JEWS CONCERNING THE MESSIAH.

The state and expectations of the Jews at the birth of Christ.
§3. The
§2. The faith of their forefathers lost among them.
reason why the true Messiah was rejected by them. §4. Their
state after this.
§5. The things concerning the Messiah mys-

^1.

tei'ious; yet

§6.

The

seeming inconsistencies reconciled

in the gospel.

notion of the Jews about two Messiahs. Messiah

Ben

Messiah Ben David. The faith and expectations
of the Jews concerning him. §8. Their perplexity about the
time of their coming. §9. A description of him and his kingdom, out of Maimonides. §10. Ground and reason of their
Joseph.

§7.

1. Ignorance of their miserable state by naIgnorance of acceptable righteousness, and of the
judgment of God concerning sin. §12. 3. Of the nature and

present unbelief.
ture. §11. 2.

end of the law.

§13. 4. Carnal affections.

vy against the Gentiles, which

is

§14. 5.

Their en-

increased by their oppres-

§15. ^Conclusion.

sions.

We have proved the promise of a person to be

§1-

born, and anointed to the

work

of relieving

mankind

and misery, and to bring them back to God.
And what kind of person he was to be, we have also

from

sin

shewed.

It

now

remains, that

we

consider the faith

That the minds of men
on the coming of the Messiah, the

of the Jews concerning him.

were
last

intently fixed

of the prophets clearly

"Lord,

whom

testifies,

Mai.

iii,

1;

"The

ye seek; the angel of the covenant^

"whom

ye are desiring, shall come suddenly." As the
time of his coming drew nigh, this expectation was increased and heightened; so that they continually looked
out after him, as

moment.

No

if

he were to enter among them every

sooner did any one

make an appearance
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of something extraordinary, but instantly they were
ready to say, Is not tliis the Messiah? This gave advantage to various impostors, as Theiidas, and Judas

of Galilee, to deceive

many

to their iniin.

Yea, the

Jews had divulged such report of their expectations,
with the predictions and prophecies they were built upon, that the whole world took notice of it.
This was
the state of the Jewish church, not long before the de-

And so fixed they were

struction of the second temple.

was to come about

in their opinion, that he

that season,

that during the last desolating siege of the city, they

looked every day when he would come and save them.
2. But, together with this earnest expectation and desire,

they had utterly

lost

the sight and faith of their

forefathers about the nature,

work, and

office

of the

For, being grown carnal, and
promised Messiah.
minding only things that are earthly and present, they
utterly overlooked the spiritual genealogy of the '-seed

"of the
all

woman," from

the

first

promise; and v\Testing

predictions to their ambitious, covetous, corrupt in-

clinations

and

interests,

they fancied him to themselves

as one that was to deliver them from outward troubles,
and to satisfy them with the glory and desirable things

of this world, without respect to
deliverance from them.

who

And

sin,

or the curse, or

hence the Sadducees,

denied the immortality of the soul, and conse-

quently

all

rewards and punishments in another world;

yet no less desired the coming of the Messiah, than the
Pharisees and their disciples.

And

the truth

is,

they

had brought their principles to a better consistency than
the others had done. For if the promised Messiah was
only to procure them the good things of this world,
and whilst they lived in it, it was in vain to look for
another world to come, and the blessings thereof. To
look for eternal life, and yet to confine the promise of

ExER.
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the seed to the things of this
solid

isees laid

ally

life

only, there

ground, nor colorable reason.

drew

time,

down
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was

neither

So that the Phar-

the principle, and the Sadducees natur-

their conclusion

among them, God's

from

it.

Some,

in the

mean

favored secret ones, as Sime-

on, Anna, Joseph, Zecharia, and Elizabeth; but especially the blessed Virgin, with many more, retained,

no doubt, the ancient
the

body of the

flagitiously

faith of their forefathers.

But

people, with their leaders, being either

wicked, or superstitiously proud, fancied a

Messiah suited to
this prejudicate

their

own

lusts

and

desires.

And

opinion of a terrene, outward, glorious

kingdom, was that which, working in them a neglect
of those spiritual and eternal pmposes for which he
was promised, hardened them to an utter rejection of
the true Messiah when he came to them.
§3.

That

this

was the ground on which they reject-

ed the promised Messiah,
the gospel.

But

after

is

evident from the story of

they had done

this,

and mur-

dered the Prince of Life, to justify themselves in their

wickedness and unbelief, they

still

with

all

earnestness

looked after such a Messiah as they iiad framed in their
own imagination: and herein they grew more earnest

had not only their own
false pre-conceived opinion strengthened by their carnal interests and desire of earthly things to actuate
them, but also their reputation and pretence to the love
and favor of God, to heighten them in their presumptions.
For this is the force of pride and carnal wis
dom, to pursue those miscaniages with violence wherein they had been wickedly engaged, and to lay hold
on any pretence tiiat may seem to justify them in
what they have done; and on this account they expoand furious than ever;

for they

sed themselves as a prey to every seducer,

who made

the least appearance of being such a Messiah as they
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fit to receive.
This at last drove them to a
in
the
shipwreck
business of Barchocheba, who,
second
pretending himself to be their Messiah sent to deliver

thought

them from the Roman yoke, and to set up a kingdom
amongst them,* drew them all the world over into
that sedition, outrage, and war, which ended in ai;
almost universal extirpation of them from the face of
the earth.
§4.

From

with their
father

this

time forward the remaining Jews,

posterity, utterly rejected the faith of their

Abraham, and

the rest of their progenitors,

who

thereby obtained a good report, "that they pleased

"God."

A

Messiah promised to Adam, the

common

Redeemer
from sin and misery, a Goel, or redeemer from death
and ^vrath, a peace-maker between God and man;
father of us

all,

one that should be a

spiritual

one that should work out everlasting salvation, the
great blessing in which all the nations of the earth
were to have an interest, a spiritual and eternal prophet,
priest, and king, God and man in one person; they
A temponeither looked for any more, nor desired.
ral -king and deliverer, promised to themselves alone,
to give them ease, dominion, wealth, and power, they

would now have, or none at all. They would not
think it thankworthy towards God himself to send
them a Messiah to deliver them from sin.
§5. Our apostle tells us, 1 Tim. iii, 16; "That with-

God

the mystery of godliness,

"out controversy, gi^eat

is

"was manifested in the

flesh, justified in

the

spirit,

seen

on in the
"world, received up into glory." All things which con
cern the Messiah, his person, office, and work, are ex"of angels, preached to the Gentiles, believed

ceedingly mysterious, as containing the principal
* Vid.

Talm. Tract. Saned. Dist. Cheleck,

effect.
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wisdom and goodness

of the

of God, and the sacred

depths of the counsel of his will.

spoken of
full

in the
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Hence

the things

Old Testament are to carnal reason

of seeming inconsistencies; as

for instance,

it

is

promised of him, that he should be the seed of the
woman. Gen. iii, 15; of the seed of Abraham, Gen.

and of the

and yet that
mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince of peace, Isa. ix, 6;
and of him it is said, "Thy throne, O God, is for ever
•^and ever," Psal. xlv, 6; and that he is the "Lord our
-righteousness," Jer. xxiii, 6; and that he is the "Lord
"of hosts," Zech. ii, 8. Moreover it is declared, that
he shall "sit upon his throne for ever," and "reign, whilst
xxii, 18;

his

name should

"his enemies are

posterity of David;

be, the

made
and

his footstool," Isa. ix, 7; Psal.

he

be cut off, Dan,
hands and feet,"
Psalm xxii, 16; "slain by the sword of God," Zech,
xiii, 7; and that "in his death he shall have his grave
ii,

7, 8; xlv, 6, 7;

ix, 26; that

he

yet, that

be "pierced

shall

shall

in his

"made among the wicked," Isa. liii, 9.
shall come with great glory, and on
"heaven, Dan.

vii,

Also, that he
the clouds of

and that he "shall come
and a colt the foal of an ass,"

13, 14;

"lowly, riding on an

ass,

That the "soul of the Lord was well
''pleased with him, and always delighted in him," Isa.
and yet that it "pleased him to bruise him, and
xliii, 1
"put him to grief," Isa. liii, 10; "to forsake him, "Psal.
That he was to be a "king and priest upon
xxii, 1.
'his throne," Zech. vi, 13; and yet these things were
literally consistent, the kingdom being annexed to the
family of David, and the priesthood to the posterity of
Aaron, by Divine constitution; that he should be honored and worshipped of all nations, Psal. xlv, 11, 12;
Ixxli, 10, 11, 15; and yet that he should be rejected
Zech.

ix, 9.

;

and despised as one altogether undesirable,

Isa.

liii,

3;
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That he "should stand and feed, or rule in the name
"and majesty of God," Mic. v, 4; and yet complains,
^•I am a worm, and no man, a reproach of men, and
"despised of the people," Psalm xxii, 6.
All which,
with sundry others of the
office

and work, are

like nature

concerning his

clearly reconciled in the

New Tes-

tament, and their concurrence in the person of

oui*

Lord Jesus Chiist, openly and fully declared.
At the time of his coming, the Jews were generally
as ignorant of these things as Nicodemus was of regeneration; they

knew

not

how

they could be.

And

whenever our Savior intimated to them his
filled with rage and madness,
John viii, 58, 59. They would stone him, because,
being a man, he declared himself to be God, John x,
30, 31, 33; and yet, when he pro^^ed it to them that
the Messiah was to be so, (inasmuch as, being David's
son, David in the spirit called him Lord) they were
confounded, not being able to answer him a word,
Matt, xxii, 42 46. When he told them that the Son
of Man, the Messiah, must be lifted up, that is, in his

therefore

Divine nature, they were

—

death on the cross, they objected to him out of the
law, that "Christ abideth for ever,"

they

knew

some of
Messiah,

his

John

xii,

34; and

how to reconcile these things. Hence
own disciples thought he could not be the

not

when

they saw that he died,

Luke

xxiv, 20,

and the best of them seem to have expected an
outward temporal kingdom. But of all these difficulties and seeming inconsistencies, there is a blessed reconciliation revealed in the gospel, and an application
21;

Lord

made

of

office

he bore, and the work that he accomplished.
Whereas the scripture hath declared to us such

§6.

them

to the person of the

a Messiah, as should have the natures of
in

one person, which

Jesus, the

God and man

person should in the nature of

ExER.
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pui-poses;

and

die,

and reign

for spiritual ends
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and

they have rejected the Divine nature of this
split that which remaineth into two per-

person, and

sons; to the

as to suffer

one they assign one part of his work,
and die; to the other, another part, to

conquer and reign according to their carnal apprehensions of these things; they have, I say, feigned

two Messiahs, between whom they have distributed
the whole work of him who is promised, according to
their gross conception of

it.

And

one of these

is

to

come, they say, before the other, to prepare his way
This first they call Messiah Ben Joseph, befor him.
cause he is to be of the tribe of Ephraim; the other
Messiah Ben David.
millus shall conquer

And they dream,
many nations, fight

salem, slay Messiah

Ben Joseph, and

that one Ar-

against Jeru-

afterwards be

fire from heaven, through the power
Ben David. And this shall be the end of Messiah
Ben Joseph, or Eplnaim. Thus do they at their

consumed with
of

own; for havhim
themselves,
he is their own to do with
ing framed
him what they please, alive or dead.
We need not stay long in the removal of this Mormo out of our way; should they invent twenty other
Messiahs, as they have done this, and which, on the
same grounds, and with as good authority, they may,
the case would still be the same.
Who gave them
power to substitute themselves in the place of God, to

pleasure dispose of this creature of their

new promises, to appoint new Saviors, and to
invent new ^vays of deliverance? The scripture is ut-

give

any such person, nor have they any antetalmudical tradition concerning him.
And what
their masters have -invented in the Talmuds, is of no
more authority than what they coin every day themselves; the truth is, this whole story of Armiiius and

terly silent of

V*
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a Talmudical romance; the one

the giant, and the other the knight.
seria ducunt.
to their eternal
to believe
call

But these fictions
Poor creatures are hardened by them,
destruction.
But is the world bound

what every

one,

w^hom they

are pleased to

Rabbi, can imagine, though never so contrary to

the principles of that religion, which themselves pre-

tend to

own and

seem to say;

profess?

So, indeed,

some of them

for they scruple not to assert, that if their

masters teach the "right hand to be the

"heaven to be
questioned.

hell," yet their authority is

But God,

I

left;"

yea?

not to be

hope, of his great goodness,

poor mankind to be always so deluded.
All the promises of God, all the prophecies from the

will not suffer

foundation of the world, concern only one Messiah,
of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of Judah, and of
the family of David.

All the faith of the church of

we have proved, respected that one only.
And who will lay any weight upon what is spoken,

old, as

or promised, concerning him,

if

the

Jews have power

to invent anoiaer at their pleasure?

Again, their masters have not only dealt dishonest-

and blasphemously, but foolishly also in this matthat they have not suited their own creature
The end,
to the ends for which they had made him.
as was shewed before, why they advanced this imagination, was, to give continuance to what is spoken in
ly

ter, in

scripture, or retained

by themselves

in tradition, con-

cerning the sufferings of the Messiah.

And

it

is

somewhat strange to me, that having raised up this
Ben Joseph, they did not use him worse than they
have done; but by a foolish pity lu^^-e spoiled their
own whole design. They have a tradition among
themselves, that the Messiah must '-bear a ihircl pari
"-of

the aftlictions, or pei^ecutions. that ever were, or

m
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be in the world" And what proportion doth a
man's being slain in battle, where his army is victorious (which is all the hardship this Ben Joseph is to
meet with) bear to the afflictions wliich befell the
church in every age? And it is mere lost labor, to
-'shall

compare the death of

this

warrior with what

one, not judicially blinded,
is

no

affinity

The

fifty-tliird

chapter of Isaiah

is

and sundry of the

see, that there

acknowledged

principal masters

be a prophecy concerning Him.

of their faith, to

''

must needs

deliv-

Every

between them.

Jby the TsLVgum,

Now,

is

Messiah.

ered in scripture, concerning the

the person there spoken

of, is

one

whom

the

Jews are to reject and despise, whom God is to afflict
and bruise, by causing the "sins of the whole church
"to meet upon him."
One, who by his sufferings, is
to fulfil the pleasure of the Lord, making his soul an
offering for sin, justifying the elect, and conquering
Satan by his death. On the contrary, their fictitious
Messiah is to be honored of all the Jetcs, to raise arms
to fight a battle, and therein, after the manner of other
men, to be slain. So that a story was never worse
told,

nor to

of

that I

it,

less

purpose.

know

No

other use can be

blindness of poor obstinate sinners given
ness of heart,

and a

whom God

him,

spirit

embraces
§7.

they

up

Ben David,

it

the

to hard-

the rejection of

and sent

to be the
in the

we may,

Consider the other expected Messiah,

call

shall

folly, for

Leaving him, therefore^

of this cloud,

their confidence.

he

of

sealed, anointed,

Savior of the world.

made

but only to consider in

of,

in

whom

whom

principally they place

First, therefore,

be a mere man; and there

they contend, that
is

notliing that they

strive to avoid more than the testimonies of scripture,
which shew that the promised Messiah was to be God

1'HE
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one person. They contend also, that he
shall be born after the manner of all other men. About
the place of his birth they are not fully agreed; for
in

all acknowledge the prophecy of Micah,
about Bethlehem, to relate to him, Mic. v, 2; yet
knowing that town now to have been desolate for

although they

many

and

generations,

I't'aste

without inhabitants

(which would seem to prove that he is come already)
it is said he shall be born at Bethle-

they contend, that

who was born
and family of David^
he must proceed; although they have neither distinchem; because he

is

to spring of David,

there; for of the tribe of Judah,

tion of tribes, nor succession of families, left in the

world amongst them!

To

relieve

themselves from

that difficulty, they feign that he shall restore to
all their

them

genealogies.

About

the time of his coming they are wofulBut many tokens they have of it, when
doth come; for they heap up, out of some allegorical
§8.

ly perplexed.
it

passages in the scripture, such stupendous prodigies,
as never were, nor shall be in the world.
principal of them

is

One

of the

"the sounding of the great trumpet,

"which all Israel shall hear, and the world tremble at,"
from Isa. xxvii, 13. To this they add the "finding of
"the ark and sacred fire.'''' His office, when he comes,
is to be a king, to which he shall be anointed by them,

when they
is

to do,

is,

are gathered together.

And

the

work he

in war, to fight with Ai^millus, Gog, and

Magog, to conquer the Edomites and Ishmaelites; that
the Romish Christians, and Turks or Saracens; and
in so doing, to erect a glorious kingdom at Jerusalem.

is,

In peace he

is

to rule righteously, not only over Israel,

but also all the nations of the world; who, if they
have any difference amongst them, shall refer all to
his determination and umpirage.
In religion^ he shall
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build the third temple, mentioned

by Ezekiel; restore
the sacrifices, and cause the law of Moses to be most
Bat that which is the head of all,
strictly observed.
he shall free the Jews from their captivity, restore
them to their own land, make princes and lords of
them all. giving them the wealth of all nations, either
conquered by him, or brought voluntarily to him;
feast them on Behemoth, Zis, and the wine of paradise; so that they shall see want and poverty no more.
This

is

the substance of

theii^

persuasion, concerning

coming, person, office, and work.
When he shall
come, whether he shall live always, or die at an hundred years old; whether he shall have children, and if
his

he have, whether they shall succeed him in his throne;
whether the Jews that are dead, shall rise at his coming, and their galgal, or rolling in the earth, from all
parts of the world, into the land of Canaan, shall then

happen or no; whether the general resurrection

shall

not succeed then immediately upon his reign, or at
within forty years

least

after; or

how

long

to the end of the world, they are not at

But

it

be

agreed.

all

this is the substance of their persuasion

will

and ex-

man, that the delivbe mighty warSy
the
shall
always
victorious,
wherein
Jews
be
and that,
in the dominion and rule which they shall have over
all nations, the third temple shall be built, the law of
Moses be observed by him and them, and the Noachical precepts be imposed on all others.
As for any
spiritual salvation from sin and the curse of the law,
of justification and righteousness by him, or the pro^
curement of grace and glory, they utterly reject all
pectation; that he shall be a mere

erance which he shall

effect,

shall

thoughts about them.
^9.

With

these opinions,

many

of them have mixed

prodigious fancies, rendering their estate under the

VOL,
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world not much inferior to that which
Mahomet hath promised to his followers in another.
And some of them, on the other hand, endeavor to
pare off what supeiiluities they can spare, and to renMessiah in

this

der their folly as plausible as they are able.
fore, that

it

may

appear what

is

their conceptions in this matter,

and what the most

contemplative persons amongst them
of him and

Where-

the utmost height of

fix

upon,

I

sub-

kingdom, in the words
join a description
of Maimonides, one of the wisest and soberest persons
that hath been amongst them, since their last fatal dispersion. Obsemng the fond and frivolous imaginations
of their Talmudical masters, about the Messiah, he
gives many rules and instructions about the right understanding of their sayings, to free them from open
impieties and contradictions; to which he subjoins, as
he supposeth, the true notion of the Messiah and his
kingdom, in the ensuing words: "As to the days of the
"Messiah, they are the time when the kingdom shall be
"^'restored to Israel, and they shall return to Palestine,
"And this king shall be potent, the metropolis of whose
"kingdom shall be Sion; and his name shall be famous
his

"to the uttermost parts of the earth.

He

shall

be

and with him shall the nations
and yield him obedience, because of his

"greater than Solomon,

"make

peace,

"justice,

"one
"his

and the miracles that he shall perform. If any
him, God shall give him up into

shall rise against

hand

to be destroyed.

"his happiness,

All the scripture declares

and the happiness we shall have by him.

"Howbeit, nothing in the nature of things shall be
"changed, only Israel shall have the kingdom; for so
"our wise

men

say expressly. There

is

no

difference

"between these days and the days of the Messiah; but
"only the subduing the nations under us." So, indeed,
says R. Samuel, and some others of them.

But he
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goes on, "In those days victuals shall be had at an

"easy

his son,

^'but his

the earth brought forth cates and

if

And

"clothes."

"and

as

rate,

afterwards;

and

kingdom

"The Messiah

shall die,

his son's son, shall reign after
shall

endure long, and

him;

men shall

live

"long in those days; so that some think his kingdom
"shall continue a thousand years. But the days of the

"Messiah are not so much to be desired, that we may
"have store of corn and wealth, ride on horses, and
"drink wine with music; but for the society and con"versation of

good men, the knowledge and

righteous-

"ness of the king, and that then, without wearisome"ness, trouble, or constraint, the
^'shall

whole law of Moses

be observed."*

This is the sum of the creed of the most sober part
of the Jews, concerning the Messiah, w^hom they look
and long for; for the same author tells us, that there

were very few so minded; generally they look after
nothing but dominion, wealth, and pleasure.
But all
of them own him a temporal king, a mighty wamor,
subduing the nations to the Jews; a furious Camillus,
or an Alexander, or a Csesar; of redemption from sin,
death, and hell; of pardon of sin, justification, and

by him, they know
Maimonides thinks,

righteousness; of eternal salvation

nothing, they believe nothing.

indeed, that his

Manasse of

kingdom

who

shall

long continue; not like

might not abide
above forty years, and those immediately preceding the
day of judgment. When he comes, let them make
their best of

late,

him;

supposeth, that

we have

it

already received the "Cap-

Hain of our salvation."
§10. But what seduced them

into these low, carnal,

and earthly imaginations.
*Maimon.

in Tract. Saned. cap. x.
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Ignorance of their miserable condition by nature,

,

and wrath, justly claims the first place.
The Messiah, as we proved at large, was first promised
to relieve mankind from that state, whereinto they
were cast by the apostasy of Adam, the common root
and parent of them all. Such as are men's apprehenboth

as to sin

sions of that condition; such also will be their thoughts

who was promised to be a deThey who know themselves to be

concerning the Messiah,
liverer

from

it.

God, by sin, made obnoxious
eternal displeasure, and disabled to do any thing

cast out of the favor of

to his

that shall please

him

versal enmity against

(as being cast into a state of uni-

him) must needs look on the
gi^ace, goodness, and

Messiah, promised througii the

wisdom of God, to be one that must, by suitable ways
and means, free them from sm and wrath; procure for
them the favor of God; enable them to serve him again
acceptably, and so bring them at length to their chief
Upon the
end, the everlasting enjoyment of himself.
matter, the Jews know no misery, but what consists in
poverty, captivity, and want of rule and dominion.
Aad what should a spiritual Redeemer do to these men?
What beauty and comeliness can he have, for which
he should be desired?
§11. 2. Ignorance of the righteousness of God, both
as to what he requireth, that a man may be justified be-

and of his judgment concerning the desert of
sin, hath the same effect upon them, Rom. x, 3, 4. The
great end for which the Messiah was promised, as we
have in part declared, and shall afterwards be farther
evinced, was to make "atonement for sin," and bring
in an "everlastino; rioiiteousness." Dan. ix, 24.
A
righteousness w^ds to be brought in, that might answer
the justice of God, and abide its trial.
There is not
any thing that more openly discovers the miserable
fore him,
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blindness of the present Jews, than the consideration

of what they

God.

insist

upon

as their righteousness before

The faith and obedience of their forefathers, the

privilege of circumcision,

some outward observances

of Mosaical precepts, with anxious scrupulous absti-

by

nences, self maceration, prayers

and the

tale

like bodily exercises, are the

and number,

sum of what they

Now, if these things, which are
own power, will make up a right-

plead for themselves.
absolutely in their

eousness acceptable to God, cover

they

know

all

the sins whereof

themselves to be guilty, to what end should

they look for a Redeemer, "to bring in everlasting
"righteousness,"

or

make atonement

should they look out for a

they have enough at

them

home

seeing

Let

to sei^e their turns?

"weary and heavy laden" seek
a Deliverer; they have no need of him, or
tion.

Why

for sin?

relief in this case,

that are

According, therefore, as

after

such

his salva-

this building

of self

went on and prospered amongst them,
ends for which he
was promised, decayed every day more and more, unFor, as our apostle
til at length it was utterly lost.
tells them, "if righteousness were by the law, the pro"mise of the Messiah was to no purpose;" and if the
law made things perfect, the bringing in of another
priesthood and sacrifice was altogether needless.
As to their judgment of God, concerning the desert
of sin; their afflictions and persecutions, the death of
their children, and their own death; especially if it be

righteousness

faith in the Messiah, as to the true

of a painful distemper, they suppose will
ficient propitiation

for all their

sins.

make

a suf-

Such mean

thoughts have they of the majesty, holiness, and teiTor
of the Lord!

Of late

on, any account, they

should be a failure
have found out an invention to

also, lest there

give their sins to the Pevil,

by

the sacrifice of a cock,
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the

manner of which is described

at large

PjcrtS.

by Buxtorf.*

Let the Messiah provide well for them in this world,
and they will look well enough to themselves, as to

which

come.
hence ariseth also their ignorance of
the whole nature, use, and end of the Mosaical law,
which also contributes much to the producing of the
same effect upon them. They look upon the law and
that

§12.

3.

is

to

And

means of obtaining
righteousness, and making atonement with God; so
they did of old, Rom. ix, 32 34. In the observance
their observance of it, as the only

—

of

its

precepts, they place

all

their righteousness before

God, and by the sacrifices of it, they look for the
atonement of all their sins. But, if righteousness may
be obtained, and atonement made without him, to
what end serves the promise concerning him? The
truth is, having thus taken from him the whole office
and work to which he was designed of God, and that
he might not be thought altogether useless, they havecut out for him the work and employment before
mentioned. For looking on righteousness and atonement, with the consequent of them, eternal salvation,
as the proper effects of the law, they thought meet to

leave to their Messiah the

work

them
and dominion, which they found by
experience the law was not able to do.
But, indeed,
had their eyes been opened in the knowledge of God
and themselves, they would have found the law no less
insufficient to procure, by itself, an heavenly, than an
earthly kingdom for them.
But here, by the way, some may possibly inquire,
how the Jews, if they look for atonement and the reof procuring to

liberty, wealth,

mission of

sins,

by

the sacrifices of the law, can expect

* Vid. Buxtorf. Synagog. Judaic, cap- xx.

.
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pardoned, without which they

cannot be eternally saved, seeing they are confessedly
destitute of all legal sacrifices whatever? Have they
found out some other way, or do they utterly give over
seeking after salvation? I'his very question being put to

one of them, he answers, "That they now obtain the
"pardon of their sins by repentance arid amendment of

made

according to the promises

^'life,

in the prophets

and concludes, "Although there are
"now no sacrifices, which were a means (tanto fa^'cilius) tlie more easily to obtain the forgiveness of
"sins, yet it may be obtained by repentance, and a de"parture from evil ways." This is their hope, which,
like that of the hypocrite, is as the giving up of the
"to that purpose;"

ghost.

For,

Though repentance and amendment of

1

them who seek
and many promises

life

are

required in

after the forgiveness

their sins,

are

is this all

They

that

God required, that

of

made

to them; yet,
might be forgiven?

sin

own

are sufficient, indeed, in their

place, but are

Did not God, moreover, reand appoint, that they should make use of sacrifices, to make atonement for sin, without which it
should not be done away? See Lev. xv'i.
And,
2. What is the meaning of that plea, that by sacrithey so absolutely also?

quire

fices,

indeed, remission of sins might be "

obtained, but an avowal that

Doth

out them?

man?
if

If they

this,

say

it

"more

it

of

by

as easily as with
sacrifices?

doth, then

be eased

it

of,

If

it

may be

may

God,
or

why

what

is

know,

he cannot
he eased

respects themselves, as indeed

inquired,

what

in their obtaining the

the use of sacrifices,

God, or

I desire to

sacrifices,

them?

easily"

be obtained with-

easily" respect

respects

he can pardon sin without

do

it

more

when

it is

it

that they shall

pardon of

sins

by

again restored to them?

—
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Surely the present inconvenience of which they hope

which they now
are forced to make use of, for that end and purpose
If, then, they had
repentance and amendment of life.
to be eased, can be nothing but that

their sacrifices, the

much might
This, then,

former might be spared, or at

be abated of what, at present,

it

is

least

necessary.

was the end why God instituted
Jews might obtain pardon of sins
repentance or amendment! And this is

seems,

sacrifices, that these

without either
that

which they love

may live

as their souls; namely, that they

and be acquitted of all danger,
and outward services. But
Atonement for sin is expressly necessary, or
3.
else all the institutions of sacrifices, for that end, were
vain and ludicrous; and, therefore, notwithstanding
their pretence of repentance (which was always required) no Jew can, upon his own principles, now in
the total cessation of all sacrifices, obtain either pardon
But to proceed;
of sin here, or salvation hereafter.
§13. 4. Their corrupt carnal affections have, more-

by

in their sins,

sacrifices

over, greatly contributed to their obstinacy in their unbelief

Hence they have coined

their self-pleasing

ao-inations concerning the Messiah, and the

he hath to do.

Wealth,

share in power and

ease, liberty,

work

imthat

dominion, or a

rule, are the things that please their

But whilst they are obstinately fixed
in the expectation of such things, to tell them of a spiritual and heavenly kingdom, wherein the poorest and
most persecuted person on the earth may have as good
an. interest, and enjoy as much benefit by it, as the
greatest monarch in the world, and you do but cast
carnal minds.

away your words

into the wind.
propagation
of the gospel, and the success
Since the
of it in the world, envy, another corrupt lust, against

the Gentile believers hath exceedingly per\T.rted their

txfeR.
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Tiiey can-

not endure that the Gentiles should be equal sharers

with themselves in the promise of the

They

JNIessiah.

would have him to themselves alone, or not at all; and
this keeps up their desires and expectations of such a
one as they have fancied for their own ends and purAgain,

poses.

§14. 5. Their

envy

against the Gentiles

by

increased and excited

is gi^eatly

the oppressions and suffer-

ings

from them, wliich they undergo.

now

of their present and past sufferings from nominal

Christians,

which

in

many

I

speak not

places ha^^e been unrigh-

teous and inhuman, and so undoubtedly a great occa-"
sion of hardening

them

in their obstinacy, but of their

long-continued oppressions, under the power of the

Having been greatly harassed
and wasted by them in most ages, and having a DeGentiles in general.

promised to them, they are strongly inclined
to fancy such a deliverance, as, being peculiarly theirs,
should enable them to avenge themselves on their old
liverer

And how

enemies and oppressors.

hard

it is

for

them
by

to lay aside these thoughts, unless they are freed

Divine grace, from the carnal affections
ed,

is

not

§ 5.

Jews

is

the faith and expectation of the present

over the world, concerning the Messiah, in

all

whom they

place their confidence.

to be; a king over the

Jews

conquer

many nations, and

plenty to

all

matter

there in

as

mention-

difficult to guess.

I'his

1

now

is

A mere man

at Jerusalem,

much, or more

shall

give peace, prosperity,

the Israelites in their land.
all this?

who

he is

Have not

for their citizens

and

But what great
men done

other

and people?

Can

they fancy that their Messiah should be more victorious than Alexander? They dare not hope it. At a
disputation before the

VOL.
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^vhich they have recorded in Shebat Jehudah, they

openly professed that they never expected so great

saw them
But do these things answer the promises made concerning him, from the foundation of
Is this the meaning of the promise given
the world?
Was this the end of the call and separato Adam?
glory by their Messiah, as that which they

attended with.

Abraham?

tion of

made

or the intention of the promise

to him, that in "his seed

"earth should be blessed?"
that towards* the

it,

the nations of the

Is this

only the import of

end of the world many of them

Was

be conquered?

shall

all

oath

this the intent of the

made to David, and of the sure mercies confirmed to
him and his thereby? Do all the promises in the prophets set out in words so glorious and magnificent, end
in a ^^•arnor, inferior

it

may be to many

destruction they prophesied of?

Or,

is

of those

whose

not this rather

a way to expose the whole Old Testament to scorn and

Was this

reproach?

Is this that

old?

ed

for,

the expectation of the fathers of

which they

esteeming

all

desired,

prayed

for,

long-

the glory of their present enjoy-

ments as nothing in comparison of it? What is there
in this Messiah, that he should be the hope and desire
of all nations? Did God set him forth as the great effect

of his love, grace, goodness, and faithfulness to-

them, and then bring forth a military king?
the church in travail for so many generations, to

Avards

Was

bring forth this fighter?
1 itual

and

What

Had they no

eye of old to

spi-

eternal things in the promise of the Messiah?

is

become

all this ^vhilc,

of the

work every

^vhere in the scripture assigned to the true Messiah?

Who shall "break the serpent's head?" Who shall take
av.^ay the curse that entered as the inseparable attend-

ant on sin?

To whom

Who

shall

be a blessing to

shall the Gentiles

all

nations?

be gathered for salvation?
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Who shall be a priest after the order of Melchisedeck?
Who shall have a body prepared him to offer instead
of the sacrifices of the law? Who shall have his hands
and his vesture parted
an offering for sin?
Who shall be bruised, grieved, and aftlicted by God
himself, because he shall bear the iniquities of his people?
Who shall make atonement for transgressors,
and bring in an everlasting righteousness? Who shall
and

by

feet pierced in his sufferings,

Who

lot?

for ever
shall

sit

make

to

make

his soul

intercession for transgressors?

hand of God

at the right

But

wiiole world?

way

shall

these

men

to destroy all religion,

an

spirit,

and

to turn the

§1. Introduction.

The time

IS

duced from

of

it

LONG SINCE COME.

of the Messiah's coming,

it.

briefly explained.
§9.

the glory of it.

§10.

Xhe

—

4,

de-

—

What house intended. §11
The argument from it,

A parallel

13.

con-

testimony froni

second great principle, supposed by the

apostle in all his epistle to the

lays as the foundation of

Messiah,

§2

§5—.8. The ai'gument

§14, 15.

cerning the Messiah, confirmed.
Malachi.

§1-

first deter-,

Shiloh.

Haggai's prophecy concerning the glory

of the second house.

What

life^

IV.

mined by the prophecy of Jacob, concerning

The words

whole bible

without either

it.
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in his rule over the

indeed, take a ready

idle story of earthly things,

or heavenly mystery in

Who

whom we

all

Hebrews, and which he

his arguments,

is,

that the

have proved to have been promis-

ed from the foundation of the worid, was actually
come, and had finished the work appointed for hini-

when he wrote

that epistle.

THE MESSIAH

jg6

Now, this determination
fu'st made by Jacob, Gen.

may remark,

Part

of time inquired after,

8

xlix,

—

was

But here

9.

2,

we

respecting the line of succession, that as,

promise given to Abraham, the Messiah might
have sprung from any family whatever of his posteriafter the

by

ty,

was made by Jacob

Isaac, until the limitation

to the person of Judah;

and

after that limitation,

have done so from any family of his

might

tribe or posterity

,,

until the confinement of that privilege to the person of

David; so no restriction being afterwards added, his
production by any person of his posterity, whether in

an

alliance nearer to, or farther

was
.

that

all

The

was included

great masters

from the reigning line,

in the promise.

among

the

Jews are exceedingly

perplexed wdth the testimony above quoted, and have,
therefore, invented endless
it,

ways

for the enervating of

openly and loudly contradicting one another almost

about every word in the

text.

only endless to consider
but also
2.

useless,

The

tribe of

It

were, therefore, not

their several expositions,

all

being so fully confuted by each other.*

subject here spoken of

Now

Judah.

either absolutely in

tliis

itself,

as

tribe
it

is

Judah; that

may

was

is,

the

be considered,

in a separated state

in the wilderness, without the mixture of any, not of

with respect to that accession, which

his ]X)sterity; or

was afterwards made
tribes.
its lot

As,

first,

to

it

from the

occasionally from the other
lot

of Simeon falling within

in the first inheritance of the land. Josh, xix, 1;

whence that tribe, though still keeping its distinct gene
alogy, was reckoned to Judah, and became one people
with them. Secondly, by the cleaving of the tribe of
Benjamin, whose lot lay next to it, to the reigning
house of David,
*YUl A.

in the fatal di\ ision

R. Mcir,

Abcn

o{'

Evra, Ti.ig.

the people,

Onkd,

S:c.

I
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Kings

were

upon which both

20, 21, 27;

xii,

after called

lOv
these tribes

by the name of Judah, ver.

people of both called

(CDi1*in'>)

falling off of the tribe of

other good men, out of

Jews.

Levi to
all

it,

20,

Thirdly,

and the
by the

with multitudes of

the tribes of Israel,

upon the

and persecution of Jeroboam, 2 Chron. xi,
by which means that one tribe quickly became more numerous and potent than all the rest.
Lastly, by the mixture and addition of those great
numbers which, out of all the tribes of Israel, joined
themselves to them upon their return from Babylon,
and the restitution of the worship of God amongst
them in its proper place. Now, it is Judah, with all
these accessions, that is intended in this prophecy, and
idolatry

13

— 17;

yet so, as that in the production of the Messiah, the

genuine offspring of Judah was

still

to have the pre-

eminence.
§3.

that

it

That which is foretold concerning
should have (IDSC?) a sceptre, and

giver, or

a

is,

(ppni2)

a law-

What

that after

not to cease

ment

Judah,

\vriter of laws, for others to observe.

time this should
for,

this

it

till

come

to pass

not limited; only thus

is

once possessed

this privilege,

the Shiloh came.

it

was

Political govern-

in that tribe, the foundation itself of executing

this promise,

was not

twenty years

after this time;

given to David.

laid until

Nor

is

about six hundred and

when

the

kingdom was

the kind of government ex-

pressed; only that they should be a people having the

government among themselves. Whilst
they continued such, the sceptre and scribe departed
not from them, whatever might be the variety in the
outward form. Accidental alterations in the modes

principle of

make no

change in the state of
the people, or nature of the government.
Thus the
of governing

first

essential

constitution of rule in that tribe

was

absolutely
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monarchical; this being imprudently managed by Rehoboam, he lost the ten tribes, who would never after-

wards submit to the royal family of Judah.

Its re-

Babylonish captivity, was ducal, or by
an honorary president, with a mixture of aristocracy

trieval, after the

Upon the

and democracy.

ceasing of these rulers, ex-

Sanhedrim prewhereunto succeeded a mixt monarchy in the
Hasmoneans; and their interest being ruined by intestine divisions, Herod, by craft and foi'ce, intruded

traordinarily called, the aristocracy in
vailed;

himself.

Neither did

usurpation

this

make any

essential

change in the polity of the nation; for although the
was not always in the hands of Jews, and Herod

rule

was a

foreigner, and notwithstanding the turbulent
government of the Herodians, with the interposition

of the

Roman

a people,

its

arms, the nation, and, what constitutes

laws and polity, were

still

continued:

In

continued amongst them, until the de-

this state things

commonwealth by Vespasian, and of
by Titus; only as a presage of the
departure of sceptre and scribe, the power of judgment,
as to the lives of men, was some years before taken
fi'omthe Sanhedrim, John xviii, 31.

struction of the

the city and temple

By

the fixation of rule, in general, in Judah,

we are

from any concern in the disputes of learned men,
about the precise time of the departm^e foretold.* And,

freed

indeed,

if any

thing

than that the

more be intended in this prediction,
of Judah should continue in a

tribe

natural political state, witli government in

itself, it

be utterly impossible to determine exactly upon
the accomplishment of this prophecy.

will

*

As

rcriiis,

Baronius, Scaliger, Casaiibon, Buliinger, Montacue, PeA. Lapidc, Capcllus, Scultetus, Rivetus, Spanhemius, Sec.

ExEK.
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During the continuance of this sceptre and lawwriter, it is promised that the Shiloh should come. The
word(?lS">U^) 5/ii/o/z,which comes from (H^^) s]iala,to
§4.

prosper, or save,

is

used only in

and signifies

this place,

a prosperer, deliverer, or savior; that

is,

the Messiah.

The Jews

lay a double exception to the interpretation

we

of the original particles

give

render until;
er; so that

first,

that the former

the meaning

\vriter shall

is,

which we

("'S'lj?)

(Ij;) signifies for

that the sceptre

not depart from Judah for ever, because

the "Sliiloh shall come;" the latter particle
often casual.
signify as

{*>'S)

being

But although the former may sometimes

much

as "for ever," (while mostly

adhuc, yet, or as yet)
is

ev»

and law-

it

it

signifies

neither doth, nor can

when it

joined, as here, with the other particle

limits the duration intimated

by

of the ensuing words they have a respect
cept again, that (1;^)

is

to.

which
and sense

(•'13)

the subject

They ex-

burdened with the accentjethib,

which distinguisheth the sense, and puts a stop upon
it.
But of this they can give no instance when it hath
athnac immediately preceding it, as in
Besides, sceptre

this place

and law-giver are long

it

hath.

since actually

departed from Judah, and in their judgment the Shiloh
not yet come; which perfectly destroys the verity of
the prediction.
§5.

Having taken

may now draw

this brief

we
Mes

view of the words,

our argument from them: ''The

must come, whilst
Judah were continued, or

"siah, according to this prediction,

"the rule and government of

"before they were utterly taken away; but they are long

away, even since the destruction of the na"tion, city, and temple, by Titus; and, therefore, the
Messiah is long since come." To manifest the uncontrolable evidence of this testimony, and our ar2;ument
"since taken
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from

it,

there

is

Part

no more necessary, but that we

2,

de-

monstrate;
First, that

by

and law-writer,

sceptre

rule

and gov-

ernment are intended.
Secondly, that the promised Shiloh
Thirdly, that

is

the Messiah.

i^le and national polity was utteraway from Judah, even in the descity and temple.
The last being a

all

ly long since taken

of the

truction

must be evinced from history, and the
state of things in the world, from those days, whereon
there will be no rising against this testimony, by any
thing but that pertinacious obstinacy, to which the
matter of

Jews

fact,

are judicially given up.

The

§6.

first

law-giver, rule

thing proposed, that

by

sceptre

and government are intended,

is

and

e^ ident

not only from the words themselves, which are plain

and

expressive, but

from the context also.

patriarch Jacob, Gen. xlix, 3

other

thin2"s.

amongst

The dying
among

8; foretelling,

the erection of a rule and government

might have been expected,
should have been fixed in Reuben, his

his posterity,

that of course
first-born,

—

it

it

according to the line of its descent from the

foundation of the world; but he deprives him of
ver. 4.

Though he was

it,

in the course of nature, '-the

"excellency of his dignity, and the excellency of his
"strength," ver. 3; yet he saith, "thou shalt not excel;"
shalt not preserve that excellency in

thy posterity, nor

rule.
In like manner he
by the next in order, Simeon and Levi, taking*
from them all expectation of that privilege. But coming

have the pre-eminence of

passeth

to Judah, there he fixeth the scat of rule, ver. 8,

''dahthou art he

whom

thy brethren

"Ju

shall praise," a I

hiding to his name; thou shalt be exalted to that rule

amongst them, from the

by

their transgression.

right of \vhich the others leU

And

this rule,

saith he, shall

i

^
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consist, as all

prosperous dominions do, in two things:

In the regular obedience of those

First,

are subject to

^i^\

who de jure
bow down

"tiiy father's children shall

it,

thou

have the authority over the
Secondly, in the conquest of the
enemies and adversaries of the dominion itself; "thine

^•before thee;"
rest

shalt

of my posterity.

be in the neck of thine enemies; as a lion's
"whelp thou art gone up from thy prey;" to which the
''^hand shall

words

insisted

on are subjoined; "TAe sceptre skull
is, the sceptre oi rule amongst thy

^'not depart;''^ that

and prevalency against thine enemies; howbe weakened or interrupted, shall not ut-

brethren,

ever

may

it

be removed,

terly depart, or

Thus

until the

Shilo come.

the context, the principal guide of a true inter-

pretation, stands clear

The Targumists*

and perspicuous.

have, with one consent, given u&

and import of these
by any of the Jews,
necessitated
themselves
to it by their
until they found
corrupt interest; and those who do object, only cavil
at words and syllables; and even this will do them no
the same account of the sense

words; nor was

it

ever denied,

service.

The Hebrew word
is

originally

and properly a

nifications of

principal

is

ernment.

ftOS^)

it

rod, or

are metaphorical.

that of sceptre,

Nor

which we render sceptre

is it

staff;

all

"(DSU^) of uprightness

"A

Numb,

xxiv, 17;

that

a prince or a

*Thus

Oitkelos:

the

an ensign of rule and govany other sense;

absolutely used in

but in that very frequently, Psal. xlv, 6;

is,

other sig-

Among them

is

"A

sceptre

the sceptre of thy kingdom."

sceptre shall arise out of Israel;"
ruler;

"The ruhr

Targum, "Clmst

shall arise

(he that hath doniinion) shall not

And thus Jonathan!
"be taken from the house of Judah."
"Kings and rulers shall not cease from the house of Judah,"
With which the Jerusalem Targum agrees.
vol

.

I.

'2^)
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"out of Israel."

And

this sense

of the words

more evident by its conjunction with
he that

Icnv-giver;

authority, See

Part

the

is

word

2.

made

(P]?ri)2)

and writes law with
Isa. xxxiii, 22.
These

prescribes,

Psal.. cxiii, 8;

two words, then, in conjunction, absolutely denote
rule and dominion*
§7. Our second inquiry is, concerning the subject of
the promise under consideration, which is "//ze 67ii/o,"
whereby we say the promised seed is intended. Most
learned men look upon it as derived from the verb
irhv to be quiet, safe, happy, prosperous;^ whence
also is (H"'^*^ Psal. cxxii. peace, safety. prosperiiy, and
abundance. But the weight of our argument lies not
in the precise etymology and signification of the word;
what we insist on, is, that it is the Messiah who is in]

1

tended in that expression.
1.

This

is

themselves.

For,

manifest from the context and

The promise

of the Messiah

words
was the

foundation of that nation and people; the reason of
the call of

and a
liiip,

Abraham, and of the

state in his posterity.

and covenant founded

erection of a

kingdom

This promise concerning
in him,

was always

the

when
Now, un-

chief matter of the patriarchal benedictions,

they blessed their children and posterity.
*The

cavil;;

of a fev/ moderns, as Manasseh,

Ben

Israel, Sec.

deserve not a refutation, being contrary to all sound principles
of criticism, and the authority of their own ancient Rabbins, and
to historical facts.

tTo this etymology of the word agree Galatinus, Fagius, Melancthon, Pagninus, Drusius, Schindler, Buxtorfius, Amama;
and generally all the most learned in the Hebrew tongue. He
that would be farther satisfied about the import of the word may
consult Reymandus, Porchetus, and Galatinus, in their discourses against the Jews on the subject; Kimchi, Pagninus,
Mercer, Schindler, Philip ab Aquino, and Buxtorf, in their Lexicons; Munster, Fagius, Drusius, and Grotius, in their Annotations on the text; Helvicus, Rivetus, Episcopius, Boetius, anrf
Hoornbeckius, in their Dissertations on it-
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we

less
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grant him to be intended in this expression,
no mention of iiim at all in this prophetical

is

Besides, his posterity being

eulogy of Jacob.

now

to

be distributed into twelve distinct tribes, and each of
them having his peculiar blessing appropriated to him,

wherein

it is

certain

and confessed by

all

the Jews,

that this privilege of bringing forth the Messiah

henceforth restricted to Judah,
place, or there

And

it is

is

no

it

must be done

footstep of

was

in this

in the scripture.

it

very strange, that Jacob, reckoning up the

Judah above his brethren, should omit the chief of them, from whence all
the rest did flow.
And the very tenor of the words
manifests this intention; fixing on that which was the
fountain and end of all blessing in the promised seed,
he passeth over his elder children, and determines on
Judah, with the continuance of rule to the coming

privileges and advantages of

of

it.

That which in the text is affirmed, concerning
makes it yet more evident who it \rds that
intended; "And to him (P'>D;; nnp"^ 'h^) the gather2.

this Shiloh,
is

ing of the people ;^^ (Sept. irpoa-^oneia eGvwv, Vidg.expectatio gentium) '-the expectation of the nations. ^^ Onkelos;

him they shall

"And him

shall the people obey," or to

hearken.

Ben-Uzziel; "Because of him the people

"shall faint;" that

to him.

is,

cease their opposition, and submit

Targ. Jerusal.

"And

to

him

shall all the

"kingdoms of the earth be subject." AH to the same
puipose. The noun (nnp'') in construction (fromn.'np'')
It is but
is from the verb (ITp*') io hear, attend, obey.
once more used in the scripture, Prov. xxx, 17; where
it is

rendered doctrine, or teachino- ojiven out with au-

thority, and, therefore, to
rily

it

may seem

That which

be obeyed.

So that prima-

to denote obedience to doctrines.

in all these inteipretations

is

aimed

at,

and
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in

which they

all

agree,

is,

P\rt

2.

that the Gentiles, (people,

heathen) should be called and gathered unto the Shilo;

made subject to him.
was eminently contained in the great

should hear his doctrine, and be

Now,

as this

fundamental promise, concerning the Messiah, made
to Abraham, namely, that "in him all the nations of
*'the

earth should be blessed;" so, there

is

not any de-

scription of him, in the following prophets,

nent than

this; that

unto him "the gathering of the

"people should be," which, in

many

whom the

to

trine they shall learn,

whom

made

places, is

the characteristic note of his person and

Now, he

more emi-

Gentiles shall seek,

whose law they

kingdom.

whose doc-

shall obey, to

whom they shall be
they
to
whom
shall
and
blessed,
be gathered, for all
these ends and purposes, is the true and only Messiah^
and

they shall be subject, in

this is the

Shilo here mentioned.

§8. It remaineth, thirdly, that

dence, that

all

rule

and polity

is

we

should also evi-

long since taken

away

from Judah, and that for many generations there hath
been no such tiling as a tribe of Judah, in any national or political condition or constitution in the

And had we

not here to do with

men

world.

obstinate to the

would need very few words in this
But they must have that proved to them,
matter.
which all the world sees and knows, and takes care
to make good, and which themselves, as occasion
Is it not known to all the
serves, confess and bewail.
world, that for these sixteen hundred years last past,
last degree,

there

they have been scattered over the face of the earth,
leading a precarious

life,

and of commonwealths,
dispersion have fallen.

under the powers of princes,
as their several lots in their

(Sine Deo, sine homine rege)

cast out of God's especial care, they

down

wander up and
And,

without lava, government, or authority.

t
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in this prophecy, if

any thing in this world, it is
and law-giver are long since de-

there be a certainty in
certain that sceptre

parted from Judah.

We shall

§9.

now

proceed to other sacred testimo-

nies in proof of our position.

upon

is,

Mai.

iii,

that of Haggai
1.

The

ii,

3

—

The

we shall fix
we shall add

first

9; to wliich

occasion of the former words must

be sought from the story of those times in Ezra, and
the whole discourse of the prophet in that place. The
people returning from their captivity with Zerubabel, in

had laid the foundation of the temple; but having begun their work, great opposition
was made against it, and great discouragements they
met with. Tlie kings of Persia, who first encouraged
them to this work, and countenanced them in it, Ezra
i, 7
9; being possessed with false reports and slanders,
began to withdraw their assistance, as should seem in
the days of Cyrus himself, Ezra iv, 5; and at length
expressly forbade their proceedings, causing the whole
work to cease by force, ver. 23. Besides this outward
the days of Cyrus,

—

opposition, they were, moreover, greatly discouraged

by
on

their

own

poverty, and disability for the carrying

their designed

work

in

any measure,

so as to an-

swer the beauty and glory of their former house, built
by Solomon. Hence the elders of the people, who
had seen the former house in its glory, wept with a
loud voice

when they saw

the foundations of this laid,

Ezra iii, 12, 13; as foreseeing how much the splendor
and beauty of their worship would be eclipsed and impaired; for, as the measures of the fabric
to

it

by

mon's

make

CyiTis,

Ezra

vi, 3;

structure; so they

had no

itself,

way

did no

ability or

provision for the ornaments of

magnificence principally consisted.

assigned

answer Solo-

it,

means

wherein

to
its

Being, therefore
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Part

2.

and discouraged, the work ceased
the
end of Cyrus's reign, to the second
from
wholly,
year of Darius Hystaspes. For there is no reason to
thus hindered

suppose, that this intermission of the
to the reign of Darius Nothus.

work continued

However,

evident,

it is

was still pressing upon
them. The former house was glorious and magnificent, famous and renowned in the world, and full of
that the old discouragement

comfort to them, from the
of the Divine presence.

visible pledges

To remove

it

contained

this discourage-

ment, or to support them under it, the Lord, by his
makes them a promise; "The glory of the

prophet,
"latter

Hag.

house

ii,

shall

be great above that of the former,"

9.

To clear our argument intended from
we must consider, what was this latter
wherein the glory of
§10.

We

are to

it

these words,

house? and,

did consist?

inquire,

first,

'what house

it

is

now, this is most evident
in the context, (Hp n^SH) Hhis house,''^ saith he,
pointing to it, as it were with his finger; that which
yojar eyes look upon, and wliich you so much despise
whereof the prophet speaks;

in comparison of the former, this house shall be filled
with glory. It is true, this temple was three hundred

by Herod, in the eighteenth year
of his reign; which yet hindered not but that it was
For the structure was never
still the same temple.
destroyed, nor the materials of it at once taken down;
it, therefore, still continued one and the same house,
though much enlarged and beautified. And, thereyears after rebuilt

fore, the

ed, as

it

Jews, in the days of our Savior, overlookwere, the re-edification of the temple by

Herod, and affirm, that that house, which was then
standing,

"was

forty-six years in building,"

20; as they supposed

it

to

John

have been upon the

ii,

first re-
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turn from captivity; for the whole

was finished within
The glory promised

of Herod
§11.

work and

building

the space of eight years.*
to this house

This

next place, to be considered.
absolutely

^07

and comparatively;

is

in the

is,

expressed both

absolutely^

Hag.

ii,

7;

house with glory; compai^cdivel^, with
reference to the temple of Solomon, which some of
"I will

fill

them had

this

seen, ver. 9;

"The glory of

stand aright this promise,
the glory of the

house

this latter

"shall be greater than that of the former."

we must reflect

a

To

under-

little

upon

house, which the glory of this

first

second was to excel.

was very glorious, from its principal architect,
which was God himself. He contrived the whole
fabric, and disposed of all the parts of it.
For when
David delivered to Solomon the pattern of the house,
and the whole worship of it, he tells him, "All these
"things the Lord made me understand in wiiting, by
"his hand upon me, even all the work of this pattern/'
1 Chron. xxviii, 19. God gave him the whole in wiiting; that is, divinely and immediately inspired him, by
his Holy Spirit, to set down the frame of the house,
and all the concernments of it, according to his own
appointment and disposal. This rendered the house
glorious, as answering the wisdom of him by whom
it was contrived.
And herein it had the advantage
above all the fabrics that ever were on earth; and in
particular above the second temple, whose builders
had no such idea of their work given them by inspira1.

It

tion.
2.

It

was glorious

in the greatness, state,

nificence of the fabric

itself.

and mag-

Such a building

it

was,

*Targ. Jonath. Abcn Ezra, Kimclii, and others, interpret
the words, as belonging to that house, which was built by Zenibabel and Joshua; nor do anv of the ancient Jcavs dissent.
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as ^vas never paralleled in the world,

Part

2.

which sundry

make evident to us; as,
The grand and magnificent design of Solomon,

considerations will
( 1

)

.

the wisest and richest king that ever was, in the build-

When

he undertook the work, and sent to
Hiram, king of Tyre, for his assistance, he tells him, 'that

ing of

it.

house he was to build was to be great, because
^their God was great above all Gods,' 2 Chron. ii, 5.
Nay, saith he, 'the house which I am about to build,
*the

'shall

be wonderful and great.''

No doubt, he

designed

the structure to be magnificent to the utmost that his

wisdom and wealth would extend
he do that comes
the sons of

may

men

after the king?

And what shall
What shall any of
to.

think to contrive and erect, so that

it

which Solomon laid out
There can, doubtless, be no greater fondness,
imagine, that it could, in any measure, be equal-

surpass in glory, that in

his utmost?

than to

led by what was done afterwards by Zerubabel, or Herod.
(2.) The vast and unspeakable sums of treasure
which were expended in the building and adorning of
it.
I know there is some difference among learned
men, about reducing the Hebrew signatures of money
to our present account. But let the estimate be as low,
as by any can reasonably be imagined (and setting
aside what Solomon expended of his own) the provision left by David towards the work, an hundred
thousand talents of gold, and a thousand thousand talents of silver; besides brass and iron without weight,
with timber and stone, 1 Chron. xxii, 14; on the ordinary computation and balance of coins, amounted to no
less than the gold, to 450,000,0001. and the silver to
3,750,000,0001. besides what was dedicated by his
He that
princes, and out of his peculiar treasure.
would be satisfied, what immense sums Solomon added of his own to this, may consult Villapandus on

tONG SINCE COME.
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And what

this subject.

might be the product of this

expense, wisely managed,
It
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is

not easy to be conceived.

seems to me, that the whole revenue of Herod was

scarce able to find bread for Solomon's

unlikely

is it,

workmen;

so

that his fabric siiould be equal to that

was surely a glorious house, tliat all thiB
was
charge
expended about.
(3.) It appears farther from the number of workother.

It

men employed

We

in the structure.

ment the number by

jieed not aug-

conjectures, seeing there

is

evi-

dent mention in scripture 'an hundred and four-score^
*and three thousand six hundred;' besides the Tyrians

were hired, who, by their wages, seem also to be
a great number^ 2 Chron. ii, 10. There was an 'hun^dred and fifty-three thousand and six hundred' strangers of the posterity of the Canaanites, 2 Chron. ii, 17,
18; and thirty thousand Israelites, 1 Kings v, 13.
that

Neither was

all this

multitude engaged in the

only for a few days or months, but for
1

Kings

vi,

And

38.

the speed of the

herein,

work

seven years,.

as Josephus observes,

work was almost

And what

maonificence.

full

as admirable as

its

a glorious structure miaht

be raised by such numbers of men, in such a space of
time, when nothing was wanting to them, which, by
the

immense

cured,

may

treasure before- mentioned, could be pro-

easily

that the whole

who were

be conceived.

number of

It

doth not appear,

the people, rich

and poor,

gathered together under Zerubabel, after

the return from the captivity, did equal the

of Solomon's builders; nor can

it

numbers

be imagined, that

Herod employed so many in the whole work, aS
Solomon had to overlook his laborers:
3. The glory of the worship of this temple consummated its beauty. Now, this was principally founded
on the glorious entrance of the Divine presence into
VOL. T.
26
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upon

it,

its

consecration

by

Part

2.

the prayer of Solomon.

Hereof God gave a double pledge.
The falling of the fire from heaven to consume
( 1 .)
the first offerings, and leave a fire to be kept alive

upon the altar, a type of the effectual
operation of the Holy Spirit, making all our sacrifices
acceptable to God, 2 Chron. vii, 1. And this the Jews
perpetually

expressly confess to have been wanting in the second

temple.

The

(2.)

glory of the Lord, as a cloud

was

the

upon it, 2 Chron. vii, 2, 3.
and attended with the sacof many thousands of cattle, the whole worship

whole house, and

resting

This foundation being
rifice

filling

laid,

gloriously carried on, according to the institution

by the Spirit of God. And the
better to enable them to a right performance hereof,
some chief ministers, as Heman, Ethan, and Jeduthan,
revealed to David,

were themselves inspired with the spirit of prophecy.
So that plainly here we had the utmost glory, that a
''worldly sanctuary and carnal ordinances''^ could
extend

to.

^12. Having taken this brief view of the glory of

Solomon's temple,

we may now

inquire,

What was

the glory promised to this second house, concerning

which the prophet
the

first.

od, yet

But not

it

affirms expressly, that

it

shall excel

Though this house was built higher by Herwas erected precisely on the old foundation-

to enter at present into a consideration of the

measures of the former structure;

let

the latter temple

be thought as wide and as long as the former, and

some

cubits higher, does this give

than the other? a glory so

much

it

a greater glory

greater, as to be thus

eminently promised to be brought in with the shaking

and dry-land? Can any thing
more fondly be imagined? It had not the hundredth
of heaven, earth,

sea,

l^xER.
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part of the glory of Solomon's house; for, besides

the glorious golden vessels and ornaments of

it,

all

besides

besides sundry of the
most magnificent parts of the building itself, there were
five things wanting in the last, wherein the principal
glory of the first house consisted. The ark 'propitiatory and cherubims, The Divine Majesty, or presence.
The holy spirit of prophecy, Urim and thummim,
all

the treasures disposed in

it,

on the
They that acknowledge all these things to have
altar.
been wanting in the second temple, as the Jews generally do, and the Talmud expressly (in KtDli Cap. v,)
cannot well compare the glory of it with that of the
other, seeing they were the most eminent pledges of
the presence of God.
Fire from heaven, to kindle

What

§13.

then

house, wherein
the former?

ing into

it

it

"glory,

to

have the pre-eminence above
be the com-

this is expressly said to

of the desire of

"all nations shall

and

everlasting fire

the true glory promised to this

is

was

Now

tlie

all nations.'

come; and

the glory of this latter

house

"er than that of the former, saith the

Hag.

ii,

7

—

This

9.

is

it

should consist.

cumstances of

way whereby

tills
it

house with

shall

be great-

Lord of Hosts,"

directly affirmed to be the glory

promised, and nothing else

wherein

"-The Desire of

I will fill this

is

in the least intimated

And

there are

tlii'ee

glory expressed in the text:

should be brought

in; "I will

cir-

The
shake

"the heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry

and will shake all nations;" The season wherein
was to be brought about; "Yet once, it is a little

"land;
this

"while;" and,

The

event of

,"I give peace, saith the

The Jews by

Lord

it;

"And

in this place will

of Hosts."

these words, "the Desire of

all

nations"

generally imderstand the desirable things of the na-

.
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tions, their silver

to

them most
This

1

and

which above

gold,

all

things are

directly contrary to the context; for

is

tlie

2,

But,

desirable.

Holy Ghost

the plain design of the

thoughts of

Part

it is

to take off the

people from that kind of glory, which

consisted in a coacervation of ornaments of silver

and
them always in his power, he
could, at that time, have furnished them with; but that
he would have them look for another glory.

^old, which, being

It is

2.

was

all

of

perfectly false as to the event; for

there such an outward shaking of

all

when

nations un-

^er the second temple, as that thereon they brought

and gold unto it, and that in such abundance, as to render it more rich and glorious than the
house of Solomon? So to wrest the words is plainly
their silver

to aver, that the promise

ing can be

mere

was never

ridiculous than to

fulfilled; for

noth-

make a comparison

between the riches and treasures of Solomon's temple,
and those which ai that time were laid up in the
second.

Open

S.

force

words themselves,

offered to the

is

fer they are not, "All nations shall bring their (nicnn)
^^

but "The (niDn) Desire of

desirable things '^

"nations shall come."

of

men

what
avoid

So

w^oful

is

all

the consideration

rebelling against light, that they care not into

perplexities they

run themselves, so as they may

it.

§14.

We

say, then, that these

words contain a

prophecy of the Messiah, and of the real glory that
should accrue to the second temple, by his coming to
This is the import of
it whilst it was yet standing.
the words (a*>1Jn Si niDr? "iNS^
Viilg. Et veniet dcsiderahis cunctis geniibus)
ik).n$

shall comf.

The

and the Desire of all na-

original

word (mpnn

froiji
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properly (desideriitm) desire, but

is

no where

used in the scriptures, except for a thing or person de~

and

sired, or desirable, loved, valued, or valuable;

it

being said here emphatically, that this Desire shall

come, nothing but a desired or desirable person can be
intended thereby; and this was no other but the Mes-

whom

world was the
end of building that temple, and of the whole worship
performed therein; and by his coming into it, the complement of its true glory was obtained.
siah, the bringing

of

into the

in

The promise of him of old to Abraham was, that
him "all nations of the earth should be blessed;" he

is

therefore rightly called their Desire, or he that, de

juj^e,

ought to be desirable above

all

things to them,

the Desire of all nations; for he in whom all their
blessedness and deliverance were laid up, may be properly called their "desire," because containing all things

truly desirable,

and because, like

perfectly satisfactory to

The only
words

;

was

the interpretation

of the

unusual construction: the verb C^IO

venienf) shall come,

(niDH

it

them wh^n enjoyed.

difficulty in

lies in their

desire fulfilled,

is

of the plural number, and

the desire, whereto

we

refer

it,

of

tlie singiilar;

omnium gentium venient.) But it is not
the Hebrew tongue, where two substantives

(desiderium

unusual in

are joined in construction, that the verb agrees in

number and

which it directly
and immediately respects, but with that by which it is
regulated; so 2 Sam. x, 9; so Job xv, 20; and 1 Sam.
ii,

person, not with that

Hos. vi, 5, &c. &c. This constructhough anomalous, is in that language so

4; so likewise

tion, then,

frequent, as not to create

and yet possibly

may

any

difficulty in the

words,

not be without a farther

sense,^
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Part

intimating the coming of the nations to Christ
tiis

coming

"I will shake the heavens

it

upon

into the temple.

"dry land, and
that thes^

2.

I

will

words are

and the

shake

all

earth, the sea

nations."

and

All agi'ee

to be interpreted figuratively; yet

cannot be denied, that a great concussion and shak-

ing of the world, and

otherwise nothing

is

all

signified

must be with reference
thereof, in

the nations of

to that

a tendency to

its

it, is

intended,

And this
by them.
house, and the worship

glory.

Now

I desii^e

to

know, what work among the nations in the whole
world it is, that was wrought with respect to the temple, which is here intended? The nations came, indeed,
under Antiochus, and almost ruined it; under Crassus,
and robbed it; under Pompey, and profaned it; under
Titus, and destroyed it.
But what tended all this to
its glory?
But refer these words to the coming of the
Messiah, and all things in them contained were clearly
ililfilled.

Take

the ^vords either literally or metaphorically

and they
birth a

suit the event:

new

star

take them

literally;

and

at his

appeared in the heavens; angels

ebrated his nativity, wise

men came from the

cel-

East to

Herod and all Jerusalem were
shaken at the tidings of him, and upon his undertaking the work, he wrought miracles in heaven, earth,
sea, and dry land; upon the whole creation of God.
Take them metaphorically, as they are rather to be
understood, for the mighty change which God would
work in his worship, and the stirring up of the nations
of the world to receive him and his doctrine, and the
event is yet more evident.
All nations under heaven
Were quickly shaken and moved by his coming. Some
were stirred up to inquire after him, some to oppose
inquire after him,

LONG SINCE COME.
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him, until the world, as to the greatest and most noble
parts of

it,

was made

subject to him.

Evident

that since the creation of all things, never

was

it

is,

there

such an alteration and concussion in the world as that

wherewith the Messiah
into

it,

and which

is

was brought
by the

atid his doctrine

therefore so expressed

prophet.

Concerning the work which God will thus
do "once more;" it is said to be "a little while," that is,
a little while ere it be accomplished. It is not the nature of the work, but the season or time wherein it
should be wrought, that is, denoted in these words;
§13.

while absolutely,
but with respect to the former duration of the people^
but this season

is

not called a

little

or church of the Jews, either from the calling of Abra-

And this
ham, or the giving of the law to Moses.
space of four hundred years is comparatively but "a
'•little while," so termed, to stir up believers to a continual expectation of

than

it,

to their forefathers,

it

being

who
way

now

nearer to

them

beheld the time of

performance a very great

And

off.

serves for the conviction of the Jews; for

this

its

also

whereas their

and themselves at presany modesty deny, that the Messiah

forefathers of old did confess,

ent cannot with
is

here intended,

come,

how

can

whom
this

they suppose not yet to be

space of time from the days of

Haggai in any sense be called a
far

exceeded

from the

call

all

of Abraham, which

their privilege

The

last

little

while, seeing

the space of time that
is

the

went

first

it

before,

epocha of

and claim.

circumstance that favors our interpretation

of this place,

is

taken from the event;

*'place I will give peace, saith the

"And

Lord

in this

of Hosts.''

We say, then, that by peace, here, must be understood.

.
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Part

2.

outward temporal peace, or spiritual peace
God and man, and between Jews and Genin their joint communion in the same Divine wor-

either

between
tiles

they say the former,

ship: if

I

desire to

know when

this promise was accomplished under the second temple? In short, to say that this was the peace intended,
is to say directly, that God promised what he never

did or will perform.

We have sufficiently proved, that the principal work
was to make peace between God and
man, by taking away sin, the cause of distance and

of the Messiah

This then

enmity.

God

the peace here promised: this

is

Jerusalem while the second temple was

gav^e at

"For he is our peace who hath made both
"one, and hath broken down the middle wall of par"tition between us, having abolished in his flesh the
^'enmity, even the law of commandments contained in
"ordinances for to make in himself of twain, one new
"man, so making }3eace. And that he might reconcile
"both to God in one body by the cross, having slain
"the enmity thereby, and came and preached peace to
•^'them that were afar off, and to them that were nigh,"
Standing.

Ephes.

ii,

14

—

17.

salem, both to the
"the Desire of
I shall

all

add yet

Thus did God give peace at JeruJews and Gentiles, by him that was
nations."
farther strength to

testimony; "Behold,

"prepare the

way

'^'senger

it

from a

parallel

my Messenger, and he shall
me, and the Lord whom ye

send

before

"seek shall suddenly

"he

I

come to

of the covenant,

his temple,

whom

ye

even the Mes-

delight in; behold,

come, saith the Lord of Hosts," Mai. iii,
that he should come whilst the temple stood,

shall

Now

here confirmed

1
is

by a double prophetical testimony, the

temple being utterly and irreparably destroyed

above 1600 years ago,

it

now

must be acknowledged that

ExER.
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the Messiah

word

that the

none

long since come, unless

is

of

God

is

vain,

and

his

we
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will say,

promise of

effect.

EXERCITATION

V.

Daniel's prophecy explained and vindicateb.

The subject proposed.
§2. Preliminary remarks, and
statement of the subject.
§3. (I.) That the prophecy refers
to the coming of the Messiah, as appears §4. 1, From jhe

§1.

From the names and titles given the person
From the work to be done in his day. §7,
To restrain transgression. §8. To pardon sins. §9. To
make reconciliation for iniquity. §10. To bring in everlasting righteousness,
§11. To seal vision and prophecy.
§12.
context.

spoken

§5. 2.

§6. 3.

of.

Messiah
nant.

shall

§14.

be cut

§13.

off.

And cause

He

shall

confirm the cove-

From

the sacrifice to cease, §15.4.

the confession of the ancient, and perplexities of the

modern

Jewish masters.
§16. (II.) Chronological computation of
the times determined in Daniel's weeks. Some difficulty attending the subject, how accounted for.
§17. Within what
It must be included
limits the computation must be sought.
between the first year of Cyrus, and the destruction of the
temple.

§18.

of time.

§19.

The number of years contained in that space
The end of the limited time, being clear in

the prophecy, should regulate and fix the beginning.

the destruction of the temple, but the cutting off of the
siah, the precise

lows, that the
of the weeks.

first

Not
Mes«

end of Daniel's weeks. §20. Hence it foldecree of Cyrus is not the precise beginning

§21.

taspes or Nothus.

Nor
§22.

the

But

decree of Darius, either Hysit

was the decree of Artax-

erxes Longimanus, given unto Ezra, that was intended by
the angel, which appears not only from

its

exactly answer-

ing to the time, but also from the cii'cwmstances of that decree.

^1. J. HERE remains yet one place more giving clear
and evident testimony to the truth under demonstration, to

VOL.

be considered and vindicated.
I.

27

And this

is

the
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2.

and calculation of time granted
ix, 24
27; "Sethy
upon
people, and
"venty weeks are determined
"upon thy holy city, to finish tlie transgression, and to
"make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for
"iniquity, and to biing in everlasting righteousness,
"and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint
Know, therefore, and understand,
"the Most Holy.
illustrious prediction

to Daniel,

by

the angel Gabriel, Dan.

"that from the going forth of the

—

commandment,

to

and build Jerusalem, unto Messiah, the Prince,
and three-score and two weeks^
"the street shall be built again, and the wall in troublous
"times.
And after three-score and two weeks shall
"Messiah be cut off, but not for liimself; and the peo"ple of the prince that shall come, shall destroy the cit)r
"and the sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a
"flood, and to the end of the war, desolations are de"termined. And he shall confirm the covenant with
"many for one week; and in the midst of the week, he
"shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and
"restore

"shall be seven ^veeks,

"for the overspreading of abominations he shall

make

even until the consummation, and that
"determined, shall be poured upon the desolate."

"it desolate,

In treating of this illustrious prophecy,

§2.

we

shall
I. Prove that it refers to the coming of the Messiah^
and the time wherein he should so come.

II.

Ascertain the chronological computation of the

time designed, in an exact account of the space limited

from the beginning to the end,
§3. (I.)

by

It is

evident, in general, that here

Holy Ghost

is

given

computation of the
time wherein the Messiah was to come, and to perform
out.

the

himself, a

work; which warrants the kind of argunoent we now insist upon.
No small pai't this was of
his allotted

JExER.
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the church's treasure

would have been
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of old, and a blessed guide

to the faith

who were most immediately

it

and obedience of those,

concerned therein, had it
But having sinfully neg-

been diligently attended to.
lected it in its due season, they have ever «ince wickTo Daniel, this information was
edly opposed it.
granted as a great favor, and a seasonable

and

upon

relief,

himself records; "Whilst, saith he, I was speaking and
"praying, (with fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes, ver.3)
"and confessing my sins, and the sins of my people

his deep humiliation

fervent supplications, as

and presenting my supplications before the
"Lord my God, for the holy mountain of my God;
"Israel,

I was speaking in prayer, the man Gabriel,
had seen in the vision of the beginning, be-

"yea, whilst

"whom

I

"ing caused to fly swiftly, touched

me

about the time

"of the evening oblation; and he informed me, and
''talked

with me, and

said,

"forth to give thee skill

O

Daniel,

I

"beginning of thy supplications, the

"came

forth,

"greatly

and

I

am now come
At the

and understanding.

am come

to

shew

commandment

thee, for

beloved; therefore, understand

thou art

the matter,

—

"and consider the vision, seventy weeks" Sc-c. 20 23,
This was the answer God gave him, upon his gi^eat
and fervent prayer for the church, for his relief and
support; whence it is manifest, that the great blessing
And the computaof the church was involved in it.
tion of time mentioned was gi^anted as a light to guide
the Jews, that they might not be shipwTecked at the

appointed time.

But when that time drew

nigh, they

wholly disregarded it, being generally grown dead and
and filled with prejudices against the prope^^

carnal,

work of the Messiah. And since the misery that is
come upon them, for not discerning this time and
judgment, most of them cry out against

all

computa-
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tions of time about the Messiah's coming,*

although

they are plainly called and directed thereto by God
Neither can they conceal the ^^exation which

himself.

from hence they receive, by finding the design of the
prophecy so directly against them. Hence this place
of Daniel, with respect to the time of the Messiah, and
Isa. liii, for his office and work, are generally esteemed
the racks and tortures of the rabbins.

putation

itself,

the

Jews

For the com-

universally acknowledge, that

the sevens here denote sevens of years; so that the
whole duration of the 70 sevens, compriseth 490
years, f
§4.

But that

it is

the true Messiah

is

here intended,

appears from
1

.

The

(1.)

context

and scope of the

place.

This whole revelation was granted to Danie),

for his relief in the prospect that

he had of the ensuing

and was recorded by him,
encouragement and support in those distresses,
as -were also the prophecies of Haggai and Malachi,

calamities of the church:
for

its

Now,

before insisted on.

the only general promise

which God, for the consolation of the church of
oW, renewed unto them in all ages, was this concerning the Messiah, wherein all their blessedness was
contained.
(2.)

Unless the Messiah, and his blessed

here intended, there

is

not one

work be

word of comfort or reThe con-

lief to the church in this

whole prophecy.

text, therefore, evidently

bespeaks the true Messiah to

be here intended.
§5. 2.

^oken

The names and

of,

declare

who he

titles
is

given to the person

that

is

designed.

*Talm. Tract. Sanedr. Shcbet. Jehuda. Maimon.
Chazekah, Tract. De Re gib. Cap. xii.
fR. Saadias Hagaon, Javchi, Kimki,

&-c.

He is
in

Jad
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the Messiah, the anointed,

(aar''

shxyiv)

The addition
by 'way of eminence, and absolutely.
Messiah
the
Prince,
makes it
of (liJJ n"'::^D ver. 25,)
For as this word is often used to
one that ''goeth in and out
''before the people," in rule and government, as 2
Sam. vii, 8; 1 Kings i, 35; xiv, 7, &c. so it is pecu-

more

yet

evident.

denote a supreme

ruler,

liarly assigned to the

Messiah,

Isa. Iv, 4;

"have given him a witness to the
"prince,)

and commander

ascribe this

name

jDcople,

"Behold,

a leader,

the people."

to

And

(

I

or
to

of 'Messiah the Prince' absolutely

any but the promised seed,
tenor of the Old Testament.

to

contrary to the whole

is

Moreover, he is called, (ver. 24, a'»ty"np U^lp) the
onost holy, (sanditas sanditatum) in the abstract,
The most holy place in
the holiness of liQlinesses.

was so called, but that canThe time is limited i'n^'oh) Ho

the tabernacle and temple

not be here intended.
^anoint (or

make a Messiah

of) the

most holy;' but by

the Jews' confession, the holy place in the second temple

was never

anointed.

It

must, therefore, be the

whom

person typified by the holy place, in
of the

Godhead was

to dwell, that

is

the fulness

here said to be

anointed*

The work

§6. 3.

here assigned to be done in the

days of the Messiah, declares
as, finishing transgression,

making a

who it

the

is

intendedsin,

reconciliation for iniquity, the bringino- in of

everlasting righteousness, the sealing

and

that

is

making an end of

prophecy, his being cut off,

up of the

and not

vision

for himself,

confirming the covenant with many, causing the sacrifice

and oblation

to cease,

Dan.

ix,

24

—27.

All these.

*The words of Nachmanides (in loc.) are remarkable: "This
"Holy of Holies is the Messiah, who is sanctified from the sons
"of David."
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especially as coincident, demonstrate the person of the

He

Messiah.

that shall call to

mind what hath been

evinced concerning the nature of the

first

promise; the

faith of the ancient Judaical church; the person, office,

and work of the Messiah;

upon

will,

tlie first

conside-

is he.
For
have in these things, the substance of all the temple
institutions, the centre of all promises, and a brief de-

ration of these things^ conclude that this

we

whole woi^k of the promised seed.
Wherefore, although it be not an exposition of the
place that we have undertaken, but merely a demonstration of the concernment of the Messiah therein;
lineation of the

yet, because the consideration of the particular expres-

sions above-mentioned will corroborate the present ar-

gument,

I shall

The

%1.

first

briefly explain

thing

is

them.

['^)i)i>T\

prcBvaricationem) ^Ho restrain.,

The verb

Hransgression.''^

kS^S ad cohibendum
coerce, make an end of

(K*7i) is to shut, to

shut

For the latter

up; to forbid, to refrain, to restrain.
we might refer to Psalm cxix, 101; (•'HN^D) "i

sense,

my

from every evil
"way." Psal. xi, 12; "Thou, Lord (^Sin vh) wilt not
For the
^'"Jbithhold, or restrain, thy mercy from me."
former, to Jer. iii, 3; Hag. i, 10; 1 Sam. xxv, 33, &c.
Hence (k'?5 career) a prison, wherein men are put
under restraint. From the similitude of letters, and
sound in pronunciation, some suppose it to have an affinity, in signification, with the word (^^5) to consum-

*'have refrained, (or kept)

mate, to end, to finish.

may

Ixxiv, 1 1 ;

is

no

sufficient

proof

the latter

some-

signify to restrain, or shut up, as

Psalm

of this coincidence.
times

But there

feet

yet, the

For, although

former no where

signifies to

consum-

mate, or to finish.
I'he
siah,

first

thing, therefore, promised with the

and which he was

to

do

at his

Mes-

coming, was, to

ExER.
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it up from overflowing
had done. Transgres-

from the day of its first entrance into the world,
had passed over the whole lower creation, like a flood;
but God would now, by the Messiah, coercively set
bounds to it. By his Spirit, by his grace, by his doctrine, and the efficacious power of his gospel, he set
bounds to the rage of wickedness, rooted out the old
idolatry of the world, and turned millions of the sons
But the Jews, who
of Adam unto righteousness.
deny his coming, can give no instance of any other
sion,

upon the prevalency of transgression,
within the time limited by the angel; and so directly
deny the truth of the prophecy, because they will not
apply it to Him, to whom alone it belongs.
§8. The second thing is (niNDn onn^) to seal up
restraint laid

The

sins.

expression

is

metaphorical.

To

seal, is

keep safe, or to hide and cover; the former
can have no place here, being perfectly inconsistent
with what is spoken immediately before, and what

either to

and the most proper
and thence

follows directly after, in the text;

sense of the

word

is,

to cover or conceal,

to seal, because thereby a thing

is

hidden.

Now,

hide sin or transgression, in the Old Testament,

pardon

it,

or forgive

it.

As then

of

sin,

to

the former expres-

sion respecteth the restraining of the
gi^ess

is

to

by the grace of the gospel,

power and
as Tit.

ii,

pro-

11, 12;

pardon and removal of
by the mercy proclaimed and tendered in the
gospel.
Hence is God said to "cast our sins behind
"his back; to cover them, and to cast them into the
"bottom of the sea." That this was no way to be
done, but by the Messiah, we have before evinced.
Neither can the Jews assign any other way of the ac-

fio

this expression respects the

its guilt,

complishment of

this part of the prediction, within the
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tion of the pardoning of sin, procured

the media-

God did more severely bring

forth sin to judg-

as themselves at large experience.

Thirdly, this season

§9.

^'-make reconciliation

See Heb.

ment.

When
is

by

and there was never any age

tion of the Messiah;

ment,

5.

For, setting aside this only considera-

time limited.

wherein

^aut

the

ii,

word

for

and when

of his institutions,

designed

(jlj;

ns^^) "/o

make atone-

17.

applied to God, as the agent,

is

to hide, to cover, to

dinners;

is

iniquity ;^^ to

pardon

so applied to
it

is

make atonement. This

it

sin, to be gracious to
men, in the use of any

to propitiate, appease, atone,

was the work for which
he was promised to our first parents. That he was to
do it, we are taught in the Old Testament; and how
he did

it,

we

latter

learn in the gospel.

To

expect this

work

from any

other, or to

or means,

is

be wrought by any other ways
fully to renounce the first promise, and the

faith of the

holy fathers from the foundation of the

world.
§10.

What is

the former

mentioned

in the fourth place

(CD^'ttSj? 'pi'H J^'^sn'?)

"fo

answers

bring in everlasting

There was a legal righteousness,
amongst the people before, consisting partly in their
blameless observance of the institutions, and partly in
their ritual atonements for sin, made annually and occasionally.
But that neither of these could constitute
'^righteousness.''''

their

righteousness everlasting, needs not

an
absolute, perfect, and enduring

proof. Wherefore,
is

to be

a formal

evangelical righteousness,
for ever,

is

which

promised

brought in by the Messiah; the righteousness

which he wrought in his life and death, doing and suffering the whole will of God, and which procureth, as
well as terminates

in,

not a temporal deliverance, but

the "everlasting salvation" mentioned in Isa. xlv, 17
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and the way of bringing

in this

the great design of the gospel,
to

I desire

know

of the Jews,

Rom.

how

it

in within the time limited? According to

their principles, the

time here determined was so far

from bringing in everlasting righteousness, that by their
own confession, it brought in nothing but a deluge of
wickedness, by the abounding sins of their own nation,

and the oppression of the
is

the proper

work

and expected by all the
whoever he be, that brings in

phets,

ousness,

is

This, therefore,

Gentiles.

by the pro^
and he alone,

of the Messiah, foretold
fathers;

this everlasting righte-

the promised seed, the true

and only Mes-

siah.

The fifth particular here foretold, (p*in onnS
i?"'5i1) Ho seal vision and prophet;" prophet for prophecy. The expression being metaphorical, is capable
§11.

of a tripple interpretation, and every one of

them

pro-

per to the Messiah, his work, and the times wherein

he came; but applicable to no other.
1. To seal, is to consummate, to establish, and confirm, Isa.

viii,

16;

John

iii,

33;

Rom.

iv. 11.

In this

and prophecy were sealed in the Messiah;
each one of them had a respect to the coming of the
Just One, the promised seed. God had spoken of him
by the mouths of his holy prophets, from the foundasense, vision

tion of the world.

In the bringing of

sealed the truth of their predictions,

complishment.

The law and

by

him

forth,

he

their actual ac-

the prophets were until

John, and then they were to be fulfilled. This was
the season wherein all vision and propliecy centered;

and this the person, who was the principal subject and
end of them; he, therefore, and his coming, is here
foretold.
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To

2.

any

seal, is to finish,

Part

2.

conclude, and put an end to

Thus also were vision and
among the Jews. They were
The privilege and use of them

thing, Isa. xxix, 11.

prophcc}^ then sealed

shut up and fniished.
were no more to be continued in
this also fell out accordingly; for

from that day

sion,

And

their church.

by

to this, they

their

own

confes-

ha\e not enjoyed

either vision or jt^'ophet.

By sealing

3.

the confirmation of the doctrine con-

cerning the Messiah, his person, and

office,

by

vision

and prophecy, may be intended. The visions and
prophecies that went before, by reason of their darkness and obscurity, left the people, in sundry particulars, at great uncertainty; but now all things were
cleared and confirmed. The spirit ofprophec?/ accompanying the Messiah, and by him given to his disciples^
as foretold

by

Joel, chap,

elations, express

and

28, 29; was, in his Rev-

ii,

confirming

clear,

all

things be*

longing to his person and doctrine.

Neither had these
words any other accomplishment than what we con-

tend

for.

§12. Sixthly,
^^s'iah

it is

affirmed, that

shall be cut q^."

(as the

Not

ni5V) "Mes-

be slain

Vulg. Latin renders the word) but (excidefur)
penally, as one punished for

shall

be cut

sin.

For the word (m5) when

sfcifttiy

(n">tyt3

(occidetiir) shall

off; that

is,

it

includes death, con-

denotes a poenal execision, or cutting oif for

Gen. xvii, 14; Exod. xii, 15; Numb, xv, 30,
This the Jews themselves acknowledge to be the

sin: See

&c.

meaning of the word.*

It

is

then foretold, that the

be cut off pxnally for sin, which he
truly was, when he was made a curse for sin, all our

Messiah

iniquities

shall

meeting upon him.

*Vid. R. Sacidias Gaon,

in Htevinnct/t-, cap. viii-
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[ovfor)

For an objection

him.^''

prevented, that might arise about the ^ja3jirtZ excision

of the Messiah;

for

how

very just and righteous?

way

of concession, that

it

could

To

it

this

be, seeing
it is

was not on

he was

answered,

by

his ouii account,

not for himself] but foi^ iis; as it is at large declared,
Or, "no^ to him,''^ may be a farther declaraIsa. liii-

and condition; that, notwithsUmding
which the Je'.vs would
have of his outward splendor and riches, he should
have nothing in this world, not "where to lay his head,"
nor any to stand up for him. And this is that part of

tion of his state

these carnal apprehensions,

the prophecy, for the sake of which, the

Jews

tinaciously contend, that the true Messiah

tended in

for,

it;

is

so per-

not

in-

say they, he shall not be pocnally cut

But who told them so? Shall we believe the anWill they not suffer God to send his
gel, or them?
Messiah in his oicn tvaij, but they must interfere and
tell him that it must not be so? To cast away all prooff.

phecies, because they suit not men's carnal

what is it
his word?

else,

but to reject

That

is

Messiah that

will not receive a

offfor
it

sin,

must be
§13.

though

God

of

shall sufier,

foretold

God and

their ruin:

them

they

and be cut

expressly, that

so.

It is

added, seventhly, concerning the person

whose coming
'''shall

all aiithorit}-

what hath proved

hearts,

is

foretold, that (D>S1^

confirm (or strengthen)

the.

nnj

n*iD.3ri) "/ze

covenant tvith (or

The covenant spoken of, absolutely, can
^'to) mamjJ^
be none but that everlasting covenant wliich God
made with his elect, in the promised seed; and the
great promise of which was the foundation of the
covenant with Abraham. And hence, God says, that
he will

''give

him

for a

covenant to the people,"

Isa.
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xlii, 6;

and

xlix, 8.

looked

for,

through

suffered,

even

many

to

in the "weefc"

And

in his blood, Heb. ix, 15.
in his

it

by

own

after

ministry, he caused

At

his gospel.

This covenant

ix, 11.

that believed in him,

all

2.

And the salvation which they
him God promiseth, "through the

"blood of the covenant," Zech.

was strengthened

Part

it

wherein he

and was ratified
he had declared

to be proclaimed

the time here determined, the spe-

with Israel and Judah was broken, Zech.
ix, 10; and they were thereon cut off from being a
church or people. Nor was there, at that season, as
cial covenant

all

know, any other

only what was
§14.

Then

'•sacrifice

and

ratification of the covenant, but

made

in the death of the Messiah.

also, eighthly,
gift,"

cease, as to force

did he "cause to cease the

or offering.

and

First,

efficacy, or

he caused

any use in

it

to

the wor-

ship of God, by his own accomplishment of all that
prefigured and intended by it. Hereby it became

was

as a dead thing, unprofitable,

appear, Heb.

caused

it

viii,

13.

And

and made ready

to dis-

then, shortly after,

he

away, by a perpetual deswhere alone sacrifices
were acceptable to God, according to the

utterly to be taken

olation brought

upon the

and offerings
law of Moses.

And

place

work

this various

of his

is

our

third evidence, that this prophecy belongs to the Messiah.

Moreover,

§15. 4. Besides the confession of the ancient Jeivs

consenting to the truth contended

for,

we have,

for

our

confirmation therein, the woful perplexities of their
latter 7nasters, in their attempts to
this testimony.

invade the force of

For some ages they have abhoiTed

nothing more, than that the true Messiah should be

For if that be once
granted, they know that it brings an instant i^uin upon
the pretences of their infidelity; and that not merely

thought to be here intended.
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upon the account of his coming, against which they
have invented a sony relief, but principally on accovint
of his being pcsnally cut off, which can by no means
be reconciled to their presumptions and expectations.
But if He be not here intended, it is incumbent on
them to declare who is. For the utmost extent of the
time limited in the prediction, being long since expired,

had accomplishment in
whole angelical
message never was, nor ever will be, of any use to the
church of God.
But here our masters are by no means agreed
amongst themselves; nor do they know what to answer to this inquiry. And if they guess at any one, it
the prophecy hath certainly

some one or

is

other; or otherwise the

not because they think

possible he should be de-

it

signed, but because they think
to

keep

when

life

it

the sword of truth

lies at

them
making some reply

impossible for

in their cause, without

the heart of

Some

it.

of them, therefore, affirm the Messiah spoken of to be
Cyrus,

whom God

what the

calls his anointed, Isa. xlv,

is

.

know

And

not.

if,

But

make

cutting off, or death of Cyrus, should

in this prediction, they

Cyrus

1

because

once called the anointed of the Lord, he must

be supposed to be intended in that place, where no
one word or circumstance is applicable to him; they

may
who

as well say, that
is

spoken

"of the Lord,"
this

of,
1

it

seeing he
Sam. xxiv,

fancy beneath

is

all

King of

Saul, the

is

Israel,

also called the ^'anointed

6.

But that which

consideration,

is,

ted to the cutting off of the Messiah.
Abarbinel, and after him Manasse

casts

the time allot-

Ben

Israel,

with

some others of them, fix on the younger Agrippa, the
King of the Jews, who, as they say, with his son
Monabasms, was cut off, or elain at Rome, by Vespasian.
Neither is there in this conceit any color of

last
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For neither was that Agrlppa properly

ever king of the Jews, having onl}- Galilee under his

was he ever anointed to be their king,
nor designed of God to any 'work, on the account of
which he might be called his anointed; nor was he of
the posterity of Israel, nor did he any thing deserving
an illustrious mention in this prophecy. Besides, in
the last fatal war, he was still of the Roman part}'-, nor
was he cut off, or slain by Vespasian; but after the
war he lived at Rome in honor; and in the third year

jurisdiction; nor

So

of Trajan died in peace.*
tt'uth,

no color of probability

Their

last

evasion

is,

that

that there

is

nothing of

in this desperate figment.

by "Messiah

the Prince,"

the office of magistracy and priesthood, and in them,
all

anointed to authority are intended.

o^"

say,

were

But

this evasion, also,

to

former; yea,

be

"cit/

is

These, they

in the destruction of the city.

of the

more vain than

same nature with the
if any thing may

they,

be allowed to be so. The angel twice mentioneth the
Messiah in his message; first, his coming and anointIf the
ing, ver. 25, and then his cutting off, ver. 26.

same person or thing be not intended in both places,
the whole discourse is equivocal, no circumstance being
added to distinguish between them, who are called by
the same name in the same place.
And to suppose
that the Holy Ghost, by one and the same name,
within a few words, continuing his speech of the same
matter without any note of distinction, should signify
things so diverse from one another, is to leave no
place for understanding any thing that is spoken by
him. The Messiah, therefore, who was to come, and
to be anointed and cut off, is one and the same individual person.

Now,

it

is

expressly said, that there

*As Justees, the Tiberian, assures us

in his History,

words are reported by Photius, in his Bibliothcca.

vhose
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shall be seven weeks and sixty-two weeks; that is,
four hundred and eighty-three years from the going
I desire,
forth of the decree to Messiah the prince.
therefore, to know, whether that space of time was
passed before they had any magistrates or priests, to

be afterwards cut off? This pretence, therefore, may
pass with the former. And this perplexity of the modern
Jews, in their attempts to apply

this

prophecy to any

other thing or person besides the true Messiah, confirms

our exposition and apphcation of
that they can imagine, to

mentioned

may seem

There is no other
any one thing here

it.

whom

much

can they
and agi'ee.
It is then the promised Messiah, the hope and expectation of the fathers, whose coming and cutting off is
to belong;

think of any, in whom they should

all

less

centre

here foretold.

More fully

§16. (II.)

and to rescue this

to demonstrate our assertion,

illustrious prophetic

the withered grasp of prejudice,

let

testimony from

us

now

advert to

the comjndation of Daniel's weeks. That there is
some difficulty in finding out the exact computation of

time here limited,
confess.

Nor

is it

all

chronologers and

expositors

necessary to suppose, that Daniel

himself exactly understood the beginning and the end

The

of the weeks mentioned.

hiding of the precise

time intended was greatly subservient to the providence
of God, in the

work he had

to

do by the Messiah, and

wiiat that people were to do to him.
-notation of

it

the conviction of unbelievers, as
'

And

it

may

The general

sufficed for the direction of the godly,

be,

we

shall

it

doth to

and

day.

this

not find any computation that

answer in all particulars and fractions to a day,
month, or even year. And that, either because of the

will

great darkness

and confusion of some of the times

ing under the account, or

else,

because perhaps

it

fall-

wa>
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that ever the time should be so

precisely concluded, or that

any thing which he reveal-

ed for the sti^engthening of the church's faith, should
depend upon clironological niceties. It shall suffice us,
then, to propose and confirm such an account of these
weeks, which, w^hile

it

infallibly

compriseth the sub-

stance of the prophecy, contains nothing in
to the scriptures,

and

is

it

contrary

not liable to any just and

rational exception.

§17. In the

first

we may wholly lay aside the
who would date the weeks from

place,

consideration of those

any time whatever before the first year of the reign,
and first decree of Cyrus. And of the like nature is
the account of Solomon Jarchi, among the Jews, who
dates the time limited from the destruction of the temBut both these accounts are
ple by the Chaldeans.
to
the
words
contrary
of the angel, who fixexpressly
es the beginning of the time designed to the going forth

of a decree for building Jerusalem.

add

all

that

To

these

we may

would extend these weeks beyond the
and temple by Titus, as some of

destruction of the city

the

Jews w ould

do, with a view that the prophecy

should comprise their second fatal destiTiction by Adrian,

which is no way concerned in it.
The seventy weeks mentioned we must then seek
for, between the first year of Cyras, when the first decree was made for rebuilding the temple, and the final
This space we are
destruction of it by the Romans.
confined to by the text; the seventy weeks are "from
"the going forth of the word to cause to return, and to
"build Jerusalem," ver. 25.

Now,

the

kingdom of Cyrus had a double Jirst yea?';

the one absolutely of his reign over Persia, the other of

monarchy, which he had
the death of Darius Medus.
Now,

his rule over the Biibylonish

conquered

after
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kingdom of

the first year of the second date of the

may

have any relation to the time here
was king of Persia only, he
could have nothing to do with the Jews, nor make
any decree for the huildiiig of the temple, both the
Cyrus, which

limited; for whilst he

people and place being then under the dominion of
Besides,

another.

it

his decree in the first

being said, Ezra

year

i,

of his reign,

1

;

that he

made

himself plainly

had obtained the Eastern monarchy
by the conquest of Babylon. "Tiie Lord God of
'•Heaven hath given me the whole kingdoms of the
"earth," ver. 2, which words can in no sense, be applied to the kingdom of Persia, supposing the monarchy
declares, that he

of ]3abylon

still

to continue.

I'he whole space of time then here limited

is

seventy

The beginning of these seventy weeks
is the going forth of the decree, or word to restore or
The first decree or combuild Jerusalem, ver. 25.
mand that could have any relation to this matter, was
that made by Cyiais, in the first year of his empire.
wrecks, ver. 24.

We

must then, in the first place, find out the direct
space of time between the first year of Cyrus, and the
destruction of the temple; and then inquire, whether
the whole, or

what part

of it,

is

denoted by these seven-

ty weeks.
§(18.

It is

generally agreed

by

all

historians

and chro-

nologers, that Cyrus began his reign over Persia in the
first

year gHIig

Mty -iVith olympiad; probably the same
Medus began his

year that Nabonidus, or Darius
reign over Babylon.

Daniel

set

And

this

was

the year in

himself solemnly to seek the

delivery of the people out of captivity, he

Lord

which
for the

who was

sq

long before prophesied of to be their deliverer, being

now come

to a

kingdom, Dan.

seventh year of his reign, or the

VOL.
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olympiad, having conquered the Babylonian empire^

he began the

year of his monarchial reign, from

first

whence Daniel reckons his third, which was his last,
Dan. X, 1
And herein he proclaimed to the Jews, to
return to Jerusalem, and to build the temple, Ezra i, 1
The city and temple were destroyed by Titus in the
third year of the two hundred and eleventh olympiad.
.

Now, from

the

first

to the third of the
piad, inclusive, are

we

of time

year of the sixty-second olympiad^

two hundred and eleventh olym599 years; and within that space
490 years here

are to inquire after the

foretold.

Of this

space of time, the Persian empire, from the

twenty-seventh of Cyrus, or fust of the whole monarchy, and the

of the sixty -second olympiad, con-

first

tinued two bundled and

acknowledged by

all

two years,

as

is

generally

on
and
of Darius Codo-

ancient historians, ending

the second year, inclusive of the one hundred
twelfth olympiad,

which was the

last

manus.*
After his death, Alexander, beginning his reign in
the third year of the hundreth

count,

and twelfth olympiad,

From him

reigned six years.

there

is

a double ac-

by the two most famous branches of the GreThe fubt is by the Syrian, or ara of the

cian empire.

1.

*For
Cyrus reigned

2.

Cambyses

3.

Darius Hisdaspes
Xerxes and Artabanus
Arlaxerxes Longimanus
_
Darius Nothus
Artaxerxes Mnemon -

aiiu

after this
-

-

3 years

-

Smerdes Magus,

8

'

A.

5.
ft.

7.
8.

Ochus

9.

Arses
Darius Codomanus

10,

In

all

-

.

-

-

-

-

19

-

-

43
23

-

-

-

Zi
21
41

-

-

-

-

-

3
7

202

1

.
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date from the tenth year after

the death of Alexander, when, after

some bloody con

Seleucus settled his kingdom in Syria.*
So that the time of the Grecian empire in Syria,
from the death of Darius Codomanus, to the liberty of
the Jews, and erection of the supreme government
amongst them, was one hundied and seventy-nine
years, which being added to the two hundi'ed and two
years of the Persian Empire, makes up three hundred
and eighty-one years, to the same issue comes also the
account by the other branch of the Grecian empire in
tests,

Egypt.t

The rule of the Hasmoneans, with the reign of
Herod the Great, who obtained the kingdom by
means of their division, continued until the birth ot
Christ, one hundred and forty-eight years.
For JpU'
According
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
1 1

-

12. Deiiietrius

13.

1.

Soter

Philadelphus
Evergetes

5.

Philopater

6.

Epiphanes
Philometer

7.

-

-

.

6 years
10

30
2
15

20
2

37
12
12

2
10
2
179

fAccording to the Egyptian account,
.
_
Alexander
g years
Ptolemeus Lagi 39

4.

3.

-

^

-

all

-

-

Alexander Vales
In

2.

to the Syrian account,

Alexander reigned
From Alexander to Seleucus Seleucus
.
Anliochus Soter
Antiochus Theos
Seleucus Callinicus
Seleucus Ceraunus Anliochus Magnus
Seleucus Philopater
Antiochus Epiphanes
.
.
Eupator

In

all

.... -.24
38

...
--------.

.

-

-

-

-

"

-

19

23
30
179
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athan began his rGle in the second year of the hun-

may be seen by
adding the Selucian aera to the hundred and four-

dred and fifty-seventh olympiad; as

teenth olympiad, wherein Alexander died; and our

Lord
di^ed

Christ was born in the second year of the hunand ninety-fourth olympiad, in the last year, or

year but one, of Herod the

Great.
This sum,
hundred and forty-eight years, being
added to the forementioned, from the beginning of
the empire of Cyrus, which is three hundred and
eighty-one years, makes up, in all, five hundred and
last

therefore, of a

twenty-nine years.

From

Lord Christ, in the second
3^ear of the hundred and ninety-fourth olympiad, to
the destruction of the city and temple, in the third
year of the two hundi'ed and eleventh olympiad, are
seventy years; which makes up the whole sum before
mentioned, of five hundred and ninety-nine years,
from the first of the empire of Cyrus, to the destructhe birth of our

tion of Jerusalem.*

Petavius and

Mountacue reckon from the

first

of

Cyrus, to the eighteenth of Tiberius, wherein our

Lord

Christ suffered, five

years,

which

have
with

differs

very

hundred and ninety-four
from the account we

little

and this being every way consistent
and the stated seras of the nations, and

insisted on;
itself,

abridging the time to the shortest space that will en-

dure the

trial,

we

shall abide

by

Now,

it.

*FrGm Cyrus to Darius Codomanus,
From Diirius Codomanus, to Alexander

From

to the birth of Christ; or,

the

Hasmonean

rule, with

From

OV)')

line, to Philoraeter,

during

Herod

the Great,
the birth of Christ, to the destruction of Jeru- ^

the first cf Cyrus, to the destrucUon>
of the city,
S

.__

^

salem,

From

num

•

202 years.
Vales;

Egyptian
Philometer

in the

the

148

^^

3

Total

'99
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ber of five hundred and ninety-nine years exceeds the
time limited in the prophecy, by the space of a hundred and nine years.
Hence it evidently appears, that
the seventy

weeks of Gabriel, (490 j'ears) are not
commensurate to the whole space of time between the
first

decree of Cyrus, in the

empire, and the final

by

One hundred and

Titus.

from

it,

nine years must be taken

either at the beginning,

partly at the one,

§19.

year of his general
desolation of the city and temple
first

We

and partly

or at the end; or

at the other.

shall first consider the

end of them, which

being clear in the prophecy, will regulate,
state the beginning.

Two

fix,

and

things in general are insist-

ed upon in this prophecy: first, the coming of the
Messiah the prince, his anointing unto the work which
he had to do, and his cutting off, as we before declar-

and secondly, the ceasing of the daili/ sacrifice,
with the destruction of the city and temple, by war,
and a flood of desolation. Now these things happened not at the same time; for the city and sanctuary
were destroyed thirty- seven years after the cutting off,

ed;

We are

or death of the Messiah.
fore, 'ivliich of these

determined

for.

it

Nov/

it is

the coming, anointing,

cutting off of the Messiah, that

tended in

this

to inquire, there-

was, that the time mentioned

prophecy.

This

is

and

the thing chiefly in-

we have proved

niably before; manifesting that the vision

unde-

was granted

and given out by him, for the consolation
of himself and the chvirch, as was the wa,y of the
Holy Ghost in all his dealings with the fathers of old.
To this the desolation and destruction of the city and
temple was only a consequent of what was principalto Daniel,

ly foretold.

And it

is

doubtless unreasonable to ex-

beyond the principal
and on the account whereof

pect the duration of the time
subject matter treated of,
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alone, the computation

is

granted, to that

only occasionally mentioned.
tion

itself is

Exer.

5.

which

is

Besides, the computa-

pointed directly by the angel to the Mes-

'-Seventy weeks are deterand his cutting off.
"mined upon thy people, know, therefore, that from
siah,

<'the

going forth of the

"piince

commandment,

to Messiah the

"And after sixty-two weeks
be," &c.
Messiah be cut off." But there is no refer-

sliall

"shall the

ence of the time limited to the desolation of the city

and sanctuary.
Moreover,
extends

itself

is

it

expressly said that the time limited

only to the death of the Messiah, or a

very few years farther; for he was to come after seven
weeks and sixty-two weeks, which are the whole time
limited within one

week

coming, here intended,
tion,

is

or seven years.

Now,

his

not the time of his incarna-

but that of his unction at his baptism, which

fell

out at the end of sixty-nine weeks. After these sixtynine weeks, or seven and sixty-two weeks, he is to

be "cut off;" that is, in the middle, or towards the
end of the last week, when he had confirmed the
covenant by preaching three years and a half of that
seVen years whjch remained. And if we shall say,
that his unction

we must
of the

last

was

to be after the sixty nine weeks,

be in the first or second year
week; whereto add the three years and

grant

it

to

a half of his preaching, and the remaining fraction
of one or two years can no way disturb the account,
there being nothing more frequent than such an
omission, for the sake of an intire and round numHere, then, must we fix the end of the four hunber.
dred and ninety years, viz. in the death of the Messiah; and so wholly lay aside the account of those

who would
t

extend the time determined to the desola^

ion of the city

and temple.
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must, therefore, in the

from the whole account of

five

nine years before stated, the

sum

which ensued

after the

first

place, abate

hundred and
of

ninetj'^-

thiit}^- seven

years,

death of our Savior, until the

destruction of Jerusalem; and the

remnant

is

five

hun-

dred and sixty-two years; ^vhich exceeds the number
of seventy weeks by seventy-two years.
It appears, then, that the beginning of the

weeks cannot be

the decree of Cyrus; for to name four hundred and
ninety, for five bundled and sixty-two, would seem
rather to be a rude conjecture, than an exact prophecy;

nor

is

sides,

any necessity for such a supposition. Bethe word used by the angel (inn) plainly proves,
there

that a precise duration of time
nifies to cut out, or cut off; that

or determine.

It is,

tlierefore,

is

intended; for

is,

it

sig-

to set apart, limit,

a precise portion of

time cut out, limited, and apportioned, for the accomplishment of the

work

foretold, subject

only to the

in-

considerable fraction before noticed.*

Others there are, who, resolving to date these
§21.
weeks from the first of Cyrus, and to make four hundred and ninety years the exact measure of the time
from thence to the death of the IVlessiah, and not being able to disprove the computation from Alexander
to that time, fall also upon the Persian empire, and
*The Jewish mode of attempUng to solve the difficulty, bydating the weeks from the destruction of the temple, by the
Chaldeans, and ending them in the desolation of the second
}iouse, is beneath farther notice; as excluding in their
tion those transactions which are equally notorious to

computamankind,

as that there ever was such a thing as the Persian empire. And
to suppose that there were no more kings of Persia than are
mentioned in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, is no less futile

than it would be to say, that there were never above three or
four kings of the Assyrian empire, because there are no more
mentioned in scripture. But if a full chronological account was
not intended in those books, this {wji^lopviiTia^ rion-insertkm v:
history, is

beneath

all consideratioEL.
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cut

it

2v-

shoii above fifty years of the general account, to

have provided

to the place they

fit it

Part

for

To

it.

this

end they reject the account of the Chaldeans, Grecians,
and Romans, concerning the time of its continuance,

and give us a new arbitrary account of the
whom they will allow. But independent of the extraordinary liberty required to war-

as fabulous,

reign of those kings

rant such a procedure,

it is

destitute of all probability.

The word decree, or commandment, mentioned to Daniel is,

that for the building of Jerusalem; that

restoring of

it

ment, and not merely the setting
sequent to
tjie

"building of the walls" also, for

this, their

defence of the people

said, that

a time of

it

the

is,

and governup of houses. Con-

into a condition of rule

should

fall

is

mentioned.

as accordingly

straits,

Of this

it is

out in a troublesome time, or
it fell

out in the days

Nehemiah. In the whole, there is not the least
mention of building the temple, which, had it been
intended, could not, I suppose, have been omitted.
But in the decree of Cyrus, the principal thing mentioned and aimed at is, the re-edification of the temple,
the city, and the walls thereof, being not spoken of,
of

i!zra

i,

and

It

seems, then, evident, that the de-

by

Daniel, for the building of the city

passim.

cree mentioned
v/ails,

and

that given out

by Cyrus,

ing of the temple, were divers.

for the build-

Besides, this decree

of Cyrus, although foretold long before, and

mous, because

it

was

made

fa-

the entrance into the people's

return and settlement, took effect for so short a space

of time, being obstructed within

and

less

than three years,

utterly frustrated within four or five, that

likely to

it is

not

be the date of this prophecy, which seems to

take place from some good settlement of the people.

That alone which
decree of C\tus,

is
is

pleaded with any color for this
the prediction recorded, Isa. xliv,
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prophesied of him, that he should say to

It is

''Jerusalem, thou shalt be built;

and to the temple, thy
But it is neither here
foretold, that Cyrus should make any decree for the
building of Jerusalem, or that it should be done in his
days, as indeed it was not until an hundred years after,
as it is evident from the story in Nehemiah.
The
is,
that
he should
whole intention of this prophecy
cause the people to be set at liberty from their captivity, and give them leave to return to Jerusalem, which
he accordingly did, and thereupon, both the building
of the city and temple ensued, though not without the
"foundations shall be laid."

intervention of other decrees.

The account therefore,

before laid down, being established,
that the decree mentioned
forth whereof the seventy

not that of the

first

it is

certain enough,

by Gabriel, from the going
weeks are to be dated, was

of Cyrus,

for the return

of the

and building of the temple. We must, thereinquire for some other decree, from whence to

captivity
fore,

date the weeks.

The second decree

§22.

reference to the Jews,

second year,

when

was

of the kings of Persia, in

that of Darius,

made in

his

the w^ork of the building of the

temple ^vas carried on through the prophecy of Hag-

and Zechariah, mentioned in Ezra vi, granted by
upon appeal made to him from the neighboring governors; and it was a mere revival of the decree
of Cyrus, the roll whereof was found in Achmetha, in
the province of the Medes, ver, 2. See Hag. i, 12; ii,

gai

Darius,

10; Zech.

Upon
called
(1.)

i,

1.

the roll of the kings of Persia,

by

the

name

of Dtirius, as the

Darius Hysdaspes,

by the

who

I.

30

find three

succeeded Cambyses,

election of the princes of Persia,

ing of Smerdes Magus, the usurper.

VOL.

we

Jews term him.
upon the kill(2.) Darius
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who

Nothus,

succeeded Artaxerxes

Part

5.

Longimanus.

Darius Codomamis,in whom the Persian empire
That the last
period, by Alexander the Great.
of these can be no way concerned in the decree, is noMost learned
torious; the two others are disputed.
men grant, that Darius Hysdaspes was the author of
this decree; and indeed that it was so, at least, that it
can be ascribed to no other Darius, we shall soon un(3.)

had

its

deniably prove.

And

it is

not unlikely that he was

and moderation towards the
Jews, by his general design to relieve men from under
the oppressions that were upon them during the reign
of Cambyses, and to renew the acts of Cyrus, their first
emperor, who was renounced amongst them, to ingratiate himself with mankind, and confirm himself in
that kingdom, whereto he came not by succession.
And it is not improbable, that this was he who was
the husband of Esther.
Now Cyrus reigned after his
first decree three years; Cambyses with Smerdes eight;
and Darius, before he issued out this decree, two years;
in all thirteen years.
Now, deduct this from five hundred and sixty-two, and there yet remains five hundred and forty-nine years, which exceeds the numbeiSo that
oi years inquired after by fifty-nine years.

inclined to this favor

commandment intended; not to
command was a mere renovation,

neither can this be the

mention, that this
or a

new acknowledgment

of the decree of Cyrus,

about the rebuilding of the temple; and

was not designed

as the signal

so, doubtless,

epocha of the time here

determined.

The great

Scaliger,

this decree of Darius,

not

suit

who would date the weeks from
knowing

that the time

would

with the reign of Darius Hysdaspes, contends

that Nothus,

who

author of

and extends the whole time

it;

succeeded Longimanus, was the
to

the
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and temple; that space of time,
according to his computation, being elapsed from the
second year of Darius. But the truth is, as may be
seen from our former account, that from the second
desti^uction of the city

year of Darius Nothus, to the destruction of the

was but four hundred and

eighty years.

have before proved from the

text, that

city,

Besides,

we

the time deter-

mined was

to expire in the death of the Messiah.

Neither

consistent with the

is it

prophecy of Jeremiah,

that the temple should be waste so long a space; that

about o^e hundred and seventy years.

is,

Haggai plainly

declares, that

when

the

work

Again,
of the

temple was carrying on, in the second year of Darius,

many were yet alive, who had

seen the

first

temple,

upon the laying of its
foundation, in the days of C^tus, Ezra ii, 12.
But
this was impossible, had it been in the days of Nothus,
a hundi^ed and sixty or seventy years after it was
It appears, then, that Darius Nothus was
destroyed.
Hag.

ii,

3.

As

multitudes were

not the author of the decree mentioned; as also that
the times of the weeks cannot be dated from the second

year of Darius Hystaspes,
§23. After this, there

commands, or
ple,

is

who was

the author of

it.

mention made of two other

and peoboth granted by the same Artaxerxes, one in the
decrees, relating to the temple

seventh year of his reign, to Ezra, chap,

vii,

7; the

other in the twentieth year of his reign, to Nehemiah,

chap,

ii,

1.

And from

one of these must the account

Now, supposing that one of
must be intended, it is evident, that
Longimanus, and notMemor, was the author of them;
for from the seventh year of Memor, which was the
inquired after be dated.

these decrees

second of the ninety-fifth olympiad, to the eighteenth
year of Tiberius Ceesar, wherein our Savior suffered,

^eing the third of the two hundred and second olym-
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piad, are only four

2.

hundred and twenty-eight years,

Now,

sixty-two short of the whole.

years added

Part

these sixty-two

from the
on the seventh of
Longimanus; from the seventh of Longimanus, then,
to the seventh of Memor, ai'e sixty-two years, and
from the seventh of Memor, to the eighteenth of
Tiberius, are four hundred and twenty-eight; in the
whole four hundred and ninety, the number inquired
seventh of

to the beginning of the account,

Memor,

fall

in exactly

after.*

And there wants
this decree, rather

not reason to induce

me to

fix

on

than any other, being, indeed, the

most famous, and most useful to the people of all the
rest.
By what means it was obtained, is not recordEvident it is, however, that Ezra had great favor
ed.
with the king, and that he had convinced him of the
greatness and power of that God, whom he served,
Ezra viii, 22. Besides it was not a mere proclamation
of liberty, like that of Cyrus, which was renewed by
Darius; but a decree, a law made by the king and his
seven counsellors, Ezra vii, 14; the highest and most
irrefragable legislative power amongst the Medes and
Persians.

Moreover, together with the decree Ezra

had a formal commission; he

is

leave to go, but to be "sent"
council.

by

have

the king and

liis

Besides, the former decrees barely respected

the temple; and

it

them

had done

the people

the bare fabric;
*

said not only to

all

seems, that in the execution of
little

more than building

things, as to the true order of the

From

the seventh of Longimanus, to the
seventh of Memor
From the seventh of Memor, to the eighteenth of Tiberius

From the going

62 years.

428

forth of the decree, in the

seventh year of Artaxerxes Longimanus,
to the death of Christ

490
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worship of God, remaining in great confusion, and
the

civil

state utterly neglected.

But now, in this
set the whole

not only directed to

commission, Ezra
worship of God in order, at the charge of the king,
Ezra vii, 16 23; but also that he should appoint a
civil government and magistracy, with supreme powis

—

er, to

be exercised as occasion required, ver. 25, 26.

This alone, and no other, was the building of the

mentioned by Gabriel; for it is not walls and
houses, but policy, rule, and government, that makes

city,

a

city.

And it

very considerable what a conviction of

is

the necessity of this
its

work was then put upon

the spir-

of the governors of the Persian empire; for the king

himself calls Ezra

"The

scribe of the

law of the God

"of Heaven," and declares that he was persuaded, that
if this

work was not done,

"from heaven upon
ver. 23.

The

would be wrath
kingdom, and his son,"

"there

himself, his

seven counsellors also join in that law,

So that no command that concerned that
people, before or after, was accompanied with that
ver. 28.

solemnity,

or gave such glory to

Besides, the

God

as this did.

whole work of reforming the church, the
Divine worsliip, and the recognition of

restitution of

the sacred oracles,
this decree,

Gabiiel.

and no

by Ezra, make it manifest, that
other, was intended by the angel
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EXERCITATION

Part

2.

VI.

THE EVASIONS OF THE MODERN JEWS ANSWERED.
§1.

That the Messiah's coming

is

delayed, and their dispersion

continued, because of the sins of their forefathers, answered.

Because of their own

That the delivewhereby God
would make an experiment, answered. §4. That the Messiah
was born the same day that the second temple was destroyed,
considered. §5. That the promise of the Messiah's coming at
the season we plead for, was not absolute, but conditional, an1. This militates against the promise to the Genswered.
§2.

sins,

answered.

§3.

rance from Babylon was nothing but a

tiles.

§6. 2.

own

its

Against Divine fore-knowledge.

preteusions.

ised covenant.

-^UT

§1.

the

this evidence,

pleading, that
siah

is

trial,

§9. 5.

§8. 4.

§7. 3. Against
Against the nature of the prom^

Against the Messiah's ever coming.

Jews endeavor to evade the force of all
by various pleas; and particularly by
it is

for their sins the

coming of the Mes-

prolonged, whereby they are

left in their

We readily grant, in a sense,

long dispersion.

account of their

sins,

that they have

on
But

it is

no Messiah.

we must

inquire,

what they intend thereby?

therefore,

whether

it

be for the

present

ask,

I

sins of their forefathers,

who

lived before the last final dispersion, or for their

sins,

who have

since lived in their several generations,

that they are thus utterly forsaken? If they shall say,
for the sins of their forefathers; then I desire to

it is

know, whether they think God to be changed from
what he was of old; or, whether he be not still every

way

the same, as to

all

the promises of the covenant?

Supposing they will say, that he

is still

the same,

I

de-

know, whether he did not, in former times, in
the days of their judges and kings, especially in the
Babylonish captivity, punish them for their sins, w^ith
sii*e

to
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and mercy, which was

agreeable to the tenor of the covenant? This,

I

sup-

pose, they will not deny, the scripture speaking fully

to

it,

and the righteousness of God requiring it. I deknow, what were the sins of their fore-

then, to

sire,

fathers, before the destruction of the

and

their final dispersion,

much exceeded

of the covenant, so

who

second temple,

which, according to the rules
the sins of

them
and

lived before the desolation of the first temple,

the captivity that ensued? For

we know

that

tlie sins

of these former were punished only with a dispersion,

which continued to more than seventy years; after
which they returned again to their own land; whereas
their present captivity and dispersion have now continued above twenty times seventy years. Now, of all
the sins, which on the general account of the law of
God, the sons of men can make themselves guilty of,
idolatry

gods

is

doubtless the greatest; the choosing of other

a complete renunciation of the true God, and

is

therefore

is

forbidden at the very front of the

this sin

law, as intimating, that

if

the

command of owning

the

God, and him alone, be not adhered to, it is to
no purpose to apply ourselves to those that follow.
true

Now,

is

it

known

to

all,

that this sin of idolatry

abounded amongst them under the first temple, and that
also for a long continuance, attended

with violence,

and oppression; but that those
under the second temple had contracted the guilt of
this sin, the present Jews do not pretend; and we know
adulteries, persecution,

that they hated
to assign

all

appearance of it.

any other

sins

Nor

are they able

whatever, wherein they went

higher in their provocations, than their progenitors under the

first

temple.

be,

What

then

is

the cause of the

and success between them? It cannot
but that either they have contracted the guilt of

different events
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wherewith

sin,

with the idolatry of

God was more

Part

displeased,

i.

than

their forefathers, or that the cove-

nant made with them is expired, or that there hath
been a coincidence of both these; and that indeed, is
the fact. The Messiah came, in whom the carnal covenant was to expire, and they rejected and slew him;

which has deserved

their rejection

from

it,

and

their

present disinheritance.

Sometimes they will plead, that it is for their
sins, and the sins of the generations that succeed-

§2.

own

ed the destruction of the second temple, that they are
kept thus long in captivity. But we know, that they
use this plea only as a covering for their obstinate

and infidelity. Take them from this dispute,
and they are continually boasting of their righteousness and holiness; for they do not only assure us, that
blindness

they are better than

much

all

the world besides, but also

better than their forefathers;

day of expiation, that

as the angels in heaven!

whereas

it is

and

that

on the

once a year, they are as holy

is,

Then

a principle of their

I

would

fain

faith, that all

know:
Jews,

excepting apostates, are so holy and righteous, that

they shall

all

be saved,

shall all

blessed world to come;

them

have a portion in the

whence

is it,

that

none of

are so righteous as to be restored to the land of

Canaan?

Is

it

not strange, that the righteousness which

them all to heaven, will not
any one of them to Jerusalem? this latbeing more openly and frequently promised to

seiTes the turn to bring

serve to bring
ter

them, than the former.
Again, repentance from their

sins is

a thing wholly

own power, or it is not; if they shall say, it is
own power, as generally they do, I desire to
know, why they defer it? The glorious imaginations
in their

in their

they have of the levelling of mountains, the dividing
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of rivers, the singing of woods, and dancing of trees,

and of coaches and chariots of kings to carry them;
as also the riding upon the shoulders of their rich
neighbors into Jerusalem, the conquest of the world,
the eating of Behemoth,

and drinking the wine of
and long life they shall

Paradise; the riches, wives,

have in the days of the Messiah: all these brave things
make them, as they pretend, patiently to endure all
their long exile and calamity.
And will not all these
fine things prevail with them for a little repentance,

which they may perform when they please; and so
obtain them all in a trice? If they are so evidently
blind, about what they look upon as their only great
concernment in this world, have they not great cause
to be jealous, lest they are also equally blind in other
things, and particularly in that wherein we charge
them with blindness? This, it seems, is the state of

things; unless they repent, the

Messiah will not come;

unless he come, they cannot be delivered out of their calamity, nor enjoy the promises.

To repent is a thing in

own

power, and yet they had rather endure all
and forego all the promises of God, than take
And what shall we
in hand, and go through with it.
say to such a perverse generation of men, who openly
proclaim, that they will live in their sins, though they
have never more to do with God to eternity!
§3. Some have asserted, "That the deliverance from
"Babylon was nothing but a trial, whereby God would
"make an experiment, whether, together with the res"titution of their kingdom and temple, those enor"mous sins of adultery, murder, and idolatry, which
"they had committed, could be cut off, and expiated;
their

miseries,

"but instead of a discharge of their former arrears,
•'which they were obliged

"debts

VOL.

by
I.

their sins."

But

;31

to,

they heaped up

this is plainly

new

a worthless
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2.

no man can produce one word from the
scripture, where it treats of these things, in the least
giving countenance thereto; or can shew, how this
procedure is suitable to the jvistice of God; either to
the general notion that we have of it, or as to any

fiction; as

other instance recorded of

it

On

in the scripture.

the

contrary, the prophets that treated concerning that
dispensation of God, in places innumerable, plainly
contradict this imagination.

God

punisheth not the sins of their fathers upon

their children, unless the children continue in the sins

This he declareth at large, Ezek.

of their fathers.
xviii.

the

Now, what were

first

the sins of this people under

temple, before their captivity?

They reckon

and idolatry. It is, no doubt, but
many of them were adulterers, and that sin among
others was charged upon them by the prophets; but
it is ev ident, that their principal ruining sins were their
idolatry and persecution of the prophets. Now, were
adultery, murder,

the Jews, that
sins
all

is,

the

body of the

under the second house?

people, guilty of these

It is

known,

that from

had
and as

gross idolatry they preserved themselves, wliich

been in an especial manner, their ruin before;
for killing the prophets, they acknowledge that after
Malachi they had none, but those whom they will not

own

to be prophets.
Suppose that all those under the second house continued in the sins of their forefathers, which yet is

and denied by themselves,
yet what have the Jews done
false,

as occasion requires;
for

sixteen

years, since the destruction of that house?

hundred

They plead

themselves to be holy, and (applying the prophecy,
Isa.

liii,

to themselves) proclaim themselves to be inno-

cent and righteous; at least they would not have us to
think, that the generality of

them

are adulterers,

mur-
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dereis,

whence

idolaters;

is it,

ishment of their fathers' sins

What

rule of justice

is

lies
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then, that the pun-

upon them

observed herein?

so long?

What

in-

For
day in

stance of the like dispensation can they produce?

our parts,

we

affirm, that they continue to this

the same sin, for which their forefathers, under the second house, were rejected and destroyed; and we know
the righteousness of

They

say, they

God

in their present captivity.

abhor the

sins of their forefathers,

repent of them, and obtain remission of their

sins,

through their observing the law of Moses; wherein,
then,

Why

is

the faithfulness of

God in

his

promises to them!

are they not delivered out of captivity?

not restored to their land, according to express

Why
testi-

monies of the covenant made with them to that purpose? There is no color of truth nor reason, therefore, in this evasion,

which they invented, to preserve
and unbelief.

themselves in their obstinate blindness

§4. Being pressed with the testimonies before insisted on, out of Haggai, concerning the glory of the second temple, and the coming of the desire of all nations
into it, they have a tradition, that the Messiah was born

the

same day,

that the second temple

was

destroyed.

"Rabbi Joden, in the name of Rabbi Ibbo, said, The
"Messiah was born in the day that the house of the
"sanctuary was destroyed," &c.* Again, they have a
tradition out of the school of one Elias, a famous master

among them,

doctors,

of the Jannarei, or Ante-Talmudical

which they have recorded

in

the

Talmud,

about the continuance of the world, which is as follows: "It is a tradition of Elias, that the world shall
"continue six thousaiid years; two thousand void
* Tract. Bezaroth, Distinct Hajakorr.
In Bereshith Rabba,
on Gen. xxx, they have a long story to the same purpose.
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"(which the gloss of R. Solomon Jarchi reckons from
"the creation, to the call of Abraham) two thousand
'^of the law (to the destruction of the second temple)

"and two thousand
is

how

incredible

for the

days of the Messiah."

It

the latter rabbins are perplexed with

which is recorded in the
But what is become of him all
this while? O "he was earned away by the four winds
"of heaven, and kept in the great sea four hundred
this tradition of their masters,

Talmud

"years!"

as sacred.*

Is

not

this,

True; but he who

is

you

will say,

very ridiculous?

offended with the citation of such

things out of their Talmudical doctors,

is

desired only

to exercise patience, until he shall be able himself to

from them, things more serious and of greater
importance.
And yet, from them must we learn the

report

persuasions of the ancient Jews, or be ignorant of them.

This evasion, therefore, needs nothing better than
to confute
§5,

itself

it.

They sometimes

grant that the time fixed on

coming of the Messiah; but
add withal, that the promise of his coming at that
season was net absolute, but condHional; namely, on
supposition, that the Jews were righteous, holy, and
worthy to receive him. And nothing ismore com-

was determined

mon

with them, than

this condition: "if

they descvce

they repent^^ the Messiah will come, "the time
is not

"it," "if

"is

for the

already past, but because of our sins he

one day he
There was a time limited and determined, they grant, for the coming of the Messiah; this

"come."

"If Israel could repent but

"would come."
time

is

signified in general in the scripture to

be before

the destruction of the second temple, and the utter departure of scribe and law-giver frcm Judah; but all
*Tract. Saned. Distinct. Chelec.
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they add, was but conditional,

and the accomplishment of it had a respect
good works, and

righteousness, repentance,

but which

failing, their

Messiah

is

to their

merits;

not yet come.

this issue is their infidelity at length arrived.

To

But there

which expose the vanity of
Some of them I shall briefly insist

are reasons innumerable,
this pretence.

upon:
1

.

We

have before proved, that not the Jews only,
also, even the whole world was con-

but the Gentiles

The

cerned in the coming of the Messiah.

prophets

every where declare, that the Gentiles, the nations of
the world, were equally concerned with the
the promise of the Messiah's coming,

if

Jews

in

not principal-

and number.
remedy to them he promised also, and limited, stirring them up to an expectation of its accomplishment, as that whereon all their
happiness depended; and shall we now suppose, that
all this love, grace, and mercy of God towards mankind, and his faitlifulness in his promises, were all suspended on the goodness, righteousness, merits, and rely intended, because of their greatness

The time

of exhibiting this

pentance of the Jews? Shall

who

we

suppose, that God,

so often testifies concerning them, that they

were

a people, wicked, obstinate, stubborn, and rebellious,

should

make them

keepers of the everlasting happi-

whole world? Shall we suppose that he
hath committed the fountain of his grace and love,
which he intended and promised should overflow the
whole earth, and make all the barren wildernesses of
it fruitful, to be stopped by them at their pleasure? As

ness of the

he should say in his promises, "I am resolved, out of
my infinite goodness and compassion towards you, O
ye poor miserable sons of Adam, to send you a Savior

if

and a Deliverer,

^'^

ho

at

such a time shall come and
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way of life eternal, shall open the
door of heaven, and save you from the wrath that
you have deserved; but I will do it on tliis condition^
declare to you, the

an obstinate and rebellious people, be
good and holy, righteous and penitent, for unless they
that the Jews,

be

the Savior shall not come, nor

so,

should, until they be so."

Is this

is it

possible

it

worthy of the Most

High?
§6. 2.

When God limited the time

of

tiie

Messiah's

coming, he either foresaw what would be the state
and condition of the Jews, or he did not. If they
say he did not, then, besides that, they deny hmi to

be God, by denying those essential attributes of his
nature, which the very heathen acknowledge in their
they also utterly overthrow

deities;

all

the predictions

of the Old Testament; for there is not any of them,
but depends upon a supposition of the presence of

God; and

this

is

nothing but to countenance their

unbelief with perfect atheism.
foresee, that their conditions

they say he did
would be
manners
and
If

know that it was imwould come at the time determined I ask, to what end and purpose doth he so
often, and at so gi^eat a distance of time, predict and

according to the event, so as to
possible the Messiah
;

promise that he should come, and so that not one

word

of his predictions should be fulfilled?

say, did he^:r on a time

and

season, foretel

Why,
it

I

often,

an exact computation of the years, from the time of his predictions, and
call ail men to an expectation of his coming accordingly; when, it seems, by his foresight, he knew that,
by reason of all the Jews wanting merit and repent-

limit

it

by

signs infallible, give out

no such thing could possibly take place? This
were not to promise and foretel in infinite veracity, but
ance,

purposely to deceive.

The

condition, then, pretended.
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cannot be put upon the promise of the coming of the
Messiah, without a direct denial of some, and

consequence, of

There

is

all

by

just

the essential properties of Jehovah.

not in the ^vhole scripture the least intima-

which they pretend
It is no
the promise insisted on to be clogged with.
where said, no where intimated, that if the Jews retion of such a condition, as that

pented,

and merited

well, the

Messiah should come at

no where threatened, that if
his
coming
should be put off to an
they did not so,
He was to come to turn men from
uncertain day
ungodliness, and not because they were turned before
the time mentioned;

his

coming.

§7. 3.

The

suggestion overthrows the rise of the

promise, and the whole nature of the thing promised.

was mere love, and sovereign grace; there was not any thing in man, Jew or
Gentile, that should move the Lord to provide a remedy for them who had destroyed themselves. Now,

The

spring of the promise

and grace, on the
and repentance of them to whom it was
made, is perfectly to destroy it, and to place the merit
of it in man; whereas it arose purely from the grace

to suspend the promise of this love

righteousness

of God.

Again,

it

utterly destroys the nature of the

thing iwomised, which is a salvation from
misery.
To suppose that this shall not be
unless men, as a condition of

it,

sin

and

gi^anted,

deliver themselves

from their sins, is to assert a plain contradiction, and
wholly to destroy the promise. He was not promised to men, because they were penitent and just, but to
make them so. And to make the righteousness of
Jews and Gentiles, tlie condition of his coming, is to
take his

work

him and

his righteousness useless.

out of his hand, and to render both

eral accounts, are self-condemned

The Jews, on

sev-

in the use of this
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Their great

pretence.

why

the

what those sins
them
their

are,

2.

they say, are the cause,

coming of the Messiah

ily grant

know

sins,

Part

is

But

retarded.

We read-

they cannnot declare.

wicked enough; but withal, we
great wickedness to consist, in that which
to be

they will not acknowledge; not in being unfit for his

coming, but in refusing him when he came.
instance sometimes in their hatred

They

one to another,

mutual animosities, and frequent adulteries, and
want of observing the Sabbath, according to the rules
But take
of their present superstitious scrupulosity.
them from the rack of our arguments, and you hear
no more of their confessions, no more of their sins
and wickedness, but they are immediately all righ-

their

teous and holy,

all

beloved of God, and better than

on the day of

their forefathers; yea, as before hinted,

expiation they are as holy,

There

angels in heaven.

them!
at

Is

it

if
is

we

believe them, as the

not one sin amongst

not strange, then, that the Messiah did not,

one time or other, come to them on that day?
§8. 4.

The

vain plea

is

directly contrary to the na-

which God promised to make at
coming of the Messiah, or that which he came to
ratify and establish, and the reason which God gives
33.
for the making of that covenant, Jer. xxxi, 31
ture of the covenant,

the

—

The

foundation of the

new covenant

lies

in this, that

the people had "disannulled and broken the former

"made with them."
nul that covenant,

Now,
if

surely they

do not disan-

they are righteous according to

and unless they are righteous, they say,
the Messiah will not come; that is, the new covenant

the tenor of

shall not
less!

it;

be made, unless by them

it

be

Again, the nature of the covenant

God in

it

makes men

first

made need-

lies

in this, that

righteous and hol}^ Ezek.

xi, 19.

So that righteousness and holiness cannot be the con-
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dition of

making

it,

unless

is

he takes

upon himself

it

be of making

it

useless.

between God and the Jews;

the contest

This, then,

it
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to give

the covenant of the Messiah,

men

and they take

themselves to be rightcou.?, that he

by
upon

righteousness,
it

may make

that

covenant with them.

coming of the Messiah depend on the
righteousness and repentance of the Jews, it is not only possible, but very probable, that he may never come.
Seeing that they have not repented all this while, what
assurance have we, nay what hope may we entertain,
concerning the remnant of future trial? Greater calls
to repentance from God, greater motives from themselves and otiiers, they are not like to meet with.
And
what grounds have we to expect, that they who have
withstood all these calls, without any good fruit, by
their own confessions, will ever be any better? Upon
this supposition, then, it would be very probable, that
the Messiah should never come.
§9. 5. If the

EXERCITATION
JESUS OF

NAZARETH THE ONLY TRUE AND PROMISED MESSIAH.

Introduction and subject stated.

§1.

VII.

within the time limited.

§3, (II.)

§2. (I.) That Jesus come
That no other came within

that season, that could claim the character.

That the

§4

—

(III.)

6,

Messiah belong
to Jesus Christ, and centre in his person.
1. He came from
the true stock. §7. 2. The place of his birth. §8 ^13. 3. Born
scriptural characteristic notes of the

—

of a Virgin.

§14, 15. 4.

he suffered.

§20

—

What

25. 6.

he taught.

His miracles.

§16

—

§26. 7.

19. 5.

What

The success

of his doctrine and religion.

If, then, the Messiah, came not

yl.

limited, all expectation

VOL.

I,

from the

p,2

vv^ithin

the time

scripture of the

Old
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2,

Testament must come to a nought; nor can the Jews,
on that supposition, in any measure defend the truth
of it against an infidel.
And, indeed, the ridiculous
fable of his being born at the time appointed, but kept
hid to this day, they

when they

pleaded,

know

not where,

deal with

their senses, or judicially blind.

men

is

not to be

not bereaved of

We

ask them, then,

Jesus of Nazareth be not the Messiah, where

is he?
answer to the prophecies
insisted on? Three things then remain to be proved:
I. That our Lord Jesus Christ came, lived, and

if

who

or

is

he, that

came

in

died within the time limited for the coming of the

Messiah.

That no other came within that season, that
either pretended, with any color of probability, to that
dignity, or was ever owned to be such by the Jews
II.

themselves.
III.

That

all

the scriptural characteristical notes of

Lord Jesus.
That Jesus came and lived in the time
limited, some short space before the departure of the
sceptre and scribe from Judah, the ceasing of the daily
sacrifices, and final desolation of the second temple, we
the Messiah centre in the person of our
§2.

have
sed

is

press,

(I.)

all

the evidence that a matter of fact so long pas-

The

church are exthat he was born during the empire of Augustus

capable

of.

histories of the

end of the reign of Herod over
Judea, when Cyrenius was governor of Syria; that
he lived to the time when Pontius Pilate was governor
of Judea, under Tiberius, about thirty-six or thirtyCsesar, in the latter

seven years before the destruction of the nation,

city,

Neither did the most malicious

and temple, by Titus.
and fierce impugners of his religion, such as Celsus,
Porphyry, and Julian, ever once attempt to attack the
truth of the story, as to his real existence, and the time
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So that herein we have as concurrent a suffrage
whole world in any case is able to afford. The

it.

as the

best historians of the nations,
times, give their testimony to

who

what

lived near those
is

recorded in our

Corn. Tacitus expressly assigns the time of

gospel.

his death to the reign of Tiberius,

The same also

of Pilate.

is

and the government

confirmed by Flav.

Jose-^

phus.*
^3.

(II.)

We secondly

affirmed, that

no other

per-

son came, within the time limited, that could pretend to be the Messiah.
confess; nor

This the Jews themselves

can they think otherwise, without con-

demning themselves; for if any such person came, seeing they received him not, nor do own him to this
day, their guilt would be the same that we charge upon
them, for the refusing of our Lord Jesus. It remaineth, that either Jesus is the true Messiah, as coming
from God, in the season limited for that purpose, or
that the whole promise concerning the Messiah is a
mere figment, the whole Old Testament a fable, and
both the old and present religion of the Jews a delusion. At that season the Messiah must come, or there
is an end of all religion.
If any came, then, whom
they had rather embrace for their Messiah, than our
tiOrd Jesus, let them own him, that we may know who
he was, and what he hath done for them. If none
such there was, as they will not pretend there was, their
obstinacy and blindness, in refusing the only promised

Messiah, is such as no reasonable

count

of,

who

ment of God,

call to

in giving

his

give an ac~

mind the righteous judgthem up to blindness and obpunishment for their rejection and

doth not

stinacy, as a just

murdering of

man can

only Son.

*Antiq. Lib.

xviii.

Cap.

4.
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We come next to consider those charac-

notes that are given in scripture concerning the

and

INIessiah;

to shew, that they all agree to Jesiis of

Nazareth, and centre in his person.

them we

shall

now

state,

The

principal of

and vindicate against the ex-

ceptions of the Jews; particularly,

The

stock whereof he came, the place of his birth,

and manner of it, what he taught, what he did, and
what he suffered. And as these are the principal of
those signs and notes, that God gave out to discover
the Messiah in his appointed time, being very sufficient

upon the matter, they comprise
and tokens whereby any person may be

for that purpose; so,

the signs

all

pre-signified.

For the family, or lineage whereof he was to
come. After the promise had for a long time run in
1.

general, that he should be of the seed of the

was
and

restricted to the seed of

that alone, until

tion to
12.

it,

''in

After

woman,

Abraham, Gen.

God added

it

xv, 17;

that peculiar limita-

Isaac shall thy seed be called," Gen. xxi,

this, in

the family of Isaac, Jacob peculiar-

ly inherited the promise;

and

his posterity

being branch-

ed into twelve tribes, the nativity of the Messiah was
confmed to the tribe of Judah, Gen. xlix, 10. Out of
that tribe

God

afterwards raised the kingly family of

David, to be a type of the kingdom of the Messiah;

and hereupon he restrained the promise to that famil}',
though not to any particular branch of it. After this,
no other

was
ise,

was ever afterwards added. It
any time, made necessary by prom.the Messiah should proceed from the royal
restriction

not, then, at

that

branch of the house of David, but only that he should
be born of some of his posterity; b}^ what family soever, poor or rich, in power or subjection, he derived
And by the signal provihis genealogy from him.
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dence of God, no one since the destruction of the city

and temple, can demonstrate that origmal. And yet,
for what end should this token of him be given forth
to

know him

being utterly

by,

when

lost, it is

genealogies of the people

all

impossible

it

should be of any

use in the discovery of him.

The genealogy of Christ was written, and published to the world by persons of unquestionable integrity, who had as much advantage to knov^^ the truth of
the matter, about

which they wrote,

as

any men ever

had, or can have, in a matter of that nature.

And

would undoubtedly have excepted
against what they advanced, had they not been overpowered with the conviction of its truth.
Had they
had the least suspicion on the contrary, why did they
not, in some of their consultations and rage against
liim and his doctrine, once object this to himself, or
his followers, that he was not of the family of David,
and so could not be the person he pretended himself

their adversaries

to be.

Besides, the persons

sealed their testimony

who wrote

his genealogy,

not only with their

lives,

but

with their eternal condition; and higher assurance of

no man give.
Suppose what some object be granted, that the

truth can
§5.

genealogy recorded by Matthew be properly the genealogy of Joseph; what madness is it to imagine, that
v/hile avowedly proposing in the title of his genealogy, to manifest Jesus Christ to have been of the family of

David, the Evangelist doth not prove and con-

firm what he had so designed according to the laws

of genealogies.

No more

is

required for the accom-

Lord Jesus
should be so of the family of David, as it was required
by the laws of families and genealogies, that any person might belong to it.
Now this might be by the
plishment of the promise, but that the
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legal marriage of his mother, to

Part

him who was

2.

of that

family; for after that contract of marriage, whatever
tribe or family she

was

of before, she

was

legally ac-

counted to be of that family into which, by her

was engrafted.
And of that family,
and no other, was he to be reckoned, who was born

espousals she

Now, that the reckoning
among the Jews, by God's

of her after those espousals.
of families and relations

own

appointment, did not always follow natural gen-

erations, but

sometimes legal

institutions,

is

manifest

law of a man dying without issue for when
by
the next kinsman took the wife of the deceased, to
raise up seed to him, he that was born of the woman,
w^as, by law, not reckoned to be his son by whom he
was begotten, but was to be the son, and so of the
family of him that was deceased, to bear his name,
the

and

;

Numb,

inherit his estate.

gal cognation,

Luke seems

xxxvi,

And

6.

to intimate,

this le-

Luke i, 27,
was espous-

where he says, "that the mother of Jesus
ed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the family
of David;" there being no apparent reason to mention
his family, but that the genealogy of his wife's son

was

And

to relate thereto.

genealogies, as

it

the genealogy of Joseph, to

was

if this

was the law of

evidently was, Matthew, recording

whom the

blessed Virgin

espoused, doth properly record that of her son^

Him who gave both law
and promise; and upon this known rule of genealogies, and legal relations, may Matthew proceed in his
according to the mind of

recital of the pedigree of

§6.

Luke

directly,

Joseph.

and of

set purpose, gives

us the

genealogy of the blessed Virgin Mary, the mother of
our Lord; for the line of his progenitors, which he
derives

from Nathan,

is

not at

all

the

same with that
by Matthew.

of Joseph from Solomon, insisted on
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Zerubbabel and Salathiel in

both genealogies, but this proves not both the lines to
be the same; for the lines of Solomon and Nathan

might by marriage meet in these persons, and so leave
it indifferent, which line was followed up to David;
and the lines of Joseph and Mary might be separated
again in the posterity of Zerubbabel,

Matthew

fol-

lowing one of them, and Luke the other. This, I
say, is possible, but the truth is (as is evident from the
course of generations insisted on) that the Zerubbabel

and Salathiel, mentioned in Matthew, were not the
same persons with those of the same name in Luke,
those being of the house of Solomon, these of the
house of Nathan. So that from David it is not the
line of Joseph,

but of the blessed Virgin that

is

recited

the words wherewith Luke prefaceth
do no way impeach this assertion, {mq
«vo|x/?f7(5 viog loaviQ th Ha<) "as was supposed the son of
Joseph the son of Eli;" for whereas, these words [uq

by Luke.

And

his genealogy,

evofjuiKelo)

"as

was

supposed,^^ are usually read in a pa-

renthesis, the parenthesis

may

better be extended thus;

"being (as was supposed the son of Joseph) the son of
Or Joseph may be said to be the son of £/?",
"Heli."
his
daughter was espoused to him, otherwse
because
the true natural father of Joseph was Jacob, as Matthew declares, Heli being the father of the blessed VirSo that both legally and naturally our Lord
gin.
Jesus Christ was a descendant of the house of David,
according to the promise.
And as this was unquestionable among the Jews in the days of his conversation in the flesh; so the present Jews have nothing of

moment

unquestionable records.

is the first characteristical note given of the Meswhereby he might be known. And it is signalcorroborated by the providence of God, in that all

This

siah,

ly

to oppose to these
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and have been so
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Jews

the

for so

are

many

now

2.

so confounded;

generations, that

it

is

impossible any one should rise amongst them,

utterly

and manifest himself

to

The burning

family.

be of

this or that particular

of their genealogies

the extirpation of the family of David

and

Part

their long dispersion,

by Herod,

by Vespasian,

have put an utter end to

all

probability about the genealogies amongst them.
§7. 2.

Another

characteristic note, pointing out the

Messiah in prophecy, was the place where he should
be born; which, added to the time and the family,
evidently designed his person.
tivity

is

foretold in Mich, v, 2;

Ephratah,

"is it (or, it is) little

This place of his na-

"And

thou, Bethlehem

for thee to be

"the thousands of Judah; out of thee shall

"unto me, he that

shall

be a ruler in

Israel,

amongst

come

forth

whose go-

from of old, from the days of eternity."
That of old this prophecy was undei-stood by the
church of the Jews, to denote the place of the Messiah's birth, we have an illustrious testimony in the
"ings forth are

records of the Christian church, Matt,

the

demand

b'orn,

ii,

5, 6.

Upon

of Herod, where the Messiah should be

the chief priests and scribes affirm, with one

was to be born at Bethlehem, confirmby this place of the prophet. And
afterwards, when they supposed that he had been born
in Galilee, because he lived there, they made this an
argument against him, because he was not born according to the scripture, in Bethlehem, the town
where David was, John vii, 41, 42.*

consent that he

ing their judgment

*It is remarkable that the Chaklee paraphrase renders the
words, "Out of thee shall coine forth to me the ruler," thus;
" Out of thee shall come forth to me the Messiah, who shall
"have the dominion,"
R. Solomon expounds the place thus:
"Little tube in the thousands of Judah; that is, thou deservest lo
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and Mait by

ry coming to Bethlehem, their being obliged to

and when we consider that the decree for the enrolment was of great charge and trouble
to the whole empire, and that no public use was ever
made of that enrolment nor is it certain, that it was
public authority;

;

accomplished in

may we

many

not reasonably

other parts of the empire;
infer,

that the infinitely wise

Governor of all the world puts tliis into the emperor's
mind, and incites him thus to set mankind into a motion, that two persons of low condition might be
brought out of Galilee into Bethlehem, that Jesus,
according to this prophec}^, might be born there? Had
they gone of their own accord, it might have given
advantage to the Jews, to say that the mother of Jesus
went to Bethlehem only with a view to be delivered,
that she might better report her son to be the Messiah.
But by this admirable providence, all such objections
are removed; their

minds are determined by an aumust make,

thority not to be resisted; a journey they
at a time very unseasonable for the

holy Virgin, being

and be publicly enthe command of
upon
of David,
him who never knew ought of that business, and
which none but himself could be instrumental to accomplish.
Not long after this, that town of Bethlehem was utterly destroyed; nor hath it been for a
thousand and six hundred years, either great or small,
so near the time of her delivery,

rolled of the family

among

the thousands of Judah.

The manner

§8. 3.

of the Messiah's birth, that he

should be horn of a Virgin, is a third characteristical
note given of him. The first promise sufficiently in"be so, because of the profanation of Ruth, the Moabitess, who
"was in thee; out of thee shall come forth to me the Messiah,
^'the son of David."
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was not

timated that he

be brought into the world

to

according to the ordinary course of mankind, but
to be

{dicmpilinioi)

in a

word

manner the ^ced of
man. To make this

in a distinguishing

the 'woman, to the exclusion of

more

design yet the

God

evident,

of promise,

Isa. vii,

10

gives

it

— 16;

forth directly

"Moreover the

''Lord spake to Ahaz, saying, ask thee a sign of the

"thy God, ask

"above; but

it

not ask, neither will

said, I will

And he

my God

"himself will give

you a

"the child

O house

Therefore, the

also?

Lord

a Virgin shall

sign: behold,

"conceive and bear a Son, and

"to refuse

Hear ye now,

said.

I

a small thing for you to weary men, but

is it

"ye will weary

"el; butter

Lord

either in the depth, or in the height

Ahaz

"tempt the Lord.
"of David,

was

name Emanu-

call his

and honey shall he eat, that he may know
the evil and choose the good; for, before
shall know to refuse the evil, and choose

"the good, the land that thou abhorrest, shall be for-

"saken of both her kings."

This

is

the prophetic

Lord
was
which was spoken by

promise, the accomplishment whereof in our

Jesus

we have recorded,

"done, that

it

might be

Mat.

i,

fulfilled,

22, 23; "All this

"Ihe prophet: Behold, a Virgin shall be with child,

"and

shall bring forth

"name Immanuel."

a Son, and they shall

Now, this being

above the course of nature,

it is

an

call

his

a thing utterly

infallible evidence,

and demonstrative note of the true Messiah. He, and
he alone, was to be born of a Virgin; and Jesus of
Nazareth alone was actually so; therefore, Jesus alone
is

the Messiah.
fj9.

The Jews

phecy, and

its

being greatly pressed with this pro-

accomplishment, try

all

means

to escape,

by breaking through one of them. And we might
expect that they would principally attempt the story
of the evangelist; but circumstances on that side be
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ing so cogent against them, they are very faint in that

was so indeed,

was
and his disciples professed, why did they not charge them with an
untrutli?
But though they insist not much upon the

endeavor.

For,

if it

not born of a Virgin, as

it is

that Jesus

recorded,

denial of the truth of the record; yet, to relieve tliem-

they contend, that the words of the prophet

selves,

are not applicable to the birth of our

which the

evangelist reports

Lord

Jesus,

them prophetically

to

express.

We

have formerly evinced, that the foundation and

end of the Judaical church and

state,

and of the pre-

was

solely the bring-

servation of the Davidical family,

ing forth of the promised Messiah.

And this the

hath fully demonstrated in their utter rejection
the accomplishment

of that end.

And on

event
after

account

of the temporal concernment of that people in the
coming of the Messiah, the promise of him was oftentimes mixed, ^nd interwoven with the mention of
other things, that were of present use and advantage
to them; so that

it

was not easy sometimes

to distin-

guish the things that are properly spoken with refer-

ence to him, from those other things which respected

what was

present; seeing both of them are together
spoken of to the same general end and purpose. Upon

these principles

and import of
§10.

we may

easily discover the true sense

this prophetical prediction.

Upon the infidelity of Ahaz, and the

generality

of the house of David with him, refusing a sign of de-

God tells them by his
had not only wearied his messengers by their unbelief and hypocrisy, but that they
were ready to weary himself also, ver. 13, with their
manifold provocations, during that typical state and
However, for the
condition wherein he kept them.
liverance tendered to them,

prophets, that they
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had promised them deliverance; and

2

al-

though they refused to ask a sign of him, according to
his command, yet he would preserve them from their
present fears, and utter ruin, and in his due time accomplish his great and wonderful intendment, miraculously by causing a Virgin to conceive and bring forth

on whose account they should be preserved
church and state, until his
from
coming. But how may it appear that it was the MesThis the
siah who should be thus born of a Virgin?
prophet assures them, by telling them what he shall
be, and accordingly be called:
"He shall be called
"Immanuel," or God with iis, both in respect of his
person and office; for he shall be God and man, and
he shall reconcile God and man, taking away the enmity and distance caused by sin; a description of the
Messiah, whereby he might be sufficiently known.
And the prophet farther assures them, that this Immanuel shall be born truly a man, and dwell amongst
them, being brought up with the common food of the
country, until he came, as other men, to the years of
discretion: "Butter and honey shall he eat, until he
"know to choose the good, and refuse the evil." And
this was enough for the consolation of believers, as
also for the security of the people from the desolation

that Son,

utter destruction, as a

feared.

But

yet,

occasioned

because

by

the

all this

war

was
Judah by the
pleased to add

prophetical declaration

raised against

kings of Israel and Damascus,

God

is

to the promise of their deliverance, a threatening of

judgment and destruction to their adversaries; and because he would limit a certain season for the execution
of his judgment upon them (as he had declared the
safety and preservation of Judah to depend on the
birth of Immanuel of a virgin, in the appointed sea-
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son) he declares that their enemies should be cut off

any

before the time that

come

child not yet born could

to the years of discretion, to choose the good, or

refuse the evil, ver. 16.

Now,

that this

is

the true im-

port and meaning of the prophecy, will evidently ap-

pear in our vindication of

Jews

against

its

it

application

from the exceptions of the

by Matthew

to the nativi-

ty of Jesus Clirist,

§11. First, they except that

not a virgin that

it is

here intended by the original word,

say

signifies

any young woman.

(flD^;;)

is

which they

The whole

contro-

versy from this place depending on the determination

of this point;

what we

ny, but that
it

therefore fully clear the truth of

and the Jews themselves

will not de-

the conception of a virgin be intended,

if

some other than any
The word (His^j;) here used,

must
1.

I shall

assert;

refer to

in those days.
is

from the root

(CdSj;) to hide, or 'oSj;j) in niphal, hidden, reserved.

the name of virgins; partly, from their being
unknown by man, and partly, from the universal
custom of the East, wherein those virgins who were

Hence

of any account, were- kept reserved from

common

conversation.

they are

called,

their first
Ivipia)

Hence, by

{nuluiiKei:;i)

shut up, or recluses, and

appearance in public they termed

"the season of bringing

'•tirements.^^

The

public or

all

the Grecians also,

{civa'^uXv%-

them out Jrotn

their re-

original signification of the

word

then denotes a virgin precisely.
2.

The

constant use of the

word

directs us to the

same

signification.
It is seven times used in the Old
Testament, and in every one of them doth still denote
a virgin, or virgins, either in a proper, or metaphor-

Only one place is controverted by the
Jews, Prov. xxx, 19; "And the way of a man with a
^^maidP But it is used here peculiarly with the pre-

ical sense.
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(nD^pS) whence

fix,

the abstract,

(fv veolvfli)

it
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"the

Part

2.

recorded by the Seventy in

way of a man in his youth f

which sense Jerom follows, {^'viain viri in adolesen"tia;") and it may thus seem to be differenced from
the same word in all other places. But in reality, the
meaning of the wise man is evident; (nttSj?3 ns:i ill)
"the way that a man taketh to corrupt a virgin"
which is secret, full of snares and evils. And when by
subtle wicked ways the seducer prevaileth against her
chastity, she afterwards (as experience but too often

becomes a

teaches)

common

And

prostitute.

this I

take to be the genuine meaning of the place; though
not altogether improbable, that the wise

it is

man pro-

ceedeth, ver. 20, to another instance of things secret;
since the particle (JS)

often signifies as

much

as,

so

also.
3.

It is

spoken

plainly

some marvellous thing

It is called, (n^K)

of.

that

is

here

a signal prodigy, and

is given by God himself, as something greater and
more marvellous than any thing that Ahaz could have
asked, either in heaven above, or in earth beneath, had

he made
to*

his choice according to the tender

"The Lord God himself

him.

"sign."

The emphasis used

shall

made unyou a

give

in giving the promise, de-

notes the greatness and marvellousness of the thing

The Jews cannot

promised.
son, that

is

here intended;

assign either virgin or

whence

it

appeareth, that

none can possibly in this promise be intended, but he
whose birth was a miraculous sign, as being born of
a virgin, and who being born, was God with us.
§12. The Jews object, in the second place, that
the birth of the child here promised was to be a sign
to Ahaz, and the house of David, of their deliverance
from the two kings who then waged war against them.
But we do not say, that this was given them as a pe-
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Ahaz himGod therefore

culiar sign of their present deliverance; for
self

had before refused such a

assigns a reason in general,
cast

them

off,

sign.

why

he would not utterly

although they wearied him, but would

yet deliver them, as at other times, viz, because of that
great

work which he had

which was
ulous.

accomplishment of

after the

were a

sign, as

30;

Kings

1

among them,

and truly miracAnd many instances we have of things promsigns, which were not actually to exist until

ised for

truth

to accomplish

to be signal, marvellous,

and

Exod.

iii,

xxii, 25.

tlie

12; 1

things wiiereof they

Sam.

x, 3, 4; Isa. xxxvii,

Besides, this sign hath the

force of a promise, although

mediately to be put in execution.

it

was not im-

Their assurance,

on God's declaration,
would accomplish the great promise of
the Messiah, and that he should be born

therefore, consisted in this; that

as surely as he

bringing forth

of a virgin, so certain should be their present deliverance,

which they

ised

so desired.

It is farther

§13.

was

to be

of should

prom-

brought about before the child spoken

know

good; or should

and what was

urged, that the deliverance

to

refuse the

come

this to

hundreds of years

evil,

and choose the

to years of discretion, ver.

16,

him, that was to be born some

after? but

it

doth not appear, that

same with
The prophet, by the
command of God, when he went unto the king with
his message, took with him Shear-jashid, his son,
ver. 3. This certainly was for some special end in the
message he had to deliver, the child being tlien but an
infant, and of no use in the whole matter, unless to be
made an instance of something that was to be done.
It is, therefore, probable, that he was Ciyin) the young
child designed, ver. 16, before Vvliose growing up to
(»j;in) the child

the

(:i5)

mentioned

ver. 16, is the

son promised, ver 14.
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discretion, those kings of
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destroyed.

any
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Damascus and Samaria were

the expression

may denote

the time of

and coming to maturity of un-

child being born,

derstanding, and consequently the promised child.
as short a space of time, as this promised child,

he

shall

evil,

be born,

2.

shall

come

and choose the good,

know

to

In

when

to refuse the

shall this deliverance

be

wrought.

Another descriptive note of the Mes(IV.)
what he was to teach. This Moses describes,
Deut. xxviii, 18, 19; "I will raise them up a Prophet
"from among their brethren, like unto thee," &c. This
is that signal testimony concerning the Messiah, which
Philip urged to Nathanael, John i, 45; which Peter
not only applies to him, but declares that he was solely
intended in it, Acts iii, 22, 28; and Stephen seals that
§14.

siah,

is,

application with his blood, Acts

vii,

Nor do

37.

the

Jews deny that the Messiah was to be a prophet, or
was promised in these words. It is evident

that he

from

passage, that,

this

in the

ordinary course of

God's dealing with the Jewish church, there was no
prophet like to Moses. Hence, Maimonides with his
followers conclude, that nothing can ever be altered in
their law, because

no prophet was ever

authority equal to him,

to arise with

who was their law-giver. But

the words of the text are plain: the prophet here foretold,

was

to "be like to him," that

is,

he was to be a

law-giver to the house of God, as our apostle shews,

Heb.

iii,

1

—

5.

Ikkarim, Lib.

The words
iii,

of the author of Sepher

cap. x, are remarkable:

"be, that there should not at

some time

arise

"It

cannot

a Prophet

"like unto Moses, or greater than he; but thus, these

"words, 'there arose none like him,' ouglit to be in"terpreted, not as if none should ever be like him, but
"that

none should be

like

him, as to some particular
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"quality, or accident; or that in all the space of time,

'^vherein the prophets followed him, until prophecy
"ceased,

none should be

like to

Moses; but hereafter

"there shall be one like him, or rather greater than he."

Such a prophet was the Messiah to be, a law-giver, so
and to institute new rites of worship.
This rising up of the Prophet, like to Moses,
declares that the whole will of God, as to his worship,

as to abolish the old,

and the church's obedience, was not yet revealed.
Had it been so, there would have been no need of a
Prophet like to Moses, to lay

new

foundations, as he

But being invested with that authority, it
is declared, that whosoever refuseth to obey him,
should be exterminated, and cast out from the privileges
of being reckoned among the people of God.

had done.

We

§15.

are, then, in the

next place, to consider

the accomplishment of this promise, in the person of

Now, that he was a prophet, and
Jews themselves (until, through
the envy of the Scribes and Pharisees, and their own
unwillingness to admit of the purity and holiness of
his doctrine, they \^ ere stirred up to oppose and persecute him, as they had done all other prophets, w4io, in

Jesus of Nazareth.
so esteemed

by

the

their several generations, foretold his

was,

I

say, a prophet,

is

coming) that he

evident from the record of

the evangelical story; See Matt, xxi, 46;

Luke

vii,

John

16; xxiv, 19;

ix,

Mark

17; vi, 14;

vi, 15;

Acts

iii,

22, 23; and their present obstinate denial of this fact is
a mere contrivance to justify themselves in their rejection and murder of him. But this is not all; he was
not only a prophet in general, but he was that Prophet
foretold by Moses and all the prophets, who was to
put the last hand to Divine revelations, by a full declaration of the whole counsel of God, the peculiar

work of the
VOL.
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2.

nature of this Prophet's doctrine confirms

our assertion.

Whatever characters of Divine

ti-uth

that can rationally be conceived, are eminently im-

Whatever
cause and last
to excite and

printed on the doctrine of Jesus Christ.

God

tends to the glory of

end of

all

things;

suitable

good

in

man,

is

mind, or inclinations of his

ers his

wants and

own

self in his

first

is

impi'0\e that which
his

as the

whatever

defects, that

in the notions of

will; w^hatever discov-

he

may

not exalt him-

conceit above his real condition, or

him his end or
method of attaining

needful to point out to

his

happiness, or the

it;

may

teach

him

to be useful in society, in

all

is

way, his
whatever
those re-

which he may stand; whatever is useful to
from evil, or even to suppress the hidden
seeds of it, without the least indulgence; whatever in
short, may contribute to stir up and direct him in the
practice of what is true, honorable, just, pure, lovely,
and of good report, is clearly revealed by this Prophet, and in the most heavenly manner.
lations in

deter liim

3.

The removal

of types, carnal ordinances, clouds

and shades, with which the Mosaical dispensation
abounded,

^^dth a clear explanation of the nature, rea-

was a work no
less glorious than the very fu'st revelation of the promise itself; and this was what was reseiTed for the great
Prophet, the Messiah.
For that God would prescribe
ordinances and institutions for his church, whose full
nature, use, and end should be everlastingly unknown
But Christ unto them, is unreasonable to imagine.
veiled the mind of God in all these institutions; and
son, and use of

all

those institutions,

we may assert, that there is not the meanest Christian,
who is instructed in the doctrine of the gospel, but can
give a better account of the nature, use,

Mosaical

institutions,

than

all

and end of the

the profound rabbins in
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the world cither can or ever could do; he that

kingdom
and knowledge than John the Baptist
yet was not behind any of the prophets
"in the

"least

Is

of God," being greater in this

ligiit

himself,

who

that

went be-

fore him.
3.

The event confirms

the character of that promis-

ed prophet to the Lord Jesus;
receive the

quire

word of the

of him,

it

tliat is,

for

prophet,

whoever should not

God

threatens to re-

as they themselves confess, to

among the number of his
them from being so. Now this
was done by the body of the Jewish nation; they received him not, they obeyed not his voice; and what
was the end of this their disobedience? They who,
for their despising, persecuting, and killing the former
prophets were only chastened, afflicted, and again
quickly recovered, out of the worst and greatest of
their troubles, are, upon their rejection of him, and disexterminate them from

people,

or to reject

obedience to his voice, cut

off,

destroyed, exterminated

from the place of their solemn worship, and utterly
from being the people of God. Whatever
may be conceived to be contained in the commination

rejected

against those

who

prophet promised,
extent,

come upon

should disobey the voice of that

is all

of

it

the Jews,

to the

upon

full,

and

its

whole

their disobedience

to the doctrine of Jesus of Nazareth; which,

added to

the foregoing considerations, undeniably prove

him

to

be that prophet,
§16. 5. There

is

yet anotlier character given of the

Messiah in the Old Testament, in what he was to
fer in the
office.

world, in the discharge of his

suf-

work and

This being that wherein the main foundation

of the whole was to consist, and that which God knew
would be most contrary to the apprehensions and ex~
pectation of that carnal people,

is,

of

all

other descrip-

—
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NAZARETH

him, most clearly and fully asserted.

evident testimony given hereto,

first

22.

It

would be easy

ation of ever part, that

who

is

to evince,
it is

is

by a

it

The manner

more

it is

examinin

this

fulfilled in Jesus

of his sufferings

clearly expressed in the story of

than

critical

of

appears to be spoken directly of him,

Nazareth, that

and no

other.

The

in Psal. xxii, 1

and absolutely intended

ultimately

2.

the Messiah, and he alone,

Psalm; and the whole was so exactly

gelists,

Part

here foretold

it

by David

is

scarcely

by the evanin

prophecy,

and therefore many passages out of this Psalm are expressed

by them

in their

records.

He

it

was,

who

pressed with the sense of God's dereliction, cried out,

"My

God!

He

was

my

God! why hast thou forsaken me?"
was accounted "a worm, and no man,"
and w ho w\as reviled and reproached accordingly; at
him did men "wag their heads," and him did they reproach with his trust in God; his "bones were drawn
"out of joint," by the manner of his sufferings; his
hands and feet were pierced, and upon his vesture
they did cast lots; upon his sufferings were the truth
and promises of God declared and preached to all the
it

that

ivorld.

§17.

We

have yet another signal testimony to the

same purpose,

Isa.

As

liii.

the

outward manner of
who were

the Messiah's sufferings, with their actings

instrumental therein,

is

principally considered in Psal.

inward nature, together with the important end and effects of them, are declared in this prophecy. Nor is there any prophecy that fills the present rabbins with more perplexities, or drives them to
more absurdities and contradictions. That it is the
Messiah, and none other, we have not only the evidence of the text and context, and the nature of the
xxii, so the

s,ubject

matter treated

of,

with the utter impossibility
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any other person,

of applying the thing spoken of to

without the overthrow of the whole faith of the ancient
church, but also

the advantage from the confession

all

of the Jews that can be expected, or need to be desired,
from adversaries. For
1. The most ancient and best records of their judg-

ment
This

expressly affirm the person to be the Messiah.
is

the

Targum on

which themselves

the place,

esteem to be of unquestionable, if not of Divine, author
ity.
The spring and rise of the whole prophecy, as
the series of the discourse manifests,

and there the words, "Behold
"per,

''Behold

among

in chap,

my servant, the

Messiah

lii,

13;

servant shall pros-

by Jonathan;

are rendered

deal wisely,"

or

my

is

shall prosper."

And

paraphrased by him,
will
pretend
any other to be
as that none of the Jews
intended.
In the Talmud itself, (Saned. Tractat.
others, chap,

Chelek.)

among

other

siah, (K'^Sn) cJiolla

place, "that

We have

5; is so

liii,

is

names they

one; because

he bore

truly

it

is

Mes-

said in this

our injirmity

("l3'»'?(l)

their ancient rabbins

l^nowledgment.

assign to the

making the same

.''^

ac-

To this purpose they say, (inBereshith

Rabba, on Gen. xxiv, 17;) "This is Messiah the king\
shall be in the generation of the wicked, and
"shall reject them.
And he shall set his heart to seek

"who

"mercy

"them, as

it is

written Isa.

'^transgressions.

"mercy

for them, as
heated.''''

testimonies,

liii,

And when

"tee are

it is

to

Israel sinneth,

said again,

And, not

we have

humble himself for
he was wounded for our

and

for Israel, to fast,

he seeketh

and by his stripes
more particular

to repeat

their full confession in Alsheck,

on the place: "Behold our masters of

blessed

memory

^'with one consent determine according as they received

"by

tradition, that

"these

it is

concerning Messiah the king

words are spoken."

And

therefore Abarbinei

,
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who

himself,

of

all his

NAZARETH

Part

2.

companions hath taken most

pains to coiTupt and pervert this prophecy, confesseth,
that

their ancient wise

all

men

consented with Ben-

So that we have as full a suf^
from the Jews

Uzziel in his Targum.

frage to this character of the Messiah,

themselves, as can be desired or expected.
2.

To apply

this to

the Jewish people as a body,

contrary, not only to their

is

Targum and Talmud, and

their chief writers, but also, to the express
text, plainly describing

words of the
one individual person.
Con-

trary to the context, distinguishing the people of the

Jews from him

—

was to suffer for them, ver. 3
Contrary to every particular assertion and passage
that

6.

m

the whole prophecy, no one of them being applicable
to the

body of the

people.

Hence Johannes

fesseth, that the consideration of this

means of
3.

his conversion.

Isaac con-

place

was the

Again,

The whole work promised from
by

of the world, to be accomplished

the foundation
the Messiah,

is

and his sufferings.
Peace with God is to be made by his chastisement, and healing of our wounds by sin is from his
here ascribed to the person treated

He

stripes.

may find

of,

hears the iniquity of the church, that they

acceptance with God.

In his hand the jjlea-

tlie redemption of his people, was
and he is to justify them for whom he
died.
If these, and the like things here mentioned,
may be performed by any other, the Messiah may
stay away, there is no work for him to do in this
But if these are the things which God hath
world.
promised that he shall perform; then he, and none

sure of the Lord, for
to prosper;

other,

§18.

is

here intended.

They

yet urge farther these words, ver. 10;

'•He shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days."
This, say they,

is

not agreeable to any, but those

who

ExER.
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have children of their bodies begotten, in
days are prolonged. I answer,
It

1.

were well

if

whom their

they would consider the words

making his soul an offering for sin;
it; and then tell us, how he that
can see his carnal seed afterwards, and in

foregoing; of his
that

is,

doth

dying for

so,

them prolong

He

2.

that

his day*.
is

here spoken of

ed from the seed; that

is

directly distinguish-

the people of God; so that

is,

ihey cannot be the subject of the prophecy.
3.

not said, that he shall prolong his days in

It is

his seed, but

he himself

his death; that

The

4.

30;

"A

upon

is,

which is

eternally,

prolong his days after

shall

his resurrection

he

shall live

called length of days.

seed here are the seed spoken

of,

Psal. xxii,

and be

seed that shall serve the Lord,"

counted to him for a generation; that

is,

all

seed, as the Gentiles are called, the "children of

"brought forth upon her travailing,"
sides,

how

''-righteous

knowledge

Beis

shall

many;" they are such

servant justify

Sion

Isa. Ixvi, 8.

the Messiah shall obtain this seed,

pressed in the next verse; "'by his

ac-

a spiritual

ex-

my

as are

God by his doctiine, and justified by faith
And that disciples should be called the seed,

converted to
in him.

the olfspring, the children of their masters
structors,

so

is

to them, that

in-

the Jews, and familiar

no phrases are more

iji

use.

See

Isa.

18.

viii,

§19.
the

common among

and

We

may

same purpose.

yet add

Daniel

some other
tells us,

testimonies to

chap,

ix,

25, (IT'C^D

n^i) '^Messiah shall he cut offi' i. e. from the land
of the living, --and that jiot for himself." And Zech.
ix, 9;

it is

said, tluit

he

interpreted

on an

ass,"

and in
which place is

Jarchi,

and

others,

shall

his best condition, "riding

bv Solomon.

be

CiJ^T) '-jjoo?';"

of the

JESUS OF

2g0

He was

Messiah.

NAZARETH

Part

2,

also to be pierced, Zech. xii, 10;

being the shepherd, chap,

xiii,

7; ''The king, as the

'•Targum, that was to be smitten with the sword of
''the

Lord."

AgTeeable to these testimonies, the Jews

themselves have a tradition about the sufferings of the

Messiah, which sometimes breaks forth amongst them.
In Midrash Tehillim, on Psal.

''name of R.
'''third

part of the

And

"world."
that

Idi, says,

ii;

"R. Hana, in the

that the Messiah

must bear the

affliction that shall ever

be in the

R. Machir, in Abkath Hochel, affirms,

God inquired

of the soul of the Messiah, at the

beginning of the creation, whether he would endure

and afflictions for the purging away of the
sin of his people; to which he answered, "That he
"would bear them with joy." And these sufferings of
sufferings

the Messiah are such, as that,

w ithout

the considera-

tion of them, no rational account can be given of

of their services or
it is

Now,

sacrifices.

any

these testimonies,

evident, concerning the meanness, poverty, perse-

and

cutions,

sufferings in this world, ascribed to the

Messiah, strongly confirm the truth of our

on Jesus.
Unto these

faith,

as

believers
"

§20.

would be easy

characters given of the Messiah,

to subjoin

it

sundry invincible arguments,

proving our Lord Jesus Christ to be the identical per-

son promised; particularly,

we might
we might

miracles he wrought,* which

insist

on the

plead, not on-

*Thc pretence of the Jews, to presei-ve themselves from
the force of that conviction, which a consideration of Christ's
miracles extorts, is so perfectly monstrous, and so full of
ridiculous figments, that nothing but a design to expose their
present naked desperate folly and childish endeavors to cover
themselves from the light of their own conviction, can give
countenance to the repetition of it. The story they tell us is
briefly this:
"There was a stojie in the Sanctiivi Saiictorum^
"under the ark, wherein was written "Shem Hamphorash," (so

"the Cabalists

call the

name

Jehovah") and he that could learn

£xER.
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from the notoriety
of tlie facts;, miracles exceeding those wrought by
Moses, whether we consider their number, or their
nature; whether we consider the resident power of
working them, or the continuance of that power; and
especially when we reflect on the communication and
extent of that power; and we might also insist on the
success of his doctrine, which would shew us, were
ly

records, but also

w^e to attend to all the circumstances, that

improbable on any other

and
was

principle,

it is

utterly

but that which he

That he
But these things having

his disciples constantly maintained, viz.

the promised Messiah.

been by others largely, and particularly insisted on,
we need only to mention them. And, indeed, the
bare proposal of them

is

sufficient to

cause

all

the

Jewish exceptions to vanish out of the minds of sober
and reasonable men.
We, therefore, conclude the
name, inight, by the virtue of it, do what miracles he
"pleased. Wherefore, the wise men fearing what might ensue
"thereon, made two brazen dogs, and set them on two pillars
"before the door of the sanctuary; and it was so, that when any
"one went in and learned that name, those dogs, as he came out,
'^barked so horribly, that they frighted him, and made him for"get the name that he had learned. But Jesus of Nazareth go"ing in, wrote the name in parchment, and put it within the
"skin of his leg, and closed the skin upon it; so that though he
"lost the remembrance of it at his coming out, by the barking
"of the brazen dogs, yet he recovered the knowledge of it again
"out of the parchment in his leg; and by virtue whereof he
"wrought miracles, walked on the sea, cured the lame, raised
"the dead, and opened the eyes of the blind."
shall only
remark, that if the miracles of Christ had not been openly performed, and undeniably attested, no creatures that ever had the
shape of men, or any thing more of modesty, than the brazen
dogs they talk of, would have betaken themselves to such monstrous foolish figments, to countenance the rejection of him.
He that should contend, that the sun did not shine all the last
year, and should give this reason of his assertion, because a
certain man of his acquaintance climbed up to heaven by a ladder, and put him in a box, and kept him close in his chamber
all that while, would speak to the full, with as much probability and appearance of truth, as the grand rabbins do in this tale.

"this

We

VOL.

I.

ob
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Part

third part of our general thesis concerning the

whom

That Jesus of Nazareth,

siah:

2.

Mes-

Paul preached,

was He.

EXERCITATION

VIII.

THE jews' objections AGAINST THE CHRISTIAN UELIGIOX
ANSWERED.
§1. Introduction,

and the subject

stated.

§2. (I.)

Certain un-

questionable principles, to guide us in the interpretation of

the promises, which the Jews urge against the Christian religion.

§3. (II.)

The promises

referred to certain

general

heads, are shewn to be consistent with the Christian religion,

and eminently
peace.

§4

—

6.

The promises of universal
fulfilled by it.
Concerning the destruction of idolatry. §7.

Concerning themselves.

§1

.

is,

W HAT

remaineth for a close to these dissertations,

a brief consideration of those objections and argu-

ments, wherewith the present Jews endeavor, and their
forefathers, for

many

fend their unbelief.

generations, have labored to de-

But here

let

us not forget that

it

is^boutthe coming of the Messiah simply, that we are
disputing; this we assert to be long since past; the Jews
deny him to be yet come, living in the hope and expectation of him, which at present is in them, but as
the "giving up of the Ghost."

And

by

is

this

dying deceiving hope

the

method where-

supported in them,

is

by this one general argument; "That the
"promises made and recorded to be accomplished at
principally

"the coming of the Messiali, are not fulfilled; and,
"therefore the Messiah is not yet come." This lills up
their

books of controversies, and

use of

by

their expositors,

when

is

constantly

occasion

offers.

Messiah, say they, was promised of old.

made
The

Together

ExEu.

8.
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with him, and to be wrought by him,

many

other

These things they see not at
all fulfilled; nay, not those which contain the only
work and business that he was promised for; and,
therefore, they will not believe that he is come.
On
the contrary, we say and demonstrate, that all the
promises, concerning the coming of the Messiah, are
actually fulfilled; and those which concern his gi^ace
and kingdom, are in part already accomplished. To
things were promised.

evidence the truth of this answer,

Lay down

1.

I shall,

certain unquestionable principles, that

will guide us in the interpretation of the promises con-

cerning the Messiah.

Shew, that the promises the Jews

II.

their objections, are perfectly consistent

refer to in

with the Chris-

tian religion.
§2.
is this;

(I.)

Among

1.

those unquestionable principles

that the promises concerning the Messiah prin-

cipally respect spiritual things,

tion

which he was

and that eternal

to obtain for his church.

salva-

This

we

and this the very nature
and the words of the promises,
abundantly manifest. There is not one promise concerning grace, pardon, the love of God, and eternal
blessedness by the Messiah, which contain the whole
of his direct and principal work, but they are all, "yea,
have proved

at large before;

of the thing

itself,

"and amen in Clirist Jesus," are all exactly made good
and accomplished. And this is testified unto by mil-

now

lions of souls

God, and

in the unchangeable fruition of

that seriously believe in him,

all

who

are

yet alive.
2.

Hence

it

follows, that all promises concerning

temporal things,

at,

or

by

his

coming, are but acces-

sary and occasional; such as do not directly appertain
to his principal

work, and the main design of his com-
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Part

2.

Those which concerned the sending of the Messiah, for the accomplishment of his principal work,
were absolute, and depended not upon any thing in
The whole of it was a mere effect
the sons of men.
ing.

He

of sovereign grace.

come

at his

the dispensation of
things,
is,

may

was, therefore, infallibly to

But those that concern

appointed season.

all

God's providence in temporal

of them be conditional.

And

evident

that they have one condition annexed to the

it

fulfil-

one of them; and that is, that those who
partake
of them, do submit themselves to the
would

ling of every

law and

"The nation and king-

rule of the Messiah.

*'dom that will not serve thee shall perish; yea, those
"nations shall be utterly wasted,"

kingdom

Isa. ix, 12.

The real
many

of Christ being to continue through

o-enerations,

even from his comino' in the

flesh to the

end of the world, and in such a variety of states and
conditions, as God saw conducing to his own glory,
and the exercise of his people's faith and obedience,
the accomplishment of these promises in several ages

and

seasons, according to the counsel of the Divine

will, is

exceedingly suited to the nature, glory, and ex-

it.
And this one observation may be easto
the frustrating of all the objections of
improved
ily
Jews from the pretended non-accomplishment of these

altation of

promises.
3.

Whereas

spiritual things

and consideration

in the

have the principal place

work and kingdom

of the

Messiah, they are oftentimes promised in words, whose
first

signification denotes things temporal.

know

the wortli

men

All

and usefulness of the precious things

of the creation, gold,

silver,

sirable things of natural

precious stones; of the de-

life,

health, strength, long

of the good things of

men in civil

fiches, liberty, rule,

dominion, and the

life;

conversation, wealth,
like.

Men

IxER.
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know somewhat

of the worth of these things,

whose
excellency they are so well acquainted with, and whose
enjoyment they so much desire. And yet, can any

man

be so stupidly sottish as to think, that in the days
of the Messiah hills shall leap, and trees clap their
hands, and waste places sing, and sheep of Kedar, and
rams of Nebaioth, be made ministers, and Jews suck
milk from the breasts of kings, and

little

children play

with cockatiices, literally and properly? And yet those
things, with innumerable of the like kind, are prom-

Do

ised.

they not openly proclaim to the meanest

comprehension, that the expressions of them are meta-

and that some other thing is to be sought
for in them?
4. By the seed of Abraham, by Jacob and Israel,

phorical,

in

many

places of the prophets, not their carnal seed,

at least not all their carnal seed,

children of the faith of

intended; but the

Abraham, who are the

And

ors of the promise.

is

this

we have

in our dissertation about the Oneness of the

the Old and
5.

By

all

New

inherit-

proved before,

Church of

Testament.

people, all nations, the Gentiles, all the

Gentiles, or the like; not all absolutely, especially at

any one

time, or season, are to be understood; but

either the

most eminent and most famous of them, or

else those in

cinity, is

whom

more

the chuixh,

especially concerned.

chargeth the Jews of

gods of
lutely,

all

by reason of

old, that

the nations;

God

their vi-

oftentimes

they had worshipped the

whereby not

all

nations abso-

but only those that were about them, with

whom

they had commerce and communication, were intended.

And those

which, in an especial manner, seem to

be designed in those prophetical expressions, are that
collection of nations,
constituted,

Roman empire was
common appellation

whereof the

which obtained the
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2.

of the whole world, beuig, for the main of them, the
posterity of Japhet,

who 'were to be persuaded

to dwell

in the tents of Shem.
6.

must be observed, that whatever

It

is

to be effect-

power of the Messiah,
during the continuance of his kingdom in the world,
is mentioned in the promises, as that which was to be
accomplished, at, or by his coming.
But here, as we
ed by the

spirit,

grace, or

before obseiT^ed, lieth the mistake of the Jews; what-

ever

is

spoken about

pect to have

fulfilled,

his

as

work and kingdom, they
it

ex-

were, in a day, which, nei-

ther the nature of the things themselves will bear, nor

any way suited to the glory of God, or the duration of this kingdom in the world.
Indeed, all the
things that are foretold about the kingdom of the Mcbis it

siah, are referred to his

coming, because before that

they were not wrought, and they are produced by his
spirit and grace, and the foundation of them all vi^as

and unchangeably laid
upon his first coming.

perfectly
effected
7.

It is gi'anted,

Jews

what he did and

that there shall be a time, during

the continuance of
'xvorld,

in

tlie

Messiah's

kingdom

in this

wherein the generality of the nation of the
the world over shall be called and effectually

all

brought to the knowledge of the Messiah, our Lord
Jesus Christ,
liverance

own

w ith which mercy they shall

from

receive de-

their captivity, restoration into their

land, with a blessed, flourishing,

and happy con-

But by whom shall these things be
them? By their Messiah, say they, at
But shall he do all these thinsfs for them,
his cominfiCwliether they believe him or no; whether they obey
him or reject him, love him or curse him? Is there
dition therein.

wrought

for

no more required to this delivery, but that he should
G07ne to ihem? Is it not also requirc'd; that they shoiild

ExER.8.
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come to hhn? Here then lies the only difference between us. They are in expectation that the Messiah
will

come

we, that they will come to the

to them;

Messiah.

Suppose that there should be any particular
8.
promise or promises relating to the times and kingdom
of the Messiah, either accomplished, or not yet accom-

and

plished, the full, clear,

ment of which we

perfect sense

and intend-

we

are not able to discover; shall

and persuasion which is built
on so many clear, certain, undoubted testimonies of the
scripture itself, and manifest in the event, as if it were
^vith the beams of the sun? For as such a proceeding
could arise from nothing but a foolish conceited pride,
that we are able to find out God to perfection, and to
discover all the depths of wisdom that are in his word;
so, being applied to other affairs, it would overthrow
What then
all assurance and certainty in the world.
we understand of the mind of God, we faithfully adhere to; and what we cannot comprehend, we hum-

therefore reject that faith

bly leave the farther revelation of

it

to his divine

Majesty.
§3.

(II.)

We shall

the promises referred

shew the perfect consistency of
to by the Jews, with the Chris-

tian religion.

upon that universal peace
the whole world, which they take to be promised in

First, then,
iji

they

insist

the days of the Messiah.
Isa.

ii,

—

2

4;

"And

it

To

shall

this

purpose they urge,

come

to pass in the last

"days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be
"established in the top of the mountains," &c.

agree with the Jews, that this

is

a.

We

prophecy of the

Messiah, and of his kingdom in this world; but

we

from them in the exposition of the "mountain of
"the house of the Lord;" they take it to be mount

differ

.
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Moriah, we, the

ixjorslup

of God

Part

2.

And whereas

itself.

both of us are necessitated to depart from the

letter,

and allow a metaphor in the words, for they will not
contend that the hill Moriah shall be plucked up by
the roots, and taken and set on the tops of other

mountains they

know

not where, nor can they

tell

to

what purpose; -so, our interpretation of the words,
which admits only of the most usual figurative expression, the place being taken for the worship performed in it, on the account whereof alone it was ever
of any esteem, is far more easy and natural than any
thing they can make of the remainder of the words,
supposing mount Moriah to be literally understood.

And

in this sense

we

affirm the

first

part of the proph-

and

to the

of the world,

(if any

ecy to be long since accomplished, really
For,

full.

The temporal outward peace

1

such thing be here intended)

is

not the principal

paH

or subject of the promise; but rather the spiritual worship of God, which is evidently and openly fulfilled.
That which is temporal, as to the times and seasons
of it, is left to the sovereign will and wisdom of God
for
it

its

should be

fulfilled

only amongst them
place,

Neither

accomplishment.

amongst

who

at

effectually receive the

all

is it

necessary that

nations at once, but

any

in- any
from
God
the

time,

laws of

or

Messiah.
2.

That the words are not

lutely,

to be understood abso-

according to the stiictness of the

letter, is evi-

dent from that part of the prediction in Micah, "Every

"one

shall sit

'^fig-tree,"

down under

there being

his own vine, and under his
many, not only persons but

great nations in the world, that have neither the one

nor the other.

PxER.
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3. The Jews themselves do not expect such peace
upon the coming of the Messiah. War, great and
But I
terrible, with Gog and Magog, they look for.

say,

That

4.

coming

Ciirist at his

\\

rought perfect peace

between God and man, slaying the enmity and differsin, was between them. This
alone absolutely and properly is peace.
And where
this is, no wars and tumults can hinder, but that the
ence which, by reason of

persons enjoying

He

5.

it

shall

hath also wrought true

love between

all

profession

peace and

them not from outward
and afflictions in
and that from some also that may make
of his name; yet, they having peace with

troubles, persecutions,

the earth,

spiritual

that sincerely believe in him, all his

which, although

elect;

be preserved in perfect peace.

it

frees

oppressions,

God, and among themselves, they enjoy the promise
to the full satisfaction of their souls.

And

this

peace

is the
and among
real intent of this prediction; though expressed in terms
of outward peace in the world.
6. The Lord Christ by his doctrine hath not only
proclaimed and offered peace with God to all nations,
but also given precepts of peace and self-denial, directing and guiding all the sons of men to live in peace
amona; themselves; whereas the Jews of old had express command for war, and destroying the nations
among whom they were to inhabit, which gives a

of the elect with God,

themselves,

great foundation to the promises of peace in the days

of the Messiah.
7.
is

Let

it

be supposed (though not granted) that

it

general outw^ard peace, prosperity, and tranquillity

that

is

here promised; yet, even then, the precise time

of its accomplishment
effected during the

VOL.

I.

is

not here determined.

kingdom and
3()

If

it

be

reign of the Messiah
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in the world, as
is

it

it

may

2.

are given to expect, the prophecy

Take then

this

be

expounded; there

verified.

ever

we

Part

literally

prophecy in what sense sois

nothing in

that gives the least countenance to the judicial pre-

tence from the words.
§4.
sisted

The second
upon,

is

collection of promises

which

is

in-

of those which intimate the destruction

of idolatry and false worship in the world, with the

abundance of the knowledge of the Lord taking away
diversity in religion that shall be in the days,
Such is that of Jer. xxxi, 34;
of the Messiah.
"They shall teach no more every man his neighbor,"
&c. Zeph. iii, 9; ''I will turn to the people a pure
all

"language, that they
^'Lord, to serve

"And
But

the

Lord

shall

see,

Zech. xiv, 9;

consent."

be king over

we

vailing in the world.

on the name of the

call

him with one

for the present

versities

may

all

the earth," &c.

say they, the contrary pre-

Idolatry

of religion abound;

is

still

continued; di-

nor can the Jews and

Christians agree in this very matter about the Messiah;

which make it evident, that he who is promised to
put an end to this state of things, is not yet come.
all

We
1

answer,
.

That

these things are not spoken absolutely but

comparatively; namely, that in those days there shall

be such a

wisdom and
knowledge of God
obtained, and much more plentifully

plentiful effusion of the spirit of

grace, as shall cause the true saving

be more easily
abound, than it did in the time of the law; when
the people, by an hard yoke, and insupportable burden

to

to

of carnal ordinances, were but obscurely, and with

dif-

some part of the knowledge of
the words are thus to be interpreted,

ficulty, instructed in

And that
many promises

God.
the

that are given concerning the in-

struction of the church, in the

davs of the Messiah,

i.

ExER.8.
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and

own

his

office

of being the great prophet of the

church, which the Jews acknowledge, do undeniably
evince.
2.

That the terms of

all

people and nations are

necessarily to be understood as before explained, for

many

nations, those in

the church of Christ

an
is

especial

manner

in

whom

concerned; neither can any

one place be produced, where an absolute universality
is

intended.
3.

That the season of the accomplishment of these

and the

like predictions

is

not limited to the

day

or

year of the Messiah's coming, as the Jews, amongst
other impossible fictions, imagine; but extends

itself

whole duration of the kingdom of the Messiah,
as hath been shewed before.
That God sometimes is said to do that, for the
4.
effecting of which he maketh provision of outward
means, though as to some persons and times they may

to the

be frustrated of their effect, or genuine tendency,
which the Jews not only acknowledge, but also contend for in other cases.
§5.

These things being supposed,

we may

quickly

what was the event, as to those promises, upon the
coming of the true and only Messiah; for,
It is known to all, and not denied by those with
1,
whom we have to do, that at the coming of Jesus of
Nazareth, setting aside that knowledge and worship
of God which was in Judea, a little corner of the earth,
and that also, by their own confession, then horribly
defiled and profaned, the whole world was utterly ignorant of the true God, and engaged in the worship

see

of idols and devils from time immemorial.

Although the Jews had taken great pains, and
compassed sea and land, to make proselytes, yet they
were very few, and those very obscure persons, whom
2.
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Part

2.

they could at any time, or in any place, prevail with
to receive the knowledge, or give

worship of the

God

up themselves

to the

of Israel; but of converting peo-

ple or nations to his obedience, they never entertained

the least hopes.

manifest to

upon the
and by virtue of his gospel, all the
old idolatry of the world was destroyed; and that the
whole fabric of superstition, which Satan had been so
many ages engaged in erecting, was cast to the ground,
and those gods of the earth, which the nations worshipped, utterly famished.
Hence it is come to pass
at this day, that no people or nations under heaven
continue to worship those dunghill gods, which the old
empires of the world adored as their deities, and in
whose service they waged war against the God of IsAnd had it not been for Jesus
rael, and his people.
Christ and his gospel, the true God had been, most
probably, no more owned in the Gentile world, at this
day, than he was at his coming in the flesh; and yet
these poor blinded creatures can see no glory in him,
3.

It is

coming of

nor
'4.

all

the world, that

Jesus,

in his ministry.

The Lord

Jesus Christ, by his Spirit and word,

did not only destroy idolatry

and

false

worship in the

world, but also brought the greatest and most potent
nations of it to the knowledge of God; so that, in
comparison of what was past, ''it covered the earth as

"the waters cover the seas."
5.

The

of the true

wai/ whereby this knowledge

God was

and

v/orship

dispersed over the face of the

earth, spreading itself like

an inundation of saving wa-

ters over the world, was, by such a secret energy of

the Spirit of Christ, accompanying his
ministration of

it.

that

erose, l^urdcnsornc,

it

wholly

differed

word and

the

from the op-

and; for the most part, ineffectual

ExER.
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way

of teaching, which

vites,

and

was used by the

scribes of old; there being

Le-

priests,

much more

of the

efficacy of grace, than of the pains of the teachers,

seen in the effects produced, according to the words of

promise, Jer. xxxi, 34.

In this diffusion of the knowledge of God, there

6.

was way made

for the union,

and joint consent in
it.
For the par-

worship, of those that should receive

wall between Jews* and Gentiles

tition

and an holy and
prescribed to

all

plain

way

was removed,
was

of spiritual worship

that should embrace the

law of the

Messiah.

Notwithstanding

7.

complished; yet there
for the farther

all

is still

tittle

of

them

the due and

ises,

making

it

full

kingdom of the Messiah,

And

shall fall to the gi'ound.

thus also the open event,
ifests

room and time remaining

accomplishment of these predictions; so

that before the close of the

not one

that hath been already ac-

known to

all

the w^orld,

man-

accomplishment of these prom-

unquestionable, that the Messiah

long since come, and h'ath

fulfilled

is

the long-designed

work.
§6.

Neither are the exceptions of the

Jevv^s

of

any

force to invalidate our application of these promises.

We have

shewed already, that these and the

dictions are to

like pre-

have a gradual accomplishment, not

at once, in every place.

It is sufficient,

that there

all
is

an everlasting foundation laid for the destruction of
all false worship, which having had a conspicuous and
glorious effect in the most eminent nations of the
world, sufficient to answer the intention of the prophecy, shall yet farther, in the appointed seasons, root out

the remainder of

God.

all

superstition

and apostasy from

For what concerns Christians themselves,

cannot be denied, but that

many who

it

are so called

294
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2.

have coiTupted themselves, and contracted the guilt of
that hon-ible iniquity which they charge upon them.
But this being the crime of some certain persons, and
not of the professors of Christianity at large, ought not

And

to be objected to them.

know, by
themselves and

desire to

I

what means the Jews suppose

that

the nations of the world shall be kept from idolatry

and

false

worship in the days of the Messiah?

be, because their

Messiah

shall give

If

it

such a perfect law,

and such full instructions concerning the mind and
will of God, that all men may clearly know their
duty; we say, that this is already done in the highest
degTee of perfection conceivable.
But what if, notwithstanding

this,

men

own

will follow their

sonings and imaginations, and

fall

their obedience into will-worship

and

vain rea-

from the

rule of

superstition, what

remedy have they provided against such backsliding?
If they say, they have none but only an endeavor to
press upon them their duty to the words and institutions of God; we rejily, that we have the same, and
do make use of it to the same important end. If they
shall say, that their

Messiah will

them with the sword;
that mind;

the

room

and we

we

kill

them, or slay

confess, that ours

desire

them

is

to take heed,

not of

lest,

in

of the holy, humble, merciful King, promis-

ed to the Church, they look for a bloody t^Tant, that
shall exercise force over the minds of men, and execute
his

unhallowed revenge on those

And

every where spring up,
t!ie

whom

with respect to the mailtitude of

worship of the

God

we
of

is

likes not.

sects,

which

reply, that as all agree in
Israel,

Messiah, which contains the
their profession itself

he

sum

by Jesus

Christ the

of their religion; so,

not to be measured

by

the

doctrines and conceptions of some amongst the,m bot

ExER.
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and acknowl-

edge.
§7.

Thirdly,

They insist upon

the promises which

concern themselves, and these, of all others, they most
mind and urge against their adversaries. Nothing,
they say, is more certain and evident in the scripture,
than that the people of Israel

sliall

be brought into a

and prosperous condition by the Messiah, at his
coming, and in particular, that by him they shall be
But now, say
brouglit home into their own hind.
they, instead of this, that whole people is scattered
over the face of the earth, under great misery and oppression for the most part, without the least interest
in the country promised to them.
And from hence it
is, that they most obstinately conclude, that the Mesblessed

siah

is

not yet com.e; for until they are rich, wealthy,

and powerful, they

will not believe that

God

is faith-

ful.

we most carebetween those which had their full,
at least their principal accomplishment in the return
of the people from the captivity of Babylon, and those
which have a direct regard to the days of the .Messiah.
In the consideration of these promises,

fully distinguish

It is

known, that the prophets do very usually

set

out

that merciful deliverance in metaphorical expressions,

mercy itself.
But the present Jews, who look for the accomplishing
of all the most strained allegories in a literal sense, do
wrest them all to the times of the Messiah, when they
hope they shall receive them in full measure; for they

in order to set off the greatness of the

I'eckon of

and

all

things according to their outvrard gain

and not according to the manifestation of
the glory and love of God therein.
But let them knov/, that whatever is foretold and
promised, coiicerning themselves in the days of the Mesprofit,

e
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siah,

they have no color of reason to expect, until they

receive him,

own and

them of

Paut

submit to him, which, to

day, they have not done.
visit

Sec.

When

old in their distress,

:?,

this

Moses went out to
and slew the Egyp-

tian that smote one of them; yet, because they refused

him, and would not understand, that

God would

deliver them, and"

it

was by him

endeavored to betray

bondage was continued forty years
Nevertheless, at length, by the same Moses
longer.
were they delivered. In like manner, although the
Jews have refused and rejected him who was promised to be the Savior, and so continue to this day in
their captivity, spiritual and temporal; yet it is He, by

him

to death, their

whom,

in the time appointed, they shall be delivered

from the one and the other. But this shall not be
done until they own and receive him; and when God
shall give them hearts to do it, they will quickly find
But all this, we say, must
the blessed success thereof.
the
veil
when
shall
pass,
be taken from before
to
come
their ejes, and they shall look on him whom they ha^
pierced, and joyfully receive him whom they have sinAnd when,
fully rejected for so many generations.
by his spirit and grace, they shall be turned from ungodliness, and have their eyes opened to see the mys-

and love of God, in the
blood of his Son, then shall they, obtain mercy from
the God of their forefathers, and returning again into
tery of the grace, wisdom,

their

pwn

land, Jerusalem shall be inhabited again.

20t

PART

III.

CONCERNING THE PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

EXERCITATION

I.

OF THE ORIGIN OF CHRIST's PRIESTHOOD.
^1.

The

doctrine of Christ's priebthood

is

more

sparingly taught

in other parts of scripture, but professedly in the Epistle to

the Hebrews.

to

A

it,

of the subject, and the

justify a particular discussion.

word

nification of the
priest.

The importance

§2.

made

opposition

sacrificer.

The

origin of Christ's priesthood.

§7.

man had

§8. If

Nor could

it

Of

§9.

§5.

innocency

This

§8.

have any proper

far-

sacrifice,

God would

not sinned, the Son of

taken our nature upon him.

Messiah.

state of

could have no priesthood properly so called.
ther proved.

Sig-

§4.

stitution of a priesthood, in reference to the

The

§3.

Melchisedeck the first
Corruption of the Targum. Legal inpriest.

not have

the nature of the Divine

The end of God in his works in general; and in
man in particuli^r. §10-— 13. (I.) Personal

counsels.

the creation of

transactions in the holy Trinity, concerning

§14

—

Prov.

The same

18.

viii,

22

—

31.

truth farther

The same

§19.

§20. (II.) Federal transactions

7.

Son, about the

proper covenant, what

requires.

respect to personal services.

Father and Son express.

The things
ter.

§29.

truth expressed, Psal.

ratified of old.

it

§23.

§24.

Of

A complete

and

and

covenants, with

The covenant between

§25. Counsel.

§30. Conditions

ii,

§21. Explanation of

§22.

§26. Will.

disposed of in the power of the parties.

End.

26.

i,

confirmed,

between the Father and

work of redemption.

Covenants how

terms.

man, Gen.

revealed and

limitations.

§27.

Mat§31. Con§28.

clusion.

§1.

Amongst

the

many excellencies of this Epistle

to

the Hebrews, which render

it

as useful to the church,

firmament

is

to the worlds the reve-

as the sun in the

VOL.
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lation that

is

made

Part

3.

therein, concerning the nature, sin-

gular pre-eminence, and use of the priesthood of our

Lord Jesus

Christ,

the principal place.
stance of

New

it,

is

may

well be esteemed to deserve

The subject,

delivered in

indeed, as to the sub-

some other passages of the

Testament; but yet more sparingly than, per-

any other truth of the like importance. The
Holy Ghost reserved it for this, as its proper place;
where, upon the consideration of the Old Testament
institutions, and their removal out of the church, it
might be duly represented, as that which gave an end
to them in their accomplishment, and life to those ordinances of evangelical worship, which were to succeed
haps,

room.
our Lord Jesus says, that he came, "to give
"his life a ransom for many," Matt, xx, 28; he had a
respect to the sacrifice that he had to offer, as a priest.
The same also is intimated, where he is called the
in their

When

Lamb

John i, 29. Our apostle also mentioneth his sacrifice, and his offering of himself unto God,
Ephes. V, 2. On which account he calleth him a propitiation, Rom. iii, 25; and mentioneth also, his intercession with the benefits thereof, Rom. viii, 34.
The
of God,

clearest testimony to this

John,

who

is,

that of the apostle

puts together both the general acts of his

sacerdotal office,
relation, 1

purpose

John

and intimates
ii,

withal, their mutual

2; for his intercession as

our ad-

vocate with his Father, respects his oblation as he

a propitiation for our
us, that

when he

sins.

So the same apostle

"he washed us in his
expiated our sins

by

own

blood," Rev.

was
tells
i,

5;

the sacrifice of himself.

But for the principal acquaintance we have with these
and sundry other evangelical mysteries, especially in
reference to the nature and use of Mosaical institutions, which make so great a part of the scripture,

;

ExER.

we
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made

are entirely obliged to the revelation

in this

Epistle.

And

§2.

this doctrine

and the

Christ,

concerning the priesthood of

sacrifice that

he

offered,

and mysterious.

accounts, deep

This

plainly intimates in sundry passages

With

on many

is,

oui^

apostle

of this

epistle.

respect hereunto, he saith, the discourse he in-

tended was

hard

(5uo-ep/xv)Vfu7o?)

or rather

to be utfered,

hard to be understood when uttered, chap,

v, 11.

As

also another apostle, that there are in this epistle (Jucvoi^la rivu,

2

Pet.

Hence

stood.

this doctrine,

16,)

iii,

it is

some things hard

required, that those

fii-st

of religion; and that they

by having

"good and

evil,"

iTidiments

may be

is

and

principles

able to digest strong

"their senses exercised, to

chap, v, 12

—

14.

leading

them on

discern

And when he re-

solves to proceed in the explication of

that he

attend to

should be past living on milk only, or

be contented with the
meat,

to be imdei'-

who

it,

he declares

to perfection, chap, vi,

1

or the highest and most perfect doctrine in the mysteries

of the Christian religion.

Moreover, the doctrine concerning the priesthood,

and

sacrifice of the

Lord

which contains the
and comfort of the
by the craft and malice of
Christ,

principal foundation of the faith

church, hath in

all

ages,

Satan, been either directly opposed, or variously corrupted.

But there

is

a generation of men

whom

the

(who envies the strong consolation of
the church, which he knows proceeds in a great measure from this truth) hath stiiTed up in this and the
foregoing age, who have made it a great part of their
preposterous and pernicious endeavors to overtlii^ow
this whole office of the Redeemer, and the efficacy of

craft of Satan

on that office. Tliis
they have attempted with much subtlety and diligence,

the sacrifice of himself depending
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Part

3.

introducing a metaphorical, or imaginary priesthood

and
of

sacrifice in their

its

room; and

so,

robbing the church

principal treasure, they pretend to supply the

want of

it

own fancies. And there are more
one, why I could not omit a strict exam-

with their

reasons than

ination of their reasonings

and objections against

this

great part of the mystery of the gospel.
§3.

Our Lord Jesus

Christ

is,

called (JnS) Cohen, Psal. ex, 4;

Also

*'ever."

it

in the

Old Testament,

"Thou

art

Cohen

said of him, Zech. vi, 13,

is

for

"He

We

"shall be Cohen upon liis throne."
render it in
both places a priest (lepsvg, sacerdos.) In this epistle
he is frequently said to be {le^evg and apx'^ps^?, Pontifex, Pontifex Maxhnus) a priest and high priest.
T'he meaning of these words must be fii'st inquired
into.

The

verb

signifies

(i)l5) is

(/f ^8§7e/v,

used only in pihil, cihen; and

sacerdotio fungi, or

munus

it

sacer-

dotale exercere) to be a priest, or to exercise the office of the priesthood. The Septuagint mostly render it
by [u^ccleuu, sacerdotio fungor ) to exercise the priestly
office.

and

Some would have

the

word

to

be ambiguous,

to signify (officio fungi, aid ministrare in sacris

aid politicis) to discharge an

office,

or to minister in

things sacred or political. But no instance can be
The word is,
produced of its use to this purpose.
therefore, sacred; or

is

used properly only in a sacred

sense.

The Arabic

(iil'D) Cahan, is to divine, to prognostibe a soothsa^^er, to foretel; and Caahan is a
diviner, a prophet, an astrologer, a figure-caster. This
vise of it came up after the priests had generally taken

cate, to

themselves to such
diabolical,

arts, as

were partly

by the instigation of the

they ministered.

false

curious, partly

gods to

whom

BxER
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He who was

§4.

scripture,

Gen.

first

called (JHS) a priest in the

probably in the world, was Melchisedeck,
Sometimes, though rarely,

xiv, 18.

to express a priest of false gods; as of

and of Egyptian

V, 5;

301

deities,

Gen.

applied

it is

Dagon,

xli,

Sam.

1

45; "Joseph

*'maiTied the daughter of Potipherah, priest of On;"

that

is,

of Heliopolis, the chief seat of the Egyptian re-

ligious worship.

It is

confessed, that this

name

is

some-

times used to signify secondary princes, or princes of

Targum, offer
would have MelCohen, because he was a prince;
of him, he was a king, of which

a second rank; but the Jews,

after the

violence to Psal. ex, 4; where they

chisedeck to be called
for

expressly said

it is

rank none is, on account of his office, ever called
Cohen. I say, therefore, that Cohen is properly (6u7v;?)
a sacrijicer; nor is it otherwise to be understood, unless the abuse of the word be obvious, and a metaphor-

The Targumists make a great
difference in rendering the word.
Where it intends a
priest of God properly, they retain it; where it is applied to a prince, or ruler, they render it by (N*ST)
ical sense necessary.

rabba; and where applied to an idolatrous
(S4"lD15)

Gen.

comara. But

xiv, 18;

priest,

they are peculiar:

"And he was

(^^Dti^D)

And

'^meshamesh, a minister before the high God."

by

this

Exod.

Ho

word they express the ministry of the priests,
"The priests who draw nigh (!>:j:^j:::^S)

xix, 22;

minister before the Lord;"

that they understood
priest

by

in this matter of Melchisedeck,

unto God.

word occurs
by (^S"l) ci

But

him

whereby

it is

evident,

to be a sacred officer, or a

in Psal. ex, 4;

where the same

again to the same purpose, they render

it

prince^ or great ruler: '^Thou art a great

"ruler like Melchisedeck;"

which

is

a part of their open

corruption of that psalm, with a design to apply

David; for the author of that

Targum

it

unto

lived after they
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knew

full

well

how

in our books, and,

the prophecy in that psalm

by

^

Part

Christians, applied to the

was

Mes-

and how the ceasing of their law and worsliip
was, from thence, invincibly proved in this epistle.
This made them maliciously to pervert the words in
siah,

their paraphrase, although they durst not violate the

sacred text

But the

itself.

text

is

plain; "Melchise-

'deck was Cohen to the high God;" a priest, one called to the office of solemn sacrificing to God; for he
that offereth not sacrifice to God, is not a priest to

him; for

duty of

this is the piincipal

which the whole

receives

Melchisedeck was by

its

office

his office,

denomination.

from

But, that

a sacrificevj appears, from

Abraham's delivering up unto him, Gen. xiv, 20,
"The tenth of all;" that is, as our apostle interprets the
place (twv aM§oS/v;wv) of the spoils he had taken; among
which, there

is

no question but there were many clean
For in their herds and cat-

beasts meet for sacrifice.
tle

consisted the principal parts of the riches of those

days, and these were the principal spoils of war, See

Numb,

xxxi, 32, 33.

Abraham,

therefore, delivered

these spoils to Melchisedeck, as the priest of the high

God,

to

there

was somewhat more

offer in

sacrifice for

in

him.
it,

And

it

may

be,

than the mere pre-

eminence of Melchisedeck, whereby he was the first
and only priest in office, by virtue of special Divine
call, namely, that Abraham himself coming immediately from the slaughter of many kings, and their numerous armies, was not yet prepared for this sacred
service.

Sacrificing

one

who was

had been

religious worship,
also.

But

it

hitherto left at liberty; every

called to perform

was allowed

pleased

God,

any

part of solemn

to discharge that

dut}'^

in the reducing of his

church, into peculiar order, the

more conspicuously

to

I
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what he would afterwards really effect in
Jesus Christ, to erect among them a peculiar office of
priesthood; whereby an indosure of sacrificing was

represent

made
tion,

to tlie office of the

was such an

there

it

office,

priests; that

by

so soon as

is,

virtue of special institu-

belonged exclusively to that

office.

Whereas, therefore, it is prophesied, that the Messiah should be a priest, the principal meaning of it is,
that he should be a sacrificer; one that had a right,
and was actually called to offer sacrifice unto God.
This is the general and real notion of a priest amongst

men

all

throughout the world.

We have seen

§5.

that Jesus Christ

a

is

piiest;

he

was prophesied of under the Old Testament, and deThe ultimate origin of
clared to be so in the New.
tliis

office lies in the eternal

present design

hath

made

is,

counsels of God; but our

to trace those discoveries,

of his eternal

counsels in

which God

this

matter,

through the several degrees of Divine revelation.

Our

first

condition under the law of creation

was a
and

condition of innocency and natural righteousness;
therefore
it

God had

not ordained an establishment in

of either priest or sacrifice.

They would have been

vise in that state; for there was nothing supposwhich might be prefigm^ed or represented by them.
Wherefore God did not pre-ordain the priesthood of
Christ, with any respect to the obedience of man under the law of creation; nor should any such have,
been upon a supposition of its continuance.
There is an indissoluble relation between priesthood
and sacrifice; they mutually assert or deny each other.
Where the one is proper, the other is so also; and
where the one is metaphorical, so is the other. Thus,
under the Old I'estament, the priests who were properly so by office, had proper carnal sacrifxces to oflcr:

of no
ed,
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and under the New Testament, believers being made
unto God; that is, spiritually and metaphorically, such also are their sacrifices, spiritual and metapriests

Wherefore, arguments against either of

phorical.

Where

these conclude equally against both.

there

are no priests there are no sacrifices; and where there
priests.
We may, therewas no priesthood to be in
the state of innocency; whence it will follow, that
And, that there was to
there could be no sacrifice.
properly
sacrifice
so
called; whence it will
no
be
equally follow, that there was no priesthood therein.
That which ensues on both, is, that there was no coun-

no

are

of

sel

sacrifices there are

no

conclude, that there

fore,

God

concerning either priesthood or

sacrifice in

that state.
§6.
"is

"For every high

men

ordained for

"he

may

offer

both

and

gifts

our apostle, Heb. v,

high

priest

among men,
God, that

sacrifices for sins," saith

What is

1.

priest is true, in like

priest;

taken from

in things pertaining to

here affirmed of the

manner, concerning every
is here mentioned by way

only the high priest

by him our Lord Christ, as
and the discharge of it, was principally

of eminence; because
his office,

to
re-

Every priest is, therefore, one "taken from
"among men;" he is (natures humancB paiiicejis) partaker of human nature, in common with other men;

presented.

and antecedently to his assumption of his office, he is
one of the same rank with other men; he is taken, or
separated from among tliem, and is vested with his
office, by the authority and according to the will of
God.
This
inoii to

dition,

vice

ip

office,
all,

therefore,

nor can

wherein

tlie

it

is

v,

hich

is

com-

whole performance of Divine
on all individually;

equally incumbent
.

not a thing

take place in any state or conser-

for
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none can be taken from among others, to perform
that which those others are every one obliged personBut every priest properly so called
ally to attend to.
{y.a&ialcilcci vzsi^

^vQ^wtcov) is

for other men.

He

is

ordained, or appointed, to act

set

of those other men, from

may

over a work in the
among whom he is

behalf
taken,

and perform [ra Trpo? tov Oeov)
things pertaining to God; or do the things that in behalf of men are to be done with God; that is (S^'^7Kl^
^^12} to pacify God, to make atonement and reconciliathat he

tion,

and

by

take care

of,

offering {^ui^u

v.v.i

(ivaiccg)

various sorts o( gifts

God's appointment. This
have no place in the state of innoit will not bear an accommodation of any
essential character of priesthood. I acknowl-

sacrifices, according to

office, therefore, could

cency; for
part of this

edge, that in the state of uncorrupted nature, there

would have been some
to

(uxf^

deal with others for

m Qsa, ru %^og tov m^^urov)

God; for some would have

been warranted and designed, in virtue of natural relations, to instruct others in the knowledge of God,
and his will. They were to be {v%e^ Q£ii)for God, or
in his stead to them, to instruct them in their duty
suitable to the law of their creation.
But every one
thus instructed, was, in his own name and person, to
attend to the things of God, or

what was

to be per-

formed on the behalf of men; for in reference to
God, there would have been no common root or principle for men to stand upon.
Whilst we were all in
the loins of Adam, we stood all in him, and we also
fell all in him; but (f<p' a 7r«v7e? yhj^u^Iov, Rom. v, 12;)
so soon as any one had been born into this world,
and should have a personal subsistence of his own, he
was to stand by himself, and to be no more, as to his
covenant interest, concerned in the obedience of his
progenitors.
Every one was in his own person in
VOL. I.
38

;
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God. Nor is
one could be taken out from

duties of worship towards

all

conceivable,

how any

the residue of men, to discharge the works of religion

God

towards

officially

for them, without

being to

its

the prejudice of their right, and the hindrance of their
It follows, therefore, that

duty.

acting for

the office of a priest,

men towards God was

impossible in that

state.

§7. This

is

wuth reference to

also the case

sacrifices;

because of the relation between them and the priest-

Hence

hood.

"As

saying

(in Bereshith

By sacrifice,

it."

in this inquiry,

we

those that are properly so; for that which

every kind,

which

Rabb.)

the altar for sacrifice, so are the priests belong-

is

ing to

that

is

Nor

is first.

is

understand
is

proper in

any place

there

for that

improper, or metaphorical, unless something

is

proper, from

whence the denomination

taken, have

metaphor
went
to which any thing might be so

for in allusion thereunto^ doth the

preceded

;

consist.

Now, in

the state of innocency nothing

before with respect
called; as

is

now

our

spiritual

worship

is,

with respect to

them, under the Old Testament.

Concerning these
nature and their end.

ma;

sacrifices,

A

first

consider their

sacrifice is (HDT, haiu, victi-

sacrificium mactatum; )

yea, the

we may

a,

slain or killed offering

proper signification of the verb (HS?)

(mactavif, jugulavit, decoUavit, occidet) to

kill,

is

to

The

substan-

tive also (nai, viz. mactatio,jiigidatio,occisio,)

conveys

slat/

by effusion of blood, and the

the same meaning.
neither

is,

but what
sacrificed.

It is,

nor can be, any
is

made by

And

like.

therefore evident, that there
sacrifice,

properly so called,

the killing or slaying of the thing

the offering of inanimate things un-

der the law, as of flour, or wine, or the fruits of the
earth, were improperly so called, by virtue of their
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conjunction with such as were properly

might be

(ni7"^j;)

sacrifices they

were

not.

fice principally consists,
rificer,

And

religious

itself;

all

manner of

the nature

oi'

a

sacri-

not in the actings of the sac-

but, in the bringing of

the slaying

They

so.

offerings, or ascensions; but (QTlSr)

it

to

be

slain,

and

in

that followed, belonging to the

testifying thereby faith

and obedi-

ence.

This also discovers the proper and peculiar end of
sacrifice,

properly so called; especially such as might

which our present
discourse is confined.
All such sacrifices must respect
There never
sin, and an atonement to be made for it.
was, nor ever can be, any other leading end of the effusion of blood in the service of the living God. Tliis
the nature of the action, and the whole series of Divine institutions in this matter, fully manifest.
For to
what end should a man take another creature, in his
power and possession, which also he might use to his
advantage; and, slaying it, offer it up unto God, if not
to confess a guilt of his own, or somewhat for which
he deserved to die; and to represent a commutation of
the punishment due unto him, by the substitution of
another in his room, according to the will of God?
§8. Some have maintained, that if man had not
sinned, yet the Son of God should have taken our nature on him.
In answer to which, we shall here only
prefigure the sacrifice of Christ,

say, that the assertion
(pov)

contrary to what

is
is

{uypuCpov) unxvriiten

and

[aXoyo-j) destitute

confumation of

and, therefore, must needs be

ascribe to

God

[uvliy^x-

for the

written,

of any solid spiritual reason,
it;

to

false.

I

say, that to

a purpose of sending his Son to be in-

carnate, without respect to the redemption
tion of sinners,

is

to enervate

and salvaand contradict the whole

design of revelation, and particular testimonies with-
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Origen

observed

Part

this;

''If sin

S.

had not

would »have been no necessity, that the
Son of God should be made a lamb but he had remained what he was in the beginning, (Deus Verhum)
God the word. But because sin entered into the
world, and stood in need of a propitiaiion, which
could not be but by a sacrifice, it was necessary that
been, there

;

a

sacrifice for sin

should be provided."*

From what hath been
was no

spoken,

it

appears, that there

no counsel of God, concerning either
or sacrifice, with respect to the law of creation,

priest

decree,

and the

state of

A

innocency.

supposition, therefore,

and what ensued thereon, the

of the entrance of

sin,

curse of the law,

at the foundation of all real priest-

hood and
marks,

it

lie

Having made

sacrifice.

remains, that

we

these previous re-

proceed to declare the

special origin of the priesthood of Christ in the counsel

of God.

From what hath

§9.

that the counsel of

and

sacrifice

pose,
elect

more

God

And

it is

manifest,

God, concerning the priesthood

of his Son to be incarnate for that pur-

had respect to sin, and the deliverance of the
from it. That which now lies before us, is, to

inquire

of

been discoursed,

expressly into the nature of the counsels

in this matter,

as, in this

and

endeavor,

their progress in execution.

we

shall carefully

avoid

all

above what is
wTitten;" so, on the other hand, study with sober diligence to improve what is revealed, to the end that we
curiosity, or vain attempts to be "wise

should so increase in knowledge, as to be established
in faith

God
fest his

prties;

and obedience.
in the creation of all things, intended to

mani-

nature in its being, existence, and essential propT
and the things themselves that were made, had,
*Homil. xxiv.

in Nuir.er,
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an impress of Divine

wisdom, goodness, and power, as made manifest the
original cause from whence they proceeded, Rom. i, 19
Wherefore the visible
21. Psal. xix, 1, 2, &c.
works of God, man only excepted, were designed for

—

no other end, but to declare in general, the nature, beBut in this nature (as we
ing, and existence of God.
learn from his word of grace) there are three persons
distinctly subsisting.
And herein consists the most incomprehensible and sublime perfection of the Divine
Being.

This, therefore,

was designed

to be manifested

and glorified in the creation of man: herein God
would glorify himself, as subsisting in three distinct
persons, and himself in each of these persons distinct-

And

ly.

as this

was not designed immediately

other parts of the visible creation, but in

was the complement and
fore, the first express

in the Divine nature,

perfection of them; there-

mention of a
is

in

which

this,

plurality of persons

in the creation of

And

man.

the personal transactions intimated,

therein also are

concerning his present and future condition.
§10.

we

This, therefore,

(I.)

shall evince:

personal transactions in the

mankind, in
first

is

what, in the

"That there were from

their

first

all

place,

eternity,

Holy Trinit}^, concerning

temporal and eternal condition, which

manifested themselves in our creation.

The first

relation of the counsels of

God, concerning

we have, Gen. i, 26; {a"lN nu^j;j n3\'nSK
IJmcii 1JdSj?3) ''And God said, let us make
"man in OUR image according to our likeness; and let
"them have dominion.'''' This was the counsel of God

this matter,
nON^"! •ni'^l

concerning the making of (Dll^)
that individual person
called;

now

who was

Adam;
first

that

created,

is,

not

and so

but of the species of creature which, in him, he

proceeds to create; for the

word "Adam"

is

use4
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and the next chapter,

in this,

First, for

the

name

in a three-fold

of the individual

He was

created.

called

Part

Adam

3.

sense:

man who was first
from Adama, the

—

ground, from whence he was taken, chap, ii, 19 21;
Secondly, it is taken indefinitely for
1 Cor. XV, 47.

man

And

Lord creat^'ed (wDIKn) manf not he, whose name was Adam,
for the He Hajediah is never prefixed to any proper
name; but the man indefinitely of whom he speaks.
Thirdly, it denotes the species of mankind; as in this
the

spoken

chap,

ot^

place; for the reddition
''let

is

ii,

''the

"And

the plural number:

in

them have dominion;"

7.

the multitude of individuals

being included in the expression of the species; hence
it is

added, ver. 27; "So

God

created

man

in his

own

image of God created he him, male and
"female created he them;" which is not spoken with

''image, in the

respect to Eve,

who was not then made, but to the kind,

or race of men, including both sexes.

Concerning them,
in the plural

sions of

God

(nt^pJ)

us

let

make

number; and so are the following expres-

God in the same work

" (lemons ) according to
first

saith,

time that

God

(IJJD^ys)

our

"m our image,

likeness.^^

This

so expresseth himself; as to

all

is

the

other

parts of the creation, we hear
"«)if/

God

no more but (DTl^K '^DK"»1)
which word also I will not deny,
be had to the plurality of persons in

satd;^'' in

but respect

may

the Divine essence, as the Spirit

chap,

i,

2.

is

expressly mentioned,

But here that mysterious truth

is

clearly

revealed.

§11.

It is

an easy way, which some have taken

the exposition of this place, to solve the seeming

in

dilfi-

God, they say, speaks in it plurally (more regio)
in a kingly manner. "It is the manner of the Hebrews,
saith Grotius, to speak of God as of a king; and kings

culty:

transact important

matters \vith the counsel of

the-

ExKR.
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1 Kings xii, 6; 2 Chron. x, 9;
But the question is not about the

about them,

xxii, 20."

manner of speaking among the Hebrews
yet no instance can be given to
the

words of God

(of

this purpose)

which
but of

himself, concerning himself;

and of

the reason of the change of the expression used con-

God

all the world, and if he
would he not have done it,
with respect to the w^iole creation, equally, and not
signally with respect to man?
Besides, this mos regiiis
is a custom of much later date; and that which then
was not, was not alluded to. And the reason added,
why this form of speech is used, because "kings do
"great things on the counsel of their principal atten-

stantly before.

had spoken more

is

king of

regio,

"dants," requires, in

its

application, that

God

should

some created princes, about the creation of
an anti-scriptural figment.
The ancients unanimously agree, that a plurality
of persons in the Deity is here revealed and asserted:
yea, the counsel of Syrmium, though dubious, though
Arianizing in their confession of faith, denounced an
anathema to any that shall deny these words, "X,ef us
make mft»," to be the words of the Father to the Son,
(Sacrat. Lib. II, Cap. xxv.) Chrysostom lays the
w^eight of his argument for it, from the change in the
manner of expression before used, as he justly and
solidly might.
Ambrose observes, (Apparct concilio
irinitatis creatum esse hominem) "it appears that man

consult with

man, ^vhich

was

is

created by a council of the Trinity.'''

Nor have

any of those, who of late have espoused this evasion,
answered the arguments of the ancients in favor of
this Catholic sense, nor replied with any likelihood of
reason to their exceptions against the contrary
pretation.
if

God

Theodoret

useth this

(in

inter-

Ques. xx, in Gen.) urgeth that

manner of

speech, concerning him-
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merely to declare his mind more regis, he would
have done it always, at least he would have done it
self,

often.

However,

it

would unavoidably have been the

form of speech used in that kingly a^t of giving the
law at Sinai; for that, if any thing, required the kingly
style pretended. But the absolute contrary is observed.
Grod, in that whole transaction with his peculiar people
and subjects, speaks of himself constantly in the singular number.
There are two sorts of persons, \Aiio, with all their
strength and artifices, oppose our opposition of this
place; namely, the Jews and the Socinians, with
whom we have to do perpetually, in whatever con
cerns the person and office of Christ the Messiah.
The Jews are at no small loss, as to the intention of
the Holy Ghost, in this expression. Philo (de Opijicio
Murvt) knows not on what to fix, but after a pretence
of some satisfactory reason, adds; ''The true reason
"hereof is known to God alone." The reason which
he esteems most probable, is taken out of Plato, in his
TimcBiis; for whereas, he saith, that there
in the nature of

tlmt

it

man a principle of evil, it was

to be

necessary

should be from another author, and not from

the most high God.

passed over in Plato,
rect

was

him

Such woful mistakes

who had no

may

be

infallible rule to di-

in his disquisition after truth; but in

him who

Old Testament, it cannot be excused, seeing this figment riseth up
in opposition to the whole design of them. Some seek
an evasion in supposing the verb (Htt^yi) to be thefirsi
person singular in Niphal; and not i\\c first person
plural in Kal; (homo factus est) man, or Adam, teas
made in our image and likeness; that is, of Moses and
other men. Of this exposition Aben-Ezra says plainly,
"It is an interpretation for a fool;" and well refutes it

had the advantage of the

scriptures of the
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from these words of God himself, Gen. ix, 6. Joseph
Kimki would have it, that God speaks to himself, or

Some of them affirm
God, in these words, consulted "with his family
"above;" that is, the angels. Others say it is God and
Other vain and foolish
*'his house of judgment."
the earth, or the four elements.

that

conjectures of theirs, in this matter,

These instances are

sufficient; for

not repeat.

I shall

hence

it

is

evident

who are
They know

uncertainty they cast themselves,

what
upon an opposition to the truth.
not what to fix upon, nor wherewith to relieve themAlthough they all aim at the same, yet, what
selves.
one embraceth another condemns, and those that are
wisest reckon up all the conjectures they think of together, but fix on no one, as true, or as deserving to be
For error is no where stable
prefeiTcd before others.
into

resolved

or certain, but fluctuates like the fabled

beyond

the

skill

of

men

Georgius Eniedinus, w^hose

§12.

gave the

first

isle

or devils, to give

it

of Delos,

a fixation.

vvritings, indeed,

countenance to the Antitrinitarian cause,

urges several objections (in his Explicai'iones locorum

&

Novi Testamenti) mostly borrowed from
the Jews, invented by them out of hatred to the
But these gentlemen always think it
Christian faith.
Veteris

sufficient to their cause, to

put in cavilling exceptions

any Divine testimony, withgive any sense of their own, by which

to the clearest evidence of

out caring to

they will abide as the true exposition of them.

He, therefore, first pleads: "If there is any strength
in this argument, it only proves that there are many
gods."

Sophistical

and vain

cavil

!

Is

not the unity

of the Divine nature always supposed in our disquisition concerning the persons subsisting therein?

we

Nor do

plead for ihree distinct persons in the Trinity, from

this place.

VOL.
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What we contend
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for here

is,

that there

is
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a plurality of subsistences in the Divine nature; but
that these are three, neither

from other places of

more nor

scripture,

less,

we prove

without number. With-

out a supposition of this plurality of persons,

no

tolerable account

assertion,

is

say,

can be given of the reason of

this

by any who acknowledge the unity of the

Divine nature.
there

we

And we

design no more,

but that

implied mutual counsel, which, without a

dis-

cannot be imagined^ This whole
pretence, therefore, founded on vain and false supposition, that the testimony is used to prove a certain numtinction of persons,

ber of persons in the Deity,
olous.

more

It is

is

altogether vain

and

friv-

granted, that one speaks these words, not

together; but he so speaks them, that he takes

whom

he speaks into the society of the same
work with himself; nor is the Divine Speaker otherwise concerned in, "let us make," and "in our likethose to

"ness,"
it is

than those to

whom he speaks.

And, indeed,

not the speaking of these words before

many

con-

cerned, that Moses expresseth, but the concuiTence of
many to the same work, with the same interest and
concernment in it. And whoever is concerned (whether speaking, or spoken to) in the

first

word,

"let

us

no less respected in the foUov^ang words:
They must, therefore,
"in our image and likeness."
be of one and the same nature, which was to be rep-

"make"

is

resented in the creature to be

made

in their image.

Again, he objects, "That writers often introduce a
person deliberating and debating with himself."

But

and what he would insinuate by it,
is merely petitio principii, accompanied with the neglect of the argument which he pretends to ans^A'er.
For he only says, that "One may be introduced, as it
were, deliberating and consulting with himself," whereof yet he gives no parallel instance, either from scrip-

the whole of

this,
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but he takes no notice that

the words directly introduce

ing and deliberating

man
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among

more than one

consult-

themselves, about creating

in their image.

Again, what he concludes from his arbitrary supposition, that

hence

"it

doth not follow, that

counsel with others besides himself,"

argument

in hand; for

we

do

is

God

took

nothing to the

ever plead hence, that

God consulted with others besides himself? But this the
words evince, that he who then consulted with himself,
is,

in

some

respect,

more than

one.

ceptions against our interpretation

and never care

scripture,

which they will adhere

to

But to invent exof any testimony of
one of

to give

and defend,

own

their

is

contemptibly

O

heavens, and

perverse.

He

next appeals to

O

"give ear,

earth!"

Isa.

But

i;

"Hear,

in such rhetorical apostro-

men

that are spoken to,

and
scheme of speech is used merely to make an impression on them of the things that are spoken.
Apply this to the words of God, in the circumstances of
the creation of man; and it will appear shamefully
phes, they are, in truth,
that

ridiculous.

The

scripture expressly denies, that

"God

"took counsel with any besides himself in the whole

—

"work of the

creation,' Isa. Ix, 12
14.
Creation is
a pure act of infmite monarchical sovereignty, where-

in there

was no use of any intermediate instrumental

causes; nor can

any

God

be represented, as consulting with

creatures in that stupendous work, without a dis-

turbance of the true notion of

Again,

him

man was made

that speaks,

and

all

it.

in the

image and likeness of

that are, as

it

were, conferred

"Let us make man in our image;" but man
was made in the image and likeness of God alone, as
with.

it

is

expressed in the next verse.

And

the image here
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mentioned doth not denote that wliich is made to answer another thing, but that which another is to answer to. "Let us make man in our image;-'' that is,
conformable to our nature.
Now, God, and any
other beings, as angels, have not one

common

nature,

and prototype in the creation of man; their nature and properties are infinitely
distant; and that likeness which is between angels and
men, doth no way prove, that man was made in the
that should be the example,

image of
to be

angels, although angels should be supposed

made

before them.

For more is required to that
as an egg is like another, but

end than mere similitude;
not the image of another.

A design of conforming
dependance on that other, is
required; and so was man made in the image of God
one to another with

its

alone.

This opponent makes no inquiry why, seeing in

all

the antecedent work of creation, God is introduced
speaking constantly in the singular number, the phrase

of speech

is

here changed, and

God speaks

as consult-

number.

ing, or deliberating in the plural

And

he

says, not only, "let us make," but adds "in our image,
To imagine this to be done
antl in our likeness."

without some peculiar reason,

is

to

dream, rather than

And it is not
to inquire into the sense of scripture.
enough to prove, that a plural word may be used in a
sino'ular sense,

except

it

be also shewn to be so in

place, seeing the proper import of

it is

otherwise.

this

Nor

God, be used Aocan such an
noris gratia, seeing it is no honor to him to be spoken
of as many Gods; for his glory is, that he is one only.
expression, concerning

hath, therefore, another respect, viz. to the persons
in the unity of the same nature.
§13. The foundation of our design from this place
It

being thus established,

we may

safely build

upon

it;
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which hence we intend to prove, is, that in
the framing and producing of the things which concern mankind, there were peculiar internal personal
transactions between the Father, Son, and Spirit.
The scheme of speech here used is (in genere delibe-

aiid that

rativo)

by way

of consultation; but as this cannot

and properly be ascribed to God, an anthroThe mutual
popathy must be allowed in the words.
distinct actings, and concun'ence of the several persons
directly

in the Trinity,

because
this

was

we

is

expressed

by way of

deliberation,

can no otherwise determine, or

And

act.

peculiar in the v^^ork of the creation of

man,

because of an especial designation of him to the glory
of God, as Three in One.
laid

we

down and

This, therefore,

which
to the

glory of the Trinity; hence, in
is

have only

Man was peculiarly created

proceed upon.

him, there

I

proved, as the general principle

things concerning

all

not only an intimation of those distinct

subsistences, but also of their distinct actings,

pect to him.
effect

And

as his creation

of special counsel,

fully expressed,

with

res-

was eminently

the

much more

shall

we

find this

with respect to his restoration by the

Son of God.

The same

farther revealed and con"The Lord possessed me
"in the beginning of his way, before hi-s works of old,"
&c. It is Wisdom that speaks, and is spoken of. This
we believe to be He, who is the wisdom of God, even

§14.

firmed, Prov.

viii,

his eternal Son.

truth

22

is

— 31;

This the Arians, &c. will not grant,

although they are not agreed what
ed.

A property, say

exercise of Divine

it is

that

is

intend-

some, of the Divine nature; the

wisdom

in

making the world, say

wisdom that is in the law, say the Jews; or,
some of them, the wisdom that was given to Solomon; and of their mind have been some of late.
others; the

as
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The constant use of the verb

Part

(flip) is either to

3.

acquire

and obtain, or to possess and enjoy. Tliat which any
one hath, which is with him, which belongs to him,
and is his own, lie is (JlJp) the possessor of it. So is
the Father said to possess wisdom; because it was his,

Word

with him, even his eternal
is

or Son.

No more

intended hereby, but what the apostle more clearly

John

declares,

1, 2;

i.

in the beginning the
It is

an

intelligent

{ev ui^x^ ° Koyog

Word

viv

T^oe rov Qsov)

with God.

"jdus

person that

is

here intended; for

of personal properties are ascribed to

all sorts

it,

as

almost every verse in the whole chapter shews.

For
and power are assumed
by it, ver. 15, 16; '"By me kings reign, and princes
"decree justice; by me princes rule, and nobles, even
instance, personal authority

^'the

Personal promises, upon

judges of the earth."

duties to be performed towards
ver. 17, "I love

"seek

me

them

it,

due

to

early shall ftnd me;"

God

himself,

and those

that love me,

which

is

that

our unalien-

able respect to God.
"I lead in the

way

Personal actions, ver. 20, 21;
of righteousness, in the midst of the

"paths of judgment; that

"me

to inherit substance,

ver. 30, 31; "I

was

"before him, and

I

may

and

cause them that love

I will

fill

their treasures;"

daily his delight, rejoicing always

my

delights

were with the sons of

"men." Personal properties, as eternity, ver. 23; "I
"was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or
"ever the earth was," ver. 24, 25.

Counsel

is

standing and strength.

ken of wisdom
pal, expressly
2, 3,

this

&c. Col.

wisdom

eternal

Wisdom,

mine, and sound wisdom,

I

Again, the things here spo-

are, all of

them, or at

least the princi-

elsewhere attributed to the Son,
i,

15—17.

or Son, "I

John

i,

Moreover, the relation of

that speaks to God, declares

Word

ver. 14.

have under-

was

it

to be his

daily his delight, rejoic-
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"ing before him;" as he did in

And

well pleased.

lastly, as

we

S19

his soul

always

is

shall farther see,

and Son
which are capable of no other

they

are the eternal transactions of the Father

that

are here described,

fair

and

solid interpretation.

§15.

not

It is

my

desicja to

eternal existence of the

plead here at large, the

Son of God, antecedent

to his

incarnation; but because the faith thereof is the foun-

what

dation of

concerning the

I shall farther offer,

produced to

origin of his priesthood, the testimonies

must be vindicated from the exceptions

that purpose

of the professed

adversaries

of

fundamental

that

truth.

Eniedinus (who

may

be deemed the Goliath of the

wisdom

Antitrinitarian cause) contends, "that

by a prosopopeia."

"sonified

is

per-

This prosopopeia, or

fiction of a person, is of great use to the Antitrinita-

By

rians.

this

one engine they presume they can de-

Holy Ghost of his deity and personality.
Whatever is spoken of him in the scripture, they say,
it is by a prosopopeia; those things being assigned to

spoil the

a quality, or an accident, which really belong to a
person only.
But as to what concerns the Holy

have elsewhere taken this engine out of their
hands, and cast it to the ground; so that none of them
aliv^e will erect it again.
Here they make use xsf it
Spirit, I

against the deity of Christ; as they

acknowledge there

occasions.

I

speech used

by rhetoricians and

examples occur in
cribed to a thing,

scripture.

which

is,

who

is

person; or a person

is

orators,

That

that

also

is

whereof some
sometimes as-

indeed, proper only to a

this figure,

may

be
But yet Quin-

the great master of the oratorial

by

on other

dead, or absent,

introduced as present and speaking.
tiiian,

do

such a scheme of

art,

denies,

speech can be ascribed to that
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which never had it, (Nam certe sermo fingi non potest, lit non personcB sermo fingatur,) "If you feign
"speech, 3'ou must feign it to be the speech of a per
^^sonf or one endowed with the power of speaking.
A prosopopeia is a figure quite distinct from all sorts
of allegories, pure, mixed; apologues, fables, parables;
^vherein,

when

the

scheme

is

evident,

any thing

may

be introduced speaking, like the trees in the discourse
ix.
The instance of mercy and
down from heaven, and kissing each

of Jotham, Judg.

peace looking

other, is a mixed figure, the foundation of which is a
metonymy of the cause for the effect; or rather of
the adjunct for the cause, and i\\Q prosopopeia, which
But that a person should be introduced
is evident.

speaking in a continued discourse, ascribing to himself all

personal properties, absolute and

relative;

all

sorts of personal actions, and those the very same
which, in sundry other places, are ascribed to one cer-

tain person, (as

all tilings

here mentioned are to the

Son of God) w^ho yet

is no person, never was a perany person, without the least
intimation oi any figure therein, or any thing inconsistent with the nature of things and persons treated
of, and that, in a discourse didactical and prophetical,
is such an enormous monstrous fiction, as nothing, in
any author, much less in the Old or New Testament,

son, nor representeth

^^ill

give the least countenance to.

There

are, in the scripture allegories, apologues, par-

ables; but all of

them

so plainly and professedly such,

so unavoidably requiring a figurative exposition

and
irom

tlie

nature of

tlie

stones are said to hear,
is

things themselves (as

and

where

trees to speak) tliat there

no danger of any mistake about them, nor

concerning their figurative acceptation.
safe rule of ascribinc: a figurative sense,

difference

And
is,

the only

ti'/jcii

the
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nature of things imll not bear that which is proper;
as where the Lord Jesus calls himself a door, and a
vine;

and

says, that

bread

his

is

But

body.

allegories of such discourses as this,

to

make

founded on the

is a ready wiiy to turn the whole
an allegory, which may be done with equal

feigning of persons,
bible into

and probability of truth, as this passage. Besides,
is a i}rophetical scheme in the words.
It is here
declared, not only what Wisdom then did, but especially what it should do in the days of the gospel; for
the manner of the prophets is to express things future,
ease

there

as present or past, because of the certainty of their ac-

complishment.

And

these things they speak of the

coming of Christ in the flesh. See 1 Pet. i, 11, 12.
But utterly to remove this pretence oi prosopopeias
and figures, it need only to be observed, which none
will deny, that the

wisdom

that speaks here, chap,

viii,

—

same that speaks chap,
23.
And if wisdom there be not a person, and a Divine person, there
seems to me to be none in heaven; for to whom,
is

or

the

i,

what

dom

else

speaks?

20

can these words be ascribed, which wis"Turn ye at my reproof; behold I will

my spirit unto you, I will make known my
"words unto you; because I called, and ye refused; I
"have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded;

"pour out

"but ye have

set at

nought

my reproof;

"none of

"ity, I will

"they

call

"seek

me

all

my counsel,

I also will

mock when your
upon me, but

I

fear

laugh at

cometh.

and would
your calam-

Then

shall

will not answer; they shall

early, but they shall not find

me?"

If these

things express not a person, a Divine Person, the
scripture gives us

whatever.

Who

is

Who

no due apprehension of any thing

is it

that "pours out the

he that "men

obedient?
VOL. I.

Who

is it

Holy

Spirit?"

sin against," in refusing to

be

that in their "distress they call

40
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"upon," and seek early in their trouble?

whom, and

scripture declares to

to

whom

3.

The whole
alone, these

This being the
things belong, and may be ascribed.
whole of what the enemies of the sacred Trinity
have to object to our application of this discourse to the
eternal Word, or Son of God; and having removed

we may now

their objections,

To

§16.

the improvement of this testimony to our

And we

present design.

"A

proceed,

find here fully expressed

personal transaction before the creation of the

between the Father and the Son, acting
"mutually by their one spirit, concerning the state
"and condition of mankind, with respect to Divine
"love and favor." For the Wisdom, or Word of
God, having declared his eternal existence with the
Father, and distinction from him, manifests withal his

"world,

joint creation of

ail

things; especially his presence with

God, when he made "The highest part of dust of the
"habitable world;" that

clares,

him,

is,

"the

John i, 1, 2.) And he was with
nutritus) One brought up with him, of the

(t§o? tov 0fov,

masculine gender, though

it

refers to the

(HDSn) wisdom, because a person

But

in

what

sense

is

respect to the Father?
in the eternal

ther

as Jarchi

it,

hirti, (J^CK,

lies

Adam,"

first

and that not improbably. Then he dethat he was (iS^fK) by him, with him, before

interprets

and the Son,

this

is

spoken of the Son, with

The foundation

mutual love that
to

which

feminine

intended.

is

is

of the allusion

between the Fa-

added the consideration

of the natural dependence of the Son on the Father;

compared

to the love of a Father to the Son,

and

the^

dependence of a Son on his Father. Therefore, most
translations, with respect to this allusion, supply as to

one brought up." Again, (ilDi?, alumnus) one brought up, is always so ^vith respect to some

the words,

''-As
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special

end or purpose; or to some work and

which

is

principally here intended.

It is

service,

with respect

work that he had to accomplish, that he is called
alumnus jjatris, one brought up of the Father. And
this was no other but the work of redemption, and the
salvation of mankind, the counsel whereof was then
between the Father and the Son. In the carrying on
of that work, the Lord Christ every where commits
himself and his undertaking to the care, love, assistance, and faithfulness of the Father, whose especial
grace was the original thereof, Psal. xxii, 9, 11, 19,20;
Isa. 1, 7
9.
And in answer to this the Father promiseth him to stand by him, and carry him tlirough the
whole of it; because it was to be accomplished in such
a nature, as stood in need of help. Wherefore, with
to the

—

respect to this work, he

one

whom

is

said to be '•'before

he would take care

of,

him"

as

and stand by, with

love and faithfulness in the prosecution of the arduous

work.
§17.

With

respect hereunto,

"delights every day," ver. 30.

he adds, "And was
There are ineffable

mutual delights and joys between the persons of the
sacred Trinity, arising from that infinite satisfaction
and complacency, w^hich they have in each other from
their respective in-being,

same

by

the participation of the

no small part of the blessedness
doth
consist.
And by this word, that peculiar
of God
delight which a Father hath in a Son, is expressed,
Jer. xxxi, 20, (D''y"\u;5;u^ -|Si) a pleasant child, a
But the delights here intended,
child of delights.
have respect to the works of God ad extra; as a fruit
of that eternal satisfaction, which ariseth from the
counsel of God, concerning the sons of men. This
nature, wherein

the next verse, 31,

makes

"habitable part of his earth,

manifest; "rejoicing in the

and

my delights with the

/
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"sons of men." For after he had declared the presence

God

of wisdom with

before the

a notation of eternity, and
therein,

first

creation,

is

him

undertaking, on the part of the Son,

intimated, as that the Father undertakes the care of

him, and

his protection,

when he was to be humbled

into the "form of a servant," in the prospect

he delighted in him continually.
Isa. xlii, 1

"mine
is

which

co-operation with

he descends to manifest the special design of
with respect to the childi^en of men.

God and wisdom
And here such an
is

its

—

7;

elect, in

whereof

So he expresseth

it,

my servant whom I uphold,
whom my soul delighteth," &c. This

"Behold,

the delight of the Father, and his presence with the

Son

work, an eternal prospect of which
In answer to it, the Son delights
represented.
in his

whose

is

here

in

him

delight he was, "rejoicing with exaltation," with

an outward expression of inward delight; the natural
overflowings of an abounding joy.
And what this
delight of the

Son

is,

in answering the delight of the

Father in him, with respect to the w^ork he had to do,
xl, 7, 8; "Then I said, lo
volume of thy book it is wiitten of
"me, I delight to do thy will, O my God; yea, thy
"law is within my heart." This piD rhl'D) volume of
the hook, which our apostle calls {yiv>(pahi^cc I'D^i'BA/y) the
beginning, or the head of the book, Heb. x, 7, is no

the Psalmist declares, Psal.
"I come, in the

other but the counsel of, God concerning the salvation

of the elect by Jesus Christ, enrolled as it were in the
book of life, and thence transcribed into the beginning of the book of truth, in the fust promise given to

Adam

after the

fall.

This counsel being established

between Father and Son, the Son with respect thereto
"rejoiceth continually before God," on the account of
that delight which he had to do and accontplish his
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and in our nature to answer the law of mediation, which was prescribed to him.
§18. For this being declared to be the mutual frame
of God and his wisdom towards one another, wisdom
proceeds to manifest with what res}3ect towards outward things it was, that they were so mutually affectwill,

31; "Rejoicing in the habitable parts of his

ed, ver,

"earth,

That

and

my

delights

were with the sons of men."
were transacted in eter-

the things here spoken of

nity, or before the creation,

is

The

God and wisdom,

counsels, therefore, of

respect to the sons of

Word was now
i,

men, are here expressed-

with

The

ordained, even before the foundation

of the world, to the
tion, 1 Pet.

evident in the context.

work of mediation and redemp-

And many

20.

of the sons of

men

were chosen in him, to grace and glory, Ephes. i, 4;
and the bringing of them to that glory, whereto they
were chosen, was committed to him, as the captain
of their salvation. This work, and the contemplation
thereof, he

now

delights in, because of that eternity

of Divine glory, which

And
and

was

to ensue thereon.

these things are revealed for

our consolation,

the strengthening of our faith; for

if

there were

such mutual delights between the Father and the Son,
in the Divine counsel, concerning the

redemption; and
of his

own

if

the

Son

work

of our

so rejoiced in the prospect

undertaking to that end,

we need not doubt,

but that he will powerfully and effectually accomplish
it;

for all the difficulties of

it

lay open and naked un-

der his eye, yet he rejoiced in the thoughts of his en-

gagements to remove and conquer them. He now
saw the law of God established and fulfilled, the justice
of

God

feet,
first

satisfied, his

glory repaired, Satan under his

Here we place the
spring of the priesthood of Christ, which is ex-

and

his

works destroyed.
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the mutual delight of the Father

3.

and Son.

was founded on love and grace, though in its exit respects holiness and justice also.
§19. The same truth also seems to be expressed,
Psal. ii, 7; "I will declare the decree the Lord hath
"said unto me. Thou art my Son, this day have I beIt

ercise

"gotten thee."

From

this place the ancient doctors*

was to be
Son of God was

constantly acknowledge, that the Messiah

the

Son of God; or

Hence was the inquiry of the
by the liv-

to be the Messiah.

high

priest,

Matt, xxvi, 63; "I adjure thee

"ing God, that thou
"the

rather, that the

tell

Son of God."

church, he takes

us whether thou be the Christ

According to the

faith of their

and the
Son of God was the same. The same confession, on
the same principle, Nathanael made, John i, 49; "Thou
"art the Son of God, thou art the king of Israel." And
Peter's confession, Matt, xvi, 16; John vi, 69; "Thou
"art that Clirist the Son of the living God," was noit

for granted, that the Christ

thing but a due application of the faith of the Judaical

church to the person of our Savior, which
their's

God

was

principally built

on

where
There is,

expressly calls the Messiah his Son.

therefore,

an

illustrious

faith of

this testimony,

testimony in these words, given

to the eternal pre-existence of the

Lord

Divine nature, before his incarnation.

Christ, in hi&

And

this caus-

eth the adversaries of that sacred truth, to turn themselves into all shapes, to avoid the force of

What

it.

Eniedinus says, "That none of these things

"belong to Jesus Christ,"
confidence.

is

above the rate of ordinary

All the apostles do not only jointly,

and

with one accord, apply the things here spoken to the
*So Maimonides, Jarchi, and Kimchi confess. The words of
Jarchi arc plain and remarkable: "Our Masters expounded this
psalm concerning the king Messiah."
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Lord Jesus, but also give a clear exposition of the
words as a ground of that application; a thing seldom
done by the sacred writers, Acts iv, 24 28; ''They
''lifted up their voice to God with one accord, and
"said, Lord, thou art God, which hast made heaven
"and earth, and the sea, and all that in them is; who^
"by the mouth of thy servant David hast said, Why
"did the heathen rage, and the people imagine vain
"things? The kings of the earth stood up, and the
"rulers were gathered together against the Lord, and
For of a truth against thy holy
"against his Christ.
"child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both Herod
"and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles and the people
"of Israel, were gathered together to do whatsoever
"thy hand and thy counsel determined before to be
"done." In their judgment, Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Romans, the gi^eat rulers over the world,
were the kings and rulers intended in this psalm.

—

And

(!I3'''l^)
Heathen, they took to be the
adhered to Pilate in the execution of his

so also the

Gentiles,

who

Gentile power; and the (Oi)0K7) people mentioned to

be the people of

were

It

appears, therefore, that there

eternal transactions

between the Father and the

Israel.

Son, concerning the redemption of mankind, by his
intei^osition

§20. (II.)
transactions,

and mediation.

Our next
which

inquiry relates to those eternal

may

be considered under the no^

tion of a covenant between the Father
I shall,

therefore,

first,

manifest the existence of such a

covenant; and then, secondly,

which

We

refers to the

must

and the Son.

insist

on that part of

it,

Redeemer's priesthood.

between God's covenant to
men, concerning Christ, and that made with his Son.
concerning men.
The former is commonly termed
distinguish

the covenant of grace; which hath subsisted, under
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various forms of external administration, ever since the
fall,

and

tion of

continue in

shall

The

all things.

ject of inquiry,

is

full

latter,

is

now

the sub-

which the holy
have taken place between the

Father and the Son, before

all

wc proceed,
the name and

§21. Before
sider brielly

which

consumma-

the |:>ersonai compact,

scriptures represent to

general.

force to the

worlds.

may

be proper to connature of a covenant in

it

The Hebrews call a "covenant"

(n^n3) berith,

and the Ijcitmsfaedus.) Solemn
God and his people,
were confirmed by sacrifice; See Psal. 1, 5; which
appears highly probable from what is recorded of
Adam and Eve being clothed with skins; and is abundantly clear from the history of Noah and Abraham,
Gen. ix, 15. Wlicreby we learn, that no covenant
could take place between God and man, after the enthe Greeks

(o-uvfivixvi,

covenants, especially between

trance of

sin,

but in virtue of that sacrifice of our High

Priest, Avhich these represented.

the Latin

word

Hence some

derive

(foedus a feriendo) from sirikmg;

custom which pre^'ailed among the idolawho, in making a covenant cut a beast
in'pieces, laying one half over against another, and so
passing bct>vcen them; which farther denoted an imprecation, as it were, upon themselves, that they might
be so cut in pieces, if they stood not to the covenant
terms. The Greek word (o-uvQvjxvi) is constantly used
in all good authors, for a solemn covenant between

and

also a

trous heathens,

nations and persons; but the Septuagint translators,

observing that berlth in the Hebrew,
signification,

Greek word

The word

have rendered

all

was of a larger
by another

constantly

(lia^ViV.v^.)

bcr'dh

is

ment; nor are learned

However,

it

variously used in the Old Testa-

men

agi'eed

about

its

derivation.

covenants are either between the con-
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queror and the conquered, or between enemies in equal
power, or between those who were never at variance;
and the end of all is mutual peace and security. Hence

Job

V,

23; ''Thy covenant shall be with the stones of

"the field;" that

is,

metonymically, thou shalt have no

hurt from them; because peace and concord are the

end of covenants. The law, written on the two tables
of stone, was called a ''covenant," Exod. xxxiv, by a
synechdoche; for no mere precept, or even promise,
can be a covenant properly so called. Again, the term
is used for an absolute promise, Isa. lix, 21; "As for
"me, that is my covenant with them, saith the Lord;
"my Spirit that is upon thee, and my words, which I
"have put into thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy
"mouth," &c. And God also calls the appointment
of day and night his covenant, Jer. xxxiii, 20. Hence
it

appears that the

word

is

used in various senses,

which must be sought from the connexion; seeing
there is no precept, or promise of God, but may be
so called.
And it is worthy our notice, that though
no outward signs ever belonged to the essence of a
covenant, God never made a covenant with men, but
he always gave them a token, and visible pledge thereof And whosoev^er is interested in the covenant itself,
hath an undoubted right to the Divinely-appointed
token.
§22.

An

absolute complete covenant

is,

"a volunta-

"ry agreement between distinct persons, about the

dis-

"posal of things in their power, to their mutual concern

"and advantage."
covenant; for

it is

Distinct persons are required in a

a mutual compact;

it

must be

vol-

untary, with respect to the terms, this being the foun-

dation of
it

all

solemn covenants; and the matter of

must be of things

in the

enant.

VOL.
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power of them who cov-
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As

solely

these things concur in every equal

all

pact, so there

Part

an

is

esjiecial

com-

kind of covenant depending

on the personal undertakings and

common

party, in order to the

services of

ise

one

ends of the covenant,

or the mutual satisfaction of the covenanters.

A proposal

such covenants have:

S.

And

of service, a prom-

of reward, and an acceptance of the proposal, with

a lestipulation of obedience out of respect to the re-

ward; and

an inequality
the covenanters, as to the com-

this indispensably introduceth

and subordination in
mon end of the covenant; however, on other accounts
they may be equal. For he who prescribes the duties
which are required in the covenant, and giveth the
promise of either assistance in them, or a reward upon
them, is, in that respect, and so far, superior to him
who observeth his prescriptions, and trusteth to his
promises.
that

Of

this nature is that

was between

Divine transaction

the Father and the

redemption of mankind.

There was

Son about
in

it,

the

a prescrip-

tion of personal services, with a promise of reward;

comprehending

also the other conditions of a complete

covenant before laid down.
*§24.

The

eternal

transactions

before-mentionedj

what

the scripture inwere federal
tends, where God, that is, the Father, is called by the
Son his God; and where he says, that he will be unFor this expression of beto him a God and Father.
declarative
to
is
any
one
of a covenant,
a
God
ing
transactions; this is

and

is

the

word whereby God

constantly declares his

covenant relation to any, Jer. xxxi. 33; and xxxii, 38;
Hosea ii, 23. For God declaring that he will be

A

God

to any, engageth himself to the exercise of his

holy properties, which belong to him as God, for their
And this is not without an engagement of

good.

obedience from them.

Now,

this

declaration

the

lixER.
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abounds

scripture

words of the Son
ver.

9—11;

to the Father, as

"My

Psal. xxii, 1;

hast said

Lord;" these are the
is

evident

"He

shall stand

and feed

fron:i

my God."
O my God."

God,

do thy will,
"God, thy God, hath anointed thee."

^\v, 7;
V, 4;

my

"I delight to

xl, 8;

"Thou

Psal. xvi, 2;

in,

the Lord, thou art

*^'unto
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Psal.

Psal.

Mich.

in the strength of the

name of the Lord his
"God." John xx, 17; "I ascend to my Father, and
"your Father; to my God, and to your God." Rev.
"Lord, in the majesty of the

12; "I will

iii,

make him

my

a pillar in the temple of

"God; and I will write upon him the name of m}'^
and the name of the city of my God."
All
which expressions argue both a covenant and a subordination therein.
And on this accouiit it is, that our

''God,

Savior
28.

"Father

saj^s his

This place,

human

I

greater than he,"

confess, the ancients

John

needed no solemn

no way

is

xiv,

expound of

nature only, but the inferiority of the

nature to the Father

is

is

his

human

a thing so unquestionable, as

and the mention of it
the design of the place.
But our

attestation;

suited to

Savior speaks with respect to the covenant engage-

ment that was between the Father and himself,

work which he had

Again, the same important truth

§25.

Zech.

vi,

as to the

to do.

13; (aiTiJU^

:*>^

is

proposed,

DiSty np'?) the counsel about

peace-making between God and man, was bet'n-een
them both; that is, the two persons spoken of, the Lord
Jehovah^ and He who was to be the (riD!^) branch.

And

was not spoken of him absolutely as a man;
for so there was not properly (n!^j7) a counsel between
God and him; "For who hath known the mind of the
this

"Lord, or

And

who

hath been his counsellor?"

besides, the Son, in his

human

ly the seiTant of the Father, to

do

Rom.

nature,

xi,

34.

was mere-

his will, Isa.

xli;|:

1
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But God takes this counsel with him, as he was his
eternal wisdom, with respect to his future incarnation.
He.-eunto regard is also had to his names, rui'onderfid,
counsellor, &c. for these titles do not absolutely denote proj^erties of the Divine nature, though they are
such Divine titles and attributes, as cannot be ascribed
to any, but to him who is God.
There is in them a
respect to the work which he had to do, as he was to
be a child born and given unto us. And on the same
account he

is

called the everlasihig

Father; a

name

not proper to the person of the Son, with a mere
pect to his personality; there
to the
to

all

work he had

to do,

is

res-

therefore a regard in

which was,

it

to be a father

the elect of God.

On the same account, God speaking of him, says,
"my companion, and the man my fellow," Zech. xiii,
7; with whom he had sweetened, and rejoiced in secret counsel, as Fsal. Iv, 14; Prov.

Particularly the

'will

viii,

30, 31.

of the Father and

Son concur-

red in this matter, which was necessary, that the cov-

enant might be voluntary, and of choice.

The

orig-

whole is referred to the will of the Father
constantly.
Hence our Lord Jesus Christ, on all occasions, declared solemnly that he came to do the will
of the Father; "Lo I come to do thy will, O God,"
10.
Psal. xl, 7; Hcb. x, 5
For in the agreement?
the Prescriber and Promiser, whose will, in all things,
is to be attended to, is the Father; and his will was
naturally at perfect liberty from engaging in that
way of salvation, which he accomplished by Christ.
He was at liberty to have left all mankind under sin
and the curse, as he did all the angels that fell. He
inal of the

—

was at liberty to have utteri}^ destroyed
mankind that sprang from Adam in his
eitt\er in

the race of
fallen state;

the root of them, or in the branches

when
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he almost did in the flood) and have

(as

And hence

created another race of them to his glory.
the acting of his will herein

which

is

free, or else

it is

is

by

expressed

not grace; and

proceed from love, acting by choice,

it

is

grace;
said to

arguing the

all

John iii, 16;
Son and sealed

highest liberty in the will of the Father,

Ephes.

i,

Now, he

6.

both sent his

him, and gave him commands, which are
choice, proceeding

from sovereignty.

once imagine, th^t

this

work

all acts

of

Let none, then

of entering into covenant

about the salvation of mankind was absolutely necessary to God, or that

it

was required by

virtue of

herein absolutely free,
things of nothing.

all

fect consistency

as he

And

making

also in his

we

maintain in per-

with the necessity of satisfaction, on

supposition of this covenant.
is

was

this

any

God was

of the essential properties of his nature.

The

will of the

Son

also

distinctly concerned, to demonstrate that the things

human

were just and
which he
had in command from his Father, were no less the acts
of his own will.
Wherefore, as it is said, that the
Father loved us, and gave his Son to die for us; so also
is said, that the Son loved us, and gave himself for us,
and washed us in his blood. And whatever is expresshe underwent in

equal;

and

his

nature,

to manifest that those very acts,

ed in scripture, concerning the will of the
ture of Christ,

the

it is

na-

but a representation of the will of

Son of God, when he engaged

from

human

into this

work

Whereas, therefore, he had a soveand absolute power over his own human nature
when assumed, whatever he submitted to was no injury to him, nor injustice in God to lay it on him.
eternity.

reign

§26.

U

it

be objected, that the will

is

a natural

property, and therefore in the Divine essence,
one;

and how,

then, can

it

it is

but

be said that the will of the
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Pari-

3.

Father, and the will of the Son, did concur distinctly
in the

making of

difficulty

may

declared.

covenant?

this

We

reply that this

be solved from what hath been already

For,

if

they subsist distinctly;

if

such

is

the

distinction of the persons in the unity of the Divine

essence, that they act in natural

and

essential acts re-

ciprocally one towards another, as in understanding,
love,

and the

like;

what impropriety

to suppose that

they act distinctly in those works, which are of external operation?

The

will of

God^

to

as

culiar actings of the Fatlier in this matter,

the

is

pe-

the will

of the Father; and the will of God, with regard to the
peculiar actings of the Son,

by a

distinction of

plication of the

sundry

same

is

the will of the Son; not

wills,

will to

its

persons of the Father and Son.
the covenant whereof

we

but

by a

distinct ap-

distinct acts,

And

in the

in this respect,

treat, differeth

from a pure

and by virtue of it, were all believers saved
from the foundation of the world.
§27. Moreover, a covenant must be about the dis-

decree;

posal of things in the

power of them

that enter into

it,

To do good
them to the enjoyment of himself,
was absolutely in the power of the Father. And it
was in the power of the Son to assume human nature,
w^hich becoming thereby peculiarly his own, he might
dispose of it to what end he pleased, still preserving the
indissoluble union.
Again, some things are made
otherwise

mankind,

it

is

null or fraudulent.

to

to bring

lawful or good, or suited to the honor, or satisfaction

and complacency of them that make the covenant,
by virtue of somewhat arising from the covenant itself.
Such was the penal suffering of the human nature of Christ, under the sentence and curse of the
law.

This, absolutely considered, without respect to

the ends of the covenant, would neither have been
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good in itself, nor have had any tendency to the glory
of God. For what excellency of the nature of God
could have been demonstrated in the penal sufferings
of one absolutely, and in
it

was

all

utterly impossible, that

Nay,

respects, innocent?

an innocent person, con-

sidered absolutely as such, should suffer poenally, un-

der the sentence and curse of the law; for the law de-

nounceth punishment to no such person.

punishment are

and

Guilt

and where the one

not

(real,

or supposed, or imputed) the other cannot be. But

now,

related,

is

in the terms of this covenant, leading to the limitations

and use of these

sufferings,

tend to the glory of God.

they are

made good, and

So the pardoning and sav-

had no tendency
what evidence of righteous-

ing of sinners, absolutely could have
to the glory of

ness

would

Ruler of

all

God;

for

there have been herein,

that the great

by

the world should pass

the offences of

without animadverting upon them? What justice
would have appeared, or what demonstration of the
holiness of the nature of God would there have
been therein? Besides, it was impossible, seeing "it
"is the judgment of God, that they who commit sin
"are worthy of death." But, through the terms and

men

conditions of this covenant, this

is

rendered righteous,

and good, and eminently conducing
glory of God.

holy,

The

§28.

to the

matter of this covenant in general

saving of sinners,

by ways and means

manifestation of the Divine glory.

design of God,

is

To

is

the

suited to the

declare this

the principal design of the whole

scripture.

§29.

The

end, both of the covenant,

sal of all things thereby,

dispo-

the special glory both of

and the other, God doth all things for himHe can have no uUimate end in any thing but

the one
self.

was

and the
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himself alone, unless there should be any thing better

than himself, or above himself.

he

is

But

yet, in himself,

not capable of any accession of glory,

by any

thing he doth, or intendeth; his end thereof must be,

not the obtaining of glory

to himself,

festation of the glory that

is

but the mani-

in himself.

And

those

which are peculiarly
engaged in it, are wisdom, justice, and grace. That
tlie covenant sprang from these properties of the Divine nature, that the execution of it is the work and
effect of them all, and that it is designed to manifest
and glorify God by them to eternity, tiie scripture
properties of the Divine nature,

fully declares.

The

honor of the Son was two-fold, viz.
what he had conjunct with the Father, as he is of the
same nature with him, over all, God blessed for ever;
and likewise, as the Mediator of the covenant of grace,
peculiar

that peculiar glorious exaltation, which, in his
nature, he received

human

upon the accomplishment of the

terms and conditions of

this

covenant.

conditions and limhad a respect to a prescription of personThe promises
al 'obedience and promises of reward.
made to the Son were various; such as all necessary
assistance in his arduous work, as the incarnate Mediator, and the glory which was to ensue upon the accomplishment of it; and particularly the acceptance
There was, indeed, in the
of his work with God.
nature of the things themselves, a proportion between
tiie obedience of Christ the mediator, and the salva§30. This covenant

itations, as

had

also

its

it

tion of believers; but this

is

not the next foundation

of merit, though an indispensable condition; for there
must not only be a proportion, but a relation also between the things, whereof the one is the merit of the
other.

Aiud the relation in this case

is

not natural, or
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necessary, arising from the nature of the things them-

but arose from a compact between the F^tijier
and the Son to this purpose, and the promises wherewith it was confirmed. Suppose, then, a proportion
selves,

between the obedience of Christ,
and the salvation of believers; then add the respect
and relation that they have one to another, by virtue
of this covenant, and in particular, that our salvation
in distributive justice,

is

engaged by promise to

Christ,

and

it

gives us the

true nature of his merit.

The

conditions required, or prescriptions

made

to

the undertaker, in this covenant, were, that he should

assume the nature of those whom he was to bring to
God; that in his nature assumed, he should be the
servant of the Father, and yield universal obedience
to him, both according to the general law of God
obliging all mankind, and according to the special law
of the church under which he was, and, moreover, according to the singular law of that compact, Isa. xlii,
11; and, that he should
1; chap, xlix, 5; Phil, ii, 6
atonement
make
for sin, by means of our nature as-

—

sumed.

And

salvation.

thus

Here

we

lieth the

are

come

to the well-head of

immediate sacred foundation

of the piiesthood of Christ, and of the sacrifice of himself,

to

which, in the discharge of that

office,

he offered

God.
§31.

And when God came

and represent
he did it by the

to reveal

to his church this counsel of his will,

and sacrifices; for the priesthood and
of the law were not the original
exemplar of these things, but a transcript of what was
done in heaven itself, in counsel and covenant, as well
as a type of what should be aftenvards accomplished
on the earth. And the very names of priests and
VOL. 1.
42
institution o^ priesthood
sacrifices
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sacrifices

were but improperly ascribed

were
what was

past,

to

S.

them who

so called, being only obscure representations of

and types of what was

EXERCITATION

to

come.

II.

THE NECESSITY OF THE PUIESTUOOD OF CHRIST.

The

§1.

subject proposed.

§2.

The

righteousness of God^

what; as resident in the Divine nature.
cise.

ness of

The

§3.

As

to its exer-

What this pre-supposeth. §5. That the righteousGod necessarily requires the punishment of sin. §6.

§4.

objection that

mercy prevents

the exercise of justice, an-

pardoned without satisfaction,
argued from the holiness of God. §8. The foregoing branches
of the argument recapitulated. §9, 10. That justice and mercy are properties of the Divine nature, and not mere external
swered.

acts.

§7.

That

§11, 12.

sin cannot be

The

objection,

That Christ could not endure
§13—15. Other objections

the penalty due to us, answered.

answered.

§16, 17. Additional arguments, in confirmation of

the general thesis.

§1.

On

this supposition, that

grace and love would save sinners

God
by

in his infinite

the interposition

of his Son, there was something in the manner of
indispensable and necessary, viz. that he should do

by undergoing

who

the punishment that

should be saved, or

make atonement and

was due

offer himself

a

to

them,

sacrifice, to

reconciliation for them.

This being a matter of great importance, and

stren-

uously opposed by the Socinians, and the defence of

insist

it

by some otherwise adhering to sound doctrine
main of our cause, I shall the more particularly
upon it.

deserted
in the

it

it
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§2. Whereas we assert the necessity of the priesthood of Christ to depend on the righteousness of God,
it is

requisite, that

it.

The

something be premised concerning

God

righteousness of

absolutely in

itself,

as

it is

with respect to

ture; and,

is

taken two ways,

viz.

resident in the Divine naits

exercise, or the actings

of God, in a manner suitable to that holy property of
his nature.

In the

first

acceptation,

it is

nothing but

the universal rectitude of the Divine nature,
it is

necessary to God, to do

equally, answerably to his

all

whereby

things rightly, justly,

own wisdom,

goodness, ho-

liness, and right of dominion, Zeph. iii, 5; "The just
"Lord in the midst thereof; he will do no iniquity,
"morning by morning doth he bring his judgment to
"light." I say, it is the essential, natural readiness and
disposition of the holy nature of God, to do all things
justly and decently, according to the rules of his wisdom, and the nature of things, with their relation one

to another.

And

this virtue of the

Divine nature con-

sidered absolutely, doth not consist in a habitude of

mind

{%<^og ele^ov)

zmth respect

to another, as all justice

in men doth, but is the infinite essential rectitude of
God in his being. Hence it so presides over all the
works of God that there is none of them, though pro-

ceeding immediately from mercy and goodness on the

one hand, or from severity or faithfulness on the other,
but that God is said to be righteous therein, and they are
all

represented as acts of righteousness in him.

this,

not only because they are his acts and works,

can do no

evil,

And
who

but also because they proceed from, and

are suited to that holy, absolute, universal rectitude of

wherein true righteousness doth consist.
For between the consideration of this righteousness

his nature,

of God, and the actual exercise of
creatures, there

must be

intei-posed

it

towards his

a consideration of
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the right of God, or that which

a

right,

power, and liberty

we

Paut

JJ.

Jus Domini,
of rule or government. For
call

not enough that any one be righteous to enable

it is

him

to act righteously, with respect to others,

but

moreover he must have a right so to act; and this
right in God is supreme and sovereign, arising naturally and necessarily from the relation of all things to
himself; being all placed in an universal, indispensable,
and absolutely unchangeable dependence on him, according to their natures and capacities.
The right of God, therefore, to rule over us, is
wholly of another kind and nature, than any thing is
or can be among the sons of men; for it is a sovereign right to deal with us, and act towards us, according to the

And

infinite, eternal rectitude

of his nature.

as he hath a right so to do, so he cannot

erwise, supposing the state

do othand condition wherein we

are

made and

to,

and dependence on God;

placed, with the nature of our relation

God can

for

act

no oth-

what the essential
and require; which

erwise towards us but according to
rectitude of his nature doth direct
is

the foundation of

what we plead

in the case before

us,*concerning the necessity of the priesthood.
§3. Again, the righteousness

sidered with respect to

the right of

God

its

of

before declared.

creation of all things,

God to be the
Now, the exercise
to

and

God may be

it is

con-

which supposeth

exercise,

For, suppose the

as natural

ruler over them, as

and

it is

essential

to be

God.

of the righteousness of God, in pur-

and anteceand consequential.
In the formeirespect it is exercised in his lavrs and promises; in virtue of the latter, he distributes rewards and punishments to his creatures according to their work. And
suit of his right of rule, is either absolute

dent, or respective

one part of

this consists in the

punishing of sin>as

it

b
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a transgression of his law; and
present,

we

as he

eousness of God,

world, doth

this is that

we

are concerned; for

341
wherein, at

say that the right-

Supreme Ruler of the

is tiie

requii'e, necessarily, that sin

or the transgression of that law,

which

be punished,
is

the instru-

ment of his rule, be avenged.
§4.

The

exercise of this righteousness in

God

pre-

supposeth, the creation of intelligent rational creatures

on

in a moral dependence

ruled

himself,

capable of being-

and their own
law given to those crea-

in order to his gloiy

by a law,

blessedness; the nature of the

means and instrument of their moral, orderly dependence on God, which order the bi each of
that law would disturb; the eternal, natural, unchangetures, as the

able right that

God

hath to govern these creatures,

according to the tenor of that law; the sin of these

which was destructive of all that order of
which ensued on the creation, and the giving
of the law; for it was destructive of the principal end
of the creation, and of the dependence of the creatures upon God; and was introductory of a state of

creatures,
things,

things utterly opposite to the universal rectitude of the

Divine nature.

We say, then, that upon a

supposition of

all

these

and of the necessary continuance of God's righteousness of rule and judgment,
antecedaneous free acts,

it

was necessary

that the sinning creature should be

punished according to the sentence of the law.

Hence the

necessity

priesthood of Christ.

and

special

Designed

it

nature of the

was in grace,

as

we

have before proved, on supposition that God would
save sinners, but it was this justice that made it neces-

and determined its nature. For this was that,
which indispensably required the punishment of sin,
and, therefore, was it necessary, that he who would

sary,

'i'HE
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3.

save sinners should undergo for them the punishment

was due to them. But because this could not be
done by men sullcring or enduring punishment, which

that

is

a thing

in

its

own

nature indifferent,

the will

and

obedience of Christ, in the manner of undergoing it,
This made his priesthood necessaalso required.

was

ry; whereby,

due to our

whilst he underwent the punishment

sins, ''he offered

himself an acceptable sac-

"rifice," for their expiation.

What

§5.
tion,

is

now

"That the

is,

distinctly

justice,

"exercised in the rule

proposed to confirma-

or righteousness of God, as

and government of his
and necessarily

"'creatures, did indispensably

"that sin committed should be

rational
require,

punished;" whence

ariseth the special nature of the priesthood of Christ.

But we

shall

premise a few observations, which tend

to the right explication of the truth.
1.

There arc some

attributes,

as the tvisdom

and

jWiEer of God, which do not find, but produce the

ad extra.
These, theremust needs be absolutely and
every way free, being limited and directed only by
But there
the "Sovereign will and pleasure of God.
are properties of the Divine nature, which cannot act
accordii]g to their nature, without a supposition of an
antecedent object, and that qualified in such or such a
manner. Such is his vindictive justice, and pardoning mercy; for if there be no sinners, none can be
objects of their fust actings

fore, in these actings

punished or pardoned.
2.

The

rule of God's acting

from

his vindictive jus-

tice, is not a mere free act of his will, but the natural
dominion and rule whicli he hath over sinning creatures, in answer to the rectitude and holiness of his

own
that

nature.
is,

to the

Neither does he punish sin as he can;

utmost of his power, but as the rule of

ExER.
his
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,

government, and the order of thhigs in the universe

disposed to his glory, do require.
3.

This justice exerted

itself in

one signal act ante-

cedent to the sin of man; namely, in the prescription
of a poenal law; that

is,

in the

annexing of the poenal-

ty of death to the transgression of the law.

God

did not merely because he

would do

so,

This
nor be-

cause he could do so; but because the order of
things, with

respect to their

all

dependence upon himself,

Supreme Ruler of all, did so require. For had
God only given men a law of the rule of their dependence on, and subjection to him, and not inseparably
annexed a penalty to its transgi^ession, it was possible,
that man, by sin, might have cast off all his moral dependence on God, and set himself at liberty from his
rule.
And having broken and disannulled the sole
law of his dependence, what should we have had more
to do with him? But this case was obviated by the
as the

of God, in pre-disposing the order of punishment, to succeed in the room of the order of obedi-

justice

ence,

if

that

were

bi'oken.

And

should be made, the nature of

that this provision

God

indispensably re-

quired.

This justice of God, I say, required a punishment of sin, as a punishment; but the way and degree,
4.

and m.anner of it; belong to his sovereign will and wisdom; and I say not that God punisheth sin necessarily, as the sun gives out light and
heat, or as the fire burns, or as heavy things tend
the time, season,

downward by
exerting his

necessity of nature; he doth

power by a

it

freely,

For the
an antecedent inthe suppositions laid down.
It
free act of his will.

necessity asserted doth only exclude

upon all
that on these

difference
denies,
cnt

respects

it is

absolutely indifer-

with God, whether sin be punished, or no.

Such
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I say, is

indifference,

and

Part

3.

opposite to the nature, law,

God; and, therefore, such a necesmust herein be asserted. But herein God is Si free agent, and acts freely in what he
Suppose the determination of his will, and the
doth.
nature
necessarily requireth an acting suitable
Divine
It is altogether free to God, whether he will
to itself.
of his creatures or no; but supposing the
to
any
speak
determination of his will, that he will so speak, it is
absolutely necessary, that he speak truly; for truth is
ti'Lith,

sity as

an

rule of

excludes

it,

property of his nature; whence he

is God,
God, whether he would create this world or no; but on supposition that he would create it, he could not but create
for so his nature doth reit omnipotently and wisely;
quire, because he is essentially omnipotent, and inSo there was no absolute necessity in
finitely wise.
the nature of God, that he should punish sin; but on
supposition that he would create man, and would per-

essential

that cannot

mit him to

It

lie.

sin, it

avenged; for

was

absolutely free to

was necessary

that his sin should be

this his righteousness

and dominion over

his creatures did require.

"That on the same supposition,
"it will be no less necessary that God should pardon
"sin, than that he should punish it; for mercy is no less
^'an essential property of his nature, than justice." But
'^d.

those

It is

by

objected,

whom

the substitution of the

answer Divine Justice
account,

why

all are

is

Son of God

denied, can give

no

to

tolerable

not condemned, seeing

God

is

infmitely righteous; or all are not pardoned, seeing

infmitely merciful. But the truth is, there is not
same reason of the actual exercise of justice and
mercy. For upon the entrance of sin, as it respect?
the rule of God, the first thing that respects it, is justice, the province of which is, to preserve all things m

he

the

is
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dependence on God, which without the punishment of sin, cannot be done. But God is not obliged to

their

the exercise of mercy, nor doth the forbearance of such

an

exercise

any way intrench upon the

holiness of his

It is true, mercy is no
God, than justice; but neither the law, nor the state and order of things wherein
they were created, nor their dependence on God, as the
Supreme Governor of the whole creation, raise any
natural respect, or obligation between mercy and its

nature, or the glory of hi^ rule.

less

an

essential property of

God,

can execute the punishment
that his justice requireth, without the least impeachment of his mercy; for no act of justice is contrary to
mercy. But absolutely to pardon, where the interest
object.

of justice

is

therefore,

to punish,

is

contrary to the nature of

God.
But, takeover,
stitute the

we deny that

sin

proper object of mercy.

and misery do conIt is

every thing contrary to the natui^e of

required, that

God

in sin,

the sinner, be taken out of the way, or there

proper object for mercy.

And

Such

is

the guilt of sin un-

Socinus himself acknowledgeth,

satisfied

for.

that

contrary to the nature of

it is

impenitent sinners.

and
no

is

And

God

even mercy

to

itself,

pardon
on the

account of an antecedent reconciliation, will be justly
exercised.
§7.

That

it is

necessary sin should be punished, or

not be absolutely pardoned, without respect to

satis-

faction given to the rectoral justice of God, appears
from the consideration of his holy nature. God, the
Ruler of the World, is of so holy a nature, as that he
cannot but hate and punish every sin, and, therefore,
so to do belongs to his absolute perfection; for what is
the purity and holiness of God, but that universal perfection of his nature, which is accompanied with a

VOL.

I,
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displeasure against sin,
will

punish

"Thou

art

it

and a hatred of

according to

its

Part
it,

desert?

3,

whence he
Heb.

of purer eyes than to behold

i,

evil,

13;

and

Not to be able to bemost
inconceivable detesexpresseth the

"canst not look on iniquity."

hold iniquity,
tation of

it.

"He

cannot;" that

is,

be contrary, "look upon;" that

is,

or connive at iniquity; for that

is

God can
that

is

because of the ho-

which such an action would

liness of his nature, to

do, or cannot do.

He

to pass by, spare,

the rule of

what

can do every thing

not contrary to himself; that

is,

the essential

He

can do nothing that is
properties of his nature.
contrary to, or inconsistent with his truth, holiness, or
righteousness.

Hence

this holiness

God

of

is

sometimes expressed

by jealousy^ where he would instruct men in his severity, in the punishing of sin, Exod. xx, 5.
Fqt the nature of jealousy

is

not to spare, Prov.

vi,

34: nothing

but the executing of vengeance will satisfy

it.

And

which God intended in the revelation of
himself, which he made by the proclamation of his
name before Moses, Exod. xxxiv, 7; "That will by
"np means clear the guilty;" namely, for whom no
atonement is made. And it is to instruct us herein,
that this holiness of God is expressed hy fire, Heb. xii,
29; "Our God is a consuming fire." Devouring fire
and everlasting burnings, Isa. xxxiii, 14. If we may
not learn thence, that as eventually fire will burn any
this is that

combustible thing that

is

put into

it,

so the holiness of

God requires, that all sin be as assuredly punished, we
know not what to learn from it. If the punishing of
depend upon a mere free act of the will of God,
which might or might not be without any disadvan-

sin

tage to his nature, tliere

is

no reason

and righteousness should be

why

his holiness

so often mentioned as

]
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and indispensably

re-

it.

Again,

God

in the scripture

is

proposed to us as the

Supreme Judge of all, acting in rewards and punishments according to his own i^ighteousness, or what the
rectitude and holy properties of his own nature require.
That God should have any external rule or
law in his government of the world, is absolutely and
infinitely impossible.
But his law and rule is the holiness ajid righteousness

§8.

may

of his nature.

The whole of what hath been thus far pleaded,
be reduced to the ensuing heads:

God

1.

is

Governor of
their

naturally

and necessarily the Supreme

his rational creatures, vidth respect to

utmost end, which

is

his

own

glory.

Upon

the

supposition of his being and their's, an imagination to
the contrary would imply all sorts of contradictions.
2.

The law

of obedience to such creatures ariseth

naturally and necessarily from the nature of God,

and

own; for this original law is nothing but that
which a finite dependent creature hath upon
an absolute, infinitely wise, holy, and good Creator,
suitable to the principles of the nature with which it is
endowed; therefore, it is indispensably necessary.
their

respect

3.

The annexing

of a penalty to the transgression

was nothing but what the righteousness of
God, as the Supreme Ruler of his creatures, did make
necessary; as that, without which, the glory and holiness of his rule could not be preserved upon the en-

of this law,

trance of
4.

sin.

The

punishment answereth to the
an act of justice in God, and
him, as the Supreme Governor of the

institution of

sanction of the law,

necessary to
universe.

is

THE NECESSITY OF THE

MS

Socinus contends,* that the righteousness

§9.

contrary to that mercy, whereby

here plead for

is

forgiveth sins;

and

and power.
tially,

But we

reply, that absolutely

deserved,

is

and essen-

effects

contrary

To punish, where pun-

to each other, though divers.
is

we
God

but only external acts of his will

they are the same; nor are their

ishment

3

therefore, that they cannot be prop-

erties of his ntiture,

not contrary to mercy; but

punish, where punishment

And

Part

not deserved,

is

is

to-

cruelty.

more opposite to
justice itself, than to mercy.
And so it is where punishment exceeds guilt, or where proceedings are not
according to an equal standard. Nor is "to spare" by
mercy, contrary to justice; for if to spare and pardon
be not for the good of the whole, for the preservation
of order, and the end of rule, it is not mercy to pardon
yet, to punish

or spare, but

without desert,

facility,

is

remissness in government, or fool-

Secure those things in rule and government,
which justice takes care of and provides for, and then
If these
to spare in mercy, is in no way contrary to it.
ish pity.

things be not provided for, to spare

And

mercy, but a defect in justice.

is

if

not an act of
these things

were not so, it would be impossible that any one could
jbe just and merciful also; yea, or do any act either of
justice or mercy; for if he punish, he is unmerciful;
that is, wicked, if punishment be contrary to mercy;
and if he spare, he is not just, if sparing be opposite to
justice.
And on this supposition, upon an alike act of
the will of God, sin might have been made to be virtue, and obedience sin; and so it might have been the
duty of man to have hated God, and to have opposed
him to the utmost of his power. For all the merely
free acts of God's will might have been otherwise, and
contrary to what they are.

*De Jesu

Christo Servatore,

lib.

And
i,

if

cap.

you say

i;

lib. iii,

it

cap.

could
i.
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not be so in this case, because the nature of God, and
his righteousness required

grant

all

that

is

where

opposite to

should be otherwise,

to

satisfaction

terest in that satisfaction is not

that

God

you

for.

pardon is no way opposite to
is made;
nor is to punish
mercy, where the law of obtaining an in-

Moreover, actually
justice,

it

contended

observed.

And

all

declares in the scripture, concerning his jus-

and mercy, with the exercise of them towards sinners, is gi'ounded on the supposition of the interposition
and satisfaction of Christ; where that is not, as in the
case of the angels that sinned, no mention is made of
mercy more or less, but only of judgment, according
tice

to their desert.

§10.

That

justice

and mercy are properties of the

Divine nature, contrary to the Socinian creed,

even argue from the
ing us

by

light of nature; as

we may

not only teach-

the conduct of right reason, that there

singular perfection in these things,

which must,

is

a

there-

be found in him, who is so the author of all
goodness and limited perfections to all others, as to
fore,

contain essentially and eminently

all

perfection in himself; but also,

is

evince the actual consent of

all

it

goodness and
not

difficult to

mankind who

ac-

knowledge a Deity, to this principle, That God is just
and merciful, with that justice and mercy which have
respect to the sins and offences of men.
When God
shewed to Moses his glory, and made a declaration of
himself by his name, he did it not by calling over the
free acts of his will, or shewing what he would or
could do if he pleased; but described his nature to him
by the essential properties of it, that the people might
know "iii'ho and 'uohat he was with whom they had to
do, Exod. xxxiv, 6, 7.
And yet among them is that
mercy reckoned, wliich is exerted in the pardoning of
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iniquity, transgression,

and

said concerning justice;

OF THE

sin.

Part

The same

is

to

S-

be

for this vindictive justice is

nothing but the absolute rectitude of the nature of

God, with respect to some outward objects, viz. sin
and sinners. Had there never, indeed, been any sin
or sinners, God could not, in any outward acts have
exercised either vindictive justice, or sparing mercy;

but yet he had been notwithstanding eternally just

and merciful.

To

say that

God may

forego this right

he may, at his pleasure,
cease to be our Lord and God; for the same nature
of God, which necessarily requireth our obedience,
or remit of

it, is

to say, that

doth indispensably require the punishment of our

dis-

obedience.
§11. Socinus and Crellius object, "That Christ nei^'ther did,

nor could undergo the penalty due to

^•because that

was

eternal

death.''''

But we

us,

reply,

That Christ undenvent the punishment, which,
in the justice or judgment of God, was due to sin.
That the justice of God did require, that sin should
be punished 's\ith a meet and due recompense of reward, we have proved already; and to satisfy this justice it was that Christ suffered; and, therefore, he sufWe should have underfered what justice required.
gone no more, but what, in the justice of God was
due to sin. This Christ underwent, and therefore he
underwent what we should have undergone. Nor
1

.

can it be supposed, that in the justice of God there
might be two sorts of penalties due to sin, one of one
If it be said, that bekind, and another of another.
cause it was undergone by another, it was not the
f>ame; I grant it was payment, which our suffering
would never have been; it was satisfaction, which
we, by undergoing any penalty, could not make; but
yet he suffered the same penalty which

we

should
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God

sins;

and the jus-

required no other.

That which was due

to sin was, all of

it,

com-

prehended in the curse of the law; for in the curse,

G od threatened the breach of the law with all that
punishment which was justly due to it; for the curse
of the law is nothing but an expression of that punishment which is due to the breach of it, delivered in a
way

But now Jesus Christ underwent the curse of the law, by which I know not what
to understand, but that very punishment which the
transgressors of the law should have undergone.
Hence our apostle says, "That he was made a curse
"for us," Gal. iii, 13; because he underwent the penal
sentence of the law.
And there were not two kinds
of threatening.

of punishment contained in the curse of the law; one
that the sinner himself should undergo, another that

on the Mediator; for neither the law, nor
curse had any respect to a Mediator.
The interposition of a Mediator depends on other principles
and reasons than any the law was acquainted with.
It was, therefore, the same punishment, in the kind
of it, which was due to us, that the Lord Christ was
should

fall

its

to undergo.
3.

"iniquities to

on him the

Isa.

all

our

6; or hath laid
he "bare our sins;"

liii,

iniquities of us all, tnat

Pet.

1

"was made
4.

meet on him,"

"caused

own body on the
whereby he who "knew no sin,

Or, "bore our sins in his

ver. 10.
*^tree,"

God

said expressly, that

It is

ii,

24;

sin for us,"

2 Cor,

v, 21.

Christ suffered in our stead;

(uvli^^vxog)

substitufe.

See

Rom.

v,

for

6

he was our

—

8.

When

one would substitute himself in the room of another,

who was

obnoxious to punishment, he that was so
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S.

was always to undergo that very penalty,
whether by loss of limb, liberty, or life, that the other
should have undergone. And in like manner, if the
substituted

Lord

Christ suffered in our stead, as our substitute,

he suffered what we should have done.
§12.

"which

It

we

is

'^That the punishment

objected,

still

should have undergone, was death

etei^-

Death, as eternal, was in the punishment due to

our

*

sin;

not directly, but consequentially; and that a

natura subjedi, not a natura causae; for that the
punishment of sin should be eternal, arose not from
the nature and order of all things, viz. of God, the
law, and the sinner; but from the nature and condiThis was such, as that it
tion of the sinner only.
could no otherwise undergo a punishment proportionable to the demerit of sin, but by an eternal continuance under it. This, therefore, was not a necessaryconsequent of guilt absolutely, but of guilt with

And

pect to such a subject.

if it

be

suffer for another,

"charge the debt in

much

"could,

is

"That the

said,

"admission of one to

who could

it is

true the

dis-

time than the offender

less

not the same that the law required;"

swer, that

res-

we an-

law requires no such thing

as

one to suffer for another, nor absolutely considered,
doth admit of it; but the substitution was from God's
graciously dispensing with the law, as the supreme

Lord and Ruler over

all.

of offenders, nor doth

it

The law

takes notice only

any

supposition, that

include

the offenders must suffer, "or a mediator" in their
stead.

But, notwithstanding,

it

is

inseparable from

the law, that this kind of punishment
transgression of

it;

of Christ in the

is

and by God's gracious

room

of sinners, there

due

to the

substitution

was no

re
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of the law, as to the punishment

it

required.

§13. It

yet farther pleaded, "That

is

"paid in a

strict sense,

if

the

same be

then deliverance would have

"followed ipso facto; for the release immediately

Howsoever we

"lows the payment of the same."

low of

that expression of "paying the same,"

suffering the same for which

we

contend.

it is

fol-

al-

only

Christ un-

derwent the same punishment that the law required,
but that his so doing should be a payment for us, de-

pended on God's sovereign dispensation; yet so, that
when it was paid, it was the same which was due for
us.
This payment, therefore, as such, and the deliverance that ensued thereon, depended on a previous
compact and agreement, as must all satisfaction of one
for another. Deliverance, therefore, doth not naturally
follow on this satisfaction, and therefore was not to
ensue ipso facto, but (jure foederis) in the
order disposed in that covenaiit.

ance of

all

the persons for

The

whom

way and

actual deliver-

Christ suffered, to

ensue ipso facto upon his suffering, was absolutely im-

most of them were not when he suffered.
that the whole of the time, way, and manner of

possible; for

And

his deliverance

dependeth on compact,

them who were

is evident from
from the penalty,
of Chiist, merely upon

delivered actually

long before the actual sufferings

the account of his sufferings, which should afterwards

Deliverance

ensue.

is

no end of punishment considis punished properly that he

ered merely as such, none

may

be delivered: however, the cessation of punmay be called a deliverance. Mere deliver-

ishment

ance was not the whole end of Christ's sufferings for
us; but such a deliverance as is attended with a state,

and condition of superadded blessedness. And the
duties of faith, repentance, and obedience, which are
V€)D. I.
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6,-

prescribed to us, are not enjoyed only, or principally,

with respect to deliverance from punishment, but with

me-

respect to the attaining of those other ends of the

diation of Christ, in a

nal

And

hereafter.

life

new

and

eter-

with respect to those ends

may

spiritual life here,

us, though Christ suffered
and paid the same which we ought. No deliverance
ipso facto, upon a supposition of suffering or paying
the same, was necessary; but only the actual discharge
of him who made the pa^anent, as an Undertaker for
others.
Accordingly, Christ, immediately on his sufferings as our surety, was discharged.
§14. But it may be farther objected, "That it is im-

they justly be required of

"possible to reconcile the freeness of remission, with
*'the full

payment of the very same

"obligation."
sins,

To

say, that

God

was

that

in the

freely remitted

abrogating the law, and the curse of

it,

our

requiring

no punishment, no satisfaction, neither from ourselves, nor from the Mediator, hath at first view an
appearance of royal grace and clemency, until being
examined,
truth

and

it

God

found utterly inconsistent with the

God; and

no countenance

that hath

that

is

holiness of

in reality,

in scripture.

is

a conceit

But

to say,

required the execution of the sentence

and

curse of the law, in the undergoing of the punishment

due to

sin;

Son

but yet, out of his love and

infinite grace,

comply with
and fulfil his truth
and law, that he might freely pardon sinners) this the
scripture every where declares; and is demonstrably
sent his

to undergo

it

for us,

(so, to

his holiness, to satisfy his justice,

consistent with all the perfections of the Divine natui'e.

Wherefore the absolute freedom of pardon to us is
same
penalty vvliich was due to our sins.

absolutely consistent with Christ suffering the
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"and remission must
scripture

is

it is

pleaded, "That satisfaction

is

same person;" the
was made by Christ,

respect the

clear, that satisfaction

and remission
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made to us; that he suffered, the just
we may go free. Now, God is

for the unjust, that

do

which he doth of grace;
done for us freely.
Thus the love and grace of God, in sending Jesus
Christ to die for us, were free, and therein lay the

«aid to

and

that freely for us,

iViiatever

he doth of

gi'ace, is

foundation of free remission for us.

This constitution

of the Redeemer suffering the same punishment which

was due

and Mediator of
and of mere grace, depending on the compact or covenant between the Father and Son before explained. The imputation of our
sin to him, or the making him to be sin for us, by his
own voluntary choice and consent, was in like manner free. The constitution of the new covenant, and
the

new

to our sins, as the surety

covenant,

therein of the

way

was

free,

to partake of the benefits procured

by the sufferings of Christ, was also free, and of gi^ace.
The communication of the Holy Spirit to us, enabling
us to believe, and to
nant,

is

fulfil

the condition of the cove-

And

absolutely free.

there

inconsistent with Christ suffering the

nothing here

is

same that we

should have done, or his paying the same debt which

we owed,
§16.

in the sense before explained.

In confirmation of our general

what hath been

mon
all

insisted on,

suffrage of

men have

mankind
from a

plead the com^

in this matter.

a presumption

sary; proceeding

we may

thesis, besides

of, is

principle,

not

free,

For what
but neces-

which knows only

and not what may be, or may not be. Of
the latter there can be no common oi' innate persuasion among men: such are all the free acts of the will of
God; they might be, or might not be, otherwise were

what

is,
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they not free

acts.

If,

were merely an

sin

3.

God's punishing of

therefore,

effect

Part

of a free act of his will, with-

out respect to any essential property of his nature,

any general presumption
But this there is, viz. that
God is righteous, with that kind of righteousness which
requires that sin be punished.
Hence our apostle,
there could never have been

of

it

in the

minds of men.

speaking of the generality of the heathen, affirms, that

they knew it "was the judgment
"who committed sin were worthy

of God, that they
of death,"

Rom.

i,

That such punishment is due to sin, they were
convinced of by the testimonies of their
own consciences, Rom. ii, 14, 15; and whereas conscience is nothing but the judgment which a man
maketh concerning himself and his actions, with respect to the superior judgment of God; a sense of the
eternal righteousness of God was there included.
32.

sufficiently

And this
all

their

sense of avenging justice they expressed in

sacrifices,

some atonement

wherein they attempted to

What was

for the guilt of sin.

voice of nature in those actings, wherein

olence to
It

was

its

and we

it

the

offered vi-

and inclinations?
Governor over all is just and

in-bred principles

this alone; the

righteous,
live,

own

make

are guilty; he

vengeance will overtake

will not suffer us to

us, if

some way

or other

be not found out to appease him, to satisfy his justice,

and

to avert his judgment, Mich,

§17. Again,

thing that

is

it is

necessary that

vi, 6, 7.

God

should do every

requisite to his ov/n glory; this the perfec-

tion of his nature requires.

It is

necessary, therefore,

fall out in the universe, which should abimpeach the glory of God, or contradict his

that nothing
solutely

design of

should

iis

let sin

manifestation.

Now,

suppose that

God

go unpunished, where would be the glois the supreme Ruler?

ry of his righteousness, as he

ExER.

PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST.

2.

For, to omit

what

paragement to

it,

justice requireth,

tlian to

And where would

15.

do what

it

is

no

357
less

a

dis-

forbids, Prov. xvii,

be the glory of his holiness?

Where would be that fear and reverence which is due
to him? Where that sense of his terror? Where that
sacred awe of him, which ought to be in the hearts and
if once he were looked on to be such
aGod,such a Governor, to whom it is a matter of mere
choice and liberty, whether he will inflict punishment
on sin or no, as being not concerned in point of righteousness or holiness so to do? Nothing can tend more
than such a persuasion to ingenerate an apprehension
in men, that "God is altogether such an one as them-

thoughts of men,

'^selves," Psal.

1,

21.

Thus having investigated the original of the priesthood of Christ, and demonstrated the necessity of it,

we

should proceed to handle the nature of this

were
work,

it

office,

not fully done in the expository part of the

to

which the reader

is

referred.
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EXERCITATION

Part

S'.

III.

OF THE KINGDOM, OR LORDSHIP OF CHRIST.*

The

dominion to the Messiah foretold in the
§2. Asserted in the New.
§3. This is a
spring of comfort to the Church. §4. Of terror to the wicked.
§5. Christ the heir and Lord of all persons, and all

§1.

grant of

Old Testament.

thing.

§6. (I.)

Angels.

§7.

cious ends.
§11.

Things.

original right of this grant.

§9. 2.

The

1.

Persons. First, Angels; and especially,

The

Bad Angels.
§12.2.

elect.

I.

Good

§8. Its gra-

mankind.
§13—18. (II.)

§10. Secondly, all

The

reprobate.

First, spiritual things. §19. Secondly, ecclesiastical.

§20. Thirdly, political.

Fourthly, the residue of the

§21.

creation.

§1.

JL

HE grant of dominion

siah

is

intimated in the

first

in general to the

Mes-

promise of him, Gen.

iii,

15.

His victory over Satan was to be attended with

rule,

power, and dominion, Psal.

12.

This was confirmed in the renewal of that prom-

ise to

that
13.

Abraham, Gen.

xxii, 17, 18; for in

Abraham was to be heir
As also to Judah whose

sceptre

and law-giver,

Lord of

all,

Gen.

Ixviii,

vmtil

him

seed

was

Balaam

was,

it

iv,

enjoy the

to

who was

came,

liii,

Rom.

of the world,

He

xlix, 10.

18; Isa.

also

Numb,

to be

saw the
xxiv, 17

star of

Jacob, with a sceptre for

— 19.

This kingdom was fully revealed to David,

and

expressed

.

is

also Psal. xlv, 3

6

—

by him

—
—
8;

9; Psal. ex, 1

ject is displayed in
Isa. xi, 1, 2,

and

Jer. xxiii, 5, 6;

rule,

Psal.

throughout.

ii,

And

all

the following prophets.

ix, 6, 7,

Dan.

the

—

24, and clxxii,
same important sub-

Psal. Ixxxix, 19
3.

vii,

and

liii,

See

12,

and

Ixiii, 1

See

—

3;

13, 14, &c.

*In the original work, this discourse forms a digression
chap, i, 1, 2. See vol. ii, p. 17, of this abridgment.

i>n

ExER.
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3.

As

§2.

this

was

Upon

"Lord,"

Luke

it is

he

his birth
ii,

Old Testament, so the

foretold in the

accomplishment of

is

expressly asserted in the

New.

proclaimed to be "Christ the

And

11.

S59

the

first

inquiry after

him

born King? Matt, ii, 2, 6. And
this testimony doth he give concerning himself; nailiely,
that all judgment wsls his, and therefore all honor was
is,

where

is

he that

is

due to him, John, v, 22, 23; and that all things were
delivered unto him, or given into his hand. Matt, xi, 15;

power in heaven or earth. Matt, xxviii, 18.
Him who was crucified, did God make both Lord and
Christ, Acts ii, 36; exalting him at his right hand, to
be a prince and a Savior, Acts v, 31. He is highly exalted, having a name given him above every name,
Phil, ii, 9
11; being set at the right hand of God in,
heavenly places far above, &c. Ephes. i, 20 22; where
he reigns for ever, 1 Cor. xv, 25; being the King of
kings, and Lord of lords, Rev. xix, 16; for he is Lord
of quick and dead, Rom. xiv, 7 9.
§3. And tliis is the spring of the church's glory, comfort, and assurance. He is our head, husband, and elder

yea,

all

—

—

—

brother,

Our

who

is

gloriously vested with all this

nearest relation, oui' best friend,

an abiding, an everlasting
whole creation of God.
before he will dispel

all

rule

is

{xpjjver.

thus exalted

to.

and dominion over the

And

it

is

but a

little

those clouds and shades,

at present interpose themselves,

and

while

which

eclipse his glory

and majesty from them that love him. He, who in
the days of his flesh was reviled, reproached, persecuted, and crucified for our sakes, that same Jesus is thus
exalted, and made a "prince and a savior," having a
name given him above every name, &c. for though he
was dead, yet he is alive, and lives for ever, and hath
the keys of hell and death.
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The

§4.

consideration of

whom

is

ungodly

terror into the hearts of

Whom

in the world.

it

is

it

Part

also suited to strike

men

Whose

him

that oppose

they despise?

do they magnify themselves, and

horns on high?

S.

Against

up their
and institu-

lift

ordinances, laws,

do they contemn? Whose gospel do they refuse
obedience to? Whose people and servants do they revile and persecute? Is it not He, are they not his, who
hath all power in heaven and earth committed to him,
in whose hands are the lives, the souls, all the concernments of his enemies? Cicsar thought he had spoken
with terror, when, threatening with death one who
stood in his way, he told him, "Young man, he speaks
He speaks to his
*'it, to whom it is as easy to do it."
tions

who

adversaries,

more

deal no

them

into ruin,

§5.

that

He

is

of

all

is,

(I.)

stand in the

who

so proudly,

and that

of his interest, to

moment, speak

See Rev.

eternal.

Lord, or heir
persons,

way

can, in a

Heb.

(t«v7wv,

and of all

i,

vi,

14

2;)

—

17.

all;

of

things.

Persons, or rational subsistences, both angels

and men;

for

evident, that he

is

it

hatli subjected all things
^(11.)

unto him,

Things; which are either

1

exempted,

who

Cor. xv, 27.

spiritual, ecclesias-

or natural.

tical, political,

§6. (I.)

is

Those persons assigned

Persons.

as part of

the inheritance of Christ, are,
First, the angels,
1
is

.

The good

asserted

and

angels.

by the

to him.
1

God

See

1

This pre-eminence above them

apostle in chap,

exalted above them, so,

authority of

especially

by way

i,

the Father, they are

Pet.

iii,

4.

And

of grant, and

22; Ephes.

i,

as he

by

is

the

made subject un22; Psal.

viii,

6;

Cor. XV, 27; and, to evidence the universality of this

and worship him; the highest
This
of obedience, and most absolute subjection.

subjection, they adore
act

ExER.
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3.

they have in

command, Heb.

God worship him,"

'•of

him with

i,

6; '^Let all the angels

Psal.xcvii,7; (tinntt^n)

prostration, self-abasement,

V,

11

and

all

worship
possible

Their practice answers the

subjection to liim.

mand. Rev.

350

— 14;

com-

the angels round about his

all

and honor, and
glory, and power unto him, as we are taught to do in
our deepest acknowledgment of the majesty and authority of God, Matt, vi, 13; and as to outward obedience, they are in all things ready to receive his commands, Rev. i, 1. And for this purpose they always
attend his throne, Isa. vi, 1, 2; "I saw the Lord upon
"his throne, and about it stood the serapliims;" this
Isaiah spake of him when he saw his glory, John xii,
39, 40. He was upon his throne, when he spake with
throne

down and

fall

ascribe blessing,

the church in the wilderness, Acts

mount

vii,

38; that

is,

in

where the angels attending him, ready to
commands, were twenty thousands, even

Sinai,

receive his

thousands of angels, Psal.

Ixviii, 19;

Ephes.

iv, 8;

or

thousand thousands, and ten thousand times ten thousand, as another prophet expresseth

Dan. vii, 10;
and so attended shall he come to judgment, 2 Thes. i,
7; when he shall be revealed from heaven with the
angels of his power; which was foretold concerning
him from the beginning of the world, Jude 14, 15.
§7. Thus his Lordship over angels is universal and
absolute, and their subjection to him is answerable
thereunto. I'he original right and equity of this grant,
^vith the ends of
1.

The

it,

are

chap,

i,

I.

his creation of angels, over

made Lord. -Unto the genbeing made heir of all, the aposis

2, subjoins that general reason, manifest-

ng the rise of
VOL.

and

as Mediator, he

eral assertion of his
tle,

only to be intimated.

radical fundamental equity of this grant lies

in his Divine nature,

whom,

now

it,

its

equity in the will of

45

God

that

it
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"By whom

should be so:

which reason

is

his inheritance,

to angels, Col.
"visible

God,

also

3,

he made the worlds:''

particularly applicable to every part of

and
i,

is

especially pleaded in reference

15, 16;

"Who

the first-born of

the heir and Lord of them
^'because

Part

by him were

all

is

the image of the in-

every creature;" that
all;

is,

and the reason

is,

things created that are in

"heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible;
"whether thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or
all things were created by him, and for him."
This creating of those heavenly powers is the founda-

"powers,

tion of his heirship, or lordship over them.

the

first

foundation of the eqviity of

power over the

angels unto the

this

Lord

This

grant of

is

all

Christ; in his

Divine nature he made them, and in that respect they

were before, his own; as on the same account when
he came into the world, he is said to come, John i, 11;
(eig TO. ilia) to his own, or the things he had made.
2.

It is

founded in that establishment in the condi-

which they received by his interposition to recover what was lost by sin; and to preserve the untainted part of the creation from ruin. In
their own right, in the rule of their obedience, and the
example of those of their number and society, who
apostatized from God, they found themselves in a state
not absolutely impregnable: their confirmation, which
was also attended with that exaltation, which they received by their new relation to God, in and through
him, they received by his means; God gathering up
all thiiigs to a consistency, and pei'manency in him,
And hence also it became equal, that
Ephes. i. 10.
the rule and power over them should be committed to
him. by whom they were, although not like us recovered from ruin, 3'et, preserved from all danger of ruin.
tion of their creation,

ExER.
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3.

So that

in their subjection unto

and

cipal honor,

And

§8.

Lord of

303

him consists

their prin-

all their safety.

as this act of

God

in appointing Christ

angels hath these equitable foundations, so

it

hath also sundry glorious ends.
It

1.

was an

addition to that glory that

fore him, in his undertaking to

kingdom was of
it

was

set be-

redeem sinners. A
and to render

old promised unto him,

exceedingly glorious, the rule and sceptre of

it is

ex-

tended not only to his redeemed ones, but to the holy
angels also; and the sovereignty over

them

him

— 11;

as a part of his reward, Phil,

ii,

8

is

granted

Ephes.

i,

20,21.

God hereby

2.

distinguished
special kinds,

gathers up his whole family, at first
by the law of their creation into two
and then differenced and set at variance

by sin, into one body, under one head, reducing
them that originally were twain, into one entire famEphes.

ily,

i,

10; "In the fulness of time he gathered

"together in one
"in heaven,

and

all

things in Christ, both

in earth, even in him."

which are

Before

this,

the angels had no immediate created head, for them-

(OTi^K) gods, Psal.xcvii, 7; 1 Cor.
the head must be caTi^K ti*hii) the
God of gods, or Lord of lords, which Ciirist alone
is; and in him, or under him, as one' head, is the

selves are called
viii,

5;

whoever

is

t

whole family of God united.
3. The church militant on the earth, whose conduct into eternal glory is committed unto Christ,
stands in need of the ministry of angels; and, therefore,

hath

God

granted rule and power over them un-

him
them that came to God
by him. They are all of them his sei^ants, "the fel•'low servants of them that have the testimony of
to him, that nothing might be wanting to enable

to save, unto the uttermost,

.
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And

"Jesus.'^

by

selves,

as

some men do

viii,

25; so

3.

wilfully cast them-

their religious adoration of angels,

curse of Canaan, to be the "servants

Gen.

Part

under the

of servants,"

the great honor and privilege of

it is

true believers, that in their worship of Christ they are

admitted into the society of an innumerable
of angels, Heb.

xii,

company

22; Rev. v, 11, 13; for they are

not ashamed to esteem them their fellow-servants,

whom

Lord and King

their

is

not ashamed to call his

And herein consists our communion with
that we have one common head and Lord.
2. There is another sort of angels, who by sin

bretliren.

them,
§9.

left their

whom,

primitive station,

their sin,

fall,

and

fell

off

from God, of

malice, wrath, business, craft

and final judgment, the scripture treateth at
These belong not, indeed, to the possession of
Chiist, as he is the heir, but they belong to his dominThough he be not a king
ion, as he is the Lord.
and head unto them, yet he is a judge and ruler over

in evil,
large.

them.

AH

things being given into his hand, they also

are subjected to his power.
1

This

founded on

right, as before, is

his

Divine

by virtue whereof he is fit for this dominion.
He made these angels also; and, therefore, as God, hath
an absolute dominion over them. The creatures cannot cast off the dominion of the Creator by rebellion;
nafure,

though they

may

lose their

moral relation to God, as
cannot be

obedient creatures, yet their natural relation
dissolved.

so wicked;

God
and

if

will

be

God

still,

they obey not his

be his creatures ever
will, they shall bear

And this dominion of Christ over fallen
God, makes the gi'ant of rule over them to
him, as Mediator, just and equal.
2. The immediate and peculiar foundation of his

his justice.

angels, as

right to rule over the fallen angels, rendering the spe-
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cial grant of it

equal and righteous,

is
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lawful conquest.

Now,

This gives a special right, Gen. xlviii, 22.

that

Christ should conquer fallen angels, was promised
from the foundation of the world, Gen. iii, 15. The
seed of the woman, the Messiah, was to break the ser-

him of his power, and bring him
into subjection; which he performed accordingly,
Col. ii, 15; "He spoiled principalities and powers," divested fallen angels of all that title they had got to the
world, by the sin of man; triumphing over them as

pent's head, despoil

captives to be disposed at his pleasure.

made
and

to cease, as to his power, this

He

stilled,

or

enemy (DpinDI)

self-avenger, leading captivity captive, breaking in

head over the large earth, Psal. ex, 6; bindman armed, and spoiling his goods. And
the scripture of the New Testament is full of instances,
pieces the

ing the strong

power and autliority over evil
angels; they take up a good part of the historical
books of it. Man having sinned by the instigation of
Satan, he was, b}^ the just judgment of God, delivered
up to his power, Heb. ii, 14. The Lord Christ underas to his executing his

taking to recover

lost

destroying his works,

man from
1

John

iii,

under
8,

and

again into favor with God, Satan, with

his

power, by

to bring

them

might
work; and failing in
his enterprise, being utterly conquered, he became absolutely subjected unto him, trodden under his feet,
and the prey he had taken delivered from him. They
sets

himself to oppose

are subjected unto

him

him

future condition; he

all his

in his

as to their present actings

now

rules

and

them, and will hereaf-

Wherein he suffers them in
and wisdom to act in temptations, seducand persecutions, he binds and limits their rage

ter finally

judge them.

his holiness
tions,

and malicious actings, disposing all events to his own
holy and righteous ends, and keeping them under
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Part

3.

chains for the judgment of the great day, when, for
the full manifestation of his dominion over them, he

meanest of his servants to set their feet
on the neck of these conquered kings.
The ends of this Lordship of Christ are vari3.

will cause the

ous; as, his

own glory,
Rev.

Matt, xvi, 18;

Psal. ex, 1; the church's safety^

xii.

7

—

wrath and vengeance upon

the exercising of his

9;

his

stubborn enemies.

Secondly, All mankind (the second sort of

§10.

intellectual creatures)

belong to the Lordbhip and do-

minion of Christ. All mankind A'^as in the power of
God, as one mass out of which all individuals are
made, Rom. ix, 21; some to honor, some to dishonor;
the (to uvto (Pvpay^a) the same lump, not denotirig the
same substance, but one common condition; and the
making of individuals is not by temporal creation, but
eternal designation.
So that all mankind made out
of nothing, and out of the same condition, are destined

to several ends for the glory of

vessels

from the

and

all flesh,

John

9; Phil,

ii,

^11.

or

mass, unto honor; and repfrom the common mass, unto dis-

is

the Lordship of Chiist extended,

them

respectively.

xvii, 2;

both living

to each of

elect,

common

robates, or vessels

honor: to both

God; the

He

Lord over
and dead, Rom. xiv,
is

9, 10; particularly,

1.

He

is

Lord over

all

the elect; and, be-

sides the general foundation of the equity of his au-

thority

and power

in his

Divine nature, and creation

the grant of the Father to him as Mediabe their Lord, is founded in other special acts
both of Father and Son; for they were given to him
from eternity in design and by compact, that they

of

all things,

tor, to

should be his peculiar portion, and he their Savior,
xv'n, 2.
Of the {%a(TV]g ffcipv.og) all Jlesh, over

John

which he hath authority, there

is

[xuv

o

hdmt) an

uni-
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whom the Father gave him in a
of whom he says, "Thine they were,

versality of them,

special manner;
"and thou gavest them me," ver. 6. They are a portion given him to save, of which he takes the care, as
Jacob did of the sheep of Laban, when he served him
for a wife; this was an act of the will of the Father

in the eternal covenant of the Mediator.
is

strengthened

tion.

by

These thus given him of the Father, and

deemed by him, are of two
1.
Such as are actually
union with him.

many

His grant

redemption, purchase, and acquisire-

sorts:

him and
upon

called to faith in

These are further become

his,

other special accounts: they are his in

all rela-

tions of subjection; his childi^en, servants, brethren, disciples, his

in

all

He

house, his spouse.

relations of authority;

is

stands towards

them

their father, master,

elder brother, teacher, king, lord, ruler, judge, husband;

ruling in
his

them by

his Spirit

and

them by

grace, over

laws in his word, preserving them by his power,

chastening them in his care and love, feeding

them out

of his stores, trying them and delivering them in his

wisdom, bearing with their miscamages in his patience,
and taking them for his portion and inheritance; in his
Providence

(raising

them

at the last day, taking

to himself in glory, every
his,

and himself

way

to be their

them

avouching them to be

Lord and Master.

2.
Some of them are always uncalled, until the
w hole number of them be completed. But before this

happy event they belong, on the former accounts, to
his lot, care, and rule, John x, 16; they are already his
sheep by grant and purchase, though not yet so by
grace and holiness; they are not yet his by present
obediential subjection, but they are his by eternal designation, and real acquisition.
Now the power that
the Lord Jesus hath over this sort of mankind is uni-
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versal, unlimited, absolute,

power over them,

Part

and exclusive of

all

g.

other

as to the things peculiarly belonging

kingdom. He is their king, judge, and lawgiver; and in things of God, purely spiritual and evanIt is true, he takes them
gelical, other they have none.
not out of the world, and therefore as to (ru ^lurma)
to his

the things of this

life,

they are subject to the laws and

rulers of the world; but as to the things of

the only

law-giver,

who

is

able to

kill

God, he is
and make

alive.
2. His dominion extends also to the reproand finally impenitent. They are not exempted
from that "all flesh," which he hath power over; nor
from those "quick and dead," over whom he is Lord,
Rom. xiv, 9; nor from that "world" which he shall
And there are two special
judge, Acts xvii, 31.
grounds that are peculiar to this grant and authority

§12.

bates

over them:
1.

His interposition upon the entrance of

against the immediate execution of the curse.

sin

This

world under a dispensation of forbearance
and patience, of goodness and mercy. That God,

fixed the

w'ho spared not the angels

when they

sinned, but im-

mediately cast them into chains of darkness, should

Adam

under a dispensation of forbearance and goodness; that he should spare
them with much long suffering during their pilgrimage on the earth, and fill their hearts with food and
place sinners of the race of

gladness, with

womb

all

those fruits of kindness which the

of Providence

advantage,

is

is

still

brin2:ino;

forth for their

thus far on account of the

Lord

Christ,

viz. that though these things, as relating to reprobates,

are no part of his especial purchase as mediator of the
everlasting covenant of grace, yet they are a necessary

consequeiit of his interposition against the immediate

KxER.

LORDSHIP OF CHRIST.

3.

execution of the whole curse upon the
of

sin,

and

of his

undertaking for his

He makes a conquest
he should do

ised that

so.

work itself seems to
ways of accomplishing

it

iii.

15;

be unto us obscure, often-

and

it,

not

will

over until they are every one brought to be his

footstool, Psal. ex, 1;

1

Cor. xv, 25.

ion granted on these grounds

is

And

the domin-

sovereign and abso-

they are in his hand, as the Egyptians were in

lute;

when he had purchased both

Joseph's,

and

entrance

over them;

Gen.

times invisible, yet he hath undertaken
it

first

elect.

it was promand though the
us long and irksome, though the

(2.)

give
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estates to

their persons

be at his arbitrary disposal; and he deals

with them as Joseph did with those, so
the ends of his rule

far as any of
and lordship are concerned in

And, Judiciary, John v, 22, 23: as he hath
power over their persons, so he hath regard to their
sins; and this power he variously exerciseth over them,
them.

even in

this

world, before he gloriously exerts

it

in

he enlightens them by those

their eternal ruin: for

heavenly sparks of truth and reason, which he leaves
unextinguished in their own minds, John i, 9. Strives

with them by his

Spirit,

Gen.

vi, 3;

secretly exciting

and aftlict them,
Rom. ii, 14, 15. And on some of them he acts by
the power and authority of his word, whereby he
quickens their consciences, galls their minds and affections, restrains their lusts, bounds their conversations,
their consciences to rebuke, bridle,

aggravates their
their hearts,

And

and

sins,

(in

finally

thus Christ

is

a scripture sense) hardens

judges their souls.

Lord over

persons, angels,

and

men.
§13.
ship

ever

(II.)

TmNGS.

The second

and dominion of Christ
all

vol..

things besides, which,
I;

46

part of the heir-

consisteth in his lordship

added to

tiie

former,
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comprise

tiie

whole creation of God.

we

ing of "things,"

Part

And,

3.

in speak-

shall consider,

First, sjyiritual things;

which are

also of

two

sorts:

are

made

temporal, and eternal.
First,

temporal, or such as in this

partakers

of.

And

this

may be

we

life

reduced to two heads;

for they are all of them either grace or gifts,
is

Lord of them

all.

Grace; pardon of

1.

and Christ

sin,

the regenerating of the

person of a dead sinner, preservation in a condition of
acceptance with God, and holy obedience to the end,
adoption, with

all

the privileges that flow from

All

it.

and mercy that are in heaven
his hand, and resigned up to
into
sinners, are given

the stores of this grace
for

his sovereign disposal, Col.

"that in him, should

all

i,

19; "It pleased the Father

fulness dwell."

All the grace,

and mercy that are in the heart of God as a father to
bestow upon his children, are all given into the hand
of Christ, and are his, or part of his inheritance.
In particular,
All pardoning grace for the acceptance of our

(1.)

persons,

and the forgiveness of our

sins;

he

is

the

Lord

He is made a Prince and a Savior
and the foigiveness of sins; nor doth
any one receive it but out of his stores. And what is
the dominion of ten thousand worlds, in comparison
of this inheritance? Surely he shall be my God and
King who hath all forgiveness at his disposal.
of-it,

Acts

V, 31.

to give repentance

(2.)
sisting,

All regenerating, quickening, sanctifying, aspersevering grace

is his;

John v, 21

.

He

quick-

whom he will; he walks among dead souls, and
says to whom he pleaseth, Live; and he sanctifieth by
his Spirit whom he pleaseth.
All the living waters of
cneth

saving grace are committed to hini; and he invites

unto them

freely, Cant, v, 1;

Isa. Iv, 1;

John

men

iv,

14;

ExEtt.
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5.

All grace actually assisting us in any duty,

Rev. xxi.
is

it is

nothing;

John
at the

without him

time of need, Heb.
leges

whereof

are his also,
purified,

we can do

he alone that gives out suitable help

his also, for

XV, 5;
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we

John

iv,

are
i,

16;

made

and

the gracious privi-

No man was ever quickened,

12.

or strengthened, but

dream of any grace

all

partakers in our adoption

by him; nor can one

to be obtained but out of his treas-

and exceeding excellency;
which being communicated by him to all the subjects
of his kingdom, make every one of them richer than
all the potentates of the earth %^'ho have no interest in

ures, his unsearchable riches,

him.
§14.

The

special foundation of all this trust

an eminent manner expressed,
suffering and purchase make it
he should enjoy

this part

Isa.

just

liii,

10

—

is

in

His

12.

and righteous

that

of his inheritance.

The Father says unto him, "Seest thou these poor
"wretched creatures, that lie perishing in their blood,
"and under the curse? They had once my image glo'
"riously enstamped

"meet

for

my

upon them, and were every way

service; but

"come upon them by

behold the misery that

is

and rebellion: sentence
"is gone forth against them upon their sin; and they
"want nothing to shut them up under everlasting ruin,
"but the execution of it. Wilt thou undertake to be
"their Savior and Deliverer, to save them from their
"sins, and the wrath to come? Wilt thou make thy
"soul an offering for their sins; and lay down thy life
"a ransom for them? Hast thou love enough to wash
"them in thine own blood, in a nature to be taken of
their sin

"them, being obedient therein unto death, even the
"death of the cross?" Whereunto he replies: "I am
-'content to

do thy

will,

-and that with joy and

and

will

delight.

unaeitake

Lo,

I

this

come

work,

for that
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"What
"hand.
''them;

What

they have taken, I will pay.
due from them, let it be required at my
I am ready to undergo wrath and curse for

viii, 3.
is

3<

my delight is with the sons of men,Psal. xl, 8;

"purpose,

"Prov.

Part

my

and to pour out

soul unto death."

"shall be"

(saith the Father)

"and thou

shalt see of the travail of

And

"satisfied.

I will

"It

"as thou hast spoken,

thy

soul,

and be
and a

give thee for a covenant

"leader unto them, and thou shalt be the captain of
"their salvation.

"disposal

To

this

end take

the treasures of heaven,

all

"grace, to give out to

them

for

power and
mercy and

into thy
all

whom thou

hast under-

Behold, here are unsearchable hidden treas-

"taken.

"ures, not of

many

up from eterand at thy

generations, but laid

"nity; take all these riches into thy power,

"disposal shall they be for ever."

§15.

2.

All gifts that are bestowed on

any of the

sons of men, whereby they are differenced from, or

made

useful to others, belong also to the inheritance

and kingdom of

Christ.

These are

gifts are

special

either natural or

spiritual.
(1.)

Natural

endowments on the

pefsons or minds of men, in relation to things appertaining to this

and

sciences.

life;

as

I call

wisdom, learning,

them

things of ihis

life,

in arts

"natural," in respect of the

objects about whicli they are exercised,
^icclrAx)

skill

which are

(t«

as also in respect of their

end and use. They are not ah^'ays so, as to their rise
and spring; but may be immediately infused, as wisdom was into Solomon, for civil government; and
skill

for all

manner of mechanical

Bezaleel, Exod. xxxi, 2, 3, 6.

But

operations, into

how

far these gifts

are educed in an ordinary course of Providence, cut

of their hiddc.. seed's

and principles in nature, in a
and effects, and so fall under

just connexion of causes

ExER.
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a certain law of acquisition, or what there

may

be of

the interposition of the Spirit of God, in an especial

manner, immediately conferring them on any,

under our present consideration.

falls

not

Nx)r yet can

we

which is
hand of God, for the preservation of liunian society, and to keep the course of man's
life and pilgrimage from being wholly brutish.
I deon

insist

their

use,

such, that they are the

great instrument in the

sign only to shew, that even they also belong, though

more remotely,

The very
ulties, as to

to the lordship of Jesus Christ.

use of men's reason, and their natural fac-

any good end or purpose,

them upon the account of

is

continued to

his interposition, bringing

the world thereby under a dispensation of patience

and

forbearance.

He
in

endued with power and authority to use them
whatsoever hand they lie, whether of his friends or
is

enemies, to the especial ends of his glory,

good

in

doing

And, indeed, in the efficacy of his
and power upon these gifts of the mind, exciting, disposing, and enabling men to various actings
and operations by them; controlling, oven'uling, entangling each other, and themselves in whom they are,
his wisdom and care, in reference to the government,
chastisement, and deliverance of his church, are most
to his church.

Spirit

conspicuous.

which principally come under
that denomination, are of two sorts; extraordinary
and ordinary. The former are immediate endow ments,
exceeding the whole system of nature, in the exercise
whereof they are mere instruments of him who bestows them. Such, of old, were the gifts of miracles,
tongues, healing, prediction, and infallible inspiration,
given out by the Lord Christ to such as he was pleased
to use in his gospel service, in an extraordinary man(2.)

Spiritual gifts,
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The

iier.

Part

latter sort are furniture of the

$.

mind, enab-

men to comprehend spiritual things, and the management of them for spiritual ends and purposes. Such
are wisdom, knowledge, prudence, utterance, aptness

ling

to teach; in general, abilities to

and the gospel

Christ

manage

own

to their

the things of

proper ends.

And

and foundation of office, so they
are the great and only means of the church's edification.
And there is no member but hath its gift; which
as they are the spring

is

Now,

the talent given, or rather lent, to tiade with.

of

all these,

his

Christ

kingdom,

the only Lord; they belong to

is

Psal.

when he ascended on

18;

Ixviii,

men; he took them
him of

high, he took, or received gifts for
into his

own power and

disposal, being given

Acts

his Father, as Peter declares,

he received the
wrought. And
gifts,

Spirit,

whom

by

33; adding, that

ii,

all

these gifts are

this

investiture, with power over

all

he makes the ground of that apostle's mission,

Matt, xxviii, 18; this he had as a
as a part of his purchase,

and

it

fruit

is

of his suffering;

a choice part of his

lordship and kingdom.

§16.
to

4iis

The end

power and

also,

why

disposal,

all

is

these gifts are given in-

evident.

The propagation

of his gospel, and consequently
up of his kingdom in the world, depends
upon them. These are the arms that he furnished his
messengers with, when he sent them forth to subdue
the world to himself; and by these they prevailed. By
that Spirit of wisdom and knowledge, prayer and utterance, wherevv ith they were endowed, attended when
1.

the setting

needful, with the extraordinary gifts before-mentioned,

did they accomplish the amazing
their charge.

Now, tlie Lord

kingdom and

iiilieritance

all}'

work committed to

Christ having a right to a

given him, wliich

under the possession of

his

adversan,

was
it

actu-

^^-as

ne-
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arms wherewith he was

cessary, that ail those

a conquest of
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to

make

should be given to his disposal, 2 Cor.

it,

I'hese were the weapons which, through God,
were so mighty to cast down the strong-holds of sin
and Satan. These are the slings and stones before
which the Goliah of earth and hell did fall. This was
that power from above, which he promised his aposX, 4.

furnish

tles to

them with, when they should address

themselves to the conquest of the world, Acts

With these weapons,

i,

this furniture for their warfare,

8.

a

few persons, despised in the eyes of the world, went
from Judea to the ends of the earth, subduing all
things before them, to the obedience of their

And,

Master.

By

2.

Lord and

these the church

is

edified;

and

to that

end

doth he continue to bestow them to the end of the
world, 1 Cor. xii, 7, 13, 14; Ephes. iv, 8
13; Rom.
xii,

6

—

ercise

—

And

8.

any to hinder their growth or exthem lies to pull down the church of

for

what in
and to set

is,

Christ,

which he

testimony

themselv^es against the

gives in the world, that he

is

yet alive, and

that he takes care of his disciples, being present with

them, according to

his promise.

And by these means and ways is God glorified
him and by him; which is the great end of his

3.

in

Lordship over

all

the

gifts

of the Spirit.

That we may a little, by the way, look into
our special concernment in these things, their order
and subserviency one to another may be briefly con§17.

sidered; for as natural gifts are the foundation of spiritual,

and

in

lie

an

especial subordination to them; so

are spiritual gifts enlivened,
ble

by

grace.

ing gifts

is,

The

made

principal

effectual

end of

and dura-

Christ's bestow-

the erection of a ministry in his

for the ends before-mentioned;

and where

church,

all these,

in

.
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3.

and mutual subserviency to one another,
are received by any, there and there alone, is a comtheir order

petent furniture for the ^vork of the ministry received;

and where any of

whole kind, are

them.^ as to their

is a glaring defect in the person, if not
a nullity as to the office. Natural gifts and endow-

wanting, there

ments of mind are so necessary a foundation for any
man that looks towards the work of the ministry,

some competent measure of them, it is
and madness to entertain thoughts of any pro-

that without
folly

Unless unto these spiritual

gress.

ded, the other will be never of

are superad-

gifts

any use

for the edifica-

own nature and
series, no special tendency to that end. Nor will these
superadded spiritual gifts enable any man to discharge
tion of the church, as having, in their

his

duty unto

all

well-pleasing before

are also quickened

there

is

and seasoned by

an intercession of

fect will

this series

quickly appear.

and

we

I'hus

G jd, unless they

grace:

and where

order, the de-

see

many

of ex-

endowments in their' first setting forth
and in their endeavors on that single
stock, promising great usefulness and excellency in
their way; who, when they come to engage in the

cellent natural

in the world,

service of the gospel, evidence themselves to be alto-

gether unfurnished for the
take; yea,

and

to

have

lost

employment they un'Jerwhat before they seemed

have received. Having gone to the utmost length
and bounds that glftB merely natural could carry them,
and not receiving superadded spii'ltual gifts, they faint
in the way, wither, aiid become utteity useless.
And
this, for the most pait, falleth out, when men have
to

cither
lusts,

or,

abused their natural

and

oifts

to the service of

theii*

in opposition to the simplicity of the gospel;

when they

set

upon

spiritual

things,

fb the service of Christ, merely in their

and pretend

own

strength,
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and fui^niture;
when they have some fixed corrupt end to accom-

or,

plish

by a

abilities

pretence of the ministry, without regard to

the glory of Chrirt, or compassion to the souls of
to

which the Lord Christ

of his

may

ure

And

Spirit.

sundry other causes of

be assigned.

It

this fail-

no otherwise, as to the

is

next degree in this order, in reference to spiritual

and saving
ui^e

grace.

When

men;

will not prostitute the gifts

these

gifts,

in the

good

gifts

pleas-

of their sovereign Dispenser, are superadded to the

endowments above-mentioned, they carry on
those who receive them cheerfully, comfortably, and
natural

The former

usefully in their progress.

heightened, strengthened, and perfected

are increased,

by

the latter,

towards that special end, whereunto themselves are
designed; the glory of Christ in the

work

of the gos-

due season quickened by saving grace; if the heart be not moistened and
made fruitful thereby, even they also will wither and
decay.
Sin and the world, in process of time, will devour them, whereof we have daily experience in thig
world.
And this is the order wherein the great Lord
of all these gifts hath laid them in a subserviency, one
pel.

But

if

these also are not in

kind to another, and
§18. Secondly,

all

To

of

them

to his glory.

close our considerations of this

part of the Lordship of Christ, there remains only

we shew him

Lord of all spiritual eterHe is
nal things, which in one word we call glory.
himself the "Lord of glory," 1 Cor. ii, 8; and the Judge
of all, in the discharge of which office, he gives out

that

to be the

a reward to his followers. Matt, xxv, 32,

glory, as

&c. Rom.

xiv, 10.

Glory

is

a reward that he will

day as a crown, 2 Tim. iv, 8; John
And, that he might be Lord of it, he hath
purchased it, Heb. ix, 12; taken actual possession qf

give at the last
xvii, 2.
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own

in his

person;

behalf of those on

And

20.

this

and

whom

Part S

also as the forerunner, in

he

will

bestow

it,

Heb.

vi,

a short view of the Lordship of

is

Christ, as to things spiritual.

§19. Secondly, Ecclesiastical things, or things that

concern church

institutions,

long also to his dominion: he

church

state

and there

is

as to

relation to

its

changes

underwent,

it

and power, be-

the only Head, Lord,

There was a
ever since God created man on the earth,
the same reason of it in all its alterations,

and Law-giver of

Ruler,

rule,
is

his church.

the
still

Lord

Whatever
was the Lord of it,
But, by way of instance
Christ.

Christ

and of all its concernments.
and eminence, we may consider the Mosaical church
state under the Old Testament, and the Evangelical
church state under the New. Christ is Lord of both.
He was Lord of the Old Testament church state,
1
and he exercised his power and Lordship towards it.
Its institution and erection, he made, framed, set up,
and appointed that church state, and all the worship
He it was who at first apof God therein observed.
peared unto Moses, who gave them the law on mount
Sihai, and continued with them in the wildernesss; by
prescribing to it a complete rule of worship and obe
dience.
And the same power he exercised by way
of reformation, when it was decayed; and by way of
amotion, or taking down and removal of what he
himself had set up, because it was so framed, as to
continue only for a season, Heb. ix, 10; Deut. x\iii,
16—18; Hag. ii, 6, 7; Isa. Ixv, 17, 18; Pet. iii, 13;
which part of his power and Lordship is abundantly
proved against the Jews in the exposition.
.

2.

also

Of
he

is

the

New Testament

the only

Evangelical church state

Lord and Ruler; yea,

proper kingdom, on which

all

this is

his

other parts of his do-

ExER.
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minion do depend;

for

he

is

Head

given to be

things to the cliurch, Ephes.

foundation of this church

37g

i,

state,

For, he

22.
1

over all

Cor.

iii,

is

the

11; the

whole design and platform of it being laid in him,
and built upon him. And he erects this church state
upon himself, Matt, xvi, 18; ''I will build my church;"
the Spirit and Word whereby it is done being from
him alone, and ordered by his wisdom, power, and
care.
And he gives laws and rules of worship and
obedience to it, when so built by and upon hmiself,
Heb. iii, 2 6. And finally he is the everlasting, constant, abiding Head, Ruler, King, and Governor of it,
Ephes. i, 22; Col. ii, 19; Heb. iii, 6.
Thirdly, He is Lord also of political things;
§20.
of all the governments of the world that are set up
and exercised for the good of mankind, and the preservation of society, according to rules of equity and

—

righteousness.

He

alone

is

the absolute potentate;

the highest on the earth are in subordination to him.

That he

is

made Lord of lords, and King of kings,
and xix, 16; 1 Tim. vi, 15; and he exdominion answerable to his title; and hath

cordingly he

Rev.

designed unto, Psal. Ixxxix, 27; and acis

xvii, 14;

erciseth

hence a right to send his gospel into

nations of the

all

world, attended with the worship by him prescribed.

—

9 12; which none of the rulworld have any right to refuse
or oppose, but upon their utmost peril.
And all kingMatt,

xxviii, 18; Psal.

ii,

ers or governors of the

doms

shall at length

jection to

him and

be brought into a professed sub-

his gospel,

and have

all

their rule

disposed of to the interest of his church and saints^

Dan.

vii,

27; Isa.

§21. Fourthly,

Ix, 12;

The

Rev, xix, 16

—

19.

dominion
God;
sea and land, wind, trees^ and fruits
last

branch of

this

of Christ consists in the residue of the creation of
lieaven a^id

ctvrth,
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As they

of the earth, and the creatures of sense.
all

under

his feet, Psal.

viii, 7,

S; Ephes.

XV. 27; so the exercise of his

them
thus

is

well

we have

some of the

known from

i,

22;

1

severally

the gospel history.

Cor.

over

And

glanced at this Lordship of Christ, in

general parts of

tion of his glorious

even to

power

ai e

it;

and how small a por-

power are we

comprehend!

able to declare, or
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LETTER

DR. PRIESTLEY.
Concerning the data requisite for a rational investigation of disputed points in theology,

of

fallible

men, as a guide

and the opinions

for the purpose of inter-

preting the holy scriptures.

The Writer's

Success in our
as well as industry
and perseverance. §3. Some common principles requisite as
Dr. P's vrhat. Requested to be explicit on this head.
data.
§4. His appeal from scripture to historical evidence of early

§1. Introduction.

motive.

inquiries after truth depends on

§2.

method

opinions unjustifiable. Not a good guide, because, 1. Not
calculated to lessen the difficulty, as it pretends, but rather
increases it. §5. 2. The precariousness and insufficiency of
it appears from constant experience.
§6. 3. It has been
solidly refuted long ago, by Protestants in the Popish controversy; and to revive it tends to superstition
§7. 4. It is
plainly reproved by Jesus Christ.
§8. 5. Highly untheological in its just consequences.
§9. 6. Also illogical, the conclusion being gratuitously assumed. §10. 7. If we have no
better guide than this, we are left a prey to perpetual skepticism, it being insufficient from its very nature to settle the
mind. §11. Divine revelation the only tiue data, because this
alone affords objective certainty. §12. The objection, That a
diversity of opinion still obtains among those who are agreed
in their data and method of inquiry, answered. §13. The plan
of Dr. Owen in this work. His reasoning not easily confuted.
§14. This Epistle to the Hebrews utterly overthrows Dr. P's
grand argument, taken from the historical evidence of early
opinions concerning Christ.

REV. AND

DEAR

SIR,

J- o a gentleman who has claimed, for a number
of years, and in various kinds of researches, the laudable pretension of impartially inquiring after truth, no

^1.
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other apology is requisite, in soliciting his attention for
a few minutes, than the solemn avowal of a similar
motive and design, in prosecution of the same important end.

But though I flatter myself that, for tlie reason now
mentioned, no farther apology is necessary for making
an epistolary address to you. yet it may be expected,
by yourself and the public, that I assign my reason for
doing it in the pi'esent form.
It is not with a view to

any public notice of it from your pen; this is
neither desired nor deprecated; but it comes principally to request a greater favor, a candid, unprejudiced
attention to the contents of the volumes to which this
solicit

letter is joined,

ance.
Indeed,

of which

I

beg your friendly accept-

when I consider the religious sentiments
contained in these volumes, the quantity of reading
though so much abridged, and your various other engagements, I can hardly expect your compliance; but
on the other hand, when I reflect on your art in improving time, and quick despatch in perusing larger
works; in connexion with your known candor, and
my author's unquestionable character for erudition and
piety, I am not without hope that my request will be
complied with.
§2. Having thus, dear Sir, explained my chief reason
for. addressing you in this way, I shall take the liberty
of suggesting a few things of another nature; and particularly of testifying in how commendable a light I
view your persevering industry in a professed search
after religious truth.
And yet I must obsei've, what
you well know, that success in obtaining the object of
our pursuit, very much depends on the mode of inquiry: if this be not happily chosen, the more persevering we are the farther we recede from the desired mark.
Two philosophers, or divines, may be equally industrious and persevering, perhaps (at least in a sense)
equally sincere, in making lovely truth the end of
their studious toil, but if nevertheless they disagree in
their data and investigation, the farther they advance
the more remote may be their conclusions.
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Hence then arises the necessity, among dispuon some common principles, which
may be called data. Without this there can be little
or no hope of bringing any disputed point to a fair
Without this, when closely urged) they will be
issue.
for ever shifting sides, and running from the spot to
which they ought to be confined, as their slcill in
§3.

tants, of fixing

may tempt, or the life of their cause require.
Considering the matter in this light, while occasionally attending to the motions of the controversial war
in which you have been so long engaged, I have been
induced to pause and put the question: What are the
data of these polemic champions, on which to stand
and from which to argue? Is not this the reason that
they are so seldom brought to a close encounter, and
are seen hectoring one another at a distance, spending
so much time and breath in the fruitless (not to say
impertinent) work of estimating the abilities and qualifications of each other? I have sometimes wished to
know, in particular, but have yet to learn, what those

sophistry

common

principles are

fering system.

How

on which you build your

far, for instance,

you can

dif-

travel

company with a Calvinist in the high road that
leads to the temple of truth, and where precisely is the
spot on which you must stop and say, I can go no
in

farther, here I must leave you, our road now parts? It
would, gratify my curiosity much, and perhaps assist
my inquiry, to meet Vv^ith a candid, unequivocal solution of such difficulties. For I am hitherto of opinion,
that if there be not some infallible objective ceitainty
on which we may depend as a foundation, Christian
theology is but an empty name.
§4. Though I have sought in vain for your polemical data, whether it is revelation or something else, and
if the former, whether the whole of the common canon
or only a part, and if a part, what it is, and where is
the line of difference, though I have been unsuccessful
in this inquiry, I am furnished with better means of
information respecting your method of investigating

the points of difference, as it is laid before the public
in your vaiious writings, and which is briefly summpH
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up by yourself in the following words:

"Christians are

agreed in the interpretation of scripture language;
"but as all men are agreed with respect to the nature
"of historical evidence, I thought that we might perhaps
"better determine by history what was the faith of
"Chinstians in early times, independently of any aid
"from the scripture; and it appeared to be no un"natural presumption, that whatever that should appear
"to be, such w^as the doctrine of the apostles, from
*'not

"whom their

was derived; and that b}^ this means
possessed of a pretty good guide for dis"covering the true sense of the saiptures."*
after having thought, dear sir, pretty deliberately, on the method here proposed, viewed it in diffaith

"we should be

Now

and endeavored to trace its genuine conalways, and in various respects, appears
"very
bad guide," for several reasons. For,
a
me
to
The proposed method is not calculated to lessen
1
the difficulty, which it pretends to remove, but rather
increases it; smce men will no less differ about historiIt incal evidence than the meaning of scripture.
ferent lights,

sequences,

it

.

toil without improving the fruit.
By
avoiding a visionary Scylla we are driven on a real
Charybdis.
'^Christians are not agreed in the interpretation of
True; and what is there almost in the
*^scripture.''^
whole compass of literature, where mathematical demonstration is wanting, in the inteipretation of which
men are all agreed? One well obseiTes: "So wild
"and extravagant have been the notions of a great
"part of philosophers, both ancient and modern, that
"it is hard to determine, whether they have been more
"distant in their sentiments from truth, or from one
"another; or have not exceeded the fancies of the most
"fabulous writers, even poets and mythologists."t And
yet, notwithstanding all their jars and blunders, we
cannot .astly say that there is no true system of naBut what should we say of a reformer in phiture.

creases the

*Defences of Unitar. for 1788 and 1789,
tRowning's Conipend. Syst. InU'od-

p. 83.
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losophy, who should propose to rectify our notions
of the system of the universe by setting before us a
train of '-historical evidence," of what was the "opin"ion" of the ancients about it? While he urged their
opinions, had we not a right to demand rather the
If it be said that the case
principles and arguments?
is not parallel, because Thales, Pythagoras, Aristotle,
&c. were fallible teachers, but that Matthew, John,
Paul, &c. were infallible; this does not alter the case;
it is sufficient for my purpose that the ^'opinion'''' formed of the one or the other is fallible. And theiefore
the opinion of Ebion is no more to be confided in
than that of Calvin. And there were false opinions
concerning Christ in the apLstolic age as well as in
the present. Had you taken therefore the other side
of the question the impropriety would have been all
one; for the fault lies in the very nature of the medium of proof.
'^But all men are agreed with respect to the natinx
By no means; for if I mis^'of historical evidence.''^
take not fact lies directly against it. Christian Protestants, almost unanimously, echo the maxim of
Chillingworth, "That the Bible alone (as opposed to
"tradition and historical evidence, &c.) is the religion
"of Protestants, and a safe way to salvation" and DiBut let me not misunderstand the posivine truth.
tion, which is somewhat equivocal; for the words,
"with respect to the nature of historical evidence," may
refer either to fact or to right; either, what it is that
actually constitutes the evidence, so that all are agreed
about the real meaning of testimonies of the ancients,
and the quantum of evidence they contain for and
against, supposing their opinion to be in its own nature
admissible and of moment; or what influence such
evidence ought to have towards finally determining
our judgment in favor of the controverted point. But
1t does not appear to me that the position is admissible
in either sense.
Not the former; for daily stubborn
facts prove, that >vhat one admits as "historical evi"dence," another does not; whom yet charity compels
us to regafd as intelligent, learned, pious, and impar-
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much

divided in their judgmentfy
ancient fathers, as about the
Not to mention the incomparasense of the apostles.
ble disadvantage of this new method of interpreting
scripture, arising from its inevitable tediousness, supposing all the necessary materials at hand. Not the
latter; for the rational inquirer will deem it quite unsatisfactory to infer, that because a party of men had
heard the apostles, or their immediate successors,
therefore the opinions they formed in religious matters
tial.

are as

about the meaning of

tiie

This he can no more admit than if one
should say, That the Unitarian hypothesis must needs
be true, because the Unitarians have read the writings
of the apostles: or, because all the Christian societies
in England, in the year one thousand seven hundred

were just.

ninety, have in use the same version of the Bible,
therefore their religious opinions must be the same.
Nay, we cannot safely conclude concerning the major

and

part of those in England this day, who may be styled
swoiii adherents to Caivinistic doctrines, that therefore
their religious opinions are Caivinistic.
In short, that
all men are 7iot agreed, "with respect to the nature of
^'historical evidence," any how understood, is but too
palpably evident in the storms of furious disputations,
and the din of paper wars. Hence I conclude, that
the method you propose is not calculated to lessen the
difficulty, but rather to increase it.
§5. 2. The precariousness and insufficiency of it
appears from experience. As a specimen of the truth
of this remark, let one fact suffice instar Gmnium.
It
respects a writer of the present day; a writer of erudition, of extensive learning and knowledge, and who
can boast of an intimate acquaintance with the recondite treasures of ecclesiastical anticjuity, and who can
also boast of being "much at hoiice" in the learned
Dr. Horsley, then Arciideacon of St. Allanguages.
ban's, now Bishop of St. David's, took upon him (in
1786) to establish as a fact, 'The decline oi" Calvinism
^'amountino- almost to a total extinction of it amons;
*^our English dissenters; who no Iqiig time since, were
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"generally Calvinists."* He adds; "I believe however
"that the truth is, and is pretty notorious, that Calvin'Hsm is gone among the dissenters of the present
"times."t
And again; '-I consider it as the reproach
"of the dissenters of the present day, that a genuine

found; except in a sect,
"conspicuous only for the encouragement, which
"the leaders of it seem to give to a disorderly
"fanaticism.";]:
Were not the ^^'llter already known,
one might be induced, on perusing this account, to exclaim, Did this extiaordinary declaration proceed from
some "/J/w7vi?" of the eighteenth century? Did the
writer reside in some remote corner of the world,
taking his information at second hand from incompetent vouchers? Was the "religious opinion" of which
he gives an account so remote from his own, that he
could hardly be thought sufficiently interested in it to
make a due inquiry? Nothing less. Confessedly
sensible and learned, near the metropolis at the time,
himself a Calvinist, and while he laments the decline
of Calvinism, he utters the above declaration; nay, he
undertakes professedly to establish it as a fact. You
know, sir, too well the state of the real fact to need a
comment; and the use I think we should make of this
and similar mistakes that we so often meet with, is,
That we should be peculiarly circumspect in admitting
"historical evidence" for the state of religious opinions,
^^Calvinist is hardly to be

whether in
matter

we

hence there

later or in earlier times.

will suppose a case;
will

To

illustrate this

viz. that

some ages

appear a learned collector of the

state

of religious opinions in the eighteenth century; and
that the ravages of time will destroy all monuments
ot counter-evidence to invalidate the above assertion;
how could the historical collector choose but admit it
for fact, though nothing in reality be less so?
What!
might the historian say, shall I tax the veracity, or impeach the knowledge of such a writer, and a writer so
*Tracts in Controverfiy with Dr. Priestley,
tlbid. p. 397.
ijlbid. p.

40Q.

p. 386.
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advantageously circumstanced for all necessary information, as to hesitate in my conclusion? The application is, in promptu. And it is a matter that we must
not forget, that the late Dr. Worthington, and other

eminent characters now living, assure us, that the
world grows better, and therefore that the ancients
are less entitled to our credit and confidence than the
moderns. Again,
§6. 3.

"was the

The

attempt to "determine by history what

faith of Christians in early times, indepen-

''dently of any aid from the scripture, that we may
'thereby gather what was the doctrines of the apos<^tles," has been long ago solidly refuted, and justly
exploded by the great Chillingworth, and other eminent Protestants, in their controversy with the Papists.
There is no admitting of it but at the expense of one
of the noblest principles, and strongest pillars of the reformation from popery: "That the scripture is the ojily
^'rule whereby to judge of controversies;" and it appears to me that i\\c revival of it into a rule would directly tend to restore the popish privilege of rendering
blind obedience to our spiritual guides.
For every attempt to explain scripture by scripture principles,
w^ould be checked as wrong and dangerous, while the
unlearned, that is, the body of the Christian church,
would be called upon to embrace, on the word of a
few learned, and every Christian church on the ipse
dixit of its pastor, however unqualified to make a fair
report, to submit to the opinions of the ancient church
for their guide: which leads at once to imposition and
imposture on the one hand, and to blind obedience,
superstition, and an abject deference to human authority in matters of conscience on the other.
Besides,
§7. 4. The above method of proceeding is plainly
reproved by Jesus Christ in the New Testament.

For

it is

the

same

principle

must give

it

life

as

was

adopted by the Jewish doctors, which taught them to
appeal, on every occasion, from revealed evidence to
human traditions, or a pretended oral law; the sayings and opinions of tiieir ancients, which they recko^ied a good guide for the right understanding of the
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Mosaic writings. But this pretended guide, instead of
being honored and recommended, is by our Lord opposed and reproved, Matt, xv; Mark vii, &c. Nor
does it make any difference, in the present argument,
whether tlie human traditions and opinions be written
or unwritten.
§8. 5. The scheme proposed is, moreover, highly
untheological in its consequence; for it is inconsistent
not only with liuman fallibility, but also with free
agency and accountableness. In physics, indeed, we
may often with certainty infer the cause from the effect; but in ethics and religion, where the morality
of an act, or the truth of an opinion, is in debate, it is
absurd to say, that because a fallible creature acts or
thinks in this or that manner, he therefore ought to
do so; nay, it is so untheological that it strikes at the
root of all reliction, natural and revealed. For if men
confessedly nnpertect and unmspired are not always
liable to err, they are not free, and therefore not accountable.
Therefore the ''opinions" of such persons,
though they lived in the apostolic age, and supposing
them to be exactly ascertained, can be no safe medium of proof. They are utterly incapable of affording
us any objective certainty, any more than ours to
those who shall come after us.
Their antiquity
makes no difference, because that does not alter their
nature; nor does it much matter, for the same reason,
whether they are few or many.
Wherefore without'
better materials, whether orthodox or heterodox, the
controversial warrior will do little execution on a reflecting, judicious mind, though he should charge his
"cannon" with them, together with his ''small arms."
§9. 6. I shall venture a step farther, and profess to
you, dear sir, that the method you propose for settling
our opinions, appears to me illogical; as teaching us to
infer the truth of the premises from the fact of the
conclusion.
In other words, it makes the conclusions
of men, who were fallible and fickle as ourselves, and

which they pretended to draw from the premises of revelation, to be a safer guide by which to form our
judgment, than revelation compared with itself, the
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nremises from which they professedly inferred their
conclusion; that is, we are led by it to assume a fallible conclusion, and from the gratuitous assumption to
pronounce upon the trutli of the premises.
if we have no better guide
as a prey to perpetual skepexposed
than this, we are
from its very nature to setinsutificient
being
ticism, it
leads any one to the
tliis
guide
If
mind.
the
tle
temple of truth, it is by accident, and not because it

§10. 7.

Once more;

ever designed for that end; we cannot, therefore,
put any confidence in it while we are following its
footsteps; the event would always appear dubious,
and the prospect of success would never be sufficient
In short, it directly tends
to counterbalance the toil.
(supposing the sole motive of the inquirer to be the
love of truth) to retard the pace of industry, and
to clip the wings of genius; and, therefore, can be

was

o^enuine friend to free inquiry.

no

that thus far I have stood on firm
reasoning; there is no theological truth
to be found, in which we may put any confidence,
without some data, some first principles of this Divine
science, possessed of objective certainty; but the foundation you have chosen for your polemical building is
an uncertain one, and the guide you recommend is,
apprehension, a "very bad" one; seeing it is so
in
lessening our difficulties, as Christians and
from
far
theologians, that it considerably increases them; it is
found to be insufficient from the experience of all ages,
I

think,
in

ground

sir,

my

my

and undeniable facts; it is what our most eminent reformers from Popery, and Protestant polemics, have
solidly refuted in their opposition to blind obedience,

church authority over conscience, and arbitrary power;
it is reproved and condemned, in its principle by our
Lord himself; is untheological, as incompatible with
the moral state of man in this life of fallibility and imis contrary to the rules of just reasoning,
gratuitously assuming the conclusion of the practical syllogism included in it; and, finally, is deserving

perfection;

by

of a charge of no small magnitude, its being of a skepWhat weight my argumentii have in
tendency.

tical
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Opposition to the fundamental principles of your conand historical writings aoainst the orthodox
faith, is lett to your candid examination, and the verdict of the impartial public.
§11. Having shown the necessity of some principles, as data peculiar to the science of which we treat,
and endeavored to shew the iiiSiitTiciency of \^ hat you
substitute for that purpose, it may naturally be expected, that I should be exj^licit in avowing what is it
that I judge deserving of that important claim; and
this I very willingly do, but with the greatest brevity;
seeing it would seem impertinent to defend in form,
what you have not in form attacked.
data then
are, Divine Revelation, and that only, and the whole
of it.
And it appears to me on the maturest reflection, that if Divine revelation self-compared doth not
troversial

My

answer that purpose, nothing else
ever else

is

up
"The

set

will;

for that purpose,

is

and

that whatdemonstrably

positive evidence of scripture (as I
observed elsewhere) holds the same rank in the''ology, as experimented evidence does in reference to
^'any hypothesis in philosophy. As, in the latter case,.
*'there is no disputing in lavor of a system against
'^'facts, phenomena, and experiments; so in the former
"case, no reasoning can be valid in opposition to posifallacious.

'^'have

evidence, or express discernible authority."* Comsense, right reason, the opinions of the good and

*'tive

mon

&c. have their use, and an important use in
places; but they are no data in Christianproper
their
ity.
As to the order of investigation, preceding revelations, and Divinely authenticated facts, are the only
safe rule by which we ought to examine any particuEvery foregoing dispensation
lar part of scripture.
of religion, and indeed every revealed fact is, I may
say, a torch lighted in heaven, to illuminate those that
follow, until we come to the "sealing of prophecy,"
or the end of the canon; and every succeeding one. to
the last, reflects a still more abundant light on all that

great,

went

before.

Wherefore,

let all

that revere the au-

*Antipeclob. Examined, cliap
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the friends of revelation and ramore to this light that shineth
dark
place,
and
not
(I mean as the principal,
in a
and only safe means) not to the false lights of human
opinions (early or late) in the church, by following
which we expose ourselves to wandering and dangei'
every step of our road, while in pursuit of truth and
happiness.
1 12. If it be objected, That a diversity of opinions
still
obtains among those, who are agreed in their
data, and method of inquiry, I Avould briefly reply in
the foUoW'ing particulars:
To urge this objection is the same as to urge that
1
men do not form their opinions mechanically, but
But
freely; and that some of them reason falsely.
what then? Shall I depreciate and reject a rule, concluding it is not a good one, because I know not how
thority of heaven,
tional

to use

all

inquiry, attend

it?

The

objection implies, as far as it has any force»
are not accountable for their mistakes,
that
liable
to
make any, provided their means are sufnor
2.

men

ficient;

diction.

which amounts
It is

much

to

tiie

little

same

less

than self-contra-

as to object against

an

experiment, an accurate experiment, in philosophy^
because the consequences, which the learned draw
from it, are various.
3'. While men are free and accountable, it is no less
necessary, that the disposition of the mind be right,
than that the principle be well chosen. Free inquiry
of itself will never insure success, without a right use
of that freedom. This is the only way, that I know
of, to avoid bad consequences, and any other, short of
this, must prove abortive.
But let us not forget, that the good disposition which
we need for this purpose, is not only to be cultivated
by the use of means, but also is to be received, in the
habits of it, from the Divine favor, as a matter of gospel promise.
If there is any thing of a spiritual nature promised in the word of God, there is the promise of a Divine influence to be obtained by asking for
it; tliat is^ importunate seeking in
God's appointed
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xi,
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— 13;
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And

so far from being inconsistent with moral agency in this our state ot trial for eternity, that the trial
eminently consists, with respect to those to
the
this

is

whom

promise
to

its

given, in their submitting, or not submitting,
gracious import.
In short, for "the heart to be
is

"established with grace," Heb. xiii, 9, is the best preparative for using our freedom well, and the best preservative in the line of truth. And if after all, our pretensions to sincerity and teachableness, the love of

and impartiality in seeking it, are equal, and yet
our sentiments differ, there is no remedy in this world;
to our common Master we stand or fall; our own
judgment of ourselves, as well as that of our fellowcreatures concerning us, must be equally submitted to
truth

the Judge of the whole earth. "Every way of man
own eyes; but the Lord pondereth the
"heart," Prov. xxi, 2.
I must confess, dear sir, that I was much grieved,
when I perused the following sentence, which you not
only suffered to drop from your pen, but to be published to the world: "If, to your arguments you can even
"add miracles, the doctrine you propose (i. e. personal
"distinctions in the Deity) could not be received."*
What a reflection upon the C'aristian church; and upon millions of the most distinguished pious characters
in evTry age! But though the expressions are strong,
"is right in his

and your conviction such as they represent it to be,
yet you must allow, that it is possible you may be in
a mistake; for such have been the convictions of many
persons in favor of an erroneous sentiment, as to stand
firm against actual miracles, repeated miracles, performed in proof of a contrary sentiment. Your own
observation will justify and illustrate this remark:
"The prejudices of some persons against the clearest
"and most important truths may be so strong (as we
"see in the case of the Scribes and Pharisees of our Sa"vior's time) that no evidence will convince them."t
*Defences of Unitar.

for 1788

and 1789,

p. 176.

•fSecmon on the proper conduct of Dissentei's, with respect
to the Test Act, p. 10
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If

umes, you

you condescend,

sir,

ArPEN.
to peruse these vol-

Author, who, for depth
of erudition, and extent of knowledge, proper for an
accomplished divine, has been excelled by few, if any;
you will find, that he undertakes no less a task than to
demonstrate, that this Epistle to the Hebrews teaches
doctrines and facts, which utterly overthrow the opinions you espouse concerning the person and priesthood
His foundation is not laid upon the surface;
of Christ.
he first demonstrates the canonical authority of tl-ie
epistle^ before he proceeds to investigate the contents
of it; and the latter he .does in the light of preceding
revelations, and a very enlarged acquaintance v, ith
Judaism, both ancient and modern, in its pure and
corrupted state. His exposition, reasoning, and doctrines, are all along founded on the general scope of
the passage he is upon; and it will not be easy for any
one to convict him of mistake, without shewing, that
he has mistaken the main design of the epistle itself,
which, in my opinion, would be a Herculean task.
Before I conclude, I have one remark to
§14.
make, which, I presume, is not altogether unworthy
your atteiiticn. It is this: if the Nazarenes and Ebionites were what you have represented them to be,
Jewish Christians, who held the mere humanity of
Christ, avid who may be traced to the very age of the
ap.?stles,

vviil

find that the

the plain inference

is,

tliiit

this Epistie to the

Hi^brews was intended, by the Autlior t)f it, and by
him who is Head over all things to the church, as an
antidote to counteract such an opinion in the most direct manner: and were the historical evidence of the
P'sitions you have advanced, sir, concerning the person and offices of the Messiah, a thousand times more
clear than it is, or is lil:ely to be, the iiTcfragable con-

and all who
were displeased with them, in
that very thing for v/hich you seem to caress them.
And if any of the Nazarenes themselves submitted to
what it plainly inculcates, they must have abandoned

clusion

is,

embraced

that the writer of this epistle,
his doctrine,

the sentiments

you

ascribe to them; or

if

they did not.
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But "Paul often reasons inconclusively," a bold
charge! and a charge destitute of proof.
Now, supposing, without granting, that ''he wrote as any other
"person of his turn of mind and thinking, and in his
"situation, would have written without ariy par"ticular inspiration:"
It
is but reasonable to say,
that the nunjj^er of his converts, and of the churches
founded by him, was very considerable; and tha.t they

Tmbibed his sentiments to a great degree, at least, appear from his writings addressed to many of them;
now, upon what principle of reason and equity can
we gather, that Ebion and his adherents, holding contrary opinions, deserve the honor of being better qualified to rectify our judgments concerning points of the
greatest importance in Christianity, in pieference to
Paul, and the churches founded by him? Were the
Nazarenes infallible? or did Ebion ever reason inconclusively? Was the church at Jerusalem infallible? or
were their pastors more conclusive reasoners than
Paul? If they w ere, upon w hat principle; if not, why
impeach his apostoli'c teaching in particular (in which
we may presume he sometimes reasoned) and degrade
his abilities? The truth is, that St. Paul was a wise
master-builder, who laid the foundation of many
churches, and edilied them in the most holy faith, by
his preaching and his pen.
From Jerusalem, and
round about into Illiricum, he fully preached the gospel of Christ; he was sent by Christ himself to open
men's eyes, and to turn them from darkrjess to light,
through mighty signs and wonders, by the power of
the Spirit of God; he was an apostle (net of men,
neither by man, but by Jesus Christ, and God the
Father) and certified his converts, that the gospel he
preached was not after man; for he saith, "I neither
"received it of man, neither was I taught it, but by the
"revelation of Jesus Christ."
Upon the whole, for any one to prefer a few obscure
accounts of a few obscute persons, to the accounts we
have of the commission, authority, principles, aiid rea-
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soaings of this Man of God, by which to form our
judgments concerning true Christianity, appears to me,
like a person

ture of iron

who

and

should prefer a heterogeneous mix-

clay, to pure gold;

and then, to make

wisdom appear more consummate, that he should,
after having once made the choice, rummage all the
musty scraps of antiquity for something that may help
to stamp a current value on it, and to depreciate what
his

has been thus renounced.

In reality, tl^e Nazarenes
were ignorant of the true nature of the gospel; whatever instructions they were favored with, they had

made

proficiency in the school of Christ; else
they be so tenacious of wliat all the apostles labored to dispossess them of?
attempt to
build again, what they had unanimously, and by Divine direction, been pulling down? I forbear enlarglittle

why should

Why

what is going on
exclaim:
"Surely we may
ready
to
be
'"congratulate the humility (if we cannot the wisdom)
*'of the eighteenth century, so famous for many other
'^'interesting and memorable exploits, while vve be'iold
*-its "most rational divines," aiter struggling for liber'^'ty,
and improving science, commencing, with no
f'small complacency, the obsequious disciples of these
"obscure, ignorant, anti-apostolic Nazarenes and Ebiing; but disinterested observers of

among

us. will

"onites."*

*The followint^ passage from u late learned and acute Reviewer, of the "History of Corruption," See. appears to me so
just, and so much to the purpose, that I cannot forbear transcribing it: "But an indifferent reader may, perhaps, stop the disputants in this career of controversy, and ask them, of what importance it is to the main object of the debate between them, to
know what the opinions of these Nazarenes were; especially as
it is a point agreed upon between both, that these Nazarenes,
whatever their principles of faith might have been, were ignorant and bigotted observers of the Mosaic law, whicli both the
orthodox and heretics acknowledge to have been abrogated by
the death of Christ? Do they stand so high in the scale of authority, that we should appeal to them in tlie decision which
respected the nature and person of Jesus Christ? What is gained t)n the one hand, and what is lost on the other, by settling this
dispute, supposing it capable of being settled at all? A very proptv question! and t!\e ansvvcr we shall make to it is this: That
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Wishing that you may possess an abundant measure
of the Divine teaching, promised in the sacred oracles,
in the pre-existence of Christ have a thousand testimonies to appeal to, in proof of their faith, yet this
seems to be the last resort of the Socinian, when he is called
on to produce authority for his principles in the primitive ages.
Deprive the Socinian of thi-. twig of antiquity, and he is ready
to make the same lamentable outcry, that was made by Micah
in old limes: "You have taken away my gods, in whom I trust"ed, and Avhat have I more?"
"The argument drawn out in form is the following: The first
Christians were called Nazarencs. Those who afterwards went
by that name, were their genuine followers; but those succeeding Nazarenes did not believe that Jesus Christ had a pre-existent nature; therefore, it was not a doctrine believed by the
first Christians, because the later Nazarenes transmitted their
opinions (at least on this head) in their original purity, without
the adulterations of those who were afterwards called orthodox.

though the believers

"There are many things in this argument which may be
If the Nazarenes
doubted, and some which may be denied.
were the members of the original church of Christ, and the genuine followers of the apostles, how came they so far to counteract the design of the Christian institution, as to mix with the ordinances of the gospel, the ^ibrogated ceremonies of the Mosaic
law? Was such conduct, in any respect, authorized by the NewTestament? Was it not in direct opposition, both to the conduct
know what such a Naand instructions of the apostle Paul?
zarene as Toland would say on this subject; but what would Dr.
Priestley say? If the Nazarenes were people of such low and
carnal sentiments, so weak in their understandings, and so
superstitious in their practices, can Ave deem them fit authorities to be appealed to, in contradiction to the concurrent testimony of the most eminent lights of the primitive church? li", in
points of practice, in which the laws delivered for their direction were so clear and definite, they still pertinaciously adhered
to old and exploded customs, which the gospel had rendered
totally useless, is it a matter of any surprise, that they should
have fallen into some errors of faith, and maintained, with an obsthiacy peculiar to their race, some of the false prejudices of
the Jews, relating to the nature and qualifications of the Mes-

We

siah?

"For our part, we are ready to confess, that if the Nazarenes
were, with the Ebionites, given up to the Socinians, who are so
eager to claim them as their elder brethren, we do not perceive
the very great advantage they would gain by such an acquisition.
"Dr. Priestley is not always careful to keep clear of gratuitous
assertion.
It is a compendious method of argument; but unless
it comes from an oracle, ^\e have a right to admit, or reject it,
just as

we

please.

"No

person, says he, can, I think, reflect
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you may have peace in
you may be found in Ciirist Jesus, not

into all truth, that

believing, that

your own righteousness, Vv^hich is of the law:
you may be replenished with the
of power, and of love, and of a sound mind,

havingj

and

finally, that

spirit

I

am, Reverend

Your most

Sir,

obedient

humble Servant,

EDWARD WILLIAMS.
Oswestry, Feb. 1790.

proper seriousness, without thinking it
remarkable, that the Jewish Christians, in so early an age
as they are spoken of, should be acknowledged to believe
nothing either of the divinity, or even of the pre-existence of
Christ, if either of those doctrines liad been taught them by the'
apostles." On the se.me mode of reasoning, and with equal propriety, we might say, It is a little extraordinary, that the Jewish
Christians should have continued such adherents to the rituals
of the Mosaic law, if they had been explicitly taught, that they
were abrogated by the death of Christ. Can we suppose any
who owned the truth of the gospel, to have remained ignorant
of the grand design of its promulgation, if that design had been
properly delineated and explained? Or could they have persevered in an obstinate resistance to it, if it had been enforced by

upon

a

this subject with

little

proper authority? These were the standards of ancient simplicity! at least simplicity of Christian doctrine; though the veil
of Moses was over their faces, and the yoke of the old law fettered their necks!"
Month. Rev. Vol. Ixix. p. 219, Sec.

LETTER

MR. DAVID LEVI;
THIS WORK TO HIS CANDID AND
ATTENTIVE PERUSAL.

RECOMMENDING

DEAR

IYhat

SIR,

observed to your late antagonist, Dr. Priesthim, respecting my principal motive in addressing him in the manner I have
done, is applicable also in general to the present address.
It is not intended to provoke your polemic
Since you profess a sinpen, but to solicit a favor.
cere love of truth, and an openness to conviction, your
candid and attentive perusal of the volumes herewith
sent you, is amicably requested.
The epistle here commented upon was originally
designed for your nation, the Hebrews; not only for the
edification of those who had embraced the gospel, but
also for the conviction of such as continued to reject
it.
This being its primary designation, and it being,
as I firmly believe, Divinely revealed, I can no less
than importunately and affectionately recommend it
to you and youi^ friends, as an instrument chosen by
ley, in

I

my preceding letter to

infinite

wisdom, admirably calculuted, when

rightly

understood, to subserve your best and everlasting interest.

'

The writer of it was a Hebrew of the Hebrews; in
the former part of his life zealous for the law, in your
view of its import: he was a strict Pharisee, and no
small proficient in the learning of the Jews, as well as^
their religion.

VOL.
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Nor

did he embrace the Christian faith,
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venture to call the accomplishment and perof the Jewish, but upon the clearest evidence
and strongest conviction that the mind of man, in matters of this nature, is, perhaps, capable of.
He was
well qualified to form an estimate of both; and the result was, upon the most deliberate review, that he
counted all things but loss for the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus his Lord. This, it is true,
brought upon him the odium of his countrymen, as if
he were an apostate from the religion of their forefathers; whereas, in reality, no man, after his embracing the gospel, better understood wherein the life
and glory of that religion consisted. No man had a
higher veneration for the Divine authority of the Hebrew scriptures, and the exalted character ot Moses.
What he before thought to be quite inconsistent, the
legislation of Moses, and the Messiahship of Jesus
Chiist, appeared now, as indeed they are, perfectly
I

fectioit

reconcileable.

His writings in general, as well as this epistle, are
characterised not only by a depth, compactness, and
force of argument, but also by an admirable spirit of
benevolence.
So powerfully did this Divine principle
operate on his virtuous and holy mind, that it breaks
forth into language inimitably strong and pathetic.
See Rom. ix. 1 5. Lest any should imagine that his
adherence to the Christian cause was the effect of bigotry; that he was only a violent party man, he declares
in the most solemn terms, that for the love he bore to
his brethren, his kinsmen according to the flesh, he
could even submit, were that available, to the same
treatment from the Christian church, as he had received from the Jewish.
The subject. of this epistle is peculiarly interesting.
It treats of a religious controvei'sy of great magnitude;
indeed, I may say, the greatest controversy that ever
existed in the church of God, and in which you and
your bretlii JMi are concerned in a direct and immediate
manner. This is anothej' reason that induces me to

—

your attention to
capacity of an impartial
solicit

this

work,

inquiier.

in

your professed
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But there is reason to fear that we are very liable to
mistake the true nature of this controversy; and while
we labor under that mistake, it is no wonder that our
prejudices are strengthened in favor of our own tenets,
right or wrong, while affronted truth, indignant, eluues
our disappointed grasp. Though the question, Whetner Jesus Ciiiist be the true Messiah, be to Jews and
Christians, if properly weighed, inlinitely momentous;
yet, in my apprehension, it is a question too complicated, or not sufficiently radical, for an accurate inquirer to begin with.
If I may presume to offer my
thoughts on this important subject, the previous question ought to be, not whether any part of the Old
Testament ought to be attacked and renounced, as if
not given by Divine authority, but, What is the true
IMPORT of the Old Testament system? Was it given
with a subordinate design; with a view to introduce a
dispensation of a more spiritual form, or was it not?
Are the Messiah's kingdom, and its grand blessings, as
represented in the ancient promises, and by tiie spirit
of prophecy, of a temporary and perishing, or ot a
'perma]ient and eternal nature? Beiore we can, therefore, properly agitate the question about the person of
the Messiah, we ought, as regular investigators and
controvertists, for the sake of lessening the kibor, to
come to a previous issue concerning. What kind of a
Messiah the ancient records hold forth?
hat is the
nature of the ivork there assigned for him? Do his
offices relate only to this transitory life, or do tney
respect redemption from moral evil and eveiiasting
misery? If the former, you are in the right; but it the
latter, we bid fair for being so.
I may here observe, that you stand, in a sense, the
representative of your English brethren, while publishing and defending that sense of the Old Testament
writings which this epistle undertakes to prove is the
wrong sense of them. St. Paul's interpretation of the
holy scripture, and your^s, are diametrically opposite.
This consideration also, in connexion with my idea
of Paul's knowledge, disposition, and abilities, induces

W

me

to call

your

closest attention to his different

meth-
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oracles.
And may the
grace lead you into all truth!
By the
knowledge of his merciful and sovereign pleasure in
his various dispensations, may you efiectually learn
wherein consists the ti-ue kingdom of God!
With respect to the Exposition of this epistle, by the
learned and pious Dr. Owen, together with the Exercitations, they contain, in my opinion, a full reply to
every thing of moment contained in your late publications in favor of Judaism. Without reflecting on
what others have done, I am inclined to think, that
this work enters more into the merits of the cause, than
aiiy thing you seem to be acquainted with, as far as I
can judge from your wiitings. Will you excuse me
if I here add, that 1 am satisfied, from the idea I have
of the general tendency of this work, and a truly religious character, that were your progenitor Abraham
on the land of the living, to peruse it, he would subjoin
his hearty amen.
When I consider your notion of the Messiah's
kingdom, and of the unanimity of his subjects, I am
aware of your being ready to object to every proposal
from a Christian, be it what it may, as in ycur first
letters: "To convert a nation, such as the Jews to
"Christianity, the professors thereof ought to be Ktian^'imous, in what the work of salvation consists; other"wisc, they might be deterred therefrom, by reason of
"the difficulty attending the making a proper choice
"of that which is right."* That is, if there be any
force in the objection, you will be right in rejecting
Christianity, because Christians difier in their judgment about the particulars of their religion. But how
unreasonable, how preposterous the requisition! Do
any Christians differ about Jesus being the IViessiah?
No: give us then the meeting thus far before 3'ou object to less general differences.
It you expect such
unanimity among uninspired men in the present state,
before you grant them leave to reccn mend their religion to their fellow-men, as of Divine original, you

od of explaining the sacred

God

of

all
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must suppose them to be mere machines, that do not
act

by

tree choice.

On

this principle

it is

impossible

that there ever should be unanimity among men. For
just with the same reason may every individual object,
of whatever religion, Christian, Jewish, Mahometan,
or Heathen.
It is the same as to say, 1 will never embrace truth until all who profess it act a worthy part;
I will never aim at being truly religious until all others
are so first; I will have nothing to do with any truth
but what acts mechanically on all who profess it, producing in them an uniform good eftect whether they
But, dear sir, you seem to expect among
will or no!
the subjects ol King Messiah, what witi never be
in this world, and which God has never promised.
That those of the same general denomination are not
"agreed among themselves" in some particulars, is so
far from being a characteristic mark of a false I'eligion,
that it is in reality, no more than the natural, and in
the present imperfect state, the ur,avoidable result of
human freedom. It is acknowledged by ycuiselt, that
"conscience ought to be tree;" that is, 1 presume, in
every state, under the reign of the Messiah not excepted. Men, in the present state, are fallible and accountable; consequently no mere profession of the sublimest
truths conceivable can insure unanimity. Modern Judaism is either right or wrong, notwithstanding the
petty jars among its professors; and the same is true

of Christianity.
Reflecting farther on your views of religion, liberty
of conscience, and charity, I can easily conceive how
uninteresting must appear to you, any attempt at conversion, whether by Jews or Christians. "We do not,
"say you, think ourselves bound, as the Christians, to
'''propagate our religion," not even "by arguments.''^
Singular and frigid sentiment! and not less singular
the ground on which it stands; for concerning man-

who are not Jews, you observe: "If they do but
"keep the law ofnatwe; that is, the seven precepts of
"the sons of Noah, or Noachides, we maintain, that
"they thereby perform all that God requires of them,
"and will certainly by this service, render themselves

kind,
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These you call the pious of the
nations of the world, who will be partakers ot eternal
The seven precepts are these: "First, Nut to
life!
"commit idolatry. Second, Not to blaspheme. Third,
<'To appoint and constitute just and upright judges;
"that justice may be maintained, and luipartialiy ad"ministered to all.
Fourth, Not to commit incest.
Sixth, Not to rob or
"Fifth, Not to commit murder.
Seventh, Not to eat a member of a living
"steal, &c.
Alas! alas! if Noah and his sons hau qio
"creature."
better ground of hope of eternal /i/e, than arose irom
their }3erformance of this service, they could no more
have quieted the accusations of conscience, or abated
the horrors of an eternal existence with a holy and
just God, than they could avert the stroke of aeatii, or
suspend the laws of nature! Is this your view of reI'iie absurdity
ligion, and the Divine dispensations?
Bicbsea be
is almost unparalleled, and wants a name.
God for the gospel!
"If you are really in earnest," say you to Dr. Priestley, "and wish to convert the Jews, to what you call
Ciiristianity, I think you must produce more substantial proofs in support of your hypotiies.s, than wliat
you have yet done. And, if 1 might presume to offer
opinion in so weighty a cause, 1 think that the
fairest method, and that which is the likeliest to lead
to conviction on either side is, to take a review of ail
the prophecies concerning the Messiah, from Moses to
Malachi, and compare them with the acts of Jesus, recorded in the New Testament, to see whether or no
^'acceptable to him."*

my

they have been fulfilled in his person."t I must confess, that this method, as far as it goes, ( for it includes
only the prophetic part of the ancient oracles) appears
to me, under the limitations before observed, a good
one; and doubt not but that it meets with the approbation of all liberal Christians. Nay, Jesus himself
recommends it: '-Search the Scriptures, for they are
"they that testify of me." And as you announce such a
design, it may be of service to you, to weigh very care*Ut supra,

p. 12.
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you should think him not sulTiciently
mi; lutein the cibridgment, you would do well to consult the oi'iginal edition.
But excuse me, dear sir, if
on this occasion I drop a monitory hint, viz. that you
deal fairly, and draw no conclusions which are not
justified by a thorough knowledge of the subject, and
a comprehensive view of it. Without this we cannot
be said to investigate the meaning of scnpture, but to
tations;

and

if

with it to our own ruin.
Happy were it for us
nothing but the clear evidence of truth, arising
from an acquaintance sufficiently extensive with any
controverted subject, determined our choice.
The
happy effects would be, more humility (that valuable
though old-fashioned virtue) more moderation, and
less premature triumph in disputants, more industry in
seeking, and peace in enjoying truth.
But to what end is it to examine prophecies, while
you examine them by the following standard? "We
"hold the perpetuity of the law of Moses, and to which
"nothing is to be added or diminished by any succeed"ing prophet whatever."* If this were granted you as
an axiom (but which I call a fundamental error) you
would make quick work with all the prophecies as
w^ell as the gospel.
But while you hold this opinion,
you hold what I think can never be proved, what the
law neither requires nor intends, what is highly affronting to God himself and destructive to the souls of men.
Were Moses upon earth, he would, perhaps, be the
fii^st to contradict your interpretation of his words.
maintain with Paul, what is, I think, demonstrattrijfle

all, if

We
ed

in the following Epistle and Exposition, that it is
not by a different authority from that which enacted
the law, that it is repealed: and surely it must be absurd to contend (while his own declarations do not
oblige) that a local, ceremonial institution cannot be
abrogated by the Supreme Lawgiver. That the "apos"tles inculcated the abjlishment of the Mosaical dis"pensation," is very true; and it is equally true, that it
was at first oiyen with that desion. And has not Prov-

*SGCond
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idence incontestably confirmed their doctrine? Has it
not rendered tiie observance of the Mosaic law absolutely impossible? If we hold with the apostles, -'that
'•the law of Moses cannot effect the justification of
"mankind," it is, because we believe and prove that it
was never given for that end, never effected for that
purpose, and is in its own nature, incapable of it.
do not reject the law, nor did the apostles, as if it
were not holy, just, and good in its proper place; it is
good as a schoolmaster, but not as a Savior; as a mirror of the Divine will, and the rule of human obedience, for the time, and to the end of its appointment.
And we confidently add, that the Mosaic law is more
truly antl effectually honored by every true Christian,
than by any Jew in the world: for if the grand end
of it, in its covenant form, be answered in the life and
death of Christ, and if the ceremonial part of it be repealed by the united voice of the gospel, and of Providence (both which we maintain to be facts) our conduct must be more honorable to the law and the Lawgiver, than your's can be.
And obstinately to adhere
to a repealed law, is but a slender proof of respect to
the legislative authority.
Besides, the apostles were
taught this very doctrine from the words of Jeremiah,
chap, xxxi, 31
34, and other prophetic testimonies,
as well as from the nature of the Jewish economy
That "God never contradicts
and 'Divine direction.
'^himself," we readily believe, which is a strong reason,
among others, obliging us to receive Jesus as the Christ
of God; for we think that if he is not the Messiah, we
have nothing left us but a heap of contradictions, as
the venerable author here recommended to you abundantly shews. On your supposition, we think, neither
promises, prophecies, sacrifices, characteristic notes of
the Messiah, or his principal offices, to save from sin
and misery, have any meaning; and we apprehend
that your interpretation must be at every step subversive of itself
You, indeed, frankly acknowledge, that "if Christ's
divinity is false, and he did not come to suffer for the
redemption of mankind, as Christians hold, he came

We

—
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for nothing."*
When we hear such language, we
cannot help inquiring. What better work have you
for your expected Messiah? Or in what better manner
can you conceive of a redemption to be brought to
men. than that which is exhibited in the New Testament? Is there any enemy worse than sin, or any better method of deliverance from it, than what we maintain? If motives are required, what can we desire, or
even conceiv^e of, more forcible and engaging? And
that the Mediator of the new covenant does r.ot authorize external force to procure uniformity of sentiments and worship, is so far from being a defect, that
it must appear to every considerate mind perfectly consistent with all just views of human nature, man's designation, in this state of trial, and the Divine perfections.
If men act a part unworthy of the best means,
while they profess an adherence to them, this no more
argues the deficiency of those means, than it would
argue the badnsss of the seventh command, and the
Mosaic legislation, because a professed Jew commits
adultery.
As to the insinuation, that the New Testament recommends our going after other gods; be-

cause the divinit}^ of Christ, as you justly contend, is
taught by the apostles; or, that he is God manifest in
the tlesh; as it' the apostles and their followers taught
another God than the God of Abraham, is a calumny
that must be answered for before him, who says,
"•Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neigh"bor."
You are pleased to say, that you are "a Jew by
"choice, and not because you are born a Jew."t And
I am happy to say, that 1 am a Christian by choice,
and not because I was born a Christian. But one of
us must be certainly wrong with respect to the point
of difference, which, if there be any truth in religion at
all, is a point of infinite importance.
While our views
of religion are so directly opposite, both of us cannot
have clear evidence that we are right. How dear your
religion is to you I cannot tell; but this I can sa}^, that,
*Second Letters,
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ex-

thousand worlds, were they at my disposal.
I would not exchange my present peace of
mind, which is the pure effect of the religion I embrace, as held forth in the New Testament, independent of the eternal weight of glory it exhibits to be enjoyed hereafter, for all the advantages that your most
sanguine hopes can imagine, as attending the appearance of another Messiah. And my satisfaction is derived as well from the Old Testament as from the New;
the writings of Moses, as well as those of Paul; for
the mercy of God, through the Mediator and his atoning sacrifice, explicit or implied, shines in every page;
in both I fmd pardon, peace, righteousness, and life;
grace reigning through rigiiteousness. unto eternal life
by Jesus Christ, whom God hath set forth a propitia-

change

for ten

tion for sin, in order to declare his righteousness, that
who believeth
in Jesus.
And Dr. Owen undertakes, in this perform-

he might be just, and the justifier of him
ance, to demonstrate, that for

any of Adam's race

to

be pardoned and made happy with God for ever,
without such a provision, is utterly inconsistent (even
taking the Old Testament only for our data) utterly inconsistent with all just apprehensions of the attributes
of Jehovah; and we defy all the world fairly to disprove his conclusion. But alas! what a light and insignificant thing is the demonstration of a Christian in
the scales of a Jew! I can easily conceive, that the humaa mind (such is the darkness and degciieracy of our
is capable of admitting the bare opinions
of fi lends to beof gieater weight and authority than the
demonstrations of others. Hence we may learn to adore
the sovereignty of Divine grace in every instance of a
If men hear
cordial submission to the truth of God.
propliets,
in
their
testimony
for Jenot Moses and the
rose
persuaded
be
though
one
sus, neither will they
has
actually
as
done.
he
from the dead,
Dear sir, my heart's desire and piayer to God for
Israel is, that they might be saved; may the God of
Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, by his effectual grace,
bring you to know his eternal truth! How differciit]y

fallen nature

i
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would you then judge of the evil and demerit of sin,
and of the need of a real atoning sacrifice to secure the
honor of the Divine governnicr.t! How infinitely desirable would then appear, a Savior from the power
and love of iniquity, and from a fatal security under
its dominion and deceitfulness! With v.hat concern
would you then regard the folly of that interpretation
of the lively oracles which confines the work of the
promised Messiah to this short life, the life of a mere
mortal, and a small spot of this globe! Seriously reflect, dear sir, how unworthy of God, how inadequate
to the real wants of an immortal mind, and how inconsistent with the whole tenor of Divine revelation,
as well as absolutely contrary to the clearest passages,
must such an interpretation be.
I

am, dear

Your

Sir,

sincere well wisher,

EDWARD WILIJAMS.
Oswestry, Feb. 1790.
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